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Chapter 1

C4/686, Lhinwa 26th, Alloday

Roxwell Jairden-Willowspring knocked out an obnoxious melody, rapping his knuckles
against his girlfriend’s apartment door. Laminate wood shined neonlike in the blacklight of the
posh hallway. It looked as if someone had scrubbed it over with a green highlighter.
The door opened, sudden. Roxwell stepped back, startled.

Pen laDemy stood in the entryway, purposefully allowing him enough space to enter.
Roxwell held out his arms, cheerfully expecting her to jump into a hug.
Pen tightened her floof of a ponytail. “I’m not leaving right away. I want to hear more
about this so-called connection of yours.”
Roxwell’s eyes narrowed, contemplative and dull. “I thought I explained everything
over the telecommune.”  S
 tepping inside, lax and lackadaisical, his slouch seemed to sink down
into his legs. The foyer opened directly into a cylindrical parlor. Staircase inlaid in smooth
walls swooped across the dim gold room. Ceiling bedazzled in sagging garlands of spun silver,
reflecting dewy rainbows. A sunken floor, and, at the lowest point, a white fur sofa faced a
sharp coffee table. Harsh-cornered, the table’s body was a slab of glass, held up with nubby
silver legs.
“Please be quiet.” Pen said. “My sister and her friend are upstairs.” She sat on the sofa
with the reserved poise of a dignitary.
Roxwell didn’t sit so much as plop, tossing off his sandals and resting his callused feet
on the glass table. “That’s no prob, because I don’t want to stay long anyways. And if you were
smart, you’d come with me. You need to trust me, Pen. I’m totally sure about this guy! For real,
he’s the real deal.”
While speaking with passionate and embarrassing agitation, he pushed a hand into his
right front pocket. It remerged with a dollop of red-pepper sunflower seeds. Head tilted back,
he poured the snack into his mouth, chewing seed shells, jaw foully agape.
Pen glared a little. “How can you be so sure?”
Roxwell didn’t have a logical reason for his certainty, but he had plenty of reasons. He
chewed and talked at the same time. “He’s just the most talented guy I’ve ever met. A true pro

on his armonica! And he said he knows how to play with such wild skills because, get this, the
guy’s been alive for over two centuries!”
He attempted resting his hand on Pen’s thigh: she scotched over, stress-gritting her
back molars into ever-sharpening fangs.
“This person might have been lying to you.” S
 he said.
“Chill out,” Roxwell insisted. “He wouldn’t lie to me. You’ll understand when you meet
him.”
But Pen stopped paying attention: she stared at the smudges his dirty feet left on the
coffee table, imagined her mom coming home to this evidence of her boyfriend, which made her
suddenly scared she would see her parents casually arriving, and she impulsively checked the
front door. They were supposed to be far away. Vacationing for the weekend in Greenhill, a
coastal city they would never, technically, visit. Sun-Chill Airlines expressly delivered them
into the isolated paradise of a SkyClear spa and resort.
Except maybe their flight got cancelled, and maybe they didn’t bother with an
informative telecommune. They never bothered telecommuning whenever their plans changed
like that.
“I don’t know.” She eventually said, uninterested, her thoughts somewhere else. “You
can meet up with this guy if you want to, but I won't. I’m not convinced.”
Roxwell hopped onto his feet and into his sandals. “Fine then.” He theatrically edged
backward over the glittering, blue carpet, heading toward the door. “I thought you were serious
about learning resurrection, but if you’re too afraid to explore every possible avenue, then
maybe you shouldn’t meet this guy. That’s cool too.”
Pen stared at him, briefly astounded by how utterly wrong he was. Fear didn’t inform
her decision; basic caution did. “Seriously, I don’t think it’s a good idea to trust a stranger.”

“But this guy’s not a stranger!” Roxwell stopped moving. “He’s a fellow musician! Didn’t
I tell you that? I met him at the weekly open jam in the park.”
“You didn’t tell me much, Roxwell. All you said was that you met this guy yesterday,
that he might want to be in a band with you, and that tonight he’s introducing you to a
resurrection circle. Then, before I could say anything, you said you were on your way to pick
me up and disconnected. I never even had a chance to say anything.”
Roxwell enthusiastically shrugged. “I’m sorry! I’m excited! I mean, this could be it! This
could be the night we learn how to live forever!”
“Can you explain why you trust him so much? What if he just wants to report you for
the reward?”
“You just need to meet this guy, then you would know how cool he is. After the show,
he invited all of us musicians to an underground bar where they don’t check your IDs. That’s
where him and I just hit it off! Talking about music and stuff!” Roxwell beamed.
“D
 o you even know his name?”
“I don’t know his real name, but he goes by Razor Blue.” He paused.
Pen waited. “Ok?” She said.
Roxwell sighed. “He’s called Razor Blue because in a resurrection circle that means he’s
a recruiter.”
“So he told you a lot about resurrection circles?”
Roxwell nodded.
“But how did resurrection get brought up in the first place?”
“I asked him how he played his armorica so well, like I knew he had some kind of pro tip
secret. That’s when he said he practiced for literally hundreds of years. I feel like I’m repeating
myself.” Roxwell squinted. “Didn’t I already tell you that?”

Pen breezed past his basic confusion. “So he casually told you he was a resurrectionist,
just like that? Why would he trust you?”
“Because he likes me. Like I said, we hit it off! He told me to meet him at the abandoned
Heira altar at exactly 9:00. Then he told me we shouldn’t discuss it anymore. It felt very cool,
almost like I was in a spy vision.”
Pen thought this was a silly story. She believed in the existence of underground
resurrection circles, but she doubted they operated like this, recruiting random teenage boys at
public jam sessions in the park.
“Ok.” She said, her skepticism faltering. To her great annoyance, she was tempted to
come along despite her reservations. “Can I try telecommuning my friend Beri so she can come
too?”
If she was about to break the law, she needed someone she could trust.
Roxwell shook his head. “I wasn’t supposed to tell anyone. I only told you because I.”
He paused, thoughtful and long. “Yeah, I love you.” He waited.
Pen didn’t know what to say.
“So uh yeah.” Roxwell stammered. “You should consider yourself lucky I’m offering you
this opportunity.”
“I don’t feel lucky. I’ll be trespassing on government property to meet a person I don’t
know. We could be arrested.”
Roxwell clicked his tongue. “You want to learn resurrection don’t you? Do you have a
better lead?”
Pen thought about this. She didn’t have a ghost of a lead. Roxwell’s dubious connection
was better than anything she, as of yet, discovered. According to rumors, the resurrection
circles left clues of their existence in old items, junk, and antiques, the random tawdry crap of

resale boutiques. Pen and Beri regularly hung out in the recycle shops. Searching for clues, they
never chanced upon salacious information about a clandestine, underground operation,
although they did find some pop outfits, weird books, and quirky trinkets.
“Good point.” She admitted, zipping up her black denim cardigan. “I guess I’ll go.”

Saskia and Robin were hidden, crouched at the top of the curving, inlaid stairs. When
they detected Roxwell’s boisterous knock-knock ditty, Saskia insisted on spying. Robin joked
about how nosing in on her sister’s life was Saskia’s favorite pastime, but that didn’t stop her
from joining in on the sneaky excursion. They overheard the entire conversation.
“We need to follow them.” Saskia whispered, while, on their way out the door, Pen and
Roxwell argued over whether or not this illicit outing counted as a date.
“I don’t know.” R
 obin said, her whisper quieter. “Maybe we shouldn’t go. We’d be
breaking so many laws: trespassing, possible goddess worship, maybe even seeking
resurrection—what if we get arrested?”
Pen and Roxwell’s voices disappeared. “We’re just kids.” Saskia peeked over the stairs to
be totally sure her sister was gone, then raised her voice. “We won’t get in that much trouble
for trespassing.”
“I don’t know.” Robin stared at the distance. “What if we upset the goddess by breaking
into her altar? A goddess won’t show us mercy just because we’re kids.”
“The goddesses don’t care about us anymore. Everyone knows that.”
“But I saw an episode of When Goddesses Kill w
 here this guy says he was turned into a
rock for a week after he broke into one of Adia’s abandoned altars.”
“Those visions are fake. They just want to scare you.”

Goddesses and people haven’t openly interacted for over a thousand years. Pre-history
claimed the era of legal goddess worship. It was cast out to the deep black seas of time
intentionally forgotten. The time when the divine greedily fed on corporeal worship, and the
human, in turn, employed the pantheon for its wars and cultures. Goddesses still provided the
names for the months, and their altars stood resolute, albeit in disrepair, small gestures of
admiration, which were presumably enough to satiate their need for devotion. A baseline
worship to keep them alive.
“Why would a goddess care about us?” Saskia challenged.
“How should I know? I don’t know what they’re like at all. That’s what makes them
scary.” Robin said.
“Even if I was scared, I can’t let Penelope learn resurrection without me. But it’s totally
fine if you want to stay here.” Saskia began to skip down the stairs. “I’m going.”
Robin looked backward, as if there might be something there, in the empty hallway,
some overlooked temptation to stay. She thudded down the stairs after Saskia.

A blacklit elevator transferred the girls down to the ground floor. Pace set by Saskia,
they moved swiftly through an imitation marble lobby. Speckled patterns in the floor resembled
lava. Security guards, behind their desk, dutifully ignored them.
Outside, soft plastic sidewalks shone blue. Colored lights signaled the countdown to
curfew. The blue hour was the penultimate hour before kids and criminals could no longer
wander. Ground lighting soaked giant neon signs, resulting in a mess of colors washing
everyone in shifting tones of green, blue, red. Saskia and Robin hardly ever got to walk around
Mosswell in the nighttime, and this was their first nocturnal exploration without adults. The
air tasted sweet, flavored by spicy, grill smoke.

Robin wished they could stop for a snack: they passed such inviting storefront windows.
She pined for rest in a cushioned booth, happily picking at a pretzel of deep-fried
deliciousness—this seemed like a lot more fun than trailing Saskia’s sister.
Saskia lived in a richer neighborhood than Robin. Where Robin lived, the restaurants
and attractions were scattered and modest. There was nowhere in walking distance she could
go to for amusement, except the library, but she disliked its stuffy, crowded atmosphere.
Robin’s neighborhood offered refineries, housing, and, though it was easy to forget, the
abandoned Heira altar. They walked toward the same tran stop where Robin waited for her ride
home after their sleepovers.
Saskia had never been in Robin’s neighborhood. She had never met Robin’s family or
seen her house, and Robin wanted it to stay that way.
Robin’s parents fought a lot. Usually, they contained themselves to yelling, but it
always scared her, because sometimes it was more than yells. Sometimes it was accidentally
deep cuts and her older brother Mads, panicked, driving mom to the closest Hospitality.
Sometimes it was garbage angrily strewn across the stairs, requiring everyone’s help to clean.
Sometimes it was the soft sound of fists hitting body parts, followed by mature sobs in the
bathroom, with nothing but a thin plaster wall separating Robin from the grief.
Sometimes, it bothered Robin how much nicer Saskia’s family was, and how little she
appreciated it. She especially wished she had a sister like Saskia’s, or maybe she wished she
could live with Pen, it was unclear. Pen was cool, but Robin didn’t entirely know why she
idolized her, or why she wanted to keep staring into her violet eyes for longer than was polite.
Pen was the only person Robin ever met with violet eyes. They dazzled.

Saskia clung to Robin’s arm. “Wait.” She sidestepped them away from pedestrian traffic,
hiding beneath a furniture store’s awning. “I see them, there at the Eastbound stop. Just down
the block. Do you know how to get to Heira’s altar from here?”
Robin paused. She transformed into a sauna at the sight of Pen. Her insides steamed
into airy, hot weightlessness.
“Robin?”
“What?”
“Do you know what to get to the altar from here?”
“Oh right! Yeah, it’s actually pretty close to where I live. I know how to get there.”
“Perfect.” Saskia practically cheered.
It wasn’t exactly perfect that Robin’s home was so close to Heira’s altar—the word
bothered her. It hung in the air, misting and rank. Nothing was perfect about where she lived.
She dreaded this unplanned return: this was a night she thought she would enjoy in Saskia and
Pen’s lovely home. Yet a faltering smile nonetheless flashed through her nervous
disappointment.
Saskia closely resembled her sister. They had the same pointed hairline, giving their
faces the same valentine heart shape. She was intoxicating to be around.
They laid low for a few minutes. An eastbound tran arrived. Saskia keenly watched Pen
and Roxwell board.
After that tran fully departed, Saskia and Robin waited at the stop. Rides were supposed
to arrive every fifteen minutes. Saskia’s knees bounced. She hopped in place a few times. “In all
the history of waiting, this has to be the longest anyone has ever waited for a tran.”
Robin wasn’t bothered. “It should be here in five minutes.”

“But we might miss some of the action! If I don’t see how they do the resurrection, we’ll
never know how it’s done!”

Robin remained downcast—it didn’t feel safe to look around. The stop filled up.
Several glam people arrived, lining up for the next ride. They came from a dark-windowed club
a block down the street. Blinking dazedly, still a spry dance in their step.
Everyone around was tall. Looming, they seemed in league together. It felt like every
single adult somehow knew the girls were breaking the law. Any one of the adults could report
them, and nobody would intervene if officers arrested two shady juveniles, who probably
shouldn’t be out unsupervised so close to curfew.
“Maybe we don’t need to be out here.” Robin proposed, worried. “Wouldn’t Pen tell us if
she learned anything interesting?”
Saskia laughed, a fake, unhappy laugh that sounded more like a bark. “Pen never tells
me anything.”
“That’s so not true! Pen tells us lots of stuff!”
“Then why didn’t she tell us she was leaving?”
“Probably because she wouldn’t want us to follow her. I think she knows this isn’t a
good idea. She obviously didn’t trust her friend.”
“You mean her boyfriend?”
“Really? Are you sure they’re dating?” Robin’s voice titled.
“I’m pretty sure. She calls him her boyfriend.”
“Huh. It doesn’t seem like she likes him very much.”
Earlier than scheduled, another transport arrived, silver and tubular, hissing as it
slowed. Tiny red lights dotted its side, glowing whenever it halted. Waiting for the adults to
enter first, the girls hopped inside. Saskia paid for both their fares.

They rode the tran for ten minutes. It was a ride Robin knew well. Plastic seats wore
handmade stickers and cursive, neon markings on their backs. Dirt trails on the bare walkway.
A cough reliably sounded off every minute or so.
While Robin pondered dangers, Saskia gazed out the window. Noticing the street was
getting darker and darker. No towering malls. No apartment buildings. A darkness only
occasionally punctured by the lights of a transport stop. Saskia thought it looked peaceful.
Robin nudged her when their stop arrived. Stepping off the bus, Saskia noticed the
sidewalk wasn’t as soft as it was in her neighborhood. Its light flickered murky, making it
difficult to tell if it was blue or purple, which was important to know, because blue would mean
they had more time.
Robin led the way to a piece of mundane scenery she walked past every single day. She
hoped they’d make it back before curfew. Flagrantly disobeying more than two laws in a single
night seemed excessive.
“Are you sure this is the right way?” Saskia asked.
Robin was surprised at how defensive she was. “Yes I’m sure! We’re super close.”
They soon reached the dark chain link fence that surrounded their destination. The
barrier wasn’t there for protection; it was a warning. Saskia climbed first, with Robin close
behind.
The conical altar sank in on itself, a minor sag. Dressed in dead ivy. Windows and doors
blocked with boards.
“I don’t see how they got in, this place is like an impenetrable fortress.” Saskia said, after
they circled the structure.

She inspected the wall, desperate for any indication of a way inside.

Robin nervously glanced around her shoulder, over and over again.
It didn’t take long to find it. Along the bottom, Saskia noticed a small hole, just big
enough for a person to squeeze through. She moved aside the mulch that covered it, and she
nearly cheeped with joy at the sight of a possible passage.
“That’s the way in! It has to be!”
“I’m not sure a person can fit through there. It looks like it might be a raccoon hole.”
Robin’s mind, rarely her ally, was inappropriately, and irritatingly, delighted with the idea of a
raccoon living in an abandoned altar. Don’t mind me, a tinny raccoon inhabiting the ruins of a
living goddesses!
Robin half-laughed, half-hiccoughed, caught between cautious anxiety and manic
hilarity.
Saskia shrugged. “I guess we can only find out by trying.”
And with easy confidence, she practically dove into the small opening, successfully
wriggling through to the other side. Robin hesitated, but followed her example, convinced it
was a bad idea but too shy to say so.
The hole led to a cozy basement pantry. Its cupboards, in their prime, were goldenrod,
but the paint grew sickly with time, aging into a drab paleness. The tables were covered in
blotches of clumpy soil.
“Smells like something died in here.” Saskia said.
Robin gasped and shushed. “I hear something.” S
 he whispered.
Saskia, attentive, paused. “It must be Penelope!” She whisper-shouted.
She was the only person who persisted calling her sister Penelope. For years, Pen
requested others call her Pen. She gave up on correcting Saskia whenever she misnamed her.

“I guess it must be them. But maybe we shouldn’t talk unless we really need to.” Robin’s
whisper wisped thinner with every word.
Saskia agreed.
Together, in silent resolution, they nudged at the pantry’s flakey door, guided by the
faint murmur of distant, melodious voices.
They weren’t expecting such brilliance on the other side of the decrepit door: the long
hallway, with shiny, goldenrod walls, papered over in net patterns iridescently shimmering red.
A string of lit beeswax candles hovered in the romantic dim air, which smelled so rich their
eyes watered.
Robin was more unnerved than awed. Something wasn’t right, she knew it, but couldn’t
give the feeling words.
Nonetheless, she attempted to do just that. “This hallway is way too nice.” Robin
whispered. “This feels dangerous.”
Saskia was silent for a while. “I thought we were only supposed to talk if it’s really
important.”
Frustrated, Robin wanted to scratch the hot flare in her cheeks. She didn’t say anything
else, sharing her misgivings with herself solely. An ominous tingle in her mind screamed turn
around and run.

Chapter 2

After their introduction, Pen remained distrustful of Blue Razor, or Razor Blue, she
couldn’t remember his code name and it didn’t matter. When she met him in the pantry he was
immediately rude. Militant, paranoid, unkempt hair and facial scruff, he asked where she lived,
but Pen refused to say.
Scoffing, he said he could tell she was wealthy, and he didn’t trust her wealth. He
doubted her commitment to resurrection.

Pen protested that Roxwell was just as rich, if not richer, than she was, but the
self-proclaimed resurrection master talked over her, accusing her of involvement with officers.
Roxwell ended up defending her, and she hated this most of all. His word shouldn’t be
counted as better than hers.
“She’s cool.” Roxwell said. “I wouldn’t be dating someone who wasn’t serious about
this.”
Roxwell’s mentor eyed him appraisingly. “If she’s an officer, we’ll find out soon enough.”
Pen didn’t know what that was supposed to mean. Run, she thought. Everything about
this setup was dangerously peculiar, and she was so vividly out of the loop.
The shabby man lumbered through the lush, colorful hallway. Pristine splendor
unnerved Pen. There must be a lot of worshippers cleaning this place. Were they around?
Clearly, Heira’s abandoned altar wasn’t exactly abandoned. The level of upkeep for the
altar itself spoke to a legion of followers. Layered beeswax composed the ceiling. Fatty and
bumpy, it resembled muscle, a pond of ridged flesh. Suspended in long, waxy trellises, little
honeycombs shone with candlelight, surrounding an imposing, caved-in hive. Gaping like a
maw about to swallow up everything on the altar, the earthy hive loomed glorious over a long,
golden table.
Honey seemed to hang in the air, thickening, sweetly, the act of breathing. Candle
warmth could be tasted in the bottom of their throats, faintly sticky and flowery. It was a
delightfully rich and drowsy taste. Even in her cautious state, Pen wanted to curl onto one of
the cushioned pews and nap.
A man waited for them at the golden table. He was similar to Razor Blue in stature,
dress, and mood, and he was armed with a crossbow. A stock of arrows was spread across the
table’s luminous surface.

“Who’s she?” He barked.
Roxwell grew uneasy. “Who’s this?”
“It takes two of us to initiate new members.” Razor Blue’s voice came out chilly and
even. “He’s my second-in-command, and maybe even my best friend. If we decide to initiate
you, he’ll help me with the ritual. You may call him Junior.”
Pen posed a rather more urgent question. “Why is your friend holding a crossbow?”
Razor Blue brushed off her query, assuring her she’ll find out in good time. “What’s the
ritual?” Roxwell asked, alarmingly calm.
“Let’s be clear, this isn’t your typical ritual. In order to trust you, you need to prove
you’re one of us. And to do that, you need to die.”
There was a pause. The thump of her beating heart lockstep marched over Pen’s
thoughts.
“You can’t be serious.” She said.
Roxwell’s fear resembled a forlorn hopelessness. There was a certain lack of assurance,
almost as if he was already disappointed in himself. “I need to die?”
The resurrectionist ignored Pen. He addressed Roxwell. “I have a good feeling about
you, kid. We jammed together. You have such positive energy! I feel like I feel you. But unless
you die and let us resurrect you, you’re not taking the same risks as us. You could, potentially,
turn us into the officers at any time. We can’t let you have that power over us.”
Junior chimed in. “You might even be an officer.” He aimed his crossbow somewhere
near the vicinity of Roxwell’s heart. “And if you are an officer, we’ll kill you on the spot.”
Razor Blue motioned his partner to lower his weapon. “You must excuse my friend’s
intensity. Last year, his wife was caught in a raid. She was burned to death, along with almost
everyone else in her circle.”

Junior glared at nowhere.
A nervous swallow played across Roxwell’s face, but it quickly vanished into histrionic,
deadsure resolution, playing the role of the hero. “I’ll die now if it means I never have to really
die.” H
 e said. “I’ll do whatever it takes.”
Pen demanded a demonstration of their ability. Razor Blue’s sangfroid broke. Suddenly
giddy, he agreed to her request. Approaching Junior, he argued with his partner over whose
turn it was to die. The spat lasted a minute, and ended with him yanking the crossbow out of
Junior’s hands. Without warning, he fired it, a fatally close range, springing an arrow into
Junior’s chest. He eased the limp body as it gently collapsed onto the table.
Roxwell closed his eyes when the arrow was fired, but Pen forced herself to stare,
attentive and suspicious. She wasn’t the least reassured, hearing, seeing, almost feeling the
arrow go in. Maybe these people were members of a death cult. Clearly, they worshipped Heira,
and maybe she was a goddess of death. For all of recorded history, worship of the goddesses has
been strictly banned, and maybe that was because goddess worshipers committed horrific,
ritual sacrifices.
Razor Blue called for Roxwell to join him. He patted his new recruit on the back, trying
to ease his visible tension.
“Repeat after me,” h
 e said. Then he began to sing, a minor-key melody, a little lilting la
ha se re me, familiar and vague, like a lullaby almost remembered. Roxwell tried to sing along.
For Pen, the music dragged, going on and on. She had to wait while Roxwell struggled with
correct pronunciation. Razor Blue was a dedicated vocal coach, but he wasn’t good enough to
perfect his new pupil’s considerable slurs.

After a long and weary practice, Razor Blue said, “Now I’ll recite the entire spell, and
with you backing me this should resurrect my dear friend Junior, happy and fit as a newborn
babe.”
Predicting, correctly, she would be ignored, Pen said, “Newborns aren’t known for
being happy so much as screaming.”
Razor Blue stretched his arms over his partner’s body. Much more quickly than he did
on the practice runs, he sang through his incomprehensible song.
The slack form of Junior pulsed with twitchy life. He gasped, desperately gulping,
hoarse and wheezy, as if he just resurfaced from a deep underwater dive. His partner tossed out
his arms, as if to say ta da.
Roxwell was smitten. “You did it! You actually did it!”
Junior angled his head sideways. “Now it’s your turn, new blood.”
Roxwell couldn’t be happier. “Of course!”
Pen wasn’t convinced. “Wait, shouldn’t the arrow hurt him, now that he’s alive?”
Razor Blue casually pulled the arrow out of his partner’s chest, and used it to reload the
crossbow. “The body goes through a numbness period after it’s resurrected. Usually it lasts a
couple months.”
Roxwell hopped in place. “That’s awesome! Imagine all that you could do if you were
numb to pain.”
Razor Blue duly aimed the crossbow at Roxwell’s heart. “So friend, you’re absolutely
dedicated to learning the forbidden art of resurrection?”
“For sure!”
“Wait.” Pen muttered through a clogging sob of fear. “We never checked his pulse.”
Razor Blue squinted, perfecting his aim, dead focused on his mentee. “Are you excited?”

Roxwell’s posture straightened. “I’m very excited!”
The arrow zipped snugly into his heart—face frozen into a vacant slack, he slumped
into a fall, senseless, nerveless, gone by the time he landed.
Pen cupped her mouth, choking on a sharp intake of breath.
Razor Blue quickly grabbed an arrow off the table. He reloaded his crossbow and turned
it on a stunned Pen.
“Y
 ou’re next.” h
 e said. “Can you show us that you’re as dedicated to learning
resurrection as he is?”
Pen held out her hands in surrender. “Maybe, but not this very instant. Aren’t you
going to bring him back?”
Razor Blue menacingly stepped forward, gently, as if he were hunting a deer and didn’t
want to startle it, a sickly gleam in his eye. “But how do we know you won’t betray us?”

 Pen stepped backward. “I promise I’m not going to tell anyone about you. Can you just
bring him back please?”
She couldn’t say she loved Roxwell. Increasingly, she wasn’t sure if she even liked him.
Sometimes he was fun, funny, exciting and creative. Next summer, his band planned a modest
six-venue tour of the upper Mosswell province. They already had a few shows booked,
headlining small dance halls out in the suburbs. She knew him too well to accept his demise.
“Please.” She repeated.
Razor Blue suddenly laughed and lowered his weapon. “Ok that’s enough of that. We
can’t charge you for explicitly seeking resurrection, but you can certainly be arrested with
trespassing.”
Pen froze. “What are you talking about?”

As usual, he sailed past a reasonable question. “Consider yourself lucky. You’re getting
off easy with this arrest.”
Pen lowered her arms, squinting, because it hurt a little to see their cruel, arrogant
expressions. “You’re officers.” She blinked. “ You went through all this trouble, concocting a
story and staging a death, just to kill a teenager?”
“These public jam sessions are a great place to fish.” The officer, proud, monologued.
“Lots of musicians want to live forever. It’s kind of a stereotype, but what can I say? It’s true.”
Pen couldn’t fully think. “Why?” She said, but she didn’t sound curious.
“Young people like you and what’s-his-name don’t know why the rules exist. All that
matters is you’re afraid of the punishments.”
The officer’s partner hopped off the table. He said, “Please come with us willingly. We
will use force if necessary.”
A full-throated shout, distinctly young and girlish, resounded from the doorway. “No!”

By the time Saskia and Robin reached the altar’s entryway, Roxwell was boringly alive,
and, worst of all, singing. Someone sang along with him, achingly close to an actual harmony.
Saskia peered around the half-open honeycomb door. Robin glimpsed the scene from behind
Saskia’s shoulder, but, with a body sprawled on the altar, it looked too gruesome. She couldn’t
watch.
Saskia witnessed the rest of the phony resurrection ritual. She stood, paralyzed, helpless,
while an officer executed Pen’s on-again, off-again boyfriend, who would certainly remain off
from now on.

Saskia made a loud noise. It wasn’t a scream, it wasn’t a yelp, and it wasn’t a gasp; it was
something like a creak mixed with a groan. Robin didn’t need to ask what happened. She could
see it on her friend’s face, the wild shock of seeing a life extinguished.
The girls listened for a moment, waiting for someone to react to her outburst, but
nobody did. Synced with her sister’s exclamation, Saskia’s cry was unheard.
It was Robin who made the outburst while the officers threatened Pen, the shout that
revealed their illicit presence. Skin flushed with anger, she darted forward, into exposure, with
no plan, no thoughts, acting on a pure need to rescue. Saskia grabbed her by the elbow, a
sororal restraint.
What the hell Robin! Saskia couldn’t believe her best friend.
The officer known as Junior pursued them, burdened with the heavy protective chest
armor he wore beneath his clothes. “Who’s there!” He bellowed.
The girls fled down the lavish hall, hearing an officer’s charging footfall close behind
them. They swerved past the crooks of the hallway, rounding each corner before their pursuer
could glimpse them. Robin thought she recognized the gold door they came in from. Midrun,
she yanked Saskia aside, throwing open the door and slamming it shut behind them.
But this wasn’t the correct room; it was an old office room. In its advanced state of
decay, it was similar to the pantry they had earlier breached, except this room had no way in or
out—also, it was occupied. A woman hovered over an openfire gas stove, cooking corn stalks
still dressed in their greens. She was fat, and made fatter by a loose-fitting red capote. A hood
caped her back, gaping and baggy, fringed with gold and blue geometric patterns. A spectacular
bonnet of dreads towered over her head. She regarded the girls with silent annoyance.
Clothes, lumped into shapeless blobs, hung from a wire. The girls assumed it all
belonged to her.

“We’re sorry.” R
 obin mouthed.
The officer could be heard reaching the door. He kicked it off its hinges.
The squatter wasn’t fazed by the officer’s violent entrance. “Can I help you?” She said.
Massively panting, the officer scanned the room, but there was no sight of Saskia and
Robin. They had huddled into a cupboard. All they could do was hope this strange woman
wouldn’t rat them out.
The officer spoke. “So it was you that was spying on us.”
She stared, judgmental and probing. “What are you talking about, man? I wasn’t spying
on anyone. For hours, I’ve been in here, peaceful, minding nobody, a perfect example of quiet
contemplation.”
The officer bobbed, impatient. “Sure, lady. Go ahead and say what you want, but you’re
illegally trespassing, so you’re getting arrested no matter what. So yeah! Uh. Please come with
us, I mean come with me, um, willingly, or I may use force—”
The squatter didn’t let him finish. She quickly killed the flame on her stove and was by
his side, peeling the husk of one of her corncobs. “Let’s go.” she said. “You can have the other
one if you want. Food is one of the few pleasures of having a body.” She gestured to the
remaining cob left on her stove.
The officer stared at it, clearly tempted. “No, that’s ok, but thanks anyway.”
“In that case, now you bring me to your strider,” she said, her tone gentle, instructive,
like a teacher.
“Right.” The officer agreed vacantly, studying the room for traces of other trespassers.
Finally, he left, goaded by his arrestee.
“What are you waiting for? Let’s get a move on and get this over with!”

Chapter 3

Officer Wiltshire, the man who called himself Razor Blue, didn’t acknowledge Pen’s
existence after strapping her into the strider’s wagon, a portable appengage stowed in the
strider’s compact trunk, and attached to the vehicle’s body whenever they made an arrest. They
were parked on a street corner a block away, beside an overflowing trash bin. Roadways
accommodated the public and delivery transports. The officers were pleased to remain on the
sidewalks, where their vehicles could easily dominate.

Shelled in blue chrome, with two antennae-like spotlights, easy for the passenger to
manipulate, a strider was a stubby pair of bendy legs, whirring as it flexed its eight-foot-tall
appendages. Officers sat in a half-dome. Senior officers are given the solemn privilege of
operating speed and direction on the dashboard. Their partner was tasked with overseeing any
required weaponry fire. A globular glass windshield could be deployed for weather protection,
but the wagon that was harnessed to it was always exposed. Tonight favored clear and
lukewarm, a small relief, it was a short distance to the nearest station.
Stress tears welled in Pen’s eyes as she waited in her harsh, uncomfortable seat, the
reality of her situation oozing into her consciousness. It was like an illness, this dull nausea.
Even if she managed to escape a detention sentence, her parents will surely ground her for
forever. Her life before this night felt unreal as a dream. She missed how it felt to be innocent,
when she wasn’t involved with murder and arrest. An innocence she realized was there because
it was evaporating.
Morose, she didn’t bother to look at whoever it was that the other officer strapped into
the seat beside her.

Saskia admired Robin’s determination to free her sister, but Robin was too focused, too
panicked, to notice it. “We can’t let them do this,” she said, striding down the hallway with an
authoritative bearing unusual for her. “My house isn’t far from this district’s station. We can
stop by and pick up my brother’s boil bomb. He’s always making weird crap like that. All we
need to do is throw it into the station, and bam! Instant chaos.”
They walked down the hallway, looking for the way out. Saskia stopped for a chance to
catch her breath. “Slow down. I have at least a hundred questions.”

Robin shifted in place, chomping at the bit to charge on with their rescue. “What’s not
to understand? It’s a simple plan. First, we pick up the boil bomb, then we ambush the station,
unleashing the boil bomb! Which will force them to evacuate everyone, and while they’re busy
doing that, we can run in and free Pen.”
“Y
 eah but your brother hasn’t really made a boil bomb, has he?” Saskia’s face puckered,
a little sick at the idea. “Aren’t those from pre-history?”
Robin shrugged. “He made some kind of bomb. He tested it and swears it works.”
Saskia sighed, tired and scared. “Great, so we just attack an officer station with a super
illegal weapon and possibly boil everyone inside. Like, holy shit Robin!”
“H
 e made them too small to do that much damage. If it works right, it’ll just itch
everyone’s skin. But they’ll still need to evacuate.”
“W
 hat if the bomb is too powerful and it kills an officer?”
“But if Pen goes to trial they might decide to kill her.” Robin’s voice rose to a whine.
“People have gotten the death penalty just for associating with someone in a resurrection
circle.”
Panic flashed through Saskia. She didn’t have a good answer, and she quickly became
embarrassed that she was more nervous than Robin. She was accustomed to being the more
daring one of the two. “Ok fine. We’ll boil the station I guess.”
They soon found the pantry and, under Robin’s direction, they ran to her house.
Halfway through their trip, the sidewalks switched colors, turning red, indicating it was past
curfew. They could be arrested for being outside without the proper identification and adult
supervision. Curfew law applied to kids and adults with a criminal record.
Robin wouldn’t let Saskia come inside her house with her, no matter how much she
begged. She couldn’t let her best friend experience the unsightly mess she lived within, the

dishes piled in the sink, floors that smelled like they were wet, chipped kitchen tiles, scuffed
walls, and dust bunnies growing like dark fungi across the carpets. Saskia needed to wait in the
weedy backyard while Robin ran, on tiptoes, into her basement.
The boil bombs were pastel green orbs no bigger than her palm. There were five of
them stored in a shoebox. These outdated, illegal weapons were only meant for emergencies,
but if this wasn’t an emergency Robin didn’t care about emergencies. It suddenly dawned on
her how extraordinary her plan was. It was impossible to imagine it succeeding. Failure was all
she could predict. Pen would be imprisoned or killed. She and Saskia might be imprisoned or
killed too, and it would all be for nothing.
Even so, she didn’t feel like she had a choice. Life’s most important choices never feel
like choices. She couldn’t stand by and do nothing while Pen was in danger. She simply must
continue with her doomed idea, because it was all she had.

In the officer station, Pen and the other arrestee were herded to the image room, the
first step of prisoner intake. Next, they would have their fingerprints copied and filed, then they
would fill out their names and addresses on a form. It all promised to be rather boring.
The image room was dark, with officers, arms crossed, guarding the door. In front of
the recorder, the arrested had to stand in a mellow red spotlight.
The squatter was the first to be shot, and she clearly hated it. She glared for the
recorder.
The officer remarked on how they already had her image on file. “But maybe we could
clear up your identity tonight.” He said, scrutinizing the screen. “I’m getting multiple names
here.”
The squatter said, “It’s not my fault your system is faulty.”

Pen was struck with pity. This woman’s features were weathered, not wrinkled, but
faded and wizened like onion skin, the marks, it seemed, of an unfathomably old age. Her
strange eyes flashed with wit, but her frown was tired and long.
Pen’s eyes followed her as she moved out of the spotlight, returning to Pen’s side.
“Are you ok?” She asked.
The squatter’s face didn’t so much as flinch: she stared straight ahead, determined to
ignore the condescending question, the reflection of red spotlight tracing her face like a scar.
Pen didn’t blame her for being cagey. She wasn’t trespassing to learn the know-how of
committing resurrection, society’s gravest crime. All she wanted was a place to spend the night.
Pen, reluctant to have her image taken, waited for permission.
“Please step into the light, m’am.”
Pen did as she was told, but said, “Can’t you get this poor woman a chair or something?”
“This won’t take long.” The officer drawled.
There was a series of thick flashes. Pink blobs and silver stars obscured Pen’s vision for
at least a minute. She couldn’t stop blinking. She heard a man’s disinterested voice say “looks
like it’s your first time with us.”  He directed her and the squatter to the intake waiting room,
which was directly across the hall. This room reminded Pen of pre-college, probably because of
the institutional lightening, like a vampire devouring the world of its depth and color.
They were placed on green metal chairs. There were plenty of empty chairs around,
and, after their placement, they were allowed to move. But Pen liked this woman’s stoic
bearing. All the other arrested women slumped. Some hung their heads low. Someone clutched
her knees and anxiously bounced her heels, barely containing an urge to fight her way out.
An officer gave Pen a clipboard with a basic form for her to complete. If she signed it,
she officially agreed the officers had just cause to suspect her of breaking the law, and she

confirmed her identity. The officer demanded her to include her ID when she returned the
form.
The mundane nature of this room might have been the worst part of this long night.
Black arcs scruff the floors and desolate white walls, a drabness that made everything feel more
real. Roxwell’s death, her arrest, it suddenly became depressingly plain, fixed facts of reality.
She wanted someone to care about her, and she knew the best way to receive care is to
give it. She turned to the squatter. “Do you want anything?”
This idea seemed to offend her. She nervously shifted in her seat. “What could you
possibly give me?”
Pen had to think about this for a while. For an absurd moment, she thought about
offering a hug.
“I guess if you need a shoulder to rest on. I know it’s getting late and it’s kind of because
of me that you lost your bed.”
The squatter’s face relaxed into sympathy. “These chairs are designed to torture
people. I think I’d rather be standing. Bodies are bad enough as it is without such additional
discomfort.”
Pen was struck with inspiration. “Do you want my cardigan? You can use it as a seat
cushion?”
The stranger’s gaze was blazing, intense, but her lips twitched, reluctant to speak.
“Thank you for your offering.” S
 he said. “Is there anything you want right now?”
Pen huffed with stilted, dead amusement. “Yeah, I’d like to go home.”
“A lovely idea,” the stranger said. “I was just about to abscond myself. I’ve gotten all I
wanted out of this experience I think.”

Pen thought this was a joke, but her laugh was caught in her throat. The stranger flared
her nose and, in a peculiar, controlled manner, sneezed. Several fat bees darted out from her
tower of hair. They flew in slow circles. Patient as they pleased, they passed Pen’s line of sight.
She could see their little hairs.
The stranger contorted her facial muscles into a miniature, impossible dance. Mouth
juddered. Cheeks jerked up and down, little flexes. Chin rippled like a disturbed puddle. The
bees intently watched this performance, and although it was impossible, absurd, inhuman, Pen
knew there was communication happening. The stranger was directing the bees with her face.
Soon, the stranger stood, and there was no mistaking her regal posture. She wasn’t mad
about getting arrested, merely annoyed. “Follow me.” She said.
The bees zipped into action as Heira’s manifestation strode for the door. At first, Pen
couldn’t move. Guarding officers, all at once, grimaced and smacked their necks, each stung by
an obedient bee. At this, something in Pen snapped. She hopped out of the horrible metal chair,
jogging to catch up with this incredible comrade.
The officers tried to blink the glaze out of their eyes. Ears clogged with what felt like
honey seeping into brain roots. Sadly for the other detainees, they quickly regained composure
once the stranger and Pen were out of sight.
Thanks to the bees, the escapees encountered no real trouble strolling out of the station.
Any officer who tried to impede their progress was stung, briefly dismayed by eyes glazed and
ears stuffy. The stings felt like having one’s thoughts drenched in sap. After they regained
composure, their newest memories faded, like a t-shirt’s screenprint damaged into scabs by a
washing machine. The absconding arrestees even dropped by storage, where Pen casually
retrieved her purse.

Agog, a gleeful tagalong, Pen stuck by Heira’s side as they calmly left the station and
walked around the block.
“My manifestation shall depart from you at this time.”  H
 eira returned to her standoffish
mood. “And I strongly advise you not to follow me. I thank you for your small offerings, and
truly, this small burst of worship felt great, but I must insist there be no more. This is the first
and last favor I shall grant you.”
Pen gasped: she should have known sooner. No human walks around with an army of
magic bees in their hair. “You’re a goddess aren’t you? You must be Heira!”
Heira’s manifestation shushed, mightily. “Do not say my name out loud with such a
casual tone!”
Pen glanced around the darkness, but there was nobody. They were the only ones on
the red sidewalk.
“I’m sorry.” S
 he didn’t know what else to say. Questions crowded her mind. Who were
her worshipers? Why me? What’s it like being a goddess? But most of all, why me?
Before now, she never believed any of the rare accounts of goddess encounters. Some
people insisted the goddesses still engaged with us. They blend in with society, causing minor
havoc or bestowing wondrous favors, as, one assumes, the divinities did more frequently in the
pre-history days. Nobody believed this in real life. These ideas were spread in visions with titles
like My Goddess Experience o r I Accidentally Dated a Goddess, and they were always so corny,
interviewing people who seemed desperate for attention. A brief yikes swooped on Pen as she
imagined herself featured on one of those visions, sounding just as wacko as anyone else who
claimed they interacted with a goddess.
“You must avoid me entirely.” Heira said. “I remember the pre-history days, so I must
demand that you trust me when I warn you goddess worship isn’t meant for the masses. I don’t

care about your little human laws. Humans only ever take up less than a percent of my energy.
I care about this world. The law against goddess worship is absolutely required. Sustained
worship is not good for either mortal or divinity. No more offerings. Got it?”
Pen nodded, too quick to be sincere. “Can I ask a question though? If I did give you
another offering, then would you need to do another favor for me or?”
Bees growled in Heira’s hair, a choral buzz so low it gurgled. “I don’t need to do
anything for you or any human! Not ever!”
“Then why did you rescue me from detention?”
“Well we goddesses do try to exercise mercy every now and then! And I won’t be
answering any more questions!”
Pen wasn’t thinking clearly enough to argue, but she wanted to argue. She never
trusted people without solid reasons, and the same applied to goddesses.
“I want to learn resurrection.” She said, embarrassed with the whine in her voice.
Voice thorned with condescension, Heira said, “I can’t help you with that. As a divine,
eternal force, I am not interested in resurrection, because death is never a possibility. Why
don’t you go home? It must be past your bedtime.”
“Where are you going?”
Pollen enveloped the manifestation, then, just as abruptly, receded like a wave. Cleared
air revealed Heira’s presence had vanished.
Pen had no other choice but to begin walking, unsure of the direction, toward home.

Saskia and Robin crouched at the periphery of the station entryway’s parking lot. White
fluorescents diminished night. Worried about the bright, feeling horribly visible, Robin held
the boil bomb. Saskia lit it. Their hands shook, and they both hoped the other didn’t notice.

They couldn’t think about what they were doing: they needed to act fast. Pure impulse! Like
jumping into a freezing cold lake.
The wick resisted fire. Saskia tried moving the flame closer.
Robin cautioned against moving it in too close.
“But it’s not working!” S
 askia grumbled.
Quite bracingly, the wick hissed, releasing a stream of green smoke.
The girls gasped, and they were rather proud of themselves for not screaming. Covering
her face with her free hand, Robin ran forward a little, lunged the bomb from quite a distance,
over dormant striders, and it landed in a roll near the entryway, activating the automatic
sliding glass doors.
“Hey!” A
 woman shouted, neutral, only mildly curious. “What is that?”
Robin ran away.
They moved back a little and lowered more. A modest cloud of green smoke floated
outside the glass doors, thinned by breeze. A few officers inspected it, reacting to it with mild
disgust. One of them said, “smells like eggs.”
The completely harmless smoke diminished, and the toy bomb was tossed into the trash.
Hands on his hips, an officer strode outside, voice booming like an irate professor. “Wherever
you are, if we ever see you kids around here again you will be arrested. I hope I’ve made myself
clear!”
Saskia lowered her head, disappointed, detached in sadness for her captured sister.
Positive she had been seen, Robin couldn’t shake her fear. What if the officers recognize
her in the near future? It could happen anytime, anywhere! They might catch her walking home
on her way back from academy. They might arrest her on the spot!

Hopeless and pouting in silence, Saskia and Robin walked back to the tran stop, terrified
of running into a patrolling strider. The emptiness of the neighborhood was dreadfully fragile.
But they reached the westbound tran stop in peace.
The only other person inhabiting the stop with them was Pen.
Their faces lit up at the sight of Pen, sleepy and distracted, in the tran stop’s green
light.
“It’s her!” Robin exclaimed.
They rushed forward to greet her, but their cheer didn’t last long.
Pan’s mouth dropped, enraged, horrified. “What is this!” She shouted. She didn’t want to
be as angry as she was. There was something so depressingly adult about her righteousness, so
hypocritical. Deferring her frustration onto a younger person was a wretchedly mature thing to
do, but she couldn’t help it.
Robin apologized in a gasping rush. “I didn’t want to go, really I didn’t, we were just
worried about you.”
Saskia knew better than to apologize. If she lied, Pen would know.
Pen’s mad face looked more and more like their mother’s. “Were you two following
me?”
“Yes.” R
 obin said. “Not exactly.” Saskia said.
“I can’t believe you were following me!” Even in her anger, Pen began feeling sorry for
Robin, who was teary devastated, and who wasn’t even Pen’s sister.
Robin spoke with the confidence of honest repentance. “We just wanted to help!”
Saskia crossed her arms. “It isn’t fair that you’re the one who gets to go out on
adventures! We want to learn resurrection too. You should have invited us!”

Pen became sad, and Saskia missed her rage. “I saw my boyfriend get murdered tonight,
and I feel like I barely got out alive. I’m not even sure I want to learn resurrection anymore. It
might not be worth it.”
Saskia tried to be mad like Pen, imposing and intimidating, but it came across like
youthful petulance. “You can’t be mad at me for doing the same stuff you’re doing. That’s so
unfair.”
“Let’s not talk about it anymore.” Pen said, weary with the conversation.
Robin looked between the sisters, as if she were being coerced into choosing between
them.
She apologized again. In her mind, her voice sounded harsh and dry, like paper crinkling.
Something lifted inside her to see Pen’s sympathetic smile.
“Don’t worry about it.” Pen said.
Robin could have stood there and gawped all night long. She looked away in
embarrassment.
“How did you escape the officers?” Saskia asked, ready to distrust whatever answer she
received.
“The squatter helped me.” Pen answered.
Silence claimed them. They waited for a half hour. Trans didn’t travel out here too often
by this late at night. Robin fell asleep, her slump leaning into Saskia.
Mercifully, or indifferently, the tran driver, when he did finally arrive, didn’t care about
curfew. He accepted the kids as he would a lawful customer. Still, it was an uncomfortable ride.
There weren’t many adults, and adults felt safer when there was a crowd of them. A man in the
back corner, hidden in a crouch, took out his insular aggression by sporadically punching the

wall. Jolting thuds resounded throughout the vehicle, but the driver didn’t say anything. The
ride home lasted a lifetime.

Chapter 4

Claudine laDemy read about Maxwell’s death while enjoying the spa with her husband,
Duarte. It made the news because the boy came from a rich family, and people like him weren’t
supposed to be so reckless. People like him were supposed to observe certain norms if they
wanted their privileges guaranteed. He wasn’t even wealthy; technically, kids cannot own
wealth, they can only live within it. Whenever a rich kid was killed for seeking the most
forbidden knowledge, they were made into an example. Nobody is above the law. Everyone
must practice obedience.

Claudine didn’t bother telling Duarte about the news story. He wouldn’t care that their
daughter’s boyfriend was executed while trying to become a resurrectionist. She knew he would
brush it off. He would huff and say something like why should we care, this boyfriend can’t cause her
problems anymore, now that he’s dead. O
 r he might say, thank the Lord they aren’t married, then we
would have a real problem.
Claudine detested pointless conversation. She had long ago resigned any ambition of
altering her husband’s varied misconceptions. On their first morning back after that fateful
Alloday, Claudine confronted Pen over breakfast, only it wasn’t, exactly, a confrontation.
Claudine never voiced her suspicions. To state an unpleasant possibility gave it power. So
instead of asking Pen if she was coping well with the death or her boyfriend, she asked about
her weekend, generally.
“I hope nothing very stressful happened while you were in charge of your sister.” She
said, slitting a butter knife through her goopy crepe.
An observer might believe this was a sincere inquiry, and not an indirect inquisition.
Pen, however, knew her mom’s high level of news intake. She must know about Roxwell’s
death. She could see the suspicion, glinting in her mom’s steely, troubled eyes.
Pen glanced out the tinted window. The apartment faced west. Dawn brilliance of the
rising sun was dulled into a mellow orange by the darkened glass.
“Everything was fine.” She said.

Pen didn’t want to be the one who had to bring up Roxwell. Really, the less she
actually said about the weekend, the better.
Repressed accusations hummed in the ensuing silence.
Saskia sat in it with a feeling of inevitable conflict. Alarmingly fast, she shoveled in bites
of velvety chocolate crepe.

Duarte was in the shower, but had he been present he wouldn’t have detected any of the
tension, safely oblivious in his gaming stats.
Like usual, Claudine didn’t lose her temper. She sipped her ginger tea, long and patient.
“I read about your friend, what’s his name. The boy who was caught by the officers trying to
join a resurrection circle.”
Pen shifted. “I saw that on the news too. It’s too bad.”
There it was, an outright, verifiable lie. She didn’t want to talk about Rowell because it
would require dishonesty, and she wasn’t always the best at lying.
It was all Claudine needed to confirm her fears. She knew Pen was hiding something,
and it would be pointless to ask her, because there would be nothing but lies.
She continued to indulge in gradual sips of tea. “Sometimes I just don’t know about the
people you spend your time with. I expect one day I’ll see that girl Beri in the newscast. Wasn’t
she friends with this boy?”
Pen had to overlook the implication that her best friend could be executed and Claudine
wouldn’t care. “Beri didn’t even like him very much.” She said. “Neither of us knew him that
well.”
“Hm.” Claudine huffed.

And with that, the conversation fizzled.
Saskia finished racing through her food. She quickly left the table, washed her own
plate, and ran for it. Her heart galloped in her chest, even though pretty much nothing
happened. Nobody was yelling. There wasn’t even any obvious unpleasantness. Somehow,
nothing happening was worse. She preferred an argument.

Saskia sat next to Robin on the academy tran. Tinted windows dimmed the sunlight,
diminishing it into a faint illumination as modest as a candle flame, like the windows in the
laDemy kitchen. She wished the full brightness were allowed. What did adults have against the
sun?
Robin didn’t like the dimness either. Her former academy tran had clear windows that
let in the direct sunshine. She was the first in her family to transfer out of North Mosswell
Public Academy. Her mom, Vrinka, read research suggesting that education was most vital at
the stage of adolescence. Brain development goes through vital evolution at this age. Vrinka
imparted to Robin she was the best hope of potential in her, Vrinka’s, whole family history.
Robin was always such a smart girl. She helped her to apply for scholarships.
Most of the time, Robin was devoted to her education. Sometimes, she wished she didn’t
need to go on a longer tran ride, didn’t need to get good grades, didn’t need to be so full of
hope. Hope threatened to break the familiar, and familiar, even if dreary, was safe.
When Robin first transferred to a Lord’s Academy, she hated the changes. She hated the
blue plaid dress, the uncomfortably close collar, and the itchy tights she had to wear even when
it was warm out. She hated the Lordly ceremonies every class had to attend every week,
hour-long sessions praising the one true, unifying Lord-Of-All, usually shortened to Lord.
Ceremonies full of confusing stories alluding to pre-historical violence, the chaos wars waged
with the awful power of the goddesses, the miraculous arrival of Lord-Of-All, the introduction
of countdown calendrics and the first year zero, which erased the awful knowledge of divine
communion and most the abilities with which humans did not deserve access. Worship of the
Lord-Of-All included a barrage of stories, vague, and stuffed with directives, promises, and
threats. Those who weren’t loyal to the Lord-Of-All would never receive his permanent

resurrection. At the end of the calendar cycle, they believed, the Lord resurrected decent souls,
and left the bad ones to rot.
And this Lord, unlike the goddesses, had the decency to remain forever silent.
For Robin, the only upshot of it all was meeting Saskia, who was nice to her when no
one else was.
Like Robin, Saskia’s family didn’t care about religion. They wanted their girls to have
the best education, and the Lord Academies were renowned.
Saskia and Robin first bonded during ceremony, where they were seated together.
Gleefully ignoring the boring stories, they invented amusing stories of their own.
Saskia had attended South Mosswell Lord’s Academy since level 1, like her sister before
her. After level 6, she would move on to a Lord’s Pre-College, where Pen currently completed
her third year. Robin’s mom couldn’t afford to keep her in expensive education. Scholarships
drained away. Robin needed to move on to a public pre-college. Saskia dreaded the separation.
Now that it was the beginning of Gwim, the final month of the academic year, she savored their
tran trips together.
“My mom was so freaky this morning.” Saskia said. “I think she suspects my sister of
something. I don’t know. She was all weird about Roxwell. It felt kind of intense.”
Robin doubted Saskia’s mom was “intense” by Robin’s standard of living, but she liked it
this way. She was down with drama talk, as long as the drama that wasn’t hers. “It must be
hard on Pen. I hate that everyone knows. It shouldn’t be so public. Even my parents know.
They saw it on the news.”
In truth, Robin’s parents found the story amusing. T
 hey thought the spoiled boy
deserved his death. Robin didn’t know if she agreed with them or not. All she knew for sure
was this. She hated Roxwell for endangering Pen. She certainly wasn’t sad about his death.

Saskia said, “With Roxwell dead and my mom in full-on suspicion mode, Pen will
probably be too scared to keep researching resurrection.”
“M
 aybe that’s actually a great idea.” R
 obin said. “Honestly, I don’t care that much about
resurrection, because what are the chances of us dying anytime soon? Why don’t we wait until
we’re adults? I bet you it’s easier to learn resurrection when you’re not a kid.”
Saskia hated whenever people suggested she wait until she got older. “But if we start
waiting now, who knows if we’ll ever stop waiting. We could just grow up and get jobs like
everyone else, and have a normal, boring, short life.”
Robin said, “I don’t think we should give up on it. Just, maybe we should lay low for a
while, at least for a few years. We all had a close call this weekend.”
It comforted Saskia whenever they made plans for the future. “Maybe you’re right. I
don’t even know what we can do. It’s not like we can go around asking people if they’re in a
resurrection circle.”
Relieved, and yawning, Robin fished a plastic baggie from out of her knapsack.
“Honestly, everything we know is thanks to your sister, so if she’s not trying to learn
resurrection I don’t see how we can.”
Saskia stared at Robin’s baggie. Homemade pills, long as thumbs and colored like dirt,
were nestled tight in the plastic. “What’s that?”
The pill cases were made of a clear, dissolvable material, and the whitish brown powder
inside was a total mystery. “Vitamins.” Robin said. “I forget what they were called but my
brother made these. Mads has been ordering these like enormous tubs of vitamin powder, then
using them to make these pills for my dad. It’s supposed to boost your energy. Want one? It
can help us stay awake during the ceremony.”
Saskia gasped. “Girl! Those are drugs!”

Robin’s face fell. “They’re not drugs. They’re vitamins. It’s good for you. Do you want
one or not?”
“No thanks. Your brother might be as good of a druggist as he is a weapons designer.
One of us should stay sober in case you end up puking all over the place.”
Robin set a vitamin pill on her tongue and washed it down with water gulped from a
see-through purple bottle. “Honestly, I wouldn’t mind if something like that
happened—anything to make ceremony more interesting.”

Halfway through ceremony, an itchy heat covered Robin’s face and arms. She thought
she was sweaty, but she wasn’t—her skin just felt wet and sick. Her knee bounced without her
realizing it. Their homeroom teacher, Mr. Zharton, didn’t notice her jitters, but she wished he
would. She wished he would discreetly ask her to leave. At the altar, the master droned on
about the disarmament miracle performed by our Lord during the wars of pre-history, when a
stray frycloud was said to approach a gathering of children, but He managed to dissipate it
before it could kill the children, and there was wild rejoicing from the saved souls.
“Do you need a nurse?” Saskia said.
Robin didn’t want to admit she was feeling strange. “I’m fine.”
After ceremony ended, she peed for a solid two minutes straight. Saskia waited for her
outside the stall.
“How do you feel?”
The toilet flushed. Pulsing with hot flashes, Robin’s thoughts zapped through her mind,
a sensation not unpleasant. The hyper boost in energy was thanks to the generous amount of
ginseng, while the hot flashes and itchiness was thanks to excessive niacin.

“You know what I actually feel pretty rad!” Robin clapped and nearly ran in place. “I’m
literally on fire! But in a good way!”
Saskia didn’t hide her delight. She had never seen Robin so animated. “H
 opefully you
keep this up for another hour. It’s the mile run in fitness class today.”
Before fitness, there was history class in the homeroom. At first, Robin was
disappointed that her wired mind would be wasted on a dull lecture, but it turned out to be a
different sort of lesson.
Mr. Zharton introduced the activity with a mysteriously withdrawn expression. His
hands trembled as he wrote out a religious quote along the blackboard: “The practice of mercy
is the will of the Lord.” His lips shifted, as if he chewed something, and he ran a hand through
his thinning hair.
“I’m sure a lot of you heard the news about the teenage boy who was caught and
executed for seeking resurrection. This is a tragic story, no matter how you look at it. I wish
this misguided boy had better influences, and I pray the officers can deal with this issue with
mercy and justice. Historians know that cycle 2A was when strict anti-resurrection laws were
first put into practice, although we do not know why. There is no explanation in the public
record as to why resurrection was outlawed so severely and made punishable by annihilation.”
Most of the kids were whispering private jokes, doodling, fiddling with water bottles,
trying to flip them precisely onto their bottoms. Robin and Saskia, however, were nearing the
edge of their seats. They could almost detect Mr. Zharton’s trepidation.
Pierrette raised her hand. She waited until she was called on to speak. “Excuse me, Mr.
Zharton? But my dad is an officer, and he says these laws exist because people who commit
resurrection are degenerates.”

Saskia hated that next year she would be going to the same pre-college as Pierrette, but
Robin would be going somewhere else.
She raised her hand but didn’t wait for Mr. Zharton to call on her. “That’s not entirely
true though. Some people don’t think resurrectionists are degenerates. Some people think
they’re heroes.”
Now most of the kids were paying attention, struck by the raw anger in Saskia’s voice.
Pierrette turned around to face Saskia, a stink eye so massive it seemed to press on
Saskia’s shoulders. “Those people are wrong. Resurrectionists are freaks. What they do is
against nature and if allowed would totally ruin society. My parents talk about a Senior Officer
named Bruin Heide. He knows where the last of the resurrection circles are located. If he ever
becomes Executive Officer, he’ll make sure they’re all dead for good.”
“I think he should be forced to share what he knows with his other officers.” A boy
called out. “It’s not right to keep secrets. He sucks!”
“He’s smart!” Pierrette said.
Saskia clutched her desk.
Mr. Zharton spoke so loudly it drowned out the insult Saskia was beginning to say.
“Please, we must keep our discussion respectful. As I said, this is a tragic occurrence. I want
everyone to think about this privately. Then, quietly, write out your feelings in your notebook.
Think about this law and how it’s implemented. Write if you think it is just or unjust, and why
you believe it is just or unjust. And speculate, privately, on why resurrection was made illegal
in the first place.”
Before setting them on their tasks, he couldn’t ignore Robin. Her hand desperately
strained into the air since the beginning of his comments. “Yes, Robin. Do you have a
question?”

She took a deep breath. “First of all I think Roxwell was kind of a jerk, like I don’t think
he deserved to die but he was kind of a jerk.” R
 apidfire speech melted her words a little. “Of
course it’s a terrible law and I don’t know why they ever made it in the first place because
honestly who cares what other people do, right? I mean lets be real! I don’t know who that
Bruin Heide guy is or whatever, but I don’t know why people care so much. Like get a life,
people. For sure this is unjust! Think about it if you were dying though! Wouldn’t you want to
stop it from happening? I mean why do we have doctors if not to live as long as we can?
Right?”
Looking helpless, Mr. Zharton called on Leigh Breckett, whose hand had calmly risen in
the middle of Robin’s marathon comment. He sat behind Saskia, and if she turned around she
would see his knightly expression, his welcoming glance that seemed to promise kindness.
Close-cut kinky hair and pouty brown eyes, most of their classmates thought he was handsome.
“I think resurrection is wrong, but I also think there’s more merciful ways of treating those
people.”
Mr. Zharton waved his hands. “Please, I don’t want us to debate this as a class.
Everyone, let’s just write our ideas in our notebooks. Ok? That means if you have any
argument you’d like to make, you must write it down, quietly.”
The unruly discussion died a peaceful death. Some students dutifully began writing,
most students returned to fun distractions. It wasn’t quiet, but the teacher long ago
surrendered that expectation. Saskia was too mad to write, too mad to even coherently think.
Robin furiously scribbled, but it wasn’t about the resurrection laws. Mostly, it was about Pen.

Pen didn’t know what to do with the several condolence notes slipped into her locker.
Wisps of paper littered the blue metal surface. Cursive sorrys and sympathies, and each one was

written, with intention, in stark black. This wasn’t default black ink: the authors were girls who
had several colored pens to choose from. Some of them were quasi-friends. Girls who would
sometimes come over and watch a vision with her, but they were never confidants.
Her one true confidant, Beri Raiul, strolled over to Pen’s locker while Pen reluctantly
crumpled the notes into a wad, compacting them for the trash. Grinning, Beri’s greeting was
hearty and hyper.
“Guess what my parents gave me!” She said.
She obviously hadn’t seen the news. If she knew about Roxwell’s death, she would be
concerned for Pen, full of loving questions and friendly care.
“What?” Pen said, shakily feigning happiness, partially relieved Beri didn’t know about
the tragedy.
Beri’s cheer was reassuringly, safely typical. Their friendship dated back to their first
year of pre-college. They met at a book club started by Beri. In search of friends, she put up
posters around the drab cafeteria, advertising a book club for readers who enjoy monsters and
death. This wasn’t an official club. The Light Divine Pre-College administration never
approved of Beri’s organization (they didn’t know about it, she never tried to gain official
status), and so, without any official stamp, the posters were removed by the end of the lunch
period. Pen managed to see one in the brief period they were displayed. Intrigued, she was the
only person who attended, meeting Beri in the courtyard as the posters directed.
Beri proclaimed her good news, “I got their Hill of Graves tickets! They decided to go
on a road trip so they’re missing the concert this Solday. It’s an adults-only show so hopefully
they let us in. But I think they will! We’re almost eighteen, so we’re practically legal. My mom
even says she knows some people who work at the venue.”
“That’s great.” Pen said.

Beri could tell something was off by how tepidly Pen received the wonderful news.
“Wait. what’s wrong?” She asked.
Pen told her almost everything. She talked past the electronic tones announcing class
time. The hallway emptied of students. Pen detailed the night: Roxwell’s frenzied telecommune;
the supposed resurrectionists; and the revelation that they were officers; but from there on she
altered the story. It would kill her if Beri didn’t believe she met a goddess. She claimed she ran
away, evading the officers, with no word about being arrested, no hint of Heira.
Beri took it all in, eyes wide and glistening. At the end of the story, they hugged.
“I’m so happy you’re ok.” Beri said, squeezing.
Soon after they met, Beri daringly announced her intent to commit resurrection over
basic lunchtime breadsticks. She hoped to someday write a book about her experiences. Pen
enthusiastically shared this ambition, and she was impressed with Beri for voicing it. They
promised to help each other, share any leads, and commit themselves to this goal for life,
hopefully eternally, an endless existence on their own terms. Resurrectionists were said to be
the coolest, smartest people, outcasts from society, which is to say they were better than
society, too good for the vapid world of conformity and conventions, daring to live
forever—actually forever.
Pen cared a lot more about resurrection than she did about romance. Sex didn’t occupy
her mind the same way it did for, say, her best friend Beri, who has dated, casually, many boys
and girls from various pre-colleges. Only boys ever actively asked to date Pen, because girls
usually sensed her sexual neutrality. For her, boyfriends were less like an enticing mountain to
climb and more like the fabled path of least resistance.
The first time a boy asked her out, she declined, because he didn’t seem nice. Stunned,
he kept asking her why she wouldn’t accept him, and all she could say was he didn’t seem nice.

Nevertheless, he persisted. For a week, he camped out by her locker everyday after classes,
asking her, again and again, but why not. H
 er answer remained the same, but the tone she said it
in grew increasingly pissed.
The rare dates she did endure were awkward, slipping frequently into silence, and she
never agreed to hang out in private places like bedrooms or empty parks. Then, she would
happily part ways whenever the boy inevitably asked for a breakup, or, in Roxwell’s case, died.
Roxwell was the first boy she actually enjoyed being around sometimes, because, like
Beri, he audaciously brought up his resurrection ambition when they first met. Pen, a little
hesitant, and surprised they had something in common, told him she too desired this crime.
“I kind of wish I got to know Roxwell a little better.” Beri said. “Because he seemed
pretty annoying, but maybe there was more there.”
“Maybe he would have grown up to be less annoying.” Pen said, a little coldly,
overtaken with protective numbness.
“I just can’t believe they killed him.” Beri said.
Pen could believe it all too easily. Eventually, they detached from their conversation and
began to walk to their separate classes, unhurried by their tardiness.

For a few months, Pen occasionally hung out at Heira’s altar. She was confident the
goddess could help her find resurrectionists. She must know where they are. She seemed to
know everything.
The visits occurred during the latest, darkest hours of nighttime, but only if her parents
were away on one of their spa trips, and only after checking on Saskia’s room to be sure she was
asleep. She liked the city best in these pre-dawn hours: the thrill of breaking curfew soothed her
restless soul. Most of all, she needed the hope represented by the idea of a plan. Heira was

something she could try to reconnect with, but she didn’t know where to begin with
uncovering resurrectionists.
Whenever she was at the altar, nobody was there. Candles unlit, it was freaky dark. She
had to be absolutely sneaky; she couldn’t call out for Heira or anything like that. Ready with an
offering, she left trays of baked cookies at the altar. On her more adventurous nights, armed
with a flashlight, she softly wandered throughout the abandoned building.
Eventually, she stopped going out like this. The thrill dissipated into rote behavior. One
night, suddenly, her altar trips struck her as useless and dangerous.
However, she didn’t give up on reaching Heira. Perhaps she didn’t need the city’s altar
to contact the goddess. Maybe, she thought, she could worship Heira wherever she wanted, and
the all-knowing divinity might take notice.

Part II
Insider Theater

Chapter 5

C4/686, Shennu 28th, Solday
It was the last day of the student garden’s growing season, the day before classes began
on the first day of Heira, and the last day Pen had with her plot, where, months ago, with a
specific purpose in mind, she planted pollinators, vegetation to nourish bees and butterflies.
Thistles resembled sea anemones, wispy tentacles hanging from purple flowerheads, with

wreaths of spiky leaves to protect them from rabbits Perennial salvias welcomed bees with
scrawny purple flower stalks, drooping in the late harvest heat. Fuzzy blue leaves rose into
conical buds, like large noses straining out of the ground, breathing in the sun and air. Pen
stuffed her allotted garden plot with nectar-rich growth, perfect hosts for daily pollination
parties. She watered twice a week, during violet sunsets, and staying past dark for her worship.
Since this night was the final evening of the growing season, the tool shack was locked.
The water barrels were hollow and housing dank molds. There was practically no chance of
anyone else joining her.
Whenever she was alone in the garden, Pen performed prayers, intending them for
Heira. Since she didn’t have any official prayers to offer, she composed new ones, more or less
making it up as she spoke, kneeling before the garden altar she constructed.
“With all of my being, I wish you well, dear bees and goddess of the dear bees. I hope
you will accept this humble offering of my gratitude. If you think I’m worthy, I would love to
meet Heira again. For this I pray. Thanks for listening, if you are.”
Pen didn't receive a response to her prayers, but she never doubted. Eventually, the
goddess must send her a message. According to the religion she grew up with, the widely
proclaimed one true religion in praise of Lord-of-All, divine beings can be killed, easily in fact.
All it takes is a little doubt. Many times she listened to a sermon warning of doubt. Dire
forecasts of what a destructive force it is. If one believer falls prey to doubt and abandons the
Lord, a little part of the Lord dies, and since the Lord includes and consumes our world, a little
part of our world decays with Him. Pen learned her own piece of wisdom from this sermon.
Belief in the Lord keeps their world alive, but a different vision could enliven a different world.
Maybe it would take a year, maybe it would take many years, but Pen didn’t allow
herself to doubt. For this reason, she continued to withhold from everyone what she hoped her

worship would accomplish. She was afraid anyone—even Beri and Saskia—would doubt. She
needed her spiritual practice to be contained, sealed off from the slightest harmful influence.
On the night before classes, her prayers reached an embarrassing peak of achingly
sincere faither, but that wasn’t the reason why Heria deigned to manifest. In the middle of her
awkward prayer, Pen didn’t notice the manifestation sauntering, soundless, into her plot,
stepping on plants that sprung back up, miraculously fast and unharmed. She didn’t see the
divinity’s approach, bowing her head and closing her eyes as she stiltedly recited her
half-improvised ode.
“You can quit it with the tacky poetry.” Heira said. “I’m not one for prayers. Prayers are
just words. I like action.”
Pen shuddered with surprise..
“You really came.” She said, bowing and awed.
Heira scoffed and glared off to the distance, as if the sight of Pen was offensive and
gross. “First of all, bees don’t speak any of your vulgar people languages. Their language is far
more elegant and beautiful. Instead of using crude, ugly words, they use their darling little
bodies. To you, it might look like a dance, but it’s language. It’s how they speak. The point is
it’s pointless to talk to them, or pray to them. You may communicate with them through the
land. You may tell the bees you love them with the food you grow for them, without asking for
anything in return.”
Pen said, “Thank you for coming.”
Heira’s manifestation crouched, facing her subject. “ I warned you to leave it alone, girl.
You think you know what you’re getting into, but you don’t. The bees tell me they’ve seen a
person make a silly spectacle of herself, over and over again, kneeling at the plants and making
a lot of annoying noise. That’s been you then?”

“Y
 es. I wanted to talk with you again.” Pen forced herself to look in the goddess’ eyes:
they were green, but lacking the marble-like patterns of a human eye. They appeared to be dry
as paper. This wasn’t a person; it was a projection, of a fraction, of an inscrutable being.

The avatar straightened upright. “Why don’t you get up? You don’t want anyone
seeing you like this.”
Pen rose, but her shoulders hunched so low it was almost like a standing bow. “I’m
sorry but I need your help.”
“W
 ith what? What can a young adult human female like yourself possibly want? Do
you need me to magically enroll you in a nice college? Or maybe you want the affection of a
lover? Or better yet, perhaps a new pet!”
“I don’t care about colleges and lovers, and I don’t care that much about pets! I mean,
I’ve always wanted a pet, but my parents would never allow it. I still wish I had a cat. But pets
aren’t important! I want to learn resurrection.”
Bees clouded the air around Heira’s hair, buzzing so loud they wailed, high-pitched and
frightening. “What a wrong-headed thing to say about pets! Pets are sacred relationships. At
least I think they are. I forget what you people truly believe about pets. To me, a pet is a
creature you nurture. I nurture many.”
Pen’s face brightened. “Do you want me to nurture something for you? Would that
mean I’m worshipping you?”
Heira’s bees floated back into her hair. “No, I do not need you to nurture one of my
babies. Not exactly! Don’t think so highly of yourself! What I want from you is simple. I need a
shelter, a small private place that’s warm, dark, and inaccessible by natural predators.”
“M
 y parents don’t allow pets. I already told you that.”

A bee sprung from Heira’s dreads, growling. The goddess held out a twitching hand,
which communicated, in an approximation of bee language, cease your attack. The creature
grumbled, its buzz winding down, and retreated. “You should speak with caution, young lady.
My bees take offense when they sense my displeasure.”
Pen lowered in apology. “I’m sorry. I meant to say I don’t think I can provide a shelter
for a living creature. I think it would be noticed.”
“Trust me, your parents won’t notice. This baby of mine won’t make a single peep while
she’s in your home. If you want to worship me, this would be truly helpful. More importantly
for you, it’s a lot less dangerous than cultivating a public altar in your student garden.”
Pen was too confused to be enthusiastic, but she agreed. Questions piled on her mind,
but, like their last meeting, she wasn’t capable of voicing them. It’s difficult to ask anything
from a goddess, even if what you’re asking for is basic information. Goddesses receive, and they
decide what they give and when.
From her capote’s folds, Heira’s manifestation pulled out a green mesh sac. The bag
contained something oval-shaped and only a little bigger than Pen’s head. True to Heira’s
assurance the creature didn’t utter a single noise. No signs of life. It slept peacefully in its
enormous cocoon, a special greenworm wrapped tightly in on itself, developing itself inside the
nest it made from its own body, growing into life. In three months, a colorfly will emerge from
its cuddle, in a tone of bold blue, enormous, and winged.
Heira said it was an extremely rare animal, magical, unknown by most mortals, with
gigantic proportions unheard of in the human world. If left out in its native wild, the cocoon
was likely to be eaten. To ensure the survival of the species, Heira had begun seeking out
shelters for these creatures, safe havens for them while they were nestled in their vulnerable
transformations.

Pen beamed, gingerly touching the cocoon. It was leafy soft and a little sticky, like a
wad of old gum. “What will I do when it hatches?”
“I will know when she hatches. And I will arrive when the time is right. You need not
worry about that.”
Pen paused, repressing a sudden swell of giddiness. She wanted this to be a solemn
occasion, and yet she also wanted to cuddle her beautiful new pet. It didn’t feel like she was
helping Heira; it felt like Heira was helping her.
“Does she have a name?” She asked.
“She has her own name, but it’s not made of letters. You may give her a word name if
you like. But remember, that will be more your name than it is her name.”
“I want to name her Dove.” P
 en was overtaken by an intense sneezing fit.
Hiera talked over the series of sneezes, utterly unconcerned. “If you need anything from
me speak into the cocoon. I will not appear immediately. I will appear at an appropriate time in
an appropriate place, and I will assist you as best I can. Keep the cocoon safe and don’t tell
another soul about this. I must depart now but I will see you soon. Do not disappoint me.”
Heira’s presence vanished in a pollen fold, her typical method of departure. Pen left the
garden. She smuggled the precious cocoon onto a public city tran (the speeider academic trans
departed long ago). The mesh bag lay slumped on her lap. She resisted the urge to peek inside.

The moment the tran reached her stop, she dashed off down the block, for the very first
time running down a sidewalk, for the very first time joyful to be on her way home. She ran
into her room, where, beneath a mound of old blouses and holey jeans, she nestled the cocoon at
the bottom of her stuffed closet.

“I hope that’s cozy.” She said, tucking it into her abandoned laundry. She sneezed,
massively. A sneeze that carried with it a quick shout.
She quickly realized she was allergic to Dove. Bumpy rashes formed on her hands where
she touched the cocoon. Ceaseless sneezes. Sleep didn’t come easily that night. Hours after
midnight, she lay wheezing in bed. And in the morning, she woke up sneezing.
Before she had to leave for pre-college, she unearthed the cocoon. Feeling silly,
she whispered into it. “I think I’m allergic to you. Can you tell Heira to come help? I don’t
know how this works. I hope I’m doing it right? Can there be a divine sign or?” She waited, her
gaze drifting vaguely upwards. “Or nothing. That’s fine too. I get it. I should just wait.”

Chapter 6

On the eve of her first day at Light Divine Pre-College, Saskia had her curls burned
straight, trimmed shoulder length, and dyed teal, courtesy of Pen. Bangs remained. During this
extensive haircare session, she admitted how scared she was to start pre-college without Robin.
Pen reassured, sincerely confident her sister would find camaraderie in literally no time.
Surely, she’ll become fast friends with classmates as equally smart and outspoken.
Saskia would have taken any friends she could get, smart or foolish, outspoken or
reserved. Loneliness cocooned her throughout her first day of classes. She floated past bodies

that were crowded close, but felt distant, a blur of unfamiliar navy blue cardigans, creased
slacks, and black pleated skirts. She missed the old uniforms. New clothes emphasized how
unknown these people were to her. Though not all of them were strangers: a lot of them were
former classmates. Most people in her academy transferred into this pre-college. They seemed
strangers all the same, made different in the new setting.
Even Pen seemed a little unrecognizable. She sauntered through the hallways, so unlike
the stiff, tense posture Saskia associated with her from their homelife. She was usually walking
with a girl Saskia didn’t recognize. Whoever she was, Saskia liked her, wishing Pen had
introduced them. Pixie cut, studded bracelets, completely black outfit, and purple lipstick: this
girl looked cool. If this cool girl and Saskia were already introduced, then Saskia was sure she
wouldn’t be too nervous to approach them and say hi. And despite her promises, Pen was not
really around. Whenever Saskia passed her sister in the hallway, she was busy talking with her
cool friend.
Every minute seemed loaded with potential. Every dull minute, she thought she might
encounter a friendly face. Someone would notice her aloofness and swoop in, rescuing her with
friendship. But a disappointing nothing happened. Saskia couldn’t shake the sense that
drudgery and isolation were natural parts of growing up.
Classes were worse. Instructors were cranky, aloof, and inhumanly formal. More
importantly, Saskia couldn’t pass notes to Robin. She wrote Robin notes anyway, because why
not, she could deliver them the next time they hung out. Notes helped her feel like she had
someone to talk with. She wrote about the dullness of everyone and everything.
The only direct interaction she had on that first day was when Pierrette said her hair
looked weird. Saskia looked back at her.
“And?” She said.

Pierrette was almost frustrated, but that feeling flashed away fast, replaced with
crackling amusement. “Just thought you’d like to know.” She smirked, almost like she liked
Saskia.
“Ok?” Saskia wished she could feel mad about this insult.
And with that, Pierrette left. .
By the end of the afternoon, Saskia moved through the halls the way a sleepwalker
moves through dreams, suspended in time and only halfway present.
Agonized with tedium, she eyed adventure. Maybe the next time she hangs out with
Robin, they should return to Heira’s altar. She couldn’t think of what this would accomplish,
other than a moment’s excitement.
Throughout the lonely tran ride home, while simply everyone seemed to be chatting
and laughing, Saskia hid her face in the crook of her arm, daydreaming. Crowded in by the
noise of all the intimate conversations, gleeful shouts and relieved laughter, she was trying to
pretend like she wasn’t there, desperate to be home and truly alone.

Day two of pre-college was worse than the first. Saskia’s head clouded with sluggish
pains, tired from an agonizing few hours of fitful rest. Sneezes and stuffy nose snoring
sporadically jostled her awake throughout the night. Her parents and sister were sneezy and
red-eyed as well. Everyone was irritable at breakfast.
With her mind in a dozy fog all morning, she wasn’t ready for the random thing that
happened at lunch. It was exactly what she wished for, except twisted, done wrong, the way
reality usually distorts our wishes. Someone noticed her miserable solitude and intervened, but
it wasn’t anyone she found interesting.

Leigh sat at her table. At first, she didn’t note his presence. Whoever it could be didn’t
matter: she assumed it was someone sitting there to be alone too.
Even when Leigh said hi she didn’t regard him. Staring into the distance, she drafted a
letter to Robin listing the benefits of breaking into Heira’s altar again (cool candles, there
might be good snacks somewhere, goddess worship might be a way to learn resurrection, and
surely, she thought, there must be more).
His smile faltered, but he remained unmistakably friendly. “Hi, uh. Saskia?”
Saskia blinked. She looked toward the boy sitting across from her. “What?”
“I just said hi.”
Saskia didn’t know what to say to this.
“Are you ok?” Leigh said.
“Do I look not ok?” She asked this with passive curiosity.
Leigh shrugged. “You look kind of sad and tired honestly.”
“I ’m not sad. I mean, well, I’m not that sad. I was just thinking.”
“A
 bout what?” Leigh had no clue he came across as annoyingly nosey.
Saskia wanted him to go away, so she decided to tell him the truth. She didn’t care if he
thought she was awful or dangerous. “How interesting it would be to learn resurrection.”
He tossed his head around to make sure nobody was listening. Saskia, disinterested,
took a swig of cranberry juice. Congestion made it taste funny.
“You shouldn’t say things like that.” Leigh said.
“You asked me a question and I answered it honestly. Would it be better if I lied?”
“You shouldn’t think things like that.” Leigh implored, earnest and condescending.
“Besides, why not do as our religion guides us? You should be content and wait for the

Lord-of-all’s eternal resurrection offered to all souls at the end of each cycle. Humans giving
themselves resurrection is unnatural. It distorts the proper order of things.”

She was amused with how he said “Lord-Of-All” in its entirety. Most people just
shortened it to Lord. “I don’t believe in that, though. I think the eternal resurrection won’t
happen.”
Leigh, aghast, gawped. “Of course it will happen. The just and noble souls receive
eternal resurrection at the end of every cycle. This is one of the few facts carried over
throughout all three of the previous cycles.” His voice raised and strained, either frustrated
with her or scared for her, it was impossible to say which, or maybe it was both.
“What if the sacred record is lying?” Saskia challenged. “What if the people from the
previous cycles aren’t honest? We don’t know anything about them. I won’t know for sure what
happens at the end of a cycle unless I live until the end of a cycle. Since it’s the year 686, if I
want to do that then I need to live for another six hundred years, so of course I need
resurrection. Then I’ll live to see year zero, and then I’ll know for sure if the world restarts and
all good souls are granted eternal life.”

Leigh’s posture rose, no longer imploring, but imposing. “What makes you think illegal
resurrection is real? How do you know the resurrection circles aren’t just made up? They’re
supposed to be nearly wiped out.”
Actually, Saskia had worried about this possibility—what if nobody truly knew
resurrection anymore? What if she, Pen, and Robin were searching for people that no longer
existed? Leigh detected her doubt, and he relished it. “After all, you haven’t met anyone from a
resurrection circle, have you?”

Saskia pressed her upper teeth against her tongue. “No, I haven’t met anyone from a
resurrection circle. But if I had, of course I would deny it to people like you. So for all you
know, maybe I’m lying. Maybe I really do know people in a resurrection circle.”
“I think the only thing you’re lying about is trying to learn resurrection. I don’t think
you’re serious about it. You’d be dead if you were really trying. That sort of criminal activity
isn’t meant for kids like us.”
Saskia knew “kids like us” probably meant kids who went to a Lord’s pre-college, kids
from wealthy families. Suddenly, she imagined herself getting caught in the act and killed, like
Roxwell. She imagined her parents, blinking through tears and coldly watching the news
report covering her death, her picture broadcast over the visionscreen.
“You’re too afraid to ever really try learning resurrection. You’re just trying to sound
cool.”
He regretted going on for so long, because Saskia wasn’t looking at him anymore. He
missed her arguments. He was going to say sorry, but he doubted it would do any good. She
looked so crestfallen he was afraid to say anything.
“Why are you even sitting here?” S
 he said, more in the tone of an accusation than a
question. “Don’t you have any friends?”
Leigh didn’t know what to say. Part of him wanted to mention you’re interesting and I’d
like to be friends. Part of him wanted to admit I do have friends but I’m not sure if they like me, or if I
like them. B
 ut what he ended up saying was “sorry, I’ll go if you want.”
“Would you?” Saskia sounded grateful.
Without another word, he left her to herself, and she didn’t bother saying any kind of
goodbye. She didn’t even bother to look at him. She focused on her lap. In her unblinking sight,
wavy patterns emerged from her pleats. If she focused hard enough, she thought she might be

able to see an image, like in those optical illusion books from when she was younger, but no
wavy form emerged.
Finishing her lunch, she grew more and more disappointed, and then she grew uneasy
with her disappointment. She found herself wishing Leigh had stayed longer. Not because she
liked him, exactly, but because she was hungry for communication. If he ever talked to her
again, she was determined to leave him as speechless and alone as he left her in the cafeteria.

On Alloday, the first night of the weekend, Robin came over to Saskia’s apartment, as
usual. Only it didn’t feel usual. It felt special. Thus far in her life, she had never been so happy
to see anyone. Like Saskia, Robin had changed her hair. She cut it shoulder length and vanished
her bangs.
They charged up to Saskia’s room. For the first time ever, Robin didn’t want to check
the kitchen to see if Pen was there, fixing up food. She was excited to return to the swankiest
sleeping space she could imagine.
Saskia’s room contained more nice stuff than Robin’s house. She had her own
visionscreen, her own interactive dance console, her own reclining loveseat, her own
minifridge, her own radicooker, and the fluffiest pink bed imaginable at the center of it all,
surrounded by a purple veil. On sleepover nights, Saskia always let Robin rest in her bed. She
was only too happy to sleep on the fully reclined loveseat. Saskia was sick of her excessively
soft mattress. Sometimes, she sank into it. Groggy and half-asleep, she’d believe she was
sinking deep inside it, sinking until she was completely sunken, drowning in feathery plush.
Robin didn’t understand this aversion. She enjoyed the feeling of resting on weightlessness, in a
soft mess of blankets and sheets.

Saskia’s parents didn’t care what the kids ate for dinner. They split a box of radicooked
veggie samosas. Between careful bites of steaming hot food, they shared mutual tales of woe
about their first weeks at new, separate pre-colleges.
“I’ve been so lonely.” Robin said. “Mads just hangs out with these nasty, smelly boys.
He pretends like he doesn’t know me. It sucks.”
“I’ve barely said a word to anyone.” S
 askia said. “It’s like I’m not even there.”
Secretly, shamefully, they were both relieved to know the other was miserable.
Saskia had been afraid Robin would be making new friends. In her saddest, she was
convinced Robin would forget about her the way one forgets a beloved childhood vision, as if
she herself were a minor, pleasant diversion left behind in the creeping journey to adulthood.
Robin simply couldn’t believe people were ignoring Saskia. There must be lots of other
kids downright desperate to be her friend. “No way. Are you telling me nobody has tried
joining your table at lunch?”
Saskia huffed. “Sort of, yeah. Leigh actually tried sitting with me. Remember him?”
“Of course I remember him! He was always trying to be friends with us. I think he has a
crush on you.”
Saskia briefly covered her ears and shouted. “Don’t even!”
Robin winced, burnt by the singing crust of an overheated samosa. For a wild second,
Saskia misinterpreted this expression. She thought her best friend made a face because she was
offended. Robin let the food cool before swallowing.
“Why is Leigh liking you such a bad thing anyways? He always seemed nice to me.”
“But I don’t want nice. I want someone to go on adventures with, someone interested in
the same things as me, and, you know, someone interesting, no offense to Leigh.” Eager to
change the subject, Saskia quickly added, “Do you have a crush on anyone like that?”

There was a pause.
Pen knocked, a soft double tap. She yelled through the door. “Hey Saskia! Do you have
any jumbo pretzels? We’re all out in the kitchen!”
Robin volunteered to quickly deliver the food, relieved at the interruption. When she
answered the door, Pen was preparing to sneeze. At first, Robin thought she was in pain.
She asked, “Are you ok?”
At this exact moment, Pen sneezed. “Oh.” Robin muttered, a smidge rattled. She felt a
warmth settle in her cheeks.
“Sorry about that.” Pen said. “Hey Robin.”
“Hello.” Robin croaked, crowlike.
She glanced away from Pen’s face while handing over a shrink-wrapped dinner, freezer
burned pretzel.
“Hey thanks.” P
 en said, nasally from a stuffy nose. “I’m glad you’re here to keep an eye
on Saskia. She needs a smart girl like you around.”
Robin forced a voice, eventually. “ I. Am. Not. Very smart. Actually.”
Pen chuckled, her sympathy devastating. “Sure you are. Thanks again.”
Robin wasn’t sure which one of them shut the door. Before Saskia could press her
further about her crushes, she suggested they play Groove Circle Remix 2, an interactive dance
game. This was how they spent their night together, dancing and playing, happy exhaustion,
successfully tricking themselves into thinking that nothing really important had changed
between them.

Late in the night, Saskia sleepwalked, but for her it felt more like running on midair
while she fell through the same midair, almost like a dream, but it was too vivid and crisp for a

dream. Normal dreams were watery, cloudy, unformed. This was fully intact and highly
dimensional. She rose from the reclined loveseat, lazily tossing off her wool blanket. Shuffling
with surprising grace, she shambled over to Pen’s bedroom, directed by pure random motion.
Her sister softly talked with a familiar stranger, a feminine figure with towering hair.
She stood on air, regal and hovering. Bees massaged her legs, a mass of them she leaned against
like a chair, an extravagant attempt to find an enjoyable experience for her bodily
manifestation, which was otherwise irritating to inhabit
Heira knew how to find Pen’s apartment. She sensed the presence of the colorfly
cocoon, for it, as with all pollen producers, was a part of her, existed through her energy,
thrived in her vibrant, everlasting soul.
The goddess had awoken Pen with a loud clap. Voice booming, she announced to her
sleep-addled worshipper that she was present to bestow mercy, and praise could be given at any
time.
Pen was in the middle of praising when Saskia intruded. Saskia came because she sensed
the presence of the divine, or, to be more accurate, her dream sensed Heira’s presence. Saskia
herself, the conscious creature, wouldn’t recognize Heira if she manifested right before her very
eyes.
Unconscious, unblinking, and unseeing, Saskia stood in the entryway.
“Get out of my room!” Pen whisper-yelled, more mortified than angry.
Saskia was entirely unresponsive.
Pen addressed the goddess. “Could you tell me why she’s here? Like, what’s going on?”
“Her dreaming self knows I’m here. She wants to meet me. You humans always want to
meet the dangerous beings you shouldn’t even approach.”
Pen shooed her sister. “Go back to bed!”

Unresponsive, Saskia ambled through dream gloop to reach the edge of Pen’s mattress.
She sat, her motions slow and unfelt.
Pen’s bed was originally identical to Saskia’s. Years ago, she altered it. She removed the
flowy veil and, in secret, dyed her duvet and sheets black. And while Saskia’s room was stocked
with tech and clean, Pen’s was devoid of nice items, and cluttered with old books, dusty steed
figurines, and moldering abandoned clothes she would never bother to trash.
Heira loudly, dramatically, and, it must be stressed, musically sighed, a declaration of
her impatience with Pen’s foolish, oh-so-human concern. “Your sister will leave after I do, and
she’ll only remember this as a dream. Like all dreams, in waking memory it will become
scrambled and seemingly nonsensical. Don’t worry about her. Let’s just hurry up and finish
this.”
Unfazed by the intrusion, Heira curled her palms upward, fingers swaying like seaweed
underwater, and she swirled her hands in circles, forming, out of air, a smooth orb of honey.
“This will be enough for you and your family if you portion it sensibly.” She
indifferently pronounced. “The pollen in this honey should immunize you.” She wasn’t
surprised by Pen’s condition. Among her eternal pools of knowledge, she knew always all, but
among the data seas, information jumbled. Irrelevant facts, like hominid sensitivity to magical
creatures, could be lost in the scramble. That’s why she didn’t think of providing this medicine
in the first place. It wasn’t that she forgot; she knew so deeply the information couldn’t surface.
Pen accepted the orb, life-warm and soft against her fingers, ghostly delicate as glass.
She slurped, stickily, from the globe of honey. Rosewater sweetness rested against her taste
buds long after the restorative food was swallowed. She closed her eyes, which were warm with
inexplicable tears.
“How should I give it to my family?” Pen asked, her voice soft, contented.

“That’s your problem” Heira said, departing, leaving behind a thick cloud of fuzzy
pollen. A lingering scent of grassy sunshine settled over the room.
The taste of honey gave Pen such joy she didn’t care about the curt dismissal from the
goddess.
Saskia, senseless, got to her feet and woozily waddled past an utterly intoxicated Pen,
moving ever deeper into the jumble of her dreaming mind. Sleepwalking, she returned to her
room.
Pen’s eyes remained closed, enthralled in the immunizing sustenance, a divine gift.
Later, she stored the sphere in the same place she stored the cocoon: at the bottom of her closet,
except she couldn’t throw clothes over the sphere. Fuzz from the fabric would stick to its
surface. She emptied her laundry hamper, encased the honey inside, and threw a sheet over it.
She stayed up for another hour, late into the night. Delighted with easy breathing, she
tidied the closet, a bit. Then, in bed, she held the cocoon, sometimes pressing her ear against it,
convinced she could hear a fluttering heartbeat.

The next morning, Pen snuck honey into the gritty black tea Claudine had brewed for
everyone. While Claudine watched the news broadcast, Pen poured herself a cup, and, in the
process, slipped a semi-solid ball of honey into the pot.
Cured from the sniffles, happiness defined everyone’s mood. Duarte leDemy even
laughed out loud at the graphics section of his newspaper.
“I had the best dream ever last night.” Saskia boldly announced to the assembled table.
Energetic and self-assured, she spoke while dabbing blackberry jam all over her crepes, which
were a little uncooked, slightly frozen in the very middle. “It was seriously incredible. I had

these wonderful silver wings, with feathers and everything. I was glowing. I was flying down
the hallway and I was going somewhere important, but I just can’t remember where.”
Robin pondered. “It was probably the bathroom.”
“Maybe.” Saskia said, distantly chewing. “Dreams are so cool. Can I borrow your dream
book, Penelope?”
“Maybe try calling me Pen and I’ll think about it.”
“I can’t believe you brought a dream book into this house.” Claudine said, her ire honing
in on Pen, but milder than normal.
“It’s no big deal, mom.” Saskia said. “I just want to know what my dreams mean.”
Claudine let it go. Pen thought this was typical: their mother always gave Saskia a pass.
“Why would anyone care about their dreams? Dreams are nonsense.” Claudine said.
“Penelope’s book will help me.” Saskia said.
“You should really call your sister Pen though.” Robin said. “It’s polite to call people by
their names, especially if you’re asking them for something. ”
“Thank you Robin.” Pen said with exaggerated civility.
“Fine.” Saskia said, outdoing Pen’s exaggerated civility. “Pen, may I please borrow your
dream book?”
Discouraged by polite society, dream decoder books are not illegal, but taboo, the sort of
occult subject that could inspire a life of degeneracy. Pen found her copy at a resale store. She
never told her parents, but of course her mom had spotted it among Pen’s piles of odd
literature. An old, trashbound book, it cost less than a single tran ride. Its yellow pages smelt
like dead leaves after a rainfall. The plain beige cover listed no author. The title, “dream book,”
occupied the center in plain lettering.

Pen had long ago given Saskia an open invitation to her grody book collection. She
always said Saskia could borrow any of them anytime she wants, as long as Pen wasn’t reading
it herself. She now regretted this long standing offer. Most people didn’t believe that dream
books were useful. In Pen’s experience it certainly wasn’t useful. She couldn’t make sense of the
book’s dense, riddling prose.
“I’m not sure I know where it is actually.” She said, playing it safe. “My room’s so full of
junk, and it’s kind of a disaster right now. I think I lost it.”
“Robin and I can help you find it.” Saskia said.
“Yeah!” R
 obin’s voice creaked. “We can help you find it. We’ll even help clean your
room if you want.”
Saskia turned to Robin. “We will?”
“Don’t worry about it.” I rritation sneaked into Pen’s tone. “I’ll check the spot I think I
had it last. Maybe it’s there.”
Pen knew exactly where to find it—on her bedside desk, the bottom of a stack of
similarly aged books. She surrendered to Saskia’s determination. “You can borrow it.”
“Thanks.” Saskia said.
“I really wish you wouldn’t.” Claudine gently reproached.
“It’s only for studying purposes, mom.”
Supposed experts at dream interpretation—a disreputable faction of society, only
slightly classier than illegal drug dealers—they all claim they must study dream decoders for
years to reach their level of knowledge and unconscious intuition. Respectable people didn’t
believe in the effectiveness of such occult scholastics. Pen, from a respectable family after all,
was influenced by this doubt. She reasonably hoped Saskia wouldn’t decipher her revealing
dream anytime soon.

Saskia took another sip of the tea. “Wow, this tea tastes different. Did anyone else notice
that?”
“It tastes great.” Duarte said, slightly defensive.
“I really do think it tastes more lovely than usual.” Claudine said, pleased. She expected
her blessed life to provide merry surprises. “I did a good job.”
“I don’t taste that much of a difference.” Pen’s voice broke slightly. “But did you use a
new sweetener, mom?”
Saskia detected the falseness in Pen’s voice. She didn’t know what it could mean, but she
stared into her cup of tea.
Pen’s face effectively concealed most of her inner panic. She didn’t know how long the
immunizing properties of the honey lasted. Please, she thought, imagining the cocoon, please
hatch soon.

Chapter 7

Beri tossed a large polyester handbag onto the cafeteria table. Orange and crinkly, it
was painted over with a cartoonish cat face, pink nose, whiskers, big yellow eyes. Two flaps at
the top resembled pointy ears. Pen, chewing a breadstick, stared at it.
“Look at this!” Beri’s voice cut through the cafeteria din. “I found this awesome new
resale store, Freak Boutique. It was filled with absolute darlings like this monster purse.”
Pen knew about Freak Boutique: she passed it on the tran ride every morning. It wasn’t
far from her apartment. Her heartbeat flickered with a new, unexpected resolution.

“I know the place you’re talking about.” She said. “It’s actually pretty close to where I
live.”
She had never invited Beri to her place because she hated its ostentatious tackiness, the
cold décor, walls drained of personality, pristine scenery with a feel of death, and, most bleak of
all, the judging regard of her mother. However, Beri needed to come over if Pen wanted to
show her the magical cocoon in her room. Lately, more and more she needed Beri to see it. She
could no longer wait to tell Beri about Heira. Patience finished, she decided to reveal her
clandestine worship.
Beri poked around her handbag, delicately picking out a clamshell hand mirror. “I got
this too. Isn’t it neat? Like, I never knew how much I need these things in my life.”
She held out the mirror for Pen’s inspection and admiration. Pen grabbed the junk and
held it closer. A dent warped the mirror’s top. Her forehead’s reflection was pinched. But the
bad quality of the mirror made it somehow endearing. In a past life, it was a luxury item. Now,
it was closer to its democratic destiny, recycling downward through the classes, fated to be
trash, and by then it will be something dingy, broken, unless it gets fished out of the heap,
cleaned into a new life, former glory restored. Anyone could do that, with little cost attached.
Pen returned the still-open hand mirror. “It’s truly a thing of beauty. Wanna go
shopping after our classes? Maybe we could hang out at my place after we’re done.”
Beri’s eyes grew in unexpected delight. “Pen! I would love to meet your parents and see
where you live and all that!”
Pen’s lip twisted, trying to smile but unable to resist a frown. “I don’t know about
meeting my family. We don’t usually eat dinner together or anything. My parents seriously
aren’t at all like you’re parents. They’re not cool.”

Beri scoffed. “You only think my parents are cool because they go to all those weird
bleeder shows.”
Bleeder concerts allowed partygoers to hang themselves by hooks, dancing and flailing
in midair while synthetic music boomed through a spacious performance hall. Beri’s parents
loved to show off their scars.
“You have to admit it’s amazing that they can do that!” Pen said, too amused to look
Beri in the eye.
“No! It’s gross! People get really hurt sometimes!” Beri’s face gaped, grinning
open-mouthed, as if she was about to laugh. “Not to mention the infections. It’s dangerous and
we’re never ever going with them.”
Pen made an “eh” expression. “I guess you’re right about that. Besides that’s not the real
reason your parents are cool. I like your parents because they let you dress the way you want.
They don’t care about boy’s haircut and black lipstick.”
“What would your mom do if you got a haircut like mine though? Like she can’t stop
you.”
Pen had to think about this. She didn’t know why, exactly, but she was chilled, disarmed
by the thought of coming home with a haircut like Beri’s.
“I don’t know what she’d do.” Pen said, so softly Beri knew it was time to drop the
subject.
“Well, she might not like my haircut, but I bet I can charm her.” Beri held up the
clamshell mirror, letting it catch the fluorescent light. “Maybe I’ll find her a gift at the Freak
Boutique.”

Pen and Beri disembarked at the tran stop near Pen’s apartment. Over the course of the
trip, Pen became nervous. Her mom might unleash vicious curiosity onto Beri. She might ask
them pointed questions. Or Beri might accidentally talk about a taboo subject, like if she
brought up the bleeder concerts that her own parents attended, then Claudine will insist Pen
never again visit their household. Really, Pen should be patient and wait for her parents to
leave for a trip. Really, this was foolish! She already waited a few months to tell Beri about
Heira: she can wait a week or two more.
Pen now decided to drag out the shopping, let it stretch through nighttime. It was
already getting dark out, a weak swath of pink glowed against a broken overcast.
She and Beri loved thrifting, rummaging through the refuse of a world they never knew,
a world abandoned by adults. Open spaces and clean rooms unnerved Pen. She preferred the
reassuring scent of dust, trinkets full of mystery and quirk, walls melting into crowded collages
of mediocre landscapes and animal portraits. She wanted to live in a place like the Freak
Boutique. Pastel-colored furniture fading with time, haunted with the absence of its former
owners. Porcelain lamps molded in bizarre twisty shapes. In draped huddles, feathery clothes
that hadn’t been in fashion for decades. Walls defined by outdated advertisement posters,
hawking products that were no longer produced. It was a paradise! Julie, the owner, lived in an
apartment just upstairs. If Pen knew this, she would call Julie the luckiest woman in the world.
Her own ideal home would pack in lifetimes of petty history and useless, hideous, wonderful
stuff.
Today, the luckiest woman alive was dressed in a lime-green boa over a black scatter
sequin a-line. Her cat-eye glasses were studded with fake diamonds. She eyed the girls as they
stepped past the jingle-chiming door. A chunky tabby sat on the countertop beside her, recently

stirred from a nap. Every teenager was a likely thief in Julie’s worldview (not that teenagers
often came into her shop). She meanly nodded at the girls.
Pen searched through the novelty print blouses, distracting herself with finds.
Beri perused the jewelry corner. Fingertips quickly darkened from touching stuff
covered in smutch. Ash and motes lined her throat. She was looking through old, velvet-lined
boxes, arranged in neat little stacks on a red, plastic dresser. She faced a dirty vanity mirror,
framed by dead light bulbs. Ink on the price tags faded into senseless squiggles. From the
corner of her sight, Beri saw someone else perusing the collection, a middle-aged woman.
“Excuse me.” The woman said.
Beri faced her, almost expecting an instructor. Those were the only adults she really
spoke with—for as much as her parents talked about their friends, they never brought them
home.
“Yes?” She said, a little defensive.
“Sorry I don’t mean to bother you.” The woman smiled, deferential and friendly, not
how Beri knew adults to be. Striking looks. Curly hair thinning into a halo of frizz, a colorful,
loose-fitting blouse of neon abstract patterns, and a lot of silver necklaces holding
multi-colored geode conglomerates, black, pink, and green. The way this woman presented
herself was extravagantly cultivated.
“I like your style. I mean, that handbag.” She shook her head, delighted, and tsked.
“That handbag is a disaster. Plain horrible ugly and the stuff of nightmares! It inspires a sense
of awe. I love it! I thought you might like this piece too.”
A locket shaped like a jellyfish rested in her open palm. Empty studs along its little
tendrils revealed where there used to be diamonds. Dust stuck to these spots and in the corners
of the tiny silver tendrils.

Beri, enamored, grabbed it. “I like this.” She said.
She undid a small clasp where the tentacles connected with the circular body. The
interior surface shined, so polished it presented a distorted but clean reflection of its holder, a
remarkable contrast with its grimy, weathered exterior. Nestled in the frame was an old
portrait of an old woman, demurely smiling, bashful in front of the recorder.
“Price is on the back. My name’s Alena by the way. I work here.”
Beri looked up from the locket. “Really?”
“No.” Alena snorted. “Sorry, that was silly of me. I’m just a regular shopper. My name
truly is Alena however. I’m glad you like the locket. Jellyfish are my favorite animal.”
“Why?”
“Their skills are hidden. People have no idea what they’re capable of. When you look at
a jellyfish what do you see?”
This was a blatant trick question, and Beri despised such leading questions. “I don’t
know, I see a fish. It’s a pink blobby fish that bops around in the ocean all day.”
“Seems like you don’t see anything interesting going on with the jellyfish. Probably
that’s because jellyfish have no eyeballs. People are so weirdly prejudiced about eyes. And I bet
you think jellyfish can’t see. But in fact, jellyfish have spherical vision. They can see in a perfect
circle, up and down, left and right, from wherever they float in the sea. Their body is covered in
eyespots, which are almost impossible to detect.”
“Ok I take back what I said, that’s seriously crazy to think about,” Beri said. “I didn’t
even know there was anything alive with spherical vision.”
“What’s funny is jellyfish don’t have brains. They have such an incredible vision, a
vision we humans can’t even imagine, and they achieve this, naturally, without a brain. I don’t
know about you, but I would rather have spherical vision than a brain.”

“I think I like my brain actually.”
Alena regarded her with jolly disbelief. “What has it done for you lately?”
Beri thought about this for a while.
“I’m kidding!” Alena oinked. “Sorry I’m just being a weird old lady. I’m glad you like the
locket! I need to find my rich and respectable husband, so I’ll be off. It was nice meeting you!”
She walked away, deep into the musty depths of the store, descending the creaky wooden steps
to the basement, where dwelled the most faded, aged products.
Beri watched her departure, elated and uneasy, ultimately unsure what to think of her. If
nothing else, the lady had good taste. She truly adored the jellyfish locket.
Beri wanted to see what it looked like without the dreary picture. The frame was easily
movable. Attached to small hinges, it opened by the lift of a fingertip.
She removed the plain portrait. Beneath it, there was another, far stranger portrait. In a
single bracing moment, she took in the image presented by this hidden picture.
It depicted a merry young couple, a woman featured from the waist up—no, it wasn’t
just any woman—Beri recognized Alena, the woman she spoke with minutes ago was the
woman in this image. The man—her friend? boyfriend? brother?—was kneeling, his head and
applauding hands barely cutting into frame. He posed in a stance of joking admiration, his
mouth clearly in the middle of a woop-woop. Alena’s arms were poised like a singer on a stage,
open and welcoming. She wore a purplish red scarf, regal and gorgeous. Behind them, a red
neon sign in a storefront window spelled out “yfish” in cursive.
At first glance, Beri didn’t know what was up with the girl’s stomach. Weird shirt, she
thought. A mess of raw red, purple, and the particular shades of black that fill hollow spaces, it
couldn’t be what it looked like. It had to be an illusion or something. Then there was that weird

scarf, draped around Alena’s neck and seemingly connected with her shirt, tubular and dark
purple. It looked wet, and like flesh, not like fabric at all.
Beri didn’t gasp, or go bug-eyed, or do any of the usual things a body does when it
experiences shock. Shock couldn’t happen because it took so long to process what she was
seeing. Beneath a plain, workout-grey tank top, Alena’s stomach area was exposed, a little bit
unzipped, the skin releasing its contents through a slit. Her intestines spooled out, but they
weren’t falling, like one would expect. It was like she was able to pull out her own intestines
and position them, fashionably, over her shoulder, without a single trace of pain on her face.
Heart flooded with numb blood, flexing twice as fast to pump. Nerves numbed too.
Excitement overload shut down sensations. Beri walked over to Pen as if in a dream, the edges
of her vision smudged.
“Look at this.” She said, hushed, the portrait cupped, hidden with paranoid caution,
forcing Pen to bend low. “I found it in this old jellyfish locket, like hidden behind a totally
normal picture of some old lady. And that woman you see in the picture, she’s here in this store
right now! She talked to me and she showed me this locket herself.”
Pen stared, glancing between Alena’s post-mortem portrait and Beri, who stared back at
her, expectant. “I’m not sure I’m seeing this right, but it looks like a picture of a couple in a
costume party or something.”
B
 eri didn’t mean to shout, but shout she most certainly did. “No way! That’s not a
costume! That’s real! Look at it!”
Pen tried moving the photo upside down, as if this could help her see it better. “It does
look very realistic.”
“I think she’s a resurrectionist!” Beri said, grabbing Pen’s arm.
“Look on the back.” Pen directed. “Maybe there’s more information there.”

Beri fiddled with the locket. “You’re such a genius.” She said.
The backside of the image indeed featured more details. Sloppy jellyfish sketches framed
the words “Jellyfish Bar, 470 Pleasant Ave.” The fish were so awfully and squiggly drawn, it
took Beri a minute to tease out what it was the doodled tentacles were meant to be holding.
Each jellyfish bound a human skull in its grip.
“It’s an address for a bar.” Beri said. “And some bad doodles.”
Grateful for this diversion from the plan to go to her apartment, Pen’s mind latched
onto Beri’s adventure. She could ask to use the pastel pink lobster-shaped telecommune she
noticed next to Julie at the register. If her parents don’t answer, she could leave a message,
either way she’ll tell them a simple lie. She could say Beri and her will be watching a vision at
Beri’s, nothing to worry about.
“Should we go find this place right now?” Pen asked.
“Yes!” Beri squeezed Pen’s arm, and she had to refrain from excitedly hopping in place.
“I’m sorry, this is too exciting. Let’s go to your place soon though!”
This brought to Pen’s mind Roxwell’s desperation on his final night. Searching for
resurrectionists was maddening, because there was no reliable way to search. Slight leads and
faint hopes can make someone reckless.
“Let’s go then.” Pen said, trying to sound reasonable, calm, safe. They would go on a
little excursion. No big deal. She didn’t expect to find resurrectionists—all she really wanted
was to avoid their original plans.
Beri punched the air, adorably excited. “Yes! Let’s go! I’m so sick of smelling mold and
dust. I’m going to buy this locket first though.”
She thought about stealing it. Considering she possessed a newly pocketed image of a
woman wearing her own intestines, possible evidence of resurrection, Beri wisely opted against

needlessly breaking the law.
She nearly broke into a run for the front counter. Pen took her time.
Julie reluctantly permitted Pen to use the store’s telecommune, after Pen promised she
wouldn’t call a drug dealer or a goddess worshipper.
“I just want to let my parents know where I am,” s he said.
Julie scowled, but nodded, sliding the pastel lobster across the counter. While Pen
deployed an unnecessarily involved lie about studying into her unconcerned dad’s ear, Beri
purchased the locket and asked if Julie knew of the tran stop that would take them to 450
Pleasant Ave.
Stone-faced, Julie stared. She recited directions with a dire tone entirely undetected by
Beri.
“Thanks!” Beri said.
Julie watched the girls as they left, remorse replacing her suspicious ire.
“They don’t know what they’re getting into.” She said to her absolute chunk of a cat.
Snailshell curled on the pink countertop, the beast sleepy blinked in reply.

They rode a westbound tran until bars filled the blocks. A respectable bar would never
allow them inside. They were not quite eighteen.
Thankfully, their destination was not a respectable bar.
A talent for lying proved useful here. A large man in a tattered black tee asked them for
identification. Pen stammered, but Beri answered quickly.
“I forgot to bring mine.”
The bouncer didn’t care. He quickly waved them through, and he mumbled permission
they didn’t hear. Pen said, “I’m sorry what?”

Frustrated, he grunted slightly louder, “just go on in.”
“Oh, sorry.”
The bar was dingy, but, like the locket Beri found, in the foreign country of the past it
had been fancy. Above them hung a broken chandelier, pink and vaguely shaped like a jellyfish,
its squiggly extensions draped in sparkles, crisscrossed by cobwebs. This beautiful, busted
antique couldn’t be utilized. Dark, soothing, the bar was plainly and faintly lit.
Windows were boarded up with black panels. Pink chairs were mainly empty, their legs
curling, like tentacles, and their backs curving to approximate the bulbous shape of the jellyfish.
Thick air, smelling chemical clean, and flammable, a little gross at first, but forgotten after a
few minutes. There were two men sitting together at the bar, hunched and tired-eyed,
conversing in soft gravelly voices. The bartender had a long beard, braided into a thin strip.
Iron-on shirt, broadcasting a band name that couldn’t be read, the image degraded and grainy.
Purple string lights dotted the imposing mirror and shelf of liquor bottles. Faint purple light
managed to soak the bartender’s beard with color.
“What do you girls want?”
Beri’s eyes popped with innocent elation. “ How about a beer? Yeah! Let’s do a beer.”
“What kind?”
“Any kind! Whatever’s cheapest.”
“Right.” He chuckled, mean and shy. He avoided looking directly at them. “And for
you?” He said, vaguely, to Pen.
“I’ll also have the cheapest beer.”
“You got it.”
Pen and Beri sat silently while he filled two pint glasses of clear beers, colored the

faintest tinge of beige. They didn’t want to talk because they worried they would sound like
kids.
“This one can be on me!” A man from down the bar said.
They stared into their reflections, feeling monstropolous, too big and easily seen, like
their bodies jutted into the world and altered it in obvious ways. As obvious as the ocean
darkening the beach as it crawls over the sands, they altered the vibe of the room.
The man shouted louder. “Hey girls! This one can be on me!”
Beri turned. “We can pay for our own drinks.”
Pen forced more friendliness into her voice. “Yeah, we have plenty of money. Thanks.”
She shielded herself with the impression of innocence. If they took her for an innocent youth,
they might ignore her.
“We have another friend coming later,” he said, as if answering an eager query.
“That’s cool,” Beri said. “I hope the three of you have a great time.”
The man’s companion, his voice low, implored his friend to drop it.
The beers arrived, and the bartender said, a little loudly, intentionally trying to drown
out the creepy flirt, who he side-eyed. “That’s an interesting locket.”
He leaned forward, like he was waiting for Beri to clue him in on a secret.
“Thanks,” Beri looked down, in a moment of absurd uncertainty, checking to make sure
she was wearing her new locket. “I got it just like an hour ago at a resale store.”
He stepped back, and his manner grew more frosty. “It’s very interesting. Resale stores
are neat like that. You never know what random thing from the past you’ll find.”
His eyes darted to the rude men more than they focused on Beri.
She felt the distinct dread of opportunity passing. In a panic, she blurted, “Actually it
might have belonged to a resurrectionist. It was pretty weird how I got it.”

Pen shot her friend a look of judgmental dismay.
The bartender swiftly upped from frostiness to hostility. He said, “I wouldn’t know
anything about that. How about you girls finish your drinks and leave?”
Pen hated receiving such a hostile brush-off, but, also, she, too, wanted to leave. There
was nothing for them here. She sipped at the drink, attempting a hearty chug, but it tasted too
wretched, like soggy bread, and she barely managed a gulp. “This beer tastes awful.”
“You asked for the cheapest.” The bartender said, as if they should have expected the
results.
“Yuck!” Beri blurted, a major response to her gingerly undertaken sub-sip. She hardly
experienced the foulness. “Do we need to pay for these?”
The cranky server printed their receipt. “You know what? This one is on the house. So
long as you go right now.” He slammed their receipt against the bar, not out of rage. The slam
was more pointed than mad, but the girls assumed it was done in anger nevertheless.
Without waiting for a reaction, he left his post, announcing, for the doorman, that he
was going out for a smoke. He walked through a black backdoor, invisible in the dark ambiance.
“What an asshat.” Pen said.
Beri read the receipt, stupefaction and joy mixed on her face. “We should leave. “Let’s
go.” She said.
Pen protested. She didn’t want to leave without finishing her beer. Who knew when
they would have another opportunity for an illegal, pre-adulthood beer? Sure, it tasted like
actual garbage, but maybe she would get accustomed to it after a few more sips.
Suddenly, her spine sunk, sensing someone watching. That man who offered to buy
them drinks. He likely never stopped looking at them. She met his eyes and he smiled.
“You’re right.” She said. “T
 ime to leave for sure.”

As they walked out, Pen waved goodbye to the bouncer, which he stoically ignored.
On the sidewalk, glowing yellow, the first stage of pre-curfew, Beri showed Pen the
receipt. “Look at this.”
Their receipt didn’t document an accurate list of their purchases. Two waters were
recorded, priced at zero. But beneath this text, red ink, bold, forceful, said, “Sensday, 12:00.”
“What does that mean?”
Conspiratorial and beaming, Beri said, “I think it’s an invitation. I think we just got
invited to a resurrection circle’s next meeting.”

They rode the tran overcome with hyper distraction. Pen worried the secret invite was
an officer trap, and Beri didn’t take this idea seriously enough. She wasn’t as nervous as she
should be, frustrating Pen into thoughtful, frightened silence. In five days, she would join her
friend and return to the Jellyfish Bar, but she would be on guard. If anyone tries to outright ask
about a desire to commit resurrection, she will not commit herself to an answer.
Pen’s tran stop came first.
Leaving, she said, “See you, love you.”
Beri energetically waved and blew kisses.
“See you tomorrow!”
In her complex’s dark elevator, Pen was so distracted she pressed the button for the
floor beneath hers, and she had to wait through the unnecessary stop. Her heart evaporated to
think about Beri getting executed like Roxwell. This possibility seemed more likely than
finding a real resurrection circle. After all, she has encountered officers practically everywhere,
but she hadn’t yet met anyone in a circle.

Hopefully, before Sensday, her cocoon will hatch, and Heira will visit. In exchange for
successfully hosting her colorfly, Pen could ask for her protection and insight. Heira can tell
her if this is really a resurrection circle or just an officer trap. Surely, she will know.
But Heira could refuse to help. Pen’s resurrection ambition at best irritated the divine
entity.
Considering the unreliability of her goddess, Pen, for the first time, questioned if she
should bother with the worship. Maybe it wasn’t worth the risk. All this time, she had been
openly breaking the law, blasé and bravely foolish. Maybe, she realized, she should practice the
caution she pushes on the people she cares about.
Preoccupied with these doubts, she entered the apartment, immediately encountering
Claudine laDemy, who sat on the parlor’s soft feathery sofa, sipping a cup of tea and icily
reading a broadcast sheet in the dim gold room. Pen felt something deflate inside her throat,
the balloon of her tonsils shriveling into dry nothing. No voice, it felt like her mouth had
compacted in on itself.
Too angry to make eye contact, too angry for a facial gesture, Claudine stared into her
bronze ginger tea, shifting the cup in her steady grip. “I’m glad you could make it home at a
somewhat reasonable hour. How was studying with Beri?”
Pen tensed. “It was fine.”
There was a pause. “I must say I find it interesting how you spend so much time
studying, and yet this is your first assessment of the year.”
Pinched between two fingers as if it were toxic, she pulled out Pen’s latest grade report
from beneath the broadcast sheet. The pre-college sent out first assessments yesterday—Pen
had completely forgotten.
She didn’t know what to say.

Claudine didn’t lower the incriminating paper. “I’ll give you one more chance to be
honest with me. I know you’re not studying with this friend of yours, this girl I’ve never met.
Beri?” She said her name as if she doubted it were real, as if nobody legitimate could be named
Beri.
“So tell me, what are the two of you really up to?”
For Claudine, the open fear and shame in Pen’s face confessed everything. Her mouth
went dry and her jaw refused to move.
“We were studying.”
Claudine threw her mostly empty teacup against the wall. Pen expected it to shatter,
but it just hit against it with a dull ting, bouncing off to land safely on the carpet.
“Stop lying!”
She lurched upward off the sofa, but Pen was already running, dashing to her room,
positive she was being chased, again, even though she wasn’t. Claudine didn’t pursue her as far
as the stairs. Bedroom door slammed shut, Pen jumped into her bed, burying her face in her
pillow. Claudine screamed from the parlor, a frustrated wail briefly riveting through the walls.
Quickly, it went quiet, carefully quiet. Claudine moved so gently none of her footsteps
creaked a smidge. Pen didn’t brush her teeth or wash her face, her usual bedtime ritual. She
checked on the cocoon in her closet, her comforting, pill-shaped assignment. The basic sight of
it reassured her.
And without registering the shift in her feelings, Pen was grateful for Heira.
Worshipping a goddess gave her a sense of independent identity, the promise of access to a
world outside her home.

Chapter 8

“withershines retourwd, on reair of air and deface of death, suppused to be feet, posed to
be stands, fleetly sishaying shilentshe shover floors, door none. Woah! Oahnay backway! OK!
Forewarned? Fourwavants through or synchronized cinqing steeps, nonblinking or cligknot
gnathrall. No six! There’s a thirst for everythink.”
Saskia copied this passage of the dream book into her notebook. These obscure
sentences began the section helpfully labeled “dreams of flight.” Mercifully, the peculiar dream
book offered a sensible table of contents, which Saskia consulted like a map.

She tried murmuring the words out loud, but this didn’t generate any helpful meanings.
She didn’t know how most of these words were supposed to be pronounced. In fact, there
couldn’t be a single, correct pronunciation. These weren’t even words!
It was a special language, or perhaps a more accurate description would be code, and the
entirety of this book was written in this code.
Saskia smuggled her sister’s book into all her classes, resting it beneath her textbook,
convinced her profs couldn’t see her secret reading. In fact, most of the time her educators duly
noted that she was studying her own material. They didn’t care enough to discipline or
investigate. Their energies were reserved for the lecture’s obvious disruptors.
Copying the words helped her feel familiar with them. Writing out “withershines,” she
noticed it was a word made by smooshing two words together, “wither” and “shines.” But can a
wither shine? What would that look like? Whenever things wither, like flowers, they loose
their shine, their colors go dull. None of this seemed to make any sense.
Her first breakthrough arrived during an educational assembly. She gave up puzzling
out the meaning of “withershines” and moved on to the next word, “retourward.” “Retour” was
a word that meant “back” in the southern half of Livremark, and “ward” was the end part of
words she knew, like “toward” or “forward,” words that meant movement of some kind.
“Retourward” could mean a kind of movement or direction. Backward! It could mean moving
backward!
Since she was in the section on flight, maybe “on reair of air” meant to ride the air as one
would a horse, on its backside. In the southern half of Livremark, “de face” means “the front.”
But what does it mean to be “deface of death”? What does it mean to be in front of death?
Saskia focused on these questions with such vivid intent, she didn’t process the assembly
the Light Divine Pre-College intended her to consume. It was a performance documenting the

dangers of resurrectionists. In this educational play, a boy in a skeleton bodysuit approaches a
primly proper and uniformed girl, who’s minding her own business at a pre-college tran stop.
He bows with menacing courtesy, offering to take the girl on the most grotesque date of her
life, promising shocking debauchery, untold barbarity, and free drugs.
“That sounds fun and exciting!” The girl in the play said.
At this point, the backdrop drops, revealing a club scene. Bright lights flash—which
inspired a seizure in one poor student among the audience (the pre-college administration failed
to consider the possible bad effects of light strobes). Sounds drown in a ceaseless march of fuzzy
beats. Underage, the girl drinks the red beverage in the skeleton boy’s extended hand. Drugs,
she takes them all, swallowing pills as if they’re innocent berries.
Soon, the skeleton boy gleefully reveals he is a resurrectionist. And he has poisoned her
drink! The girl clucks, grabs her throat, and, finally, topples into the boy’s arms, dead. The
skeleton boy eases her to the ground. He dances around the dead girl, speaking a hokey
polished gibberish, a silly representation of a forbidden spell. This resurrects the girl. Timid,
she stands.
He dances some more, cackles a plenty. “Wretched fool! Now that you have died, your
existence is illegal! You have no choice but to stay with me for the rest of your life!”
More cackles, delivered with ever more overdone gusto.
The girl raises her hand, pressing it against her forehead, palm out. “Dear me! I hope
the authorities find us and exterminate me, for death is preferable to a life lived in captivity,
carnality, and cardinal sin!”
Saskia didn’t experience any of it. While she was stuck in pre-college, independent
studies were a deserted island, a space of refuge and contemplation separating her from her
forced schedule of coerced academics.

She walked out of the assembly in fine spirits, although slightly dissociated in the
hallway babble.
“Hey Saskia!” Pierrette shouted.
Saskia turned, photogenically chill. “Yeah?” She said.
“What were you reading during the assembly?” Pierrette relished her idea of a call-out.
“I’m studying dreams.” Saskia said, thoroughly annoyed. “You wouldn’t care about it.”
Suddenly, Leigh unintentionally shouldered Saskia. He sped past, head lowered,
tearfully downcast. A short line of chortling boys was close behind him. They were shouting
insults. Saskia heard nasty corpse and deadskin.
These were insults for resurrectionists. But Leigh wasn’t a resurrectionist. Those
bullies must have been mistaken. Saskia thought about correcting them. She’ll show them a real
deadskin!
On second thought she decided it wouldn’t help. Bullies don’t care about the truth.
Besides, they marched away too rapidly for her to say anything.
“You like him don’t you?” Pierrette said, watching Saskia watching the bullies.
“No.” Saskia said. “I just don’t see why they’re calling him those names. He’s not a
resurrectionist.”
“How do you know?”
“He was talking about the Lord at lunch the other day.” Saskia was surprised to discover
she wasn’t annoyed with Pierrette anymore. “I need to get to bio.” She said, almost friendly.
“See you around.” Pierrette said to an already departing Saskia.
In biology class, she was distracted from her usual activity of puzzling out the dream
book. Leigh sat nearby, his face masked in his hands. Embarrassed for him, Saskia tried willing

him to sit up straight, act normal. Otherwise, Ms. Anon will reprimand him for appearing
disengaged from the day’s agenda.
Ms. Anon kept her classroom particularly sparse and harshly lit—no posters, no colors,
and no windows. Everyday, she wore the same dark, plaid dress, thick olive socks, and yellow
clogs that clacked whenever she moved. She found minor entertainment in startling a sleeping
student by shuffling up to their desk and stomping in place.
Students sat at cold black tables arranged in a precise V-shape. With this layout, Ms.
Anon could easily see everyone at once. It was only a matter of time before she picked on Leigh.
At the start of her lesson, she gestured sideways to a long table at the front of the room.
Resting on this table were several glass jugs containing stacked wads of cotton.
“Today, we will begin a dreary experiment in the nauseating life cycle of a type of
beetle. All beetles are despicable. These jars you see before you contain their regrettable eggs.”
Ms. Anon paused. She tried controlling the wavering lilt that had crept into her voice. “I want
you to record your observations of these miserable little insects. And I cannot stress enough
how much I hate these things. You must work with a partner in case one of you has a
breakdown. Pick a jug, it doesn’t matter which one. They are all equally abominable. Write
your names on the piece of tape that has been affixed to each. Then in your notebooks, write
down what you see. Think deeply now. Observations may include how many eggs you count,
what the eggs look like, and whether or not the contemplation of small animals makes you
question if your own little life is truly any more significant than theirs. I don’t care what you
write, so long as they are observations, and so long as you stay quiet. Do this for fifteen
minutes. Starting now, everyone out of your seats.” She snapped her fingers, loud as a clap.
“Did you hear me I said out of your seats! Right now let’s go! Pick a partner, start writing! And,
no, I won’t repeat the directions for anyone who wasn’t listening.”

Most of the students quickly picked a partner. Without Robin, Saskia hated
collaborative work. She watched everyone else partner up, nervous of someone, anyone,
approaching her. Tense, she waited for everyone else to be chosen, until her only option was
the equally immobile Leigh. He clearly wasn’t going to move anytime soon. It was doubtful he
even heard the assignment. Saskia retrieved, for both of them, a jar of the beetle eggs. She
lugged it to where he sat, exaggerating the effort this action required.
“Excuse me,” she said. “But I think we need to be partners.”
Leigh lowered his palms. Surprisingly, he didn’t look miserable. His face was completely
neutral, a blank expression that unnerved Saskia. “I’m sorry you need to work with me.”
“Don’t be such a mopes.” S
 askia tapped the jar with her pen. “So far I’ve done all the
work, and this is supposed to be equal.”
“Did you seriously just call me mopes?”
“I did. Now count these eggs. I’ll count too and we’ll compare our numbers.”
Leigh glumly counted the brown specs resting in the jared cotton puffs. Saskia
pretended to count, but instead of the assignment she thought about Leigh. What was this
guy’s deal? Not long ago, he seemed like a normal, perfectly accepted boy. She never saw him
get bullied in academy. In their academy years, he always sat with other boys during lunch, and
it always seemed like they were good friends.
“I counted 16.” Leigh said.
Saskia confidently claimed she reached the same total.
They didn’t do or say anything else for an entire minute. Eventually, Saskia said, “Do
you think they’re bronze colored, or maybe more of a sienna?”
“I don’t really care about this assignment right now. I think I’m done.” Leigh said, not
getting Saskia’s sarcasm.

Saskia wrote loops and slashes, for no other purpose than looking busy.
“Can I ask you something?” She said, eyes on her notebook.
Leigh didn’t say anything, which she accepted as a yes.
“Why don’t you try meeting a resurrectionist? What if you meet one and they’re the
nicest person? Maybe you can get into it. If you’re being teased like you’re into it, you may as
well be into it.”
Leigh wouldn’t look at her. “You know I’m not that sort of person.”
“I don’t know you.”
Leigh rolled his eyes. “You made fun of my faith, so you know me well enough to know
I believe in the holy resurrection.”
Saskia dropped her pen. “I didn’t make fun of you that bad. I wasn’t like those boys in
the hall.”
“I don’t care about those boys in the hall. I was trying to be nice to you because you
seem different and—actually let’s just forget it.”
Conflicted guilt stirred unease in her soul. “You weren’t very nice about my beliefs
either.” She said. “Learning resurrection is important to me.”
“But it’s illegal!” Leigh whined.
“That doesn’t mean you get to judge me. You’re not the law!”
Leigh winced. There it was again, her words hurt him even when she didn’t intend it.
But he didn’t complain about it. He said, “You’re right. I’m sorry I was rude. I don’t care what
you choose to learn.”
Saskia said, “Okay, well thanks for that I guess.”
There was a pause, not so awkward as the last silence. Leigh expected her to say more,
but she didn’t know what else to say. Thankfully, Ms. Anon announced time was up for this

assignment. “Tomorrow, the eggs will hatch, and there will be many more distressing
observations for you to note. For now, return your jars and ready thyself for a pop quiz.”
Saskia said, “We’re supposed to write our names on the jar.”
Leigh glumly wrote his name in sloppy, practically illegible cursive. Saskia wrote her
name in slanting, loopy print, beautiful and easily readable. Leigh cheered up a little to see their
names written together, as if they were friends.

That night, Saskia attempted to know she was in a dream and keep dreaming. Anyone
who has ever tried this knows how difficult it can be. The next morning, she vaguely pondered
about dreaming the same dream about flying, but she wasn’t sure. She didn’t remember.

At the start of their next biology class, Leigh cheerfully greeted Saskia, taking a seat
beside her. Clearly, he was excited about the next stage of their partner project. Deep in her
own oneiric studies, Saskia had forgotten about it. She was briefly taken aback by Leigh’s
enthusiasm.
They retrieved their jar. All the eggs were gone, leaving not a trace of their existence,
and replaced by tiny black specks affixed to the cotton. The beetles hatched. It was impossible
to distinguish any of their features, but Leigh did his best. He tried counting their tiny legs,
waffling on his final tally, somewhere between six and fourteen legs. The only definite
observation they could record was how many of the beetles there were.
Saskia detected something was off. There weren’t nearly as many beetles as there were
eggs.
“I don’t get it,” s he said. “It’s like some of them just disappeared.”
“Yeah, I think there’s eight missing in total.”

Ms. Anon talked over the conferring students. “You have probably noticed you’re
missing some beetles. And if you haven’t noted this you should be ashamed of yourself. Are
there any ideas how this happened? Yes, Michel, any thoughts?”
Michel lowered his impeccably manicured hand. His voice was rich with confidence.
“You threw them away.”
“What? No!” She scrunched her face in confused disgust. “ I would never tamper with an
experiment like that. Grow up! The beetles lay their eggs in great quantities. When the eggs
hatch, the newborns are notorious for eating each other. It’s revoltingly economic and goes
totally against nature. Yes, Saskia?”
Saskia’s arm had shot up. She almost forgot to lower it as she began talking. “How can
you say it goes against nature? Aren’t these beetles a part of nature?”
Ms. Anon tittered. This was an argument she savored disproving. “No other creature in
existence commits such atrocity. Tell me, Saskia, do you have any siblings?”
“Yes, an older sister, but—”
Ms. Anon crossed her arms, relaxing against the front table. “Do you think your older
sister wanted to eat you when you were born?”
Saskia said, “I’m pretty sure she didn’t.”
“But that’s not a fair comparison,”  Leigh interjected. “People aren’t like that, but Saskia’s
point is that what’s natural for the beetles isn’t what’s natural for us.”
Saskia turned to glare at him. Why did he feel like he needed to butt in? How dare he
speak on her behalf when she was sitting right here!
Ms. Anon responded to Leigh instead of Saskia. “People decide what’s natural. Nature
has no say in the matter. These beetles are not only nasty to each other. They are nasty to

trees. Their colonies have decimated whole forests by spreading a deadly fungus. They are
pests to be eliminated. Rest assured, I will destroy these specimens after class is finished.”
Saskia was table-flip frustrated. There was no arguing with Ms. Anon’s logic. Sulking,
she pulled out her book, settling most of it beneath her notes. For the rest of biology class, Ms.
Anon detailed the life stages and ecological ravages of the loathed beetle. Throughout it all,
Leigh persistently glanced down, trying to see what Saskia was reading. The words didn’t seem
real, which made him want to understand them all the more.

The color of Saskia’s wings, plasma-flame yellow, the same unruly, shimmery color the
sun makes when it reflects on a pond. Although she was flying, she went through the motions
of walking. Feet in a heavy invisible water, they gradually flexed into steps. This must be how
water feels when it turns into snow, s he thought. She wasn’t in a rush to flow away, although she
could feel that potential coiled inside her, waiting for the warmth: but she could stay, frozen,
slowly flowing, one step took the length of the hallway, then the hallway kept going, deeper
and deeper into some dark unknown. She forgot she was unconscious. This wasn’t anywhere
special. This was just her apartment’s second story hallway, longer than usual, but still the
same old hallway. Except it was somehow faded and bright, distinct and blurred, disturbing
and beautiful. Clearheaded and addlebrained, she realized she was in a dream.
Remember the dream book, s he told herself. Words wormed through the black of her
sleeping vision: fourwavants through, cinqing steeps. Letters layered, thinning into each other.
“Cinq” transformed into “five,” which made sense; in southern Livremark, cinq meant five.
She counted her steps, which sank into murk. She went past four, and dreamily, absently
stepped past five. The book said no six! Wherever I’m heading toward, it’s forbidden!

Rising from the pristine murk, there was a door, familiar but unrecognizable. Think
Saskia, she thought. Where are places you’re not meant to go?
She blinked, and it seemed to last a long time. She floated in darkness, listing all the
forbidden places she knew about—goddess altars, bars, and the city streets after curfew.
Pen’s voice leaked into her foggy thoughts, yelling at her from out of the forgotten past.
Stay out of my room unless I say you can come in!
That was it! The place her dreams urged her to go—it’s Pen’s room!
Slowly, her eyes opened, granting her a fuzzy view of Pen’s bedroom door, brightening
with gray from the light of a rising sun. She had woken up into the same image she faced in her
dream. With a start, sleepily alarmed, she realized she had been sleepwalking.

Chapter 9

Sensday arrived. Pen should have been relieved that her parents vacated the apartment
for a spa vacation. Their absence guaranteed she could leave the apartment undisturbed to
attend this—she wasn’t sure. She didn’t want to think of it as a resurrection circle meeting, so,
in her mind, their excursion was about attending whatever was happening at the Jellyfish Bar,
probably some kind of weird concert. That, or an officer trap.
As the note directed, Pen and Beri arrived at 11:00. They found the door locked. They
knocked, and the same bouncer from last time peeked out the window. Opening the door, he

discreetly checked the street, making sure there were no officers trailing the new recruits. He
motioned them forward, and this time the girls didn’t hesitate. They confidently stepped inside
as the door closed behind them.
The bouncer said, “Andre had a good feeling about you girls.”
Andre must have been the bartender who gave them the note.
Presently, the bar was empty. Most of the lights were off. They could hardly see the
jellyfish chandelier hanging above them.
“You’ll find a door behind the bar, to the right.” The bouncer said, his voice a little
clearer, louder. “The theater’s downstairs. Enjoy the show. You never forget your first.”
“What kind of show is it?” Pen asked. She searched the man for a crossbow or any
indication that he was an officer.
“Educational.” H
 e growled a little, not in a mean way. Spit gurgly clogged his throat.
“Thanks.”  Pen said, embarrassed with how young and tinny her voice sounded. She
expected an officer to emerge from the darkness, crossbow aimed for her heart. Beri, fearless,
strode forward.
They made their way down an entirely red stairwell. There wasn’t a door at the bottom;
it was a soft black curtain. Parting fuzzy fabric, they stepped into the theater space. People
already filled most of the seats. Pen and Beri were easily the youngest ones in the room. They
fawned over an enormous, spherical aquarium teeming with jellyfish, casting a shroud of pink
on whoever approached. The girls didn’t get a good look at it.
“Hey you two!” Andre the bartender waved at them. They almost didn’t recognize him.
With a big smile, he looked much different than the terse, stern bartender they had met the
other day.
He motioned to free seats in the row behind him. “I’m glad you could make it!”

Beri shouted a warm greeting, giddy and squealy.
Pen couldn’t lose herself in the same excitement. She remembered Roxwell’s unreal
slackness, the way he crumpled into himself, but that wasn’t the only worry nagging her brain.
She was haunted by the conviction she was forgetting something vital, though she couldn’t
think of what it was specifically.
A purple velvet curtain swayed over the stage, promising secrets to be revealed. Pen’s
dread dissolved into a feeling without a name—a weird, loaded sensation she hadn’t known
since childhood. A feeling of horrible promise. She feared and anticipated the introduction of a
new world, a place where the rules could be changed, and her life reconfigured. It waited.
Separated by flimsy, shimmering velvet.

Robin said, “None of this makes sense and I hate it.”
She was in her usual sleepover spot, sitting on Saskia’s bed, eating a microwaved pretzel
over a paper plate for lunch. Saskia sat beside her, the dream book open on her lap. Nested
between them was Saskia’s open notebook. Robin understood none of it. Saskia’s notes did little
to help. The dream book gave her a headache if she thought about it for too long. She liked
words that behaved themselves, words that had simple meanings.
Saskia said, “It makes more sense when you think about it in a dream. It’s hard to
explain, but it helps organize your thoughts.”
Robin huffed, amused and frustrated. “I don’t see why any of this is a good reason to
sneak into your sister’s room. We should respect her privacy.”
“But look at this.” Saskia pointed to the book. “This line, there’s a thirst for everythink,
I’m pretty sure that means—”

“I don’t care what it means! I’m sorry but that book sucks! It’s not a good excuse to go
riffling through Pen’s stuff.”
“It’s not like she’ll know.” Saskia detested the whiny creak hinging her voice. She tried
speaking with more authoritative gravitas. “Nobody will know.” Seeing that Robin wasn’t
convinced, she altered her mood. “ I seriously think Pen’s close to learning resurrection. I see
her with this really awesome-looking girl at pre-college and I have no idea what they do
together. And she was acting weird that one morning at breakfast, when I asked to borrow her
book. Something’s going on. I can just tell.”
Robin shrugged, a little calmed, because she had to admit, she was curious. Sure, she
wished Pen would invite them into her room to hang out. She wished they could all share a
giant pretzel and watch a scary vision, preferably one featuring Slimelord, her favorite vision
monster, because he wasn’t that intense. She wished they could all bond like that. “Maybe Pen
and her friend are just hanging out. Maybe they’re just like us.”
This idea terrified Saskia. If Pen was just like her—frustrated and confused, lost in a
soulless routine, with no clue as to how to break into the illicit, exciting world of
resurrection—then what hope could she possibly have for her own future? “I know she’s hiding
something.” She said, showing none of her doubts. “According to my dreams, I’ll find an answer
in her bedroom. I’m going in there. You can stay in here if you want.”
Robin didn’t want to waste a sleepover in loneliness. “But what if your sister comes back
and finds us in there?”
“S
 he’s out with her friend, like she just left an hour ago. If our parents aren’t home she
usually stays out until at least the end of curfew. Trust me. She won’t be back anytime soon.”
Robin sighed, counting to five, a stress tactic she learned from a guidance counselor at
her new public pre-college. She agreed. “Let’s still be really quick though.”

Saskia wasted no time in leading Robin down the hall. With every step, Robin’s dread
increased. She imagined Pen’s disappointment, which would be far worse than her anger. Pen
expected Robin to be a good influence. “You’re smart,” that’s what Pen said about her, “I’m glad
Saskia has you around”—maybe Pen was wrong, maybe she fooled Pen into thinking she was
intelligent.
If I’m not smart, she thought, then I don’t want anyone to know I’m not smart, especially Pen.
She thinks well of me now, but that’s because she doesn’t know the real me. She can never know the real
me.
Distracted, she almost didn’t notice walking past the threshold of Pen’s room. She
couldn’t note the moment of betrayal. Easily swayed, it didn’t end up requiring that much
convincing.
For a while, they stood inside the clutter of Pen’s room, doing nothing, because there
was nothing to be done. They could search through all the stacks of flakey-spined books, but
that seemed pointless. They could inspect her collection of porcelain fairies, but that seemed
more pointless. Their options were an underwhelming spectrum of pointless.
“Now what?” Robin said.
Saskia confronted the limits of her dream logic. She may know where to look, but she
didn’t know what, exactly, she was looking for—she didn’t even know what she was vaguely
looking for. Maybe there were more clues in her book. Maybe she needed to complete more
readings and live through more dreaming.
“Wait, do you hear something?” Saskia said. She could barely make out a suffocated
whimper; at first, she thought it was a stuttering drone in the air conditioning, but this noise,
whatever it was, was too soft and irregular to be mechanic.
“I do.” Robin said. “It sounds like a cat purring or something.”

“Do you think Pen is hiding a cat in here!” Saskia was furious at the possibility. She
always wanted a pet cat! If Pen withheld a cat from her, Saskia would never forgive.
“I think it’s coming from the closet.” R
 obin regretted her words the moment they came
out. The last thing she wanted to do was open Pen’s closet. The invasiveness of it curled her
stomach.
“You’re right!” Saskia effortlessly navigated through the intricate detritus of Pen’s
discarded stuff littering the carpet. Ignoring Robin’s small protests of wait and maybe it’s coming
from the vents actually, Saskia pulled aside the closet’s accordion door as if she were parting a
veil.
A pile of clothes had a heartbeat, a lump that steadily sunk and rose, and it whimpered.
Saskia tore apart the haphazard stack, flinging aside various shirts. Robin watched, anxiously.
Iridescent blue wings pumped and flapped, freed from their confinement.
The wings were blue, a distinct blue, the thin shade of memory, the blue of a piece of
sunset sky that’s wedged, disappearing, between two dark purple clouds. Two bright grey eyes
protruded from the top of the winged creature’s deep black body, a body so perfect and crisply
dark it didn’t look real. It had six thin, crimped legs, limp and seemingly unable to hold up its
weight.
Saskia stepped back, calmly. Flecks of cocoon speckled the laundry that formerly
encased it. The newly formed colorfly, a worm reborn, flew in a graceful circle, taking to air
effortlessly.
“This can’t be what it looks like.” R
 obin said, utterly discombobulated. “That has to be a
prop for a play Pen’s working on. Is Pen a techie? Or maybe it’s an art project. Everyone has
art class.”
“It’s real,” Saskia said, like she was ordering food in a restaurant.

The colorfly’s wings made no sound, despite their wide size. The way it flew appeared
unsteady, vulnerable, prone to dips, twisted and twirled, zigzagging over the confines of Pen’s
bedroom. This was unexpected. The creature seemed to be getting worse at flying instead of
better at it. Gone were its graceful circles.
Saskia had an inspiration. “I think it doesn’t like it in here. I think it wants to be
outside.”
“Should we take it out?” Robin asked.
A pollen cloud quietly popped beside Pen’s bed. From the vanishing yellow smear
emerged an avatar for the goddess of pollinators, the divine being with the iconic tower of hair,
the figure they knew as a mysterious, but helpful, squatter.
Saskia and Robin gawped.
Heira didn’t bother interacting with the kids. She tracked the clumsy flight of the giant
colorfy. “Calm down,” she spoke in a gentle, motherly tone. “It’s okay, baby. I’m so sorry I
couldn’t manifest here sooner. There there. Everything’s fine now. I’m here to welcome you
into the safe wild. We’ll be so deep in the wild, there will be no people. You’ll be away from this
awful place you were forced to stay in while you waited to be born.”
The colorfly ceased its sloppy flapping. Resting its wings, it landed on Heira’s
outstretched arm. “That’s better, isn’t it?”
Gentleness vanished from the manifestation’s face. She addressed Saskia and Robin.
“Hasn’t anyone ever told you it’s rude to stare? And what are you doing here?”
“I’m Pen’s sister.” Saskia dipped, almost performing a curtsey. She itched to worship the
magnificent being. “A
 re you a friend of hers?”
A tremor passed through Heira’s face. Twitches glitched in her false, empty eyes.
“Child, please believe me when I say that this is the only warning you’ll ever receive from me. I

will kill you if you ever again dare suggest that I am the friend of any puny, dishonest,
unreliable, sniveling sack of nasty you would call a person. And if I ever decide to kill you, I’ll
make it look like a natural accident. Nobody will ever know what really happened to you. Let’s
stay safe and only speak when I ask you to speak. You do not want to be subject to my whims.
Okay?”
Saskia nodded.
If Robin weren’t too terrified to move, she would have run.
“I sensed my colorfly was struggling to escape from some kind of sick living burial. My
dear was smothered under dirty laundry. Is this true?”
Saskia said, “I found it in the closet, beneath a pile of my sister’s clothes.”
“I can expect this much from a person! Especially a teenager!” An ominous buzz
sounded from her tower of hair. Saskia couldn’t imagine what it was. She imagined sharp teeth,
invisible, everywhere in her domineering curls.
“You tell her to keep a precious creature in a safe spot, and this is what she calls a safe
spot. She treats it like a dirty shirt! It’s like I need to go through every single little detail with
people! You’re all so selfish and foolish.” Heira roared for a while. “What are you doing in your
sister’s room? Did she tell you about her secret?”
Saskia shook her head. “I was snooping around in here because that’s what my dream
decoding said to do.”
Heira’s eyes widened, regarding Saskia, for the first time, with a cold interest. “Your
sister should have been more cautious. It’s almost like she forgot I’m a goddess.
I forgive you for not fully bowing by the way. People call me Heira. I am the goddess of
pollinators, in case you’re interested in singing my praises.” She startled, recommitting to her
aversion of human worship. “I mean not that you should worship me. It’s honestly an awful

pursuit. Seriously, worshipping me is a crap job. I’m an extremely difficult entity to work with,
and I’m sure your sister will agree with that. She’ll probably be very upset once she finds out
I’ll never contact her again. My expectations are divinely high, and she really let me down.”
Robin bristled. She wasn’t convinced this goddess was who, or what, she said she was.
She thought this must be a dream, or a hallucination. Maybe they accidently ate drugged
pretzels. Rotten bread could cause hallucinations, according to her brother Mads.
Whether Heira was an imposter or a dream, Robin thought she shouldn’t abandon Pen.
“Won’t you give her another chance?” She said.
“Never! Tell her she better not bother with making another pollinator garden, unless
she wants to be a good person and perform a good deed without asking for any compensation.
Ha! Imagine that!”
Heira barely restrained another scream of disgust. “People are the worst! It’s so
humiliating to need your worship. You creatures can never do something nice for niceness sake,
oh no. You need to have something in return. Well what is it? What do you want?”
“I want us to be wherever my sister is right now.”
Heira smirked. “That would annoy her, wouldn’t it? Yes, I like that.”
Keeping her gaze on the colorfly, Heira’s face began rippling, moving, and it was
signing, communicating in a language the girls didn’t recognize, with a presence they couldn’t,
in the slightest, sense. Heira asked Beleine, the goddess of spacetime, for the whereabouts of
Pen.
“Can’t say I’m surprised,” she said out loud smugly bemused. The girls were ignorant of
the fact that any communication took place. “Of course that’s where she would be. Now I see
why she didn’t take this task more seriously. She thinks she doesn’t need me. I should have
known better. She was obviously not a devout type.”

Saskia and Robin exchanged an annoyed expression. They didn’t know if Heira forgot
about them.
“It seems like your sister found what she was looking for. She’s in a gathering of
resurrection circles. I promise, this ambition of hers will only bring her pain. I agree to send
you there if you really want to join her doomed, petty mortal ambition.”
Saskia grabbed Robin’s hand, asking her if she was ready.
Robin wasn’t thinking clearly. She thought she felt the world turning, everything tilted.
Everything was moving so fast. “I don’t know.”
Saskia’s face was, at first, theatrically solemn, but it broke. She beamed at Robin.
Robin didn’t believe it. She hoped they weren’t truly about to be magically transported.
She wasn’t prepared to go on an adventure. She longed for a normal sleepover.
Saskia fiercely clasped Robin’s hand, reddening her fingers, blocking bloodflow.
Heira asked Beleine to allow their transportation. Beleine communicated her agreement
with the briefest, slightest warp in the room’s gravity, detectable by divinities, but not by
people. With the divine wars in the past, the goddesses generally do simple favors for one
another.
In a blink, pollen materialized, showering Saskia and Robin, relaxing their bodies as a
vacuum possessed them into an incomprehensible instant of space disappearing. Air
reconfigured itself. The entire fabric of reality disappeared, lost to faded, blood-colored shapes,
and shadowed blobs, two-dimensional, perfectly mimicking the third. As quickly as it happened,
the pollen dissipated, thinning into air. Saskia and Robin found themselves standing in front of
the bouncer for the Jellyfish Bar.
He absolutely screamed, a shaky, drawn-out bark that echoed in the empty bar. “You
kids scared me! I’ve never seen such a transportation! Which goddess do you worship?”

Saskia and Robin rubbed their eyes, resisting the urge to collapse into naps, a tingling
heaviness in their cheeks.
“Worship?” Robin said.
“Wait!” He said. “It must be Beleine! You worship her, right? But I heard she doesn’t do
worship. People say she never manifests.”
“I’m sorry but what just happened?” Saskia spoke over the bouncer. “I mean. I’m sorry.
We don’t know where we are exactly. We were talking with the goddess and she—”
“How old are you?” The bouncer interrupted, snapping out of his unguarded interest.
Saskia paused, wondering how old she could realistically pull off. She wanted to say
seventeen. Her parents occasionally mistook her for Pen after all.
“We’re fourteen.” Robin said, uncomfortable with the silence in the face of the bouncer’s
stern impatience.
“Are you recruits?”
“Absolutely.” Saskia said.
He stared at her a little sadly, but quickly regained his focus. “And which goddess were
you talking with?”
“Heira. We don’t worship her yet. She was actually kind of mad at my sister.”
“Heira brought us here to punish Pen.” Robin scanned the room, desperate for a sign of
something familiar. “I don’t think that’s a good sign.”
“This Pen is your sister?” The bouncer asked Saskia, trying to sound more friendly, and
failing. If anything, Robin heard more menace in his voice.
“Yes, she’s my sister.” Saskia said, clearly annoyed to talk about Pen with this man.
“Now let me ask you something for a change. Are we at a resurrection circle meeting?”

“No, it’s a show, but it’s produced by resurrectionists. You’re just in time. If you want,
you can go on through that door in the back corner. But if a goddess is sending you here to
punish your sister, that’s frankly a bad sign for us. You might be better off if you left.”
“But where are we?” Robin walked in place. She needed to move her legs. In her stupor,
it felt like there was numbing static in her blood. Arms and legs prickled with strange,
sensation-less electricity.
She hated this, and she blamed that weird dream book. Life wasn’t making sense
anymore, just like everything in that nonsensical manual of unconscious interpretation.
The bouncer only stared at her for a long time. “It’s the Insider Theater. If you have to
ask maybe you don’t belong here.”
“We belong.” Saskia was quick to chime in. “We for sure belong. We asked Heira to
bring us here as a personal favor. This was our reward for helping one of her special creatures.”
“Well go on then.” The bouncer said. “Don’t let me keep you waiting. You never forget
your first show.”
This last part sounded like a threat to Robin. Saskia let go of her hand. “Are you ready?”
Saskia asked for the second time that day.
“I guess.” Robin said, not feeling ready at all.

They walked down a stairwell all red, ceiling and walls red, the steps red, and a red
railing, into the comforting soft lights of a theater. There were traces of synth music,
anticipatory and swelling, the sort of melody that promised something grand. After parting a
black curtain at the end of the staircase, there was an aquarium, circular, no corners, so bright
blue it perfectly replicated a cloudless sky. Jellyfish bobbed in the water, their thin skins
rippling, as frail in appearance as the skin of bubbles. Skulls rested on the aquarium’s bed of

neon green pebbles. Pink tentacles grazed the rounded tops of the grisly bones, stringy and
wavy, like hair. They pulsed their blobby bodies, sucking themselves through the water in
aimless rotations. As if part of the audience, the classiest box seats, the aquarium faced the
stage.
Across a modest chasm of fold-out chairs, flowers surrounded the stage. Crowded
together, the blossoms appeared aqueous, blurry and soft, like the placid surface of a pond busy
with reflected color. In the center of this gentle pool, a man stood. He wore a velvet tuxedo coat
over nothing but tight floral boxers.
The girls arrived a minute or so after curtainrise. He had just finished introducing
himself. “Friends and enemies! Thank you for joining me today. My name is Traimond and I
will be your opener today!” His arms raised, in what appeared to be an honest attempt to hug
everyone.
Saskia and Robin paused during the applause. Cheers and clapping washed through
them like cold sheets of stiff rain. They shivered. It was very cold in this theater.
“I see some empty seats.” Saskia whispered. “Come on.”
Robin, however, was briefly paralyzed.
She saw Pen, and her heart fluttered. She felt relieved, but relief matured into fear. Pen
might see them, and she’ll know they followed her, again, and, the worst, she’ll be disappointed.
Robin’s fears proved unnecessary: the stage captured all of Pen’s attention. She ogled
the flowers. Blossoming cups reflected gentle pink and red hues on the man’s bare calves. Petal
umbrellas of gentle gold arced above his head. Violet trumpets swayed in a breeze generated by
floor ventilation. Pen was transfixed in warm, caressing scents. She could taste earthy
sweetness in her breaths, a flavor that reminded her of rain.

Robin also noted the girl sitting next to Pen. She knew Beri must be Pen’s friend. She
came across like Robin expected Pen’s friend would, unknowably amazing. Robin tried
imagining how she would look with black lipstick like Beri’s. No way could I pull it off, s he
thought. It would look weird.
Thoughts like these helped her forget that she had been yanked out of spacetime for a
terrifying instant, then dropped into this mysterious, unknown area.
Saskia nudged her and said, “I think my sister must be seeing a resurrectionist strip
show! This is wild!”
They took their seats. Robin wanted to ask Saskia if she trusted Heira. Pen must have
trusted her, but why should they? It seemed like Heira disliked people. But Robin didn’t have
the chance to voice these concerns. There was a show to watch. The emcee continued with his
program.
“Let us proceed immediately with the introduction of a very special individual. My dear
comrades, please join me in welcoming tonight’s sector. She’s a true artist whose eyes are
sharper than her scalpels, and her grip is as steady and sure as our marriage. Everyone please
welcome, tonight’s sector, and my endless life partner, Iza Ish!”
Traimond placed his hand on his heart, batting his lashes.
In a long yellow lab coat, Iza entered stage left, strutting past the flowers. The musician
in the pit played an ethereal tune, an electronic choir. Lights glinted around her waist, where a
tool belt carried several knives of various sizes, several scalpels, and one pair of very sharp
scissors.
“Thank you.” She said to her admiring crowd.
Iza addressed the audience. “Of course I can’t do it on my own. Tonight I will be
assisted by our dear friend Alena.”

Alena entered stage right in a ruby velvet blouse and a black, glittery pleated skirt.
Beri slapped Pen’s arm. “That’s her!” She whisper-shouted. “That’s the woman from the
Freak Boutique! The one in the picture!”
Alena pushed along a standing bed, resting it behind Traimond. He leaned against the
soft slab of plastic. Working fast, she strapped him into shiny silver buckles, setting his willing
arms into an upraised hug position.
She said, “Iza and I have been cutting open Traimond for decades now. You could say
we know him inside and out.”
She darted backstage, then quickly reappeared, hunched and pushing a large bucket
along the floor. She placed it dead center in front of the upright Traimond.
Iza said, “We are professionals, so please, even if you are a master at resurrection, do not
try this on your own. We are devoted surgeons in our circle. It is a delicate process. If it is done
incorrectly, the person you cut open may suffer as they regain feeling. They may even die
again.”
Iza casually unlocked one of her largest knives. She toasted the spotlight with it. The
blade shone like a ray. “First, I will display his brain from a specialized skull, partially of our
own construction. If this isn’t your first viewing of him, try and notice if his brain has altered in
size. I believe it may have gotten smaller.”
A few polite, forced chuckles bubbled out from the audience. One person whooped.
Saskia whooped too. She persistently believed they were in a strip show. These performers
didn’t have a very sexy gimmick, whatever it was, but it felt like a gimmick, as safe as a joke.
Robin watched with dread, not sure if she was ready to see a human’s brain. “Still think
this is a strip show?” She asked Saskia.

Iza slid the knife into Traimond’s forehead, tracing his hairline. He didn’t flinch, didn’t
wince, nor did he utter the slightest cry of pain. He maintained a wide smile. Blood lined his
forehead, soaking into his eyebrows.
Lilting with doubt, ready to change her mind halfway through speaking, Saskia
answered, “Yeeeeeeeeeeeah?”
Robin gripped her hand, squeezing it tighter than ever.
“It’s just an act.” Saskia said. “Makeup effects. Isn’t this supposed to be sexy or
something? People find this hot right?”
Iza stood to the side of her partner, allowing a clear view for everyone. She said, “I do
love this man, he is truly quite an appealing fellow.”
With a gloved hand, she pinched the top of his forehead incision. There were cheers as
she pulled Traimond’s face downwards.
His flap of face hung from his muscle and bone. Three holes among the folds indicated
where his eyes and mouth would be. He obviously didn’t feel any pain. A naked face sheen and
red, textured like an octopus, still smiled.
He said, “My dearest is a little confused about how to perform a facelift. Luckily, I’m
naturally handsome.”
His joke didn’t even receive polite chuckles, but people did cheer. Robin closed her eyes.
Saskia watched, keen, trying to figure out the production tricks. The exposed muscle
and blood could still be explained with impressive makeup effects.
Iza tapped the front of his skull with the backend of her scalpel. “This inlaid skull piece
is a new one. We installed it the last time Traimond died, and I think the material might be
better. It’s a type of diamond, nameless and pure, and very rare. Blessings on Adia, the goddess
who created it, and Gwim, our goddess most revered, who procured it for us.”

Traimond cynically sighed. “I’m not so sure the new material makes a difference. I don’t
need my bones to be made of diamonds. I just need them to hold.”
Murky with blood, Traimond’s diamond skull piece glittered a little. Iza slid her
scalpel’s point along a groove in the diamond piece, and the point entered a small groove near
the top. She fiddled the fine point of her tool, disturbing the diamond piece into popping out of
its place. It jutted out, a little loose. Iza wedged her fingertips on the edges of this piece of skull,
and she gently removed it. This opening made a window into Traimond’s brain.
The audience applauded, polite, not yet enthralled.
Traimond’s brain was plain grey. Shriveled so finely it appeared dry, cracked like old
wallpaper. Iza handed her scalpel to Alena. The assistant wiped the bloodied tool on her dress,
then handed it back. Iza placed it in her tool belt.
“I know you’re all waiting for the exciting bit. This brain stuff is way too cerebral. Let’s
move on to the real spectacle of the evening. Shall we?”
Skull piece returned to its proper place, Iza grabbed her largest knife, basking in cheers.
The applause grew louder. Someone directly behind Saskia raucously laughed out of pure joy.
She heard someone else say, “I swear, I’ll never get sick of seeing this.”
Traimond said, “I’m so excited! I’ve been meaning to shed a little bit off my gut.”
Iza cut a line down his chest and stomach, careful not to slice any of his vital organs.
She grabbed one side of the slice and her assistant, Alena, grabbed the other side. In rehearsed
unison, they drew back their flaps of torso. The synth music became organized into strict beats,
at once dancey and calming.
It was at this point in the show that Saskia fully understood why they overwhelmed the
stage with flowers. Traimond’s stomach and intestines pooled out into the bucket placed at his
feet, emitting a foul funk. Thick perfume of the blossoms drowned out the nastiness.

Smell dictates disgust. Perfectly lovely images can be spoiled by a rotten stench The
reverse is true too. Nasty images can be improved by a pleasant, floral odor.
Saskia joined the crowd in their hilarious enthusiasm. It was wildly amusing to witness
a man calmly yawning as his insides spiraled out of him, like unspooling knobs of yarn.
Dissected, the human body reveals itself to be nothing more than a complex box. With his
stomach opened, Traimond looked square and simple, not curvy or strong at all. He was no
longer a person, he was a package unpacked.
He said, “This is more open than Bruin Heide will ever be.”
“Make no bones about it,” I za said, tapping her knife against Traimond’s diamond ribs.
“If Bruin Heide is elected next month, we will all be in serious trouble.”
The audience’s energy dissolved into unhappy pondering. People didn’t want to
consider the possibility of Bruin Heide rising in the ranks to become Livremark’s next
Executive Officer. His campaign promised to eradicate the resurrectionist menace once and for
all.
Someone near the back of the theater shouted we know.
Many murmured in resentful agreement. This crowd didn’t need a reminder of the
threat posed by Bruin Heide. They needed to forget about it. They needed entertainment.
Pen, however, wanted to hear more. She hadn’t thought much much about politics. She
detested Bruin Heide, and because she hated him she ignored him. Politics was a world for
adults and their petty preoccupations, the very banality she wished to escape. It was, however,
impossible to ignore the mood of the audience. Everyone around her was scared, and it made
her a little scared.
“Let us move on, then, to the intestines replacement.” Iza said, placating the restless
viewers.

Alena darted off-stage. She returned with a cooler, from which Iza produced fresh,
healthy intestines, pilfered from a morgue. Traimond’s small intestines, she explained, were
experiencing age damage. She extracted the outdated organ, yanking out whatever lingered
inside the body and draping it along the side of the bucket. While she did this, Alena again
darted off-stage. This time, she returned with two chickens, leashed.
“Everyone say hello to Fussbuss and Pocket!”
The audience roared.
“Shout your bets!”
“Fussbuss!” Shouted some.
Yells of “Pocket!” drowned out the Fussbuss fans.
The chickens strained their leashes.
“We’re a little late for lunchtime! I can’t make them wait any longer!”
She freed the fowl. They hurriedly trotted for the refuse bucket, pecking at the small
intestines until it fell. Alena herded the two twitchy, pecking chickens to either side of the
intestines. Beaks affixed to the rope of meat, they began to pull against each other. The
audience continued gleefully shouting bets on which chicken would tear off the largest half of
intestines.
While Beri enjoyed the grotesque spectacle along with the crowd, Pen worried, and the
worst part was she didn’t know why, exactly, she worried.
After Iza expertly recoiled new intestines into Traimond’s body, she showcased the
hooking mechanism holding together his diamond ribs. Offering more praise for Adia and
Gwim, she unclasped the two separate pieces of bone structure. Heart, liver, and lungs, the
party that was his body was fully accessible. Iza gently grabbed each item and held it out as far

as was possible to hold, without snapping any of the delicate connective tissues, arteries, or
veins.
They performed a relentless march of bad jokes. Memorably, while Iza cradled his heart,
Traimond, googly eyed, said, “You truly have my heart in your hands.”
Beri blurted ha in the otherwise silent, unappreciative theater. She slouched, as if she
wished to bury her head inside her torso.
“I can’t believe I laughed at that joke.” She said, honestly mortified.
Pen, distressed and vacant, said, “Yeah, it definitely wasn’t funny.”
“This heart may look average, but as many of you know, it is far from normal.” Iza said.
“It is a vital ancient technology that allows us to achieve limitless resurrection. Hearts do not
fully recover from death. Muscle energy weakens. Parts of it will always remain rot. Without
modification, no heart can function for very long after resurrection, not without crafting plastic
into the organic muscle of the dying heart, in casts precisely modeled after baby jellyfish,
copying the structure of their very muscle fibers. For extra strength, we modified the classic
ephyra replica by injecting a protein we made ourselves. We’re still arguing over what to name
it.”
“Sneepsnop!” Yelled Alena. “I helped develop the protein and it should be named
Sneepsnop!”
People in the audience laughed.
“I’m not joking!” Alena said, grinning widely.
“We won’t decide on a name right now.” Iza said, authentically chastising. This wasn’t
fully a bit, like the audience assumed. “The important thing is we thank our ancestors in Nal for
their gift. In Nal, of course, they worship Godessa, the divine heart of the divine heart of the
sea, a being most high, the essence of coral. Long ago, Godessa worshipers gifted their

knowledge with humanity. I know we have a few Nal natives visiting tonight. Let’s give them a
round of applause!”
There were polite snaps and claps.
The show was certainly educational. Alena detailed the dimensions of both the small
and large intestine, entirely in a singsong chant to accompany the jump roping she performed,
with Iza, using some of the digestive tubbing under discussion.
At the end, after the three performers bowed, and Alena exited the stage, Iza addressed
the snapping, clapping, appreciative, if not adoring, masses. “Before I wheel my husband off for
further repairs, I’d like to make a request. I’ve been told we have a few new faces present here
today. If you are a young newcomer, please come up here and join us backstage. Nobody will
bother you. Go ahead and walk around until you find a door marked Traimond and Iza. Thank
you.”
The spotlight dimmed. She left the stage. Theater lights brightened the room, but it
was a melancholy, drab brightness. Darkness, mysteries, the promise of secrets revealed, Pen
missed the pre-show buzz.
“I guess we should go back there.” Beri said.
“I guess.” Pen said.
Zoning out in her reveries, she didn’t see two kids approach the stage, one briskly and
the other reluctantly.
“I wonder how those girls got here,” Beri said. “They can’t be older than fourteen.”
This caught Pen’s attention. She was immediately and terribly convinced it was her
sister. First, she saw Robin, who was looking back toward her, concerned, while Saskia
marched toward the stage.
“That’s my sister.” She muttered.

“No way!” Beri said.
Pen screamed out Saskia’s full name. “I can’t believe you followed me!” She yelled,
heading for them.
Beri stayed seated for a while, trying to guess which one was Pen’s sister.
She assumed it was Robin, thinking the scared one must be Pen’s sister.
“Who says I followed you!” Saskia retorted, equally mad.
Beri chuckled, amused with how wrong she was. If anything, she was spunkier than
Pen.

Iza stuffed the rest of Traimond’s guts into their snug, stomach home. Beside them,
Alena chipped away at removing her makeup.
Alena said, “Paul said the goddess Heira transported two unexpected kids. I don’t like
when the goddesses throw us surprises like that.”
Traimond, strapped into his upright bed, expressed a shrug with his face. “The
goddesses follow their own whims.”
Iza vented her frustration by harshly pushing on his insides. “We know the goddesses
follow their own whims, Traimond. But Alena is right. We need to wonder why Heira
expended all that energy to deliver these kids. Paul said they’re only fourteen. They’re awfully
young to be involved in this.”
She began stitching the cut that had unzipped Traimond. He indifferently watched
himself become whole again. With a distracted air, he said, “These are troubling times. I’m not
surprised to see kids here.”
Iza sighed.

If she and Traimond listened, they would have heard the risible, harsh chorus of kids
arguing in the hallway.
“It’s so unfair!” Saskia said. “Why should you learn resurrection and not me?”
“Unfair! No, you know what’s unfair? Having a goddess hate you because of a minor
mistake. Her colorfly was fine! I did what she told me to do! I gave it shelter! And I didn’t even
get to see it become a colorfly.” Her voice broke into a sadness so deeply felt she time traveled,
vulnerable like she was a young child again. “I wanted to see her hatch!”
Beri said, “I can’t believe you worshipped a goddess and never told me.”
While, simultaneously, Saskia said, “I’m so sorry my presence bothers you so much. In
fact, I’m sorry I was born. If only I asked the goddess to make me disappear.”
Pen had to think about which one she should defend herself against—her best friend or
her sister?
“Don’t you see I’m trying to protect you?” Pen said to Saskia. “If I learn resurrection
you wouldn’t need to worry. You can trust me to bring you back if you died.”
“What about me?” Robin said.
“What?”
Robin regretted the words as they were uttered. “Would you bring me back if I was
dead?”
What an embarrassing question! Surely everyone knows what a weird crush she has
now. It must be obvious!
“Of course I’d resurrect you too, Robin.” Pen said, although she couldn’t help but sound
uncertain. Thankfully, they reached the room marked, “Iza and Traimond.”
“But what if you die?” S
 askia said. “Who will resurrect you then?”
“Beri would. That’s why she’s learning it too.”

Beri snorted. “So I’m good enough to be your resurrection sidekick but I’m not good
enough to know about your goddess.”
“Beri, I’m sorry, I was going to tell you but—”
“But we should go in there and see what these people want,” S
 askia, interrupting, said.
Brazenly, she went through the door. Pen reached out, almost knocking unnecessarily.
“Hello?” Saskia said.
Iza sat on a wobbly unpainted stool, continuing to sew up Traimond’s stomach with
dissolvable stitches.
Traimond uttered, “Pleasure to meet you, kids.”
Alena took a break from her cosmetic cleanup. “Hi!” She waved with both hands.
“Please have a seat.” Iza said.
There were enough extra chairs for everyone except Robin.
“I don’t mind standing,” s he said.
“This won’t be long.” Iza assured. “We’re curious about what brings you young people
here. We do hope you’ll make good recruits. To be perfectly honest, we could use some
younger recruits. But first of all, we understand two of you were brought here by divine will. If
this is true, please tell us how you convinced your goddess to transport you like that.”
“We rescued a colorfly my sister buried alive her laundry.” Saskia said.
“That’s not true!” Pen protested, but nobody except Robin cared.
All three resurrectionists gaped in disgust. “This is unreal.” Alena said. “After none of
the goddesses would intervene and help the migrating resurrectionists. Makes me sick.”
“Goddesses rarely offer instantaneous transportation.” Iza said. She didn’t look away
from Saskia.
“You’re not even worshipers, yeah?” Alena said.

“Well you could say we worship a little.” Saskia said. She liked the idea of being a
goddess worshiper. Strangers are wonderful for validating a self reinvention.
Robin said, “We’re not worshipers at all, we first met Heira like hours ago.”
“Unbelievable!” Traimond said, offended and mopey.
“This can’t be!” Iza said. “She sent you here only for that one interaction?”
“Yes.” Saskia claimed.
Robin clarified, “Well, sort of. We asked Heira to send us wherever Pen was.” She
pointed at Pen. “And I think she sent us here because she was mad at her.”
“ Hold on!” Pen said. “Why were you two snooping in my room?”
Robin said, “Again, I am so sorry!”
Saskia rolled her eyes. “My dreams were saying go to your room. I interpreted them
thanks to that book you gave me.”
“You understand the dream book?”
Saskia mouthed duh and said, “I understand enough. The trick is to remember relevant
passages when you’re dreaming. The words make more sense when you’re dreaming.”
To Pen’s disorientating dismay, she was jealous of her younger sister. After many
readings, many attempts to glean the foggiest insight, Pen never caught on with the dream
book.
Robin mistook her conflicted facial expression. She said, “I don’t think it’s a good book
either.”
Pen stared at her, mournfully frustrated.
“Where did you meet Heira?” Iza asked Pen.
“In her abandoned altar. Her manifestation came across as a squatter.”
“Alone?”

“She seemed alone.”
“Manifesting in her altar.” Traimond said. “She must be desperate for more worship.”
Saskia said, “None of that matters now that we’re here.” She locked eyes with Iza. “Will
you tell us how to do resurrection? We’ll do whatever it takes to learn.”
Pen’s jealousy increased into a debilitating nausea. Saskia could speak with such
conviction and aggression with these adults, these perfect strangers.
She detested her own resentment. She should encourage her sister. She should be happy
and proud to see her shine. Horrible as it was, instead of pride, Pen yearned for her sister’s
failure. Nothing major, but a basic mistake to set her back.
Iza stared down this peculiar group of kids. “If you’re available, why don’t you join us
for tea in our lovely home?”
“That is,” Traimond added, “if you promise to stop bickering.”
“Where do you live?” P
 en asked.
Proud and portentous, Iza pronounced, “Directly beneath our feet.”

Chapter 10

Stairs burrowed deep into the ground. Wheezing pipes and pill-shaped lanterns lined
the tunnel. Fungal beaming supported the subterranean structure. Chilly darkness, it was like
walking into the core of a cold night. Saskia slipped on her first step, almost falling forward.
Her feet weren’t prepared for a material so pliant and cushy: the steps had appeared wooden,
solid.
“The stairs are made of fungi,” Traimond said. “They were specially assembled for us by
our goddess most revered, Gwim.”

“She loves when we give her credit.” Alena added. “Every little piece of praise we give is
appreciated. Our friend, Reille, is her prime worshipper. They go way back.”
The tunnel of net-textured fungi was alarmingly deep. Pen, impressed and a little
cautiously suspicious, gazed at the sturdy, moldy webbing that was holding everything
together. She held out her hand and ran her palms across the cool wall. Supports, like the stairs,
appeared wooden, but they were flesh-weak. Whatever this material was, it didn’t feel secure to
Pen.
The stairs culminated in a globular cavern. A silver signpost curled out of the wall, gills
along its underside, an oyster mushroom. Dots of benevolent black mold spelled out a cryptic
warning and obscure lure. “Little Dirt Home: no visitors permitted, but audiences welcome.”
The entrance’s door, inlaid with curly vine designs, was truly wooden, but none of the
new guests expected this. They assumed it was more of the same material as the stairwell. A
glass window was set inside the door. Its warped diamond patterns created a webby tangle of
thin stars. The door was held in place by purple clapboards. It was as if someone drowned a
normal house in an ocean of soil, and this little bit of wall and door was the mouth of the house,
poking out of the depths for a little air.
Iza let them in, the front door left unlocked because they could rely on solitude in these
depths.
Robin’s mind compulsively compared this dangerous adventure to a field trip. Iza,
Traimond, and Alena were their chaperones, and this strange underground house was a
museum. The idea was comforting. Field trips are safe and public. She could pretend this was a
chaperoned excursion. Otherwise, she would ruminate on the various perils of following
criminals into the ground itself, the place where dead things go, a sort of roomy living burial. If
something happened to her, nobody would know about it. Saskia merrily hoped the Little Dirt

Home was teeming with bizarre resurrectionist paraphernalia. Maybe even moving skeletons!
The show got her thinking the resurrectionists might have more fantastical surprises in store.
To Robin’s relief, and Saskia’s disappointment, the first room was an uninspired parlor.
Walls banal and basic, a white that appeared yellow, dimly lit by lantern strings. A fat woman
rested on a large brown mushroom cup. She couldn’t possibly be from Livremark with that pale
skin. In this country, nobody’s skin tone was anything like this wan, deathy shade.
The white woman didn’t move from her reclined position. She seemed to ignore the
newcomers. Not the slightest flicker passed through her glassy eyes. Her breathing was
exceptionally steady. She faced a deactivated screen, as if she were waiting for the empty, dark
window to display signs of life.
Hidden from view, in front of the mushroom lady, an older woman bowed, face grazing
the ground.
Iza said, “Please be quiet. Reille is worshipping. She has entered a trance state with her
goddess.”
“W
 oah! That’s freaky!” Beri said. “My parents try and get into trance states but they
don’t do it nearly that well. She looks like she’s dead!”
Beri sensed a kindred spirit with Gwim’s avatar. Clothes all grimy and black, just like
hers. Looking closer, there was oddness: the humanoid manifestation didn’t sit on the
mushroom, as she assumed. Legless, Gwim connected with the mushroom at the hip. She rose
out of it, her pale flesh composed of mushroom. The clothes she wore were not clothes; it was
mold, designed to replicate clothing.
Iza said. “Gwim will call us in if we are permitted a conference with her. Now please be
quiet and follow me into the kitchen for tea.”

“I’ll leave you here.” Alena said. She looked to Beri, infectiously friendly. “It was nice
seeing you again. I’m glad you came.”
Beri was stunned. “Thanks.” She said.
Alena shrugged merrily, and departed, waving goodbye.
The kitchen was a bit cramped, just large enough to contain the group. Cupboards
carved into brown mushroom caps. Stone cutting boards rested on fungal surfaces. Another
housemate was drawing a sink bath for a batch of dishes. He wore an all-black outfit, except for
his thin-rimmed glasses, which were a shockingly vibrant lime green. Traimond introduced
him as Julien.
“He was our musician for the show today.”
Julien flicked a shy half-nod toward the newcomers. As the meeting progressed, he
ignored the kids. They ignored him back.
They sat at a round table, its surface a silky grey, chill and lush to the touch, smoothly
curved at its edges. White gills draped from its underside. Chairs carved into giant toadstools.
Traimond set out a tray with a stainless steel kettle and six mugs.
Iza poured spicy tea, steaming, into the little, dingy gold cups. A gold like rock,
unpolished, dull. “You need to understand that resurrection won’t be something we teach you
no matter who you are. This is highly specialized knowledge, and there are rules in place. Only
those who are worthy can hope to join a circle.”
“W
 hat do we need to do to prove ourselves?” Pen said. She sipped the tea. Spices in the
tea were so strong she could feel them clearing out her sinuses. She struggled to maintain a
neutral face.
Iza said, “There is no specific task you must do for us, but you must spend time with us.
When a circle decides the time is right, you will be accepted by vote and invited to join. This

may take years. It isn’t until you are officially accepted into a circle that you will learn
resurrection, or have any guarantee of being resurrected yourself, if you were to pass in the
meantime.”
“D
 id you say years?” Saskia said. She tried sipping the tea, and she didn’t hide her
visceral dislike of it, loudly gagging and spitting it out into her cup. “Why do we have to wait
so long?”
“T
 his knowledge isn’t for just anyone,” T
 raimond said, theatrically solemn. “If your life
is to be endless, we need to make sure you’re dedicated to living it right.”
“But you want our help with something, don’t you?” Pen said, satisfied with the blatant
immaturity of Saskia’s complaints. “You wouldn’t recruit us for no reason.”
Iza said, “We want you to help us with a very important job that will decide the future
of Livremark’s resurrection circles.”
Saskia rolled her eyes. “That isn’t very specific.”
Iza said, “Be patient, girl.” She sipped from her tea for a long, stretched moment,
deliberately dragging out the suspense. “We want your help to throw the upcoming election.
We must ensure that Bruin Heide does not become the next Executive Officer.”
Iza and Traimond paused, expecting a reaction to their grand pronouncement. They
assumed their young visitors would be politically passionate. How could anyone be interested
in illegal resurrection and not care about politics?
None of the girls knew what to say.
Traimond’s face gradually twisted into disappointed puzzlement. “You girls do know
who Bruin Heide is, right?”
“O
 h yeah!” Saskia was quick to reply, happy for a simple, direct question. “He’s a fool
officer a lot of people love for some reason.”

Iza grimaced. Traimond’s laugh sounded like a choke. He said, “That’s all he means to
you? This is the man who talks about exterminating every last resurrectionist. We believe he
truly has the information to make good on his promises. I know he infiltrated our group! He’s
the man whose threats are so frightening half of this city’s resurrection circles fled north to
Tiersias. And yet, to you, Bruin Heide is just a fool officer! Unbelievable! I’m not so sure you
really want to be one of us.”
Saskia slumped in her chair, defeated. Iza’s expression softened into pity. She was about
to remind Traimond they were dealing with kids. By necessity, they were working with kids:
their plan required young people. Before she could say anything else, however, a new voice
resounded through the small kitchen. “You may intrude if you wish for my counsel. I have
dismissed Reille.”
“Great!” Traimond said, eagerly rising. “Come on.” He said to the girls. “You must meet
our prime goddess of worship, Gwim.”
Back in the parlor, Gwim’s manifestation was inhabited with her spirit. Its
mold-detailed face pulsed with the barest of movements. False lips flicked, but didn’t part,
whenever she spoke. “You may bow before me.” She said.
Iza and Traimond kneeled, frantically motioning for their guests to do the same.
Saskia, unlike Pen, was unfazed enough to speak. “You’re a goddess aren’t you?”
The goddess lazily waved her manifesation’s hand, the movement unnatural, jerky.
With a completely unenthused monotone, she said, “You are indeed in the presence of the most
holy of living molds, the voice of all spores, and a yeasty being most exalted. You may call me
Gwim, though my true name is unknowable to a junker mind like yours.”
Saskia wasn’t too impressed. She had already met a goddess today. She said, “I bet
you’re the one teaching these people resurrection.”

Gwim flinched. “I don’t meddle in petty mortal affairs. Besides, I personally prefer you
all as obedient corpses. Your rot is loaded with nutrients.”
Boldly accusatory, Saskia said, “What do you mean you don’t meddle in mortal affairs?
Didn’t you build them this home?”
Gwim said, “Reille has been a devout worshipper for over a hundred years. I do not
mind providing an occasional service, as long as it’s reasonable.”
“But you’re sheltering criminals,” S
 askia said. “Isn’t that against the law?”
Gwim’s face smiled, arcing her eyebrows. “It’s against your laws, but your laws do not
apply to me. The only law I care about is the single simple law that has bound all thirteen
goddesses for thousands of years. We do not meddle with human affairs. Providing a shelter for
my worshippers is a basic favor. It doesn’t count as meddling.”
Saskia said, “That’s silly. This should obviously count as meddling.”
“What you think doesn’t matter.”  Gwim said.
“I’m sorry for her rude comments, great divine one.” Iza said. “But you know how
thoughtless human children can be. We hope you will be willing to help us educate them. If it
fits your inclinations, we request that you tell them about the cryptic cloud. I am sure they
would be most awed and appreciative.”
“You two are still hoping to acquire that awful cryptic artefact?” G
 wim’s tone slowed. “I
thought I convinced you to leave that alone.”
“Not a chance,” Iza said.
“Whatever. It doesn’t matter to me.” Gwim considered. “Fine. I wouldn’t mind some
authentic admiration. Listen up, young ones, for I have a story you can hear nowhere else. No
interruptions, or you’ll regret it.”

Chapter 11

Cycles were installed in the world’s calendars with the precise purpose of erasing
history. At the end of every cycle, the record is mainly destroyed. Horrific inventions could be
forgotten if there isn’t any literature detailing their construction and operation. Revenge cycles
could end if the descendants of those slain in war never knew about the atrocities to avenge.
Currently, everyone lived in the fourth cycle.
Gwim existed through all three of the previous cycles, and, eternally, always, before the
cycles even began, and before even the ancient, horrific divine wars, the goddess existed,

knowing neither her end nor start. She experienced thousands of years of banished history.
Receiving her knowledge is a profound gift. Everyone bowed their heads throughout the sacred
recitation. At first, Saskia defiantly leveled her gaze at Gwim, until Pen discreetly elbowed her
ribs.

Long ago, and forgotten by you pathetic specks, there was a group of people known as cryptics.
The cryptics were like the officers of their era. They enforced new laws on a world desperate for order.
This was at a time when much of humanity had been destroyed in the thralls of us, the warring goddesses.
The cryptics utilized magic to achieve their authority. Cryptics kept a fierce control over their
diverse abilities. They forbid outsiders from learning the basic principles and practices of their sect.
In this era, goddess worship was legal, as long as it was approved by the cryptics. All magical
acts were legal, including resurrection. In those days, resurrection was a special right and privilege. It
was granted to the cryptic masters. To be a cryptic master required being a stodgy type of person who
won’t choose immortality anyways. The masters were pious, wise, and, to their pupils, unnervingly
disassociated. They would always gracefully, and bravely, choose death, usually around the one hundred
year mark.
The crpytic’s cloud was a vital and prized accomplishment, but it was a mistake. Its very
existence was an accident. People are animals that rarely achieve anything on purpose.
A young cryptic was studying a basic spell to conjure a raincloud. She couldn’t capture the correct
consistency. Sprays of water materialized out of the empty space where she directed her magic. Droplets
sputtered into existence. I imagine she wept with frustration, because that’s what a person would do. You
love to weep so. On and on.
That night, she strictly studied her dreams, common practice for all capable cryptics. She never
shared the contents of her dreams that fateful evening. Whatever it was, it inspired her to experiment
with a spell on her brain. It was her brain, she decided, that was the problem. It wasn’t working the way
she wanted it to.
This act disobeyed a basic cryptic rule to never work magic on one’s own self. It happened in the
middle of a public study. She announced her inability to perform a simple spell, and she boldly declared
her intention to correct her mind. Before anyone could stop her, she directed magic into her own brain.

Her final thoughts were a wish, a futile burst of open wonder, asking the mysterious forces of the world to
please grant her the ability to create a raincloud.
She was buried in a cemetery near the cloister, joining a legion of tragic scholars. Many young
cryptics were killed in vain attempts to successfully rush through their lessons.
On the very first night she was buried, I knew this corpse was strange. Magic soaked the ground.
Sola, respected goddess of the soil, felt it too I’m sure. My mycelium snaked through the dirt, surrounding
the coffin. These mushroom roots carried my essence. I’m fantastic like that. With my wonderful, wordless
senses, I inspected the corpse.
The corpse wasn’t alone. It shared the coffin with a dull blue mist. I grew these rather stunning
fungal roots, then pushed the coffin through the dirt and onto the ground. Some of my worshipers were
present for this happening. They agreed it was sublime.
After that I bitterly took on the form of a human body. How I despise the wretched feeling of a
corporeal shell. If I exist within this manifestation for too long, I will begin to feel, and any feeling would
feel sickening to me.
But I mercifully choose to speak with this sect’s cryptic master. She was a good worshipper, and
she deserved to know about the magical discrepancy in the student’s coffin. She assembled a group of
reliable masters. They descended onto the cemetery.
I watched as they pried the lid of the coffin with a golden fire poker. The blue cloud stumbled out,
falling heavy into the slick, dewy grass. It seeped into the ground at their feet and made it sick. They
visibly resisted the foolish urge to stomp on the leaky cloud as if it were a crowd of mites. They said it felt
silky and strange against their bare ankles.
The cloud rose from the ground, bigger than before, enveloping the masters. It hung in the air
above them.
The masters shuddered in impossible unison. They blinked tears from their eyes. Their composed
features fragmented into desperate confusion. They shyly craned their heads, expressions pitiful.
Frightened eyes pleaded with their environment, begging it to become familiar again. They had no clue
where they were or who they were.
I helped them return to their cloister. Other cryptics cared for them in an infirmary. They
regained some sense of self, but they never regained their memories. Their previous self was thoroughly
gone.
I compacted the cloud into a little ball and composed a mold encasement for it. The cryptics
stashed the anomaly in a safe confinement area, too afraid to bury it, or so they said.

The student, in death, achieved what few cryptics accomplished in life. She devised a new
substance.
Years later, when the cryptics devised a radical new system of countdown calenderics, they
unpacked the sinister cloud. I think they failed to dispose of it because they were drawn to its potential
power. The cryprics were never brutal, unlike the officers, although, in their own way, they cherished
power.
In coordinated efforts, and with help from some of the goddesses, including me, the cloud was
deployed onto large crowds of people on the final day of the first year zero. In this manner, history,
personal memories, the sluggish mire of the past, were all swiped clean.
In the previous cycle, the cryptics disbanded. It doesn’t matter why, but they came to the conclusion
that their order was corrupted. Very typical of cryptics to accept an ending. They decided it was time for
their entire magical order to die. Not only that, they decided it was time for magic to die. All magic
banished and vanished, from the cryptic’s cloud to resurrection.
With the end of the cryptics, we lost most of our worshippers. We were fine with this. We were
sick of working with people so much.
And on that note, I end my telling. You may lavish me with praise.

The girls didn’t know what to make of Gwim’s pre-history lesson. They weren’t even
sure if they believed the goddess. Nothing she said could be proven or disproven. Silence
dominated.
“Behold! What brats!” G
 wim said. “I just divulged extremely privileged information,
and you don’t even bother to say thank you.” S
 he tsked. “I bet your professors hate you. I bet
your parents hate you too. Iza and Traimond must hate you!” S
 he gestured toward her devout
worshipers. “Don’t you hate these bratty little fools?”
“H
 ate’s a strong word,” T
 raimond said, fidgeting with his cuffs. “But if I’m being honest
I don’t think I like them.”

“We’re sorry.” P
 en said. “Thank you for sharing your knowledge. We appreciate it.
We’re not trying to be rude, we just don’t know what to say. This is a lot to process. And
honestly,” she turned to Iza, “I don’t know why you’re telling us about this.”
Iza said, “We’ve learned the Livremark government has the cryptic’s cloud. They keep
it right here in Mosswell, in the basement of the Pre-History Museum. W
 e’re organizing a
large-scale effort to steal it. If you want to learn more, come to our next circle meeting, which
will be on the first Alloday of next month, that’s Godessa 5th, at 18:00, at the Insider Theater.”
There was silence for a while.
Iza said, “That’s all we’re going to tell you for now.”
There was another silence.
Gwim said, “I think it’s time to go home, kiddos.”
Yet another silence. Pen said, “Thanks again.”
“Sure.” Iza said, nodding off, disinterested.
The kids became tense, and they began to head out.
“One more thing before you go,”  T
 raimond said, hesitatingly. “This is an awkward thing
to say but I feel like I have to. If you tell anyone about this meeting, even your parents, we’ll
have to kill you.”
He stared into their eyes, his apologetic expression unnerving. “Please have a nice
night.”
“We hope to see you on the 5th,”  Iza said.
No goodbyes, the girls shuffled out of Little Dirt Home, expecting an experience more
clarifying, somehow, than a conference with a goddess.
There was a long walk back to the surface, throughout an empty theater and an empty
bar. As they made their way out, their arguments resumed, picking up right where they left off.

“I can’t believe you didn’t tell me you were worshipping a goddess!” B
 eri said, more
mournful than angry. “This could be dangerous.”
“She was nice to me at first. Or, actually, I was nice to her. That’s why she helped me
escape detention before the officers could finish processing me.”
“W
 ait,” Beri said, regarding her friend as if she were a stranger, “You were arrested?”
Pen paused, then nodded. “Yeah, for a little bit. But there’s no record of it.”
“O
 f course there’s some kind of record of it!” Beri said, mortified and condescending. “If
you were in detention the officers must have surveillance footage of you!”
Pen wasn’t concerned. Officers should be investigating killings and assaults. Why
should they care about some girl?
“And the officers who arrested you would probably remember your face! What if you
run into them on the streets?” Beri continued. “I think you should be a lot more worried than
you are!”
Saskia said, “Yeah, you should have told us, Penelope. We could have helped.”
Pen was surprised with how close she came to laughing. She didn’t think there was
anything funny about this, but she desperately wanted to laugh. A smile winced across her face.
“My name’s Pen, and seriously Saskia, I didn’t want you to follow me into this world. This is
dangerous.”
“Y
 ou don’t care that much about my safety,” S
 askia said, withdrawn. “You just don’t
want me around.”
“I don’t know.” R
 obin said, conciliatory and vacant. “Pen may have been right to keep it
from us.”
Eyes teary, she repressed a full cry. Couldn’t stop fretting over Traimond’s threats, his
shuddersome casual tone. She didn’t want to go to the meeting, but she felt like she didn’t have

a choice. If she didn’t go, they might decide to kill her.
“They might kill us,” s he said. “The dead guy said he might kill us.”
“He won’t kill us for no reason.” Pen said. “We just can’t tell anyone. To be extra safe,
we shouldn’t even talk about it, especially not in public.”
After that, nobody felt like talking.
Back on the sidewalk, they found it was sundown. Gold plasma oozed from the towers,
the office buildings and apartment complexes, drapes of brilliance, like honey, where the
windows should be. Shadow dominated the street and lower levels, as if the nighttime were
rising from below.
In silence, spiced with unresolved resentment, they walked to their tran stop, beginning
their mostly separate journeys home, heading east, away from the bars and toward the
glimmering towers. Pen and Saskia’s stop was first, in the heart of Westside’s most elite
district. After that, Beri and Robin felt awkward sitting near to each other. The totality of their
total stranger status overwhelmed them both. They moped. Time dragged. Beri was grateful
when they reached her stop. She mumbled see ya maybe a nd left Robin alone.
For the first time in years, Robin was happy to be home. Good moods ruled her parents.
Everyone was gathered around the kitchen’s chipped wood table, eating loaded rice piaf. Robin
encountered the smell of familiar food like it was an old friend. Potatoes fried in ancho chili and
garlic. Lemon doused over cooling, cooked chicken. Rice made squishy in a garden liquefied, a
pot of steaming broth.
Watt Benne was full of high praise for his son Mads, referring to him as my genius son
for the rest of the night. Mads wasn’t enrolled in an academic program, and he wasn’t
employed. Entirely at home, he continued his experiments with vitamin powders and more

recently other substances more illicit.. He was a tremendous help for the family. Pops
conquered his back pains, and general sense of raging lethargy, thanks to his son’s latest pill.
“We could sell these,” h
 e said. “These could make a lot of money!”
Laughing in disbelief, Robin’s mom, Vrinka Benne, with unnoticed sarcasm said, “Well
that’s fantastic!”
Robin asked if she could try one. The question agitated Watt. He forbade it, a note of
fury in his voice.
More gently, Mads said, “You’re too young for these new ones.”
“Whatever,” Robin said with genuine indifference. “I don’t want them anyways. The last
time I tried one of your pills, all I did was pee a bunch and get hot flashes all day.”

Chapter 12

To their mutual disbelief, Pen and Saskia found themselves relieved to be alone together
in their apartment. They stood in their gold parlor, paralyzed beneath their twinkling, silver
ceiling.
“Why can’t you admit you don’t want me around?” Saskia said, getting sleepy.
“Because it’s not true,” P
 en said, annoyed with her sister’s refusal to accept her honesty.
“I like spending time with you when I’m doing nice things, like, you know, playing telegames
or watching scary visions.”

“Lately we don’t do that sort of stuff anymore.”
“Yeah.” Pen said, wearily dismissive.
Saskia didn’t know why, but she was on the verge of sobbing. Staring into the overworn
sadness in Pen’s distinctive violet eyes, she remembered, with jabs of regret, the utter terror
she read in Robin’s face as they were leaving the theater. What if Robin started hating her too?
It was entirely Saskia’s fault that they were divinely transported into Insider Theater. Maybe
she shouldn’t have trusted the goddess. Brooding over the excessive strangeness they
experienced, it was all too much. It had to be wrong. In a single day, they met two goddesses,
experienced a spacetime displacement, observed a living corpse perform throughout his
autopsy, learned about confidential, deep pre-history, and received a grim invitation for a secret
society’s next meeting. It was like time was folding in on itself, and, in the process of
contorting, it revealed more space than had before seemed possible. The day was so event-laden
it left a literal weight in Saskia’s brain.
Perhaps more than anything else, the memory of Heira haunted. She wanted to find pity
in the divine, a smidge of humanity in its uncanny avatar. What she didn’t want to do was what
she was most compelled to do: dwell on her own distrust of the goddess, a deep, murky distrust.
It was a distressingly new feeling.
“Do you want to watch a vision right now?” Saskia said, a childish hope in her voice.
“We can pretend nothing happened.”
Pen knew neither imploring nor begging would deter her sister from joining the next
circle gathering. Saskia proved wildly determined to learn resurrection. Pen relented, even
though Saskia in danger knotted her heart. Also, thanks to the anatomy she witnessed, she
knew her heart was, in realty, quite knotty in appearance. When Iza presented Traimond’s

heart for the audience’s gawking pleasure, Pen thought the organ resembled a lump of knotted
threads, deep crimson and meaty purple.
Except what Iza and Traimond displayed wasn’t a real heart, was it? It was artificial.
They themselves made it by copying the inner workings of baby jellyfish.
Surprised by an ecstatic mood, a sudden feeling that it was really happening to her—she
hung out with real resurrectionists! and they invited her to hang out again!—Pen laughed with
abandonment.
“Yeah sure,” P
 en said, unknotting with relief. “Do you want to watch the new Doom
Service?”
“Y
 eah!” Saskia said, collapsing with laughter too.
They shouted their laughs across their glamorous, empty apartment parlour.
Their viewing included the usual blankets. Pen baked her usual pretzel mites. They
commented on the bad acting and ugly fashions of the doomed characters. They exaggerated
their fright at the jump scares. Then, halfway through the vision, Saskia rested her head on
Pen’s shoulder.
The killer house servant of the Doom Service franchise, Jarvis, was gloriously
predictable. Blood always stained his immaculate white gloves, and he always managed to find a
pristine replacement by the next scene. Slitting throats with a jaded serving tray, impaling with
fire pokers, crushing with elevators, always hiding his face beneath a diamond-studded black
veil, and always disappearing when someone seemingly kills him by the end. Indestructible, his
ghost always returned for another massacre in the next installment. Doom Service visions
promised routine and predictability. It was an easy vision to tune out.
While Jarvis employed an impressive set of sharp keys to gauge the entire face of a
wealthy businessman, Saskia said, “I feel like you and Robin must hate me.”

“Why do you think that?” Pen asked, honestly perplexed.

“I’m just the worst. All I do is get Robin into trouble and make everything harder for
you.”
Pen settled into the cushion, itchy with the topic of their conversation. “You make
everything better for me too. I can’t imagine my life without you. I’d be an only child. Just me
and mom and dad.” She shuddered.
“I don’t know,” Sleep overtook Saskia’s voice. “You’re so lucky. You know who you are.
All I do is copy you. I feel like I’m empty, like I’m not even made out of anything. Sorry, does
that make sense?”
“I know what you mean, but it’s not true. Trust me, Saskia, if anything, you’re more
interesting than I am. Do you have any idea of how jealous I am of you?”
Saskia shook her head against Pen’s shoulder, where she was settling into a sleep.
Embarrassed, Pen nevertheless continued. “Well I am jealous sometimes. You’re
incredibly smart, even mom sees it. Do you know how long I read and reread the dream book
trying to make sense of it? But it just gave me a headache whenever I tried understanding it.
You’re the smartest, bravest person I know. When I was your age, I wasn’t anywhere close to
learning resurrection. You’re not going to waste your teenage years like I did. You’re so ahead
of me in everything, and honestly, sometimes it makes me feel awful about myself. Sometimes I
can’t stand it.”
Saskia’s face twitched between a smile, a mildly tormented frown, and the unconscious,
unfeeling slack of sleep. She drifted into a doze, not sure how to feel, or if she felt anything at
all. Although Pen’s flattering confession gave her joy, it also hurt to think of Pen as a person
capable of envy. Pen wasn’t supposed to be the envious one. Pen was in control. Pen was her
leader.

A shakiness entered Pen’s throat. It hurt to think about losing Saskia’s admiration.
Saskia was growing into a teenager, and Pen would be eighteen soon. Legally, she
would be an adult. Change dominated the future. Curfew would no longer be a relevant force in
her life. She will be an adult resurrectionist, working to overthrow the government, or
something. She will possibly be forced to immigrate to a different country. Or she might need
to live underground, like Iza, Traimond, and the rest of that circle.
Pen stayed awake until the end of the vision. They finally revealed the spooky face of
Jarvis. For the first time, his veil gets removed. Pen gasped, surprised that while she was in the
middle of such drama, she could feel such a big emotion for this ridiculous story.
Jarvis was not a looker. Decomposition painted his face green and purple. Laughing
maniacally, he helpfully explained why he never died and stayed dead. He was a wicked
resurrectionist, a common trope in this sort of vision. It always bugged Pen. Tonight, first it
annoyed her, then it infuriated, and finally it depressed her.
She saw herself in the marred, dead face. This is what society would see in her if she
persisted with the resurrection circle. She would be evil, unnatural, and better off dead.
She deactivated the screen.

Claudine laDemy woke up Saskia by calling out Saskia.
Saskia squinted. “Yes?”
Claudine laDemy said, “I can’t believe Penelope left you here to sleep. She’s supposed to
be taking care of you.”
Saskia opened her right eye, and her left eye squinted tighter. “What’s wrong with
sleeping out here?”

“It’s bad for your back,” Claudine said, her tone almost too pitying. “We paid good
money for your mattress. It’s specially designed to soothe and shape your spine. Come on. Let’s
go to your room. You’ll be much more comfortable there.”
Resigned to full consciousness, Saskia opened her eyes. Dawn glowed grey on the walls.
Claudine stood over her, softly bundled in her silver fur coat. Duarte had already begun
ascending the stairs and undressing, desperate for rest after a longer-than-usual flight from a
remoter-and-more-expensive-than-average spa.
“You’re home,” S
 askia said.
Claudine was staring at the vision screen, reactivating it, and it displayed the end of the
most previously screened vision. “You must have gotten nightmares. I wish Penelope never
exposed you to this junk.”
“I like them,” Saskia said. “I think they’re kind of funny.”
“I’m going to pretend I didn’t hear that,” Claudine said, replacing the paused vision with
a news broadcast. “It’s time to go to bed right now, Saskia.”
Saskia rolled onto her feet. After steadying herself for a minute, she went to her room,
and spent the next few hours sleeping on the specialty mattress.

Yawny and brain-addled throughout the next week of classes, Saskia managed to ace
biology. The lessons happened to be about human anatomy. Saskia consistently, and correctly,
guessed the teacher’s questions.
After Saskia identified the model’s spleen, Ms. Anon said, “You sure do know a lot about
the human body. It’s kind of creepy but I like it. Out of all the obsessions you could enjoy,
obsession with death is the best. Now, everyone pay close attention while I cut open this
model.”

The model was a corpse, a criminal executed for attempting to practice resurrection.
Criminal bodies are not subject to any privacy rights. Death does not transform the criminal
into an innocent. Further punishments must await the deceased, unlawful body. Backed by this
moral motive for due justice, the public dissections of criminal corpses was emphatically legal.
For officers and medics in training, inability to dissect an immoral corpse would reveal a
weakness of spirit.
Saskia was grossed out by the smell of disinfected rot. She missed the flowers of Insider
Theater, a more effective perfume against the stink than the chemicals Ms. Anon drenched it in.
This corpse wasn’t like Traimond. Recovering from death, Traimond’s features had regained
vibrancy. There was a healthy darkness in Traimond’s complexion, and a hearty plumpness in
his form. Ms. Anon’s model, however, had been dead, in a decay stasis, for days. The body laid
out on her desk was sinking in on itself. Bones seemed to sponge the bloated skin. They
protruded, and appeared soft.
The body didn’t move, even though Saskia expected it to. A budged arm swayed.
Judging from its saggy motion, the arm was filled with something sluggish. It no longer
housed streams of silky blood and stagnant bogs of fat. No skin flushed and no eyes flashed.
This body was completely lifeless.
For the climax of her lesson, Ms. Anon undid the criminal’s face. The back flap of face
skin resembled sea foam. Saskia winced. It was much easier to watch when the corpse was
comfortably alive and happily numb, delivering awful jokes as his surgical wife picked him
apart piece by piece. She heard Leigh gasp and gag. His retching made her want to retch too.
Ms. Anon cut open the skull and extracted a white, deflated bulb. Wrinkled and wet, it
should have been a sea creature. It should not have been a brain. That shriveled thing cannot

possibly be the generator of thoughts and feelings, memories and logic—it couldn’t be where a
person comes from.
In the theater, Iza treated the brain with reverence, leaving it inside the skill. Ms. Anon
regarded her brain with an animated disgust normally reserved for roaches. “This was a rotten
egg of a brain. This unpleasant individual tried to outsmart our country, and the Lord. And it’s
all because of this defective brain. What a waste!”
She unceremoniously dropped the aspersed organ into the deep stainless steel sink.
Then, she emptied a bottle of noxious oil over it. The brain absorbed flammable fuel. This
completed her preparation.
She activated a blowtorch. A beacon of thick fire emerged from the nozzle.
“Everyone be sure to remain in your seats,” she cautioned. She lowered the blowtorch,
nicking the fire against the brain. A large curl of whoosing flame hopped out of the sink,
dancing into the air, dissolving into nothing. A smaller fire remained on the roasting organ.
The bell chimed.
“Class dismissed.” Ms. Anon said.
Leigh bolted out of the room, tears spilling down his cheeks.
Equally eager to leave, Saskia was close behind Leigh.
“Are you ok?”
Leigh stopped. Students quickly filled the hall, ushering in an epic tide of chatter. He
said something in reply, but Saskia didn’t hear it.
“What did you say?”
“I said it’s wrong,” he half-shouted. “Nobody deserves to have their body cut open for a
classroom of snobs.”

Saskia said, “I agree with that. But if they legalized resurrection none of this would
happen.”
“I never said resurrection should even be illegal. I said I thought it was wrong. There’s
a difference.” H
 is voice lowered, and his frown lowered too. “There are lots of wrong things
that aren’t illegal. Like cheating on your spouse. We don’t kill people for cheating. We don’t
cut open their bodies for everyone to see! If anything, I think cheating is worse than
resurrection!”
Saskia didn’t know what to say. She glanced at the hallway clock. “I’m sorry this upset
you so much. It’s an awful thing to watch.”
“You sure managed to answer questions easily enough today.”
The first warning chime resounded.
Saskia was stunned into silence. She didn’t expect Leigh’s righteous judgment. “I should
go. I’m going to be late.” She said, ashamed and unwilling to let it show.
“You’re right, sorry for holding you up or.” H
 is face slanted, as if asking her to finish his
sentence for him.
“It’s fine,” Saskia said. “See you tomorrow.”
She walked away before he could say anything else.

Pen couldn’t complete class assignments. Focus inevitably drifted to resurrections and
insurrections.
Beri, in her own way, also entered high-alarm mode. She wanted to skip the upcoming
resurrection circle meeting, act like the whole thing never happened.

She didn’t care about the illegality of resurrection. What she hated was their
involvement with a goddess.
“We shouldn’t be fucking around with the goddesses,” s he said one day at lunch. “Think
about it. There are reasons goddess worship is illegal. It’s dangerous. They’re dangerous.
Think about what happens in those visions where people talk about what it’s like to have a
goddess encounter. They’re scary!”
“Those aren’t real,” Pen said. “Most of those people are either crazy or attention
starved.”
“How can you say that when you could be one of those people? If you tried telling
anybody else about this, they would think you’re crazy.”
“That’s why I didn’t tell you!” Pen said. “I kind of thought I might be crazy. I thought I
could be imagining the entire thing. I didn’t have anyone to verify it.”
“But remember that famous quote? ‘If you question your sanity, that means you’re sane.’
Somebody famous said that.” B
 eri smiled, feeling quite accomplished.
“That sounds like something a crazy person would say!”
“Whatever. My point is this. In every account of a goddess encounter, the goddess is
unhelpful and dishonest. In some stories, the goddess is spiteful in weird ways. We already
know Heira was pissed at you.”
“Yeah. But I don’t think she’s going to kill me or anything.”
“No, she would never do that. But goddesses never kill the people they dislike. That’s
not their style at all. Like, I saw a vision about Gwim, and she seemed horrifying. One reformed
worshiper of hers said her punishment was harsh when he lagged in his worship. He said his
wife became addicted to a kind of drug mushroom. Out of nowhere, boom! She started acting
nuts, seeing hallucinations and shit, until one day she tried to stab her husband. She was

arrested and sentenced to detention after she was tested for drugs. She insisted she never
willingly accepted any psychedelic mushroom. She and her husband were positive it was Gwim
who arranged it all.”
“Or maybe they’re just drug addicts.” Pen said, cool skepticism masking her rattled
nerves. After all, a goddess could easily undo anyone. Considering this basic fact, Pen had to
admit Beri had a point. Maybe people and goddesses don’t mix well. Worshippers, perhaps,
should be avoided at all costs.
“There must be different resurrectionists.” Beri said. “We found these people easily
enough.”
“Can we be so sure? I don’t want to risk it.”
“But why do you think Heira transported your sister to the Jellyfish Bar? She did it to
punish you. She did it to endanger your sister and that other poor kid, her friend, what’s her
name.”
“Robin,” Pen said, feeling tears prickle in the backs of her eyes. “You don’t need to
remind me I’ve endangered my sister.”
She looked over her shoulder, making sure Saskia wasn’t nearby
“I’m sorry.” Beri said, recognizing the hurt in Pen’s timbre. “But I don’t trust that
resurrection circle. Their whole plan comes from stuff that goddess says.”
“We should have an open mind,”  Pen said. “At least we know they aren’t officers.
Officers would have killed or arrested us by now.”
Beri said, “Gwim outright said our laws didn’t apply to her.”
“Of course she said that. Why would a goddess care about our laws? We have no way of
enforcing our laws on them.”
“Exactly. Don’t you think that’s terrifying?”

Pen did think it was terrifying, but she couldn’t say so.
Beri continued, “The goddesses can do whatever they want to us. If they wanted to,
they could torture us for the rest of our lives. If we don’t die because we’re in a resurrection
circle, then a goddess could torture us forever! This is too messed up. This is why you should
have told me about your goddess worship. I could have convinced you to stop and then we
wouldn’t need to worry about this as much.”
Pen deadened a smidge. “Why are you bringing that up again? How many times should
I apologize?”
“I’m sorry,” B
 eri said, dramatic, mournful. “I’m just nervous. I think I do want to go to
the meeting too, maybe. I’m probably too curious not to go. And I don’t know. Alena does seem
nice.”
“I’m for sure too curious,” Pen said. “Maybe that’s why I’m so reckless with risking my
life. I almost feel ok with dying, because I’m curious about what it’s like.”
She didn’t know if she was kidding or sincere.

Chapter 13

On the day of their secret resurrectionist meeting, their cover stories didn’t exactly
cohere. Beri telecommuned her dad and said she was eating dinner at Pen’s. Pen telecommuned
her mom and said she was eating dinner at Beri’s. Not the best liar, she acted too ignorant, and
too innocent, when Claudine mentioned that Saskia was eating away from home as well. Robin
didn’t tell her parents anything.

The girls depended on their parents’ indifference for their alibis to work. If Pen’s mom
happened to telecommune B
 eri’s dad, or if Beri’s dad telecommuned Pen’s mom, the tangled
cover-up would be discovered.
The trip was a slog. They didn’t chat as they rode a public tran to the bar. They
persistently expected officers to arrest them, or for a random adult to accusingly intervene.
Legal disobedience was too easy. So easy it was exciting. It was like they were passing through
the crowded city invisibly.
Again, the bar was technically closed. They had to knock on the locked door. They
recognized the bouncer who permitted their entrance. Instead of briskly gesturing them to
hurry downstairs, the large man requested their signatures on an attendance sheet. Pen noticed
this burly man was nervous in their presence. He wasn’t accustomed to the company of teens.
The attendance sheet had a column for writing down contact information, like a
telecommune number or an address. On the column next to this one, there was space to write
special skills or owned resources. The girls left these columns blank.
They descended the red stairwell into a theater made over into a meeting space. Bright,
even lightening. The aquarium jellyfish and pebbles paled in the tacky fluorescence. Without its
rich, robust shadows, the room was smaller, blander than before. No curtain. Flowers no longer
flooded the backdrop, the décor temporarily moved aside for a large, propped screen. During
the anatomy performance, it was soft and mysterious. Today, it was hard angles and
practicality. Remarkably, there was a snack table: tea, water, and bread pockets generously
displayed, a banquet squeezed into the theater’s back corner.
With plates full of food and scalding paper cups full of grey tea, the girls sat in excited
silence, relieved, and a little giddy, that at least their wait was over. In this moment, feeling

inevitable was a cold comfort. They couldn’t back out now, and the absence of choice was a
stressful solace.
The meeting began five minutes late, and it was a dry affair. Traimond appeared at the
front of the stage, dressed down in plain slacks and a red silk tunic. With a subdued air, he
welcomed everyone, quite the contrast from his theatrical posturing when he was allowing his
wife to open his insides. The screen wasn’t for a vision projection. It displayed still images in
slideshow format.
“I know a lot of you think we should have fled to Tiersias instead of meddling in this
election.” Traimond said. “So I want to begin tonight by reminding us that this election is
about more than us.”
The first picture was of a refinery, the one from Robin’s neighborhood, where her mom
worked. It took her by surprise. She wasn’t expecting a reminder of home in this strange new
place.
“Last week, there was another death at the refinery. A worker was exposed to toxic
chemicals. Toxicity detectors were broken, and the bosses knew they were broken. They choose
to keep the workers going at their tasks anyway. Accidents never happen by pure accident.
Most any accident at the refineries could have been avoided with more precaution, more
patience, more time for careful work, and less merciless productivity. Bruin Heide has promised
to further reduce the laws and restrictions for factory owners. Places like this will be even more
dangerous places to work.”
Robin was the only one in her group who was very interested in this opening speech.
The others didn’t understand how it was relevant. For an hour, Traimond discussed the people
most vulnerable to Bruin Heide’s cruel policies, detailing the threats. This was about the people
from Robin’s neighborhood, her very own family. Those without a lot of money would pay

more in fees and government taxes. Entire apartment buildings would be demolished, making
room for more factories. If the displaced people cannot find another place to live, they could be
arrested for vagrancy and placed in detention. Criminals in detention would continue working,
but for less pay.
In her boredom, Saskia noticed Traimond flaunted attractive shoelaces, a lush, bloody
red against black leather. She nudged Robin and, whispering, pointed out the fashion.
Transfixed with the presentation, Robin ignored her.
The presentation proceeded. Iza entered from stageleft.
“We’re confident we can prevent all this from happening.” She declared.
She began detailing their plan to steal the cryptic’s cloud from the Pre-History
Museum. It was quickly obvious that the plan was not an exciting one. Saskia sighed, long and
tragical.
The girls had the most boring role in the plan: all they had to do was act like they were
on a field trip. This wouldn’t be their first tour of the Pre-History Museum. They had already
lived through a field trip like this from their first year at Light Devine Academy, and now, in
this scenario, they would go through the same tour all over again. Only this time, instead of
touring with their class, they were touring with essentially strangers, youngish-looking adults,
a group of resurrectionists optimistically hoping to pass as teenagers in a pre-college class.
Lucky members managed to snag roles as chaperones. The most coveted role was the teacher.
The recruitment of some authentic teenagers was truly, desperately needed. The new
recruits replaced the four most adult adults, the youngest of whom was 36.
Iza called up the entire group, one by one, introducing their name and role as they
stepped onto the stage. It was weird to see so many people occupy a stage space without cheers,
without a responsive audience, without a part to play. At the very end of the roll call, Iza

announced the names of their newest recruits, Pen, Beri, Saskia, and Robin. Uncomfortably
self-conscious, they joined the onstage cast.
From here, Beri caught the eye of Alena, who sat in the pit with her circle friend Julien,
the moody musician. Alena waved with both hands. Hesitant, Beri returned the greeting.
“Excuse me.” Saskia said, loud enough for the assembly to hear.
“Yes?” Iza said.
“Some of these people are too old,” S
 askia insisted. “”They’re obviously adults. See that
guy sitting over there?” Saskia pointed diagonally, to a short fellow sitting in the front row.
“He looks waaaaaaaay younger than this guy up here with a beard.”
“I had a beard when I was a teenager,” the man with a beard said, exceptionally
offended.
“I agree that the person you pointed out would be a good casting choice.” Iza said,
indifferent to the bearded man’s qualms. “But his circle already has a member in our infiltration
group. This venture is too dangerous to allow for more than one member from any given circle
to be a part of it.”
“But you’re willing to have all of us risk our lives?” Pen said.
“You haven’t been inducted into a circle yet.” Iza said. “This is how you can earn your
place.”
Iza’s implacable sangfroid intimidated the girls. They didn’t again interrupt her
presentation.
The false field trip would go through the museum tour like any other, including a
privileged peek of a high-security storage area. Pre-history artifacts were stashed in a room on
floor 5A. The screen displayed maps of the floor layout. Access to this entire floor was
exclusively granted to people with special keys. The collected pre-history artifacts are

organized by geographic location horizontally, and time period vertically. The method actors in
the class won’t need to worry about any of this—they will act entirely unaware of the treasures
surrounding them.
A chaperone, played by Andre, will break off from the tour. He’ll ask the tour guide for
directions to the bathroom. There will be a bathroom on the floor he can use, but he will be told
to be fast and return before the tour leaves floor 5A. No time to spare, Andre will go to the
stairwell door nearest the bathrooms. Using duct tape, he’ll seal the area over the doorway’s
lock. Deadbolts will slip past the tape’s thick surface. Otherwise, the door would be auto-locked
shut.
This task finished, Andre will rejoin the tour plain as can be. From here, the tour should
proceed uneventfully.
Reille, playing the part of a professorial woman, will come through the unlocked door
from the main floor. If questioned in the stairwell, she can claim she’s a lost old woman. But
inside the restricted space, as long as she acts with simple authority, nobody will ask her a
thing, because regular people can’t access this space. They won’t suspect her.
And she likely won’t run into anyone from security. Posing as drifters in smelly old
clothes, resurrectionists will breach the restricted dumpster enclosure. Their trespass will busy
the museum staff. They anticipated arrest fees for their dumpster divers if caught. Money
wasn’t a problem. Budget charts showcased immense wealth among the circles. They could
easily pay off their detention fines, allowing their members to go free.
With this distraction in place, Reille finds where the cryptic cloud is stored, which
should be easy. The cloud is the only artifact from pre-history originating in the mountainous
north. She stashes it into her sizable purse, this ancient piece of dangerous magic.

By the time she departs the museum, hopefully, the fake field trip will be gone, driven
away in an old pre-college tran that Iza had refurbished.
For Saskia, this was the most interesting detail of the entire plot. An actual, retired
pre-college tran, pretending to be a normal, functioning pre-college tran. She would go on to
question the legitimacy of all the vehicles she came across on the city streets.
At the end, Iza said, “I hope everyone has a clear idea of their role in this operation.
We’ll meet here on Sola 5th, Alloday, at 8:00. I hope to see you all then.”
That was it. The meeting was done. After all the fervent anticipation, this seemed tame.
Saskia took for granted that they had been given roles in an extremely illegal activity.
Resurrection should be, by necessity, a private, spooky crime, and there was something
distressingly plain about public robbery.
Pen’s dread was the keenest. Her sense of unease directed her to find someone who
could possibly help. She stood and scanned the room for a familiar face.
She saw Andre, the bartender, chatting with Julien, the moody musician, on the stage.
“I’m going to ask for help,” s he announced, and promptly left.
“Wait,” B
 eri said. But Pen didn’t hear. She moved forward, nervous and determined.
Approaching Andre, she said, “Hi Andre, do you remember me?”
“I don’t forget new recruits,” he said. “I’m glad you made it to our meeting. You and
your friends will be a big help to us.”
“Yes but,” P
 en hesitated, afraid she was about to sound naïve. “Will we be allowed in a
circle if we help everyone with this heist?”
Andre made an entire noise, wholly ambiguous in tone—it was half cough, half scoff. “It
depends.”
“On?” Pen goaded.

“On whether or not anyone dies.” He paused. “I mean permanently.”
Pen’s stomach tightened at the mention of death. “You mean we can only possibly be a
replacement?”
“A circle relationship runs deep. It’s deeper than blood family for most of us. We will try
to resurrect each other no matter what. We pledge a long life to each other. It’s a special bond.”
Andre’s expression was an awkward pairing of pity and amusement. “Stick around for a year
and you’ll find out what it’s like. Do you remember when the next meeting is?”
She nodded, clipped, bristling at his pity.
“See you then,” h
 e said, turning away from her, returning his attention to his friend.
Julien, too, was staring at her. He wore the same pitying expression as Andre.
“Sure. Thanks. See you then.”
Saskia read dejection in her sister’s eyes. When Pen rejoined them, her sister mercifully
didn’t ask how it went.
“So we’re all coming back in Sola, right?” Robin said. “I’m actually pretty excited about
this!”

Chapter 14

In the pre-dawn late night, Saskia shook her sister by the shoulder. “Penelope?
Penelope!”
“It’s Pen,” Pen said, not fully awake. “I go by Pen. Why don’t you just call me Pen?”
“You’ve always been Penelope to me.” Saskia pouted.
“What do you want, Sass?”
“Did you just call me Sass?”
“If you call me Penelope I call you Sass. What do you want?”

“I had a bad dream. Can I sleep in your bed?”
Saskia hadn’t done this since she was seven. Sleepily and fleetingly, Pen thought they
had regressed to younger versions of themselves. “Sure,” she said. “Just be quiet.”
“Can I tell you about my dream?” Saskia said as she waddled into the duvet.
“In the morning,” Pen said, muffled and quickly growing unconscious.
Saskia didn’t ask twice. Unlike Pen, she couldn’t sleep right away. The dream lingered.
In the dream, she was buried in cold, beige fire. She didn’t know how she knew it was
fire, because it didn’t look like fire, and it didn’t feel like fire. If anything, it looked like scorched
dirt. Somehow, she was sure it was fire.
The tips of the fire grew teeth, and the new teeth were meanly bitey—not hungry at all.
They just wanted to hurt. One snapping pair of jaws grazed Saskia’s arm. Little bite mark
bruises blossomed into blood where the toothy fire bit. The fire persisted biting. Biting from
inside her throat, because she swallowed it more with every breath. Biting through watery
eyes, because she couldn’t blink. Biting from inside her nails, because she touched it more with
every itch. She smelled the tang of her own blood. The sensation of sinking from the inside out,
from all the blood loss, horrible and tickling, made her feel thinner and thinner, going into
nothing, collapsing in on a rot swelling in her gut. Then it was over. She convulsed and
croaked awake.
This dream sucked. At first, she was spiteful, mad at her mind for producing such
terror. She wasn’t afraid until she tried to fall asleep again. Confronting the chance of an
unwelcome rerun, the dream’s imagery became more vivid.
Tomorrow, she would check the dream book, eager for insights.
In the morning, she forgot to tell Pen about the wretched vision, and Pen forgot to ask.

It wasn’t until she was on the tran to pre-college, and idly, habitually reading, that, in a
horrible rush, the dream returned to her consciousness.
Insights, she should know by now, were not the dream book’s style. Careful nonsense
was the dream book’s style. But under the section for “fire/sink,” the prose was distressingly
clear. Unlike the rest of the text, it presented a direct meaning, nice and succinct. “No!” It read.
“More bids, flora goes. Inns are out. Cancelled. Fin itty life. Soon, you die!” And after those
words, an emptiness of page made a gape of beige, and to Saskia, it looked like a grave.
Distressed with the clarity, Saskia closed the book.

Biology class was easy. Ms. Anon played a vision on the respiratory system. This freed
up time for her to grade dissection reports, which was an assignment, Saskia noticed, Leigh
didn’t turn in along with everybody else. She had considered skipping this gruesome report, but
neglecting easy classwork seemed like unnecessary trouble.
“Why did you skip the assignment?” Saskia whispered to Leigh.
His face scrunched. “Of course I didn’t do it. It was wrong. That dissection was wrong
and I will not willingly participate in it.”
“But what if you get a bad grade? Will your parents be pissed?”
“I would rather fail a class for doing the right thing than pass a class for doing the
wrong thing.”
“It’s not wrong to do the assignment, even if you don’t believe in it. It doesn’t hurt
anyone.”
He half-smiled. This interaction made sense. Saskia, as usual, was arguing with him.
“I would have hurt myself if I wrote about an immoral dissection. Besides, as long as I
keep acing the tests, I won’t fail biology.”

He didn’t know if he was relieved or disappointed when Saskia agreed. “That’s a good
point,” she said. “It’s not the biggest assignment. Maybe I shouldn’t have done it. But it feels
pointless to protest assignments. Nothing changes, except the profs will hate you.”
“Don’t you think the profs hate you for reading your own book all the time? They’ll
notice eventually you know.”
“They might not.” Saskia said, uncertain.
“I hope you don’t mind but I’ve tried glancing at your book while you have it open. It
seems weird. Are those normal words, or, like, onomatopoeias?”
“I’m not entirely sure honestly,” she said. “It’s a book for understanding dreams.”
“M
 y dad thinks those should be illegal,” h
 e said. “He thinks studying dreams is one step
away from goddess worship. But I think they’re interesting. I’ve always wanted to know more
about what my dreams mean. I think dreams can tell us a lot about ourselves.”
“Y
 our dad sounds like a walking, talking toilet.” Saskia remarked.
Ms. Anon proclaimed, “Excuse me, but I should not hear the odious susurration of
whispering. If there’s another peep, I will fail everyone’s dissection report. So students who
care about their education ought to inflict minor pain on anyone who speaks.”
“Lucky for me I didn’t do the report and people threaten to hurt me all the time,” Leigh
whisper mumbled. Saskia almost laughed.
After biology, Leigh walked with Saskia down the hallway. She didn’t mind his company
like she assumed she would. Continuing their conversation, he said, “Yeah, my dad makes me
want to eat my own hand most of the time.”
Saskia said, “My dad doesn’t say anything most of the time. I think he thinks we’re
boring. He’s got all these hobbies. He learned sailing during one of his spa trips. Now he’s
collecting all these old sailing artifacts.”

“Why does he like sailing so much?”
“I don’t know. He doesn’t really talk about it much. That’s just the sort of thing he’s
interested in. He doesn’t care what we do. On most weekends, he’s on spa tips with my mom.”
“That could be nice,” h
 e said. “I don’t have any privacy at home. My parents are always
around.”
There was a pause. They approached a fork in the hallway. Saskia had to turn left, and
Leigh right.
“I guess I’ll see you tomorrow,” S
 askia said.
“Would you like to hang out with me this Sensday?” Leigh blurted. “You would need to
meet my parents, because they don’t let me spend time with people they haven’t met, but I
promise that would be brief. We could hit up a café and talk about dreams, or something?”
Saskia frowned, and Leigh frowned. “Are you asking me on a….”she was bodily unable
to finish this statement.
Leigh filled in the gap easily enough. “Just friends! I mean, no. Like, this wouldn’t be a
date.”
A laugh played along his face, as if he was amused with the very concept.
“Can my friend Robin come?” Saskia said, relieved. “That’s the day we usually hang
out.”
“F
 or sure! I remember Robin! I’d like to see her again. Would you two be ok with
meeting me this Sensday, at 12:00?”
“Ok,” she said, a twist of anxiety unfurling through her stomach. “Where should I meet
you?”
“I live right outside the city, in New North. Do you know that suburb? It’s very close.
They don’t even have their own tran system. Can I write my address in your book?”

“Sure. And I know where New North is.” S
 askia had been there before, for one of her
early birthday parties for some girl she barely knew. They visited a pricey restaurant. It wasn’t
worth the cost. Wooden spoons and forks, intended to compliment the flavors, left a splinter in
Saskia’s lip. Plain, defrosted pretzels tasted better than her meal of crispy wolf meat on a bed of
oily vegetables. New North was like all the worst parts of Saskia’s neighborhood amplified and
laid out across an inescapable sprawl.
“Ok cool.” Leigh said, scrawling his address on the title page of Saskia’s book. “This is
legible right?”
“Just barely.” There was a pause. “See you tomorrow.”
“Tomorrow? But tomorrow isn’t Sensday. Tomorrow is Transday.”
“I know. I meant see you in class.”
“Oh yeah, of course.” H
 is twitchy smile threatened to upturn his eyes. “Sorry, I was
confused because, yeah, I was just confused. Sorry! I’ll see you tomorrow!”
“See you tomorrow,”  S
 askia said, feeling foolish for repeating herself.
As she walked to her next class, running late, she regretted her plans. Surely, Robin
won’t want to waste their Sensday on hanging out with Leigh. She assumed Robin would
support a last minute cancelation.

“You’re going on a date with Leigh!” Robin laughed.
They were in Saskia’s room. The latest Doom Service played in the background, because
Saskia realized she never saw the end. However, they paid zero attention to it.
“It’s not a date,” Saskia said through a mouthful of chickpea bites. Eating distracted her
from embarrassment. After confessing her planned hangout, she gulped down food with the
same desperation of a deep-sea diver swallowing air after resurfacing.

“It sounds like a date to me!” Robin avoided watching the screen. These movies were a
little too scary for her. She threw her energy into teasing Saskia to distract herself from the
televised slaughter.
“It’s not a date because you’re coming with me!” Saskia said.
Robin threw back her head and guffawed mightily. Overplayed amusement. “That’s
funny. Why would I be going with you on a date with Leigh?”
Saskia tried laughing, but the sound that came out was more of a wheezy cough.
“Because I asked him if you could come and he said yes. We usually hang out that day so I
assumed you would want to come.”
“What if I don’t want to come?”
“Why wouldn’t you want to hang out with us?”
“I have a life outside of you. What if I had plans?”
It occurred to Saskia she didn’t know how Robin was doing at her pre-college. All they
ever talked about was resurrection. Lately, they liked listing the ways they wished to die once
they had access to guaranteed recovery. Robin wanted to eat poison berries. Toxicity must
taste fantastic. Bake a poison berry pie, an exclusive desert! Resurrectionists only!
Saskia longed to hop off a high building, experience freefall weightlessness. Robin
thought that would be terrifying, and she protested the permanent damage it could do to her
body. Saskia didn’t care. She anticipated surgery magic from a special doctor, maybe someone
in her circle. She’ll have new diamond bones, like Traimond’s.
When they weren’t chatting about resurrection, they talked about Saskia, either her
dream studies, her issues with Pen, or her issues with pre-college. Saskia worried over the
possibility she was selfish.
“How’s pre-college going for you?” She said. “ Have you made any friends?”

“No, I haven’t made any friends.” R
 obin said. “You know it’s hard for me to talk to
people. I miss you, but I don’t mind being alone. I mean, with everything going on, I feel like
my life is kind of too much. My classes feel like a break from all the drama.”
“How’s everything at your house? Maybe I should come over to your place sometime?
I’d like to meet your brother.”
Defensive, cranky, she said, “There’s nothing to do at my house. Where are we meeting
Leigh tomorrow?”
“New North, we’ll have to meet his parents first, but then we’ll go to a café somewhere.”
“New North! I’ve never been that far out of the city! His family must be even richer than
yours!”
His family must be even stricter than Saskia’s as well. Claudine and Duarte laDemy
never forced Pen and Saskia to introduce them to their friends before they could hang out. In
fact, they didn’t want to know their friends. Leigh’s parents, Saskia assumed, were screening
her for unseemly behavior. She felt fated to dramatically disappoint them.

Claudine laDemy heard about Saskia’s new friend over breakfast the next morning. She
didn’t hide her elation. “I’m so proud of you, Saskia! You’re going on a date with this boy
today?”
“It’s not a date, but yes, we’re meeting up today. Me and Robin will be leaving for a
northbound tran at 11.”
“Oh,” C
 laudine looked to Robin, who was frenetically shoveling chopped eggs into her
mouth. “Is Robin’s home on the way out to New North or?”
“My home is in the opposite direction,” R
 obin didn’t pick up on Claudine’s dismissal.
Claudine had been trying to speak as if Robin weren’t in the room, because as far as she was

concerned, Robin wasn’t present. Robin would never be present in Claudine’s perception. For
her, the best Robin could be is helpful. The helpful poor can be visible. Those are the ones she
fully engaged with on any level. “I’m coming with Saskia on the not-date, as she calls it.”
“They’re just hanging out, mom.” Pen said.
Claudine ignored it.
“Will you be with them the entire time?” C
 laudine said to Robin. “What if they want
some privacy?”
“Leave my friend alone.” S
 askia said. “It doesn’t matter if Robin is there or not. Like Pen
said, we’re just hanging out. It’s not a date. We’re all just friends.”
“Fine.” Claudine said. “I hope you enjoy yourselves.”
Robin never answered her impolite question. Everyone finished breakfast in silence.
Except for Duarte laDemy. Reading his newspaper, oblivious to the ongoing conversation, he
gushed to the room, to no one in particular, about an exciting new telecommune model
available for purchase next year.

The further the tran traveled north, the more sparsely the buildings were spread, until
there were no buildings at all. Squat mansions and garden-chocked yards replaced apartment
towers and officious skyscrapers. Outside of the tran’s tinted windows, Robin and Saskia
needed to shield their eyes. Cold, clear sky loomed, garishly bright. Sidewalks and tran lines,
unprotected by dimming shadow, ferociously glowed. Reflected light bounced into the few
clouds above, soaking them with radiance. The ubiquitous sunlight was cold and bossy, shoving
itself in everyone’s face. Robin wore a wool cardigan that was comfortable in the city’s maze of
shades, but it itched with heat and sweat in the brightly exposed suburban environs.

Leigh’s mansion was as immense as it was dreary. Gables curved into shimmery, black
bubbles. Windows tinted thicker and darker than the windows of Saskia’s apartment. Sharp
edges defined the frame, faceted and sleek like the surface of a diamond. In shape, it resembled a
crumpled wad of paper.
A wrought iron gate prevented trespassers and easy entry for visitors. Saskia had to
press an intercom, which connected her with a security worker. Security asked for her name
and the purpose of her visit, the audio snapping and crackling.
“My name is Saskia and I’m a friend of Leigh’s from pre-college. I’m with my friend
Robin. We had plans to meet him here today.”
Effortlessly, and without a second thought, she had referred to Leigh as her friend. She
didn’t like that, and she blamed this security checkpoint. This weird, paranoid procedure, she
resentfully thought, had forced her to call Leigh a friend.
“Thank you, Saskia. You are free to enter.” The gate opened with a massive, electric
click.
The girls walked down a long, curling red gravel path, past garden beds of gangly
flowers. Blossoms so big they could consume a sparrow in a single snap of gentle petals. The
garden beds were boats of dark soil on a sea of cresting, slanting sand. Unreal sand, but the
girls couldn’t tell the difference. It was made of special fabricated foam, expertly crafted to
mimic a desert. Leigh’s parents ordered the prop sand from the most accomplished sculptor in
Livremark. Their set desert resembled The Red Field, the country’s largest desert, which took
up most of the mainly unpopulated southeastern corner of the country. Myrtle Breckett grew
up in southern Livremark. This feature of his household’s yard was meant to pay homage to his
homeland, the arid, desolate south.

Leigh met them halfway. They saw his approach from a significant distance. He jogged
from his house.
“Hi,” he said. “Sorry I should have warned you. It’s a little bit of a hike to get to my
house.”
Saskia refused to return his greeting. “I wasn’t expecting to cross an entire dessert.”
“It’s messed up, isn’t it?” L
 eigh said. “My mom calls it our personal beach. But a beach
needs a body of water. You’re right. This is a desert.”
Robin doffed her cardigan and tied it around her waist. When she spoke, she was
distressed to hear a pant in her voice. Unfiltered daylight exhausted her. “What do your
parents do? They must be like the richest people in Livremark.”
“Government jobs,” L
 eigh said, cagey and dismissive. “They might try to talk politics
with you. Please just ignore them if they do. Just agree with everything they say and then we
can leave.”
Saskia didn’t voice opposition to Leigh’s plan. However, as they walked through the rest
of the acrid expanse, she secretly resolved to speak her truth no matter what Leigh’s parents
did. Honesty must be voiced, especially if it upsets. Already, she was angry with Leigh. He
should have told her his parents would be interrogating them. He should have told her about
the overwhelming tackiness of his home. Although maybe, she thought with a start, she herself
should have known better.
She should have known a family from New North must be dismal.
The interior of the Breckett mansion was as peculiar and sterile as the exterior. Walls
leaned in dramatic, diagonal angles. Warped triangles defined every archway. They could hear
a fountain, but they never saw it.
“We’re having tea in the kitchen,” Leigh said.

“Wait,” R
 obin said, a flash of panic in her eyes. “Shouldn’t we take off our shoes?” This
house was nerve-racking. She felt like she was on the verge of breaking something.
“It’s fine,” L
 eigh said. “House staff will clean up whatever scuff marks we make.”
Robin glared. She wanted to take off her shoes. She didn’t want someone else cleaning
up her accidental markings.
They found Myriam Breckett setting out pepper scones in the kitchen. She wore a black
silk dress with white lace poofs studding along the straps. Relaxed thoroughly, Myrtle Breckett
ate an apple and drew a long sip from a rather full glass of cider. He wore the dark, sleek
uniform of the officers.
Saskia and Robin froze in their places. Leigh took a seat.
“Hello,” Myrtle’s voice boomed. “Pleased to meet you, young ladies.”
“Hello girls,” Myriam said, sadness creeping into her affected cheer. “Leigh has said a lot
about you, Saskia. Sorry, which one is Saskia?”
“I am,”  S
 askia said.
“Right.” She stared. “That’s an interesting hair color you have. Did you get it dyed
professionally?”
“No.” Saskia reflexively touched her teal scalp. “My older sister helped.”
“Thought so. That’s cute.” She smiled, unconvincingly. “Leigh says you’re the smartest
girl in biology.” She fixed a concerned gaze on Robin. “And what’s your name?”
“Robin.”
“Hello Robin. Leigh hasn’t said much about you. Did you meet Saskia through
pre-college or academy?”
“We met in academy four years ago.” Robin said. “I go to a public pre-college. My
scholarship money ran out.”

“Scholarship?” M
 yrtle said, as if this completely innocent word were some kind of
suspect. “Scholarship means you’re smart and yet poor. Where do you live, Robin?”
“Mosswell.”
“Of course you live in Mosswell. What neighborhood?”
Robin didn’t answer right away. “I live around the eastern refinery.”
“That’s a bad neighborhood! I hope your family stays safe.”
Myriam said, “Well, Robin dear, you can rest a little easier now. My husband would
never allow anything bad to happen to Leigh’s friends.”
“Not on my shift,” Myrtle said. “I’ll keep an eye out for you two from now on. Especially
you.” He gestured his half-eaten apple in Robin’s direction.
“Why don’t you girls take a seat?” Myriam said.
Bolting out the door felt like a more appealing action than resting at the table, but
however reluctant, the girls sat at separate tea plates. They ate their scones, chewing slowly,
despondently.
Leigh sulked. Saskia wondered why he was so bummed. He slouched the way Pen
slouched at the dinner table.
“So Saskia,” Myrtle said. “Are you planning on becoming a medic, like Leigh?”
“A medic?” Saskia said, as if she wasn’t sure she knew of this word. “Maybe.”
Myrtle beamed. “Leigh says you’re a real crack at biology. That’s important in a
medic.”
“I’m not that good at biology,” Saskia said.
Leigh’s face brightened. “Sure you are! You knew like everything during the anatomy
lessons!”
“Anatomy?” M
 yrtle said. “Is this what you’re interested in, Saskia?”

“I wouldn’t say interested. I just memorize stuff really quickly.”
“Sounds to me like you’re smart then.” Myrtle said, alarmingly monotone. Saskia
couldn’t read his face. She didn’t know if he was suspicious or not. She had to assume he was.
She had to assume this was a dangerous place for her.
“She’s super smart,” Leigh said, perky and innocent. “She reads really hard books for
fun.”
“What kind of books?”
“Books related to classwork.” Saskia piped in. “I like to learn.”
Myriam said, “I think you’d make an excellent medic. No offense to my dear husband,
but the medics are the real brains behind everything. They make the magic happen. My father
was one, and Leigh wants to be a medic as well.”
“Maybe,” L
 eigh said. “Probably.”
But if he became a medic, then he would be working for the officers. He would wear an
officer’s uniform, with the medic’s badge. Essentially, Leigh would be an officer.
“He may still decide to become a proper ground boots officer,”  M
 yrtle said. “He hasn’t
committed yet.”
“I’m becoming a medic if I’m becoming anything like that.” Leigh said, suddenly
confident in his future.
“You might become an officer,” Saskia said, managing to keep her tone neutral.
“In a way, yes,” L
 eigh admitted.
“You almost sound ashamed.” Myrtle accused.
“You should consider applying for the Officer Career Fair, Saskia.” Myriam said, trying
to keep the conversation friendly. “You’re eligible to attend after you complete your first year

of pre-college. Sounds like you have the brains for the Medic youth cadets. I wish I did. Few
professions pay so well.”
“Maybe,” S
 askia said, although her thoughts screamed no! I t was easier to play along, to
pretend she was the person Myriam assumed she was. “I guess I don’t know what I’m doing
after pre-college.”
To help Saskia evade suspicion, Robin said, “I’m thinking of becoming a medic too.”
“You are?” Saskia said, surprised and befuddled.
Myriam’s tongue clicked sympathetically.
Myrtle chuckled. “I’m sorry,” he said. “Most kids who go to public pre-college aren’t
accepted into any of the prep programs. Frankly, there would need to be something very special
about you. I would aim lower. You’d be lucky to become a clerk for the department.”
“There are scholarships,” L
 eigh said.
“Scholarships can only go so far,” M
 yrtle said. “But I don’t need to tell Robin this. You
already know it’s true, don’t you?”
He winked at her, but there was no friendliness in his expression. His face was dour and
searching.
“That’s true,” Robin said. She wasn’t lying. She knew she didn’t like Myrtle, but he
spoke basic facts. People like her could only get so far. She agreed with that idea. Society made
sure she knew.
Now that she found resurrection circles, she could drop out of pre-college. The circles
could be her new source of education. Maybe she should drop-out sooner rather than later.
There wasn’t much point in continuing.
The kids rushed through the rest of their tea and bounced. Throughout the rest of the
day, Robin didn’t like hanging out with Leigh. He apologized for his parents. Over and over, he

apologized for them. Robin was sick of hearing about his family and how much they sucked. Of
course his dad sucked. He didn’t need to talk about it forever.
Saskia didn’t mind Leigh’s excessively vocal guilt. Sympathy bloomed in her brow. She
surrendered her anger. They joked a lot about their biology teacher, mimicking her harsh voice
and mannerisms. Robin didn’t understand their humor. Time passed with halting, faltering
plods forward. She almost wished she were home. Almost.

Chapter 15

Pen turned eighteen on the 28th of Beleine, the final day of the month, and the final day
of the year 686. Tomorrow, it will be the year 685. People mostly ignored the passing of a new
year. It’s remarked upon the way calm weather is sometimes remarked upon, just another
innocuous, environmental detail. If anything, the year’s passing made people uncomfortable. It
was ominous, approaching year zero, an unavoidable apocalypse waiting at the end of a
timeline, an event lawful citizens won’t experience.

Pen loved having a birthday on the last day of the year. Statistically, this was the
coldest day of the year, and she tolerated the cold, which means, compared to most people, she
appreciated the cold. It struck her as nicely fitting that she was born into a chilly and lightly
glazed world. She was born during an ice storm.
At breakfast, Claudine didn’t wish birthday blessings upon her daughter, which was
unusual. This was the first year she didn’t announce congratulations in a rote fashion.
“Happy Birthday, Pen.” Saskia said, aware of their mother’s snub.
“Thanks.” Pen said.
Claudine said. “Yes, Happy Birthday, Pen. As of today, you’re an official adult. You
stand upon a remarkable threshold. I will try and treat you with appropriate respect. Welcome
to adulthood.”
A nanosmile crept into Pen’s lips. This wasn’t how she expected her mom to act.
“That’s right, it’s your birthday!” Duarte said. “You’ll be happy to know I have a
wonderful antique compass shipping in today. I’ll show you tonight if you’re around.”
Claudine said, “Do you have any plans?”
“Beri wants to take me out for a dinner party.”
“What will you be eating?”
“Something cheap and delicious.”
“Sounds lovely,” Claudine said unfeelingly. She stared into the distance like it was a
puzzle, and she was busy solving it. “Were you planning on ever introducing us to Beri?”
“Y
 eah,” Pen said, guarded. “We always end up hanging at her place just because it’s
closer to the pre-college.” This was technically true, Pen thought. But, due to her qualifier of
“just,” it was also, technically, false.

“Maybe you can bring her over after your little dinner party.” Claudine stared into Pen’s
eyes with an unreadable determination. Pen couldn’t say why, but she thought her mom was on
the verge of apologizing. “Maybe I can get dad to buy us a pastry.”
“Ok,” Pen said. “That sounds nice.”
Beri treated Pen to samosas at Pen’s favorite cafe. They sang their favorite song from
two years ago, a corny boppy ballad called “Eyes for You.” Pen joined in for the chorus,
singing, for once, as exuberantly as Beri. Celebration dominated their mood. Pen needed
celebration. She needed adulthood to begin with high promise. Independence achieved! Exactly
what she pined for throughout most of her childhood.
She wanted to feel different. A switch should click in her mind. Adults should no longer
appear unaccountably weary. Grown-ups shouldn’t look old. Corny songs shouldn’t be funny
and fun to belt out in public.
Adulthood didn’t feel right; it was too similar to childhood.
Pen again asked if Beri would like to meet her parents. Beri couldn’t be more
enthusiastic.
“That would be a dream come true,” she said. “Seriously, I once had an actual dream
where I met your parents.”
“W
 hat?” P
 en said. Food stuffed her mouth, and, too soon, she swallowed. Barely avoided
a gag. “You never told me this. When did that happen?”
Beri’s cheeks warmed. “A year ago. Sorry, is that weird?”
“No, not really. Actually maybe it is a little weird, but I don’t mind. What kind of a
dream was it?”

Beri sighed. She shook her head, an automatic, embarrassed gesture. “In the dream, you
took me to your apartment, and your mom looked just like you. She was baking us a pie. And
she asked about my grades. She treated me like a daughter.”
Beri laughed. Pen laughed too, but hers was different, flavored with cynical delight.
“My mom would never be like that. Sorry to spoil your dream.”
Beri theatrically rested her palm against her forehead. “I’m devastated,” she crooned.
“It’s fine. Even my own mom doesn’t like me.”  W
 orry pulled at her face, but sarcasm still
reigned in the tone of her voice.
“What’s up? Is everything ok with Corinne?”
Beri sighed. “Last week she,” she stopped. “I’m sorry it feels weird to say it.”
Pen leaned forward. “It’s fine.”
“Mom left us,” Beri said. “I’m sorry I know I shouldn’t be bringing this up on your
birthday, but she met this guy at a concert and ditched us. Dad doesn’t even care.” Her face
crumpled. “I’m sorry this is silly. She’ll be back, like probably, it’s just been over a week now so
I don’t know, and I’m stressed too. On top of everything, I’ve been so stressed with what we’re
doing with, you know, the circles, that I was actually thinking of telling my mom, but obviously
that’s not an option anymore.”
Pen waited to speak, in case Beri had more to say. “I ’m sorry.”
“How would you feel if your mom left you without warning?”
“H
 onestly, I don’t know.” P
 en sighed. “It’s awful to say, but part of me would be mega
relieved.”
“I used to think you were ashamed to be friends with me,” B
 eri said. “ I know your
parents are totally different than my parents. They have standards. They don’t waste their
money on weird crap like bleeder concerts.”

“E
 xcuse you!” Pen said. “My dad paid hundreds of dollars to have a squid grip onto his
face for a half hour. Seriously, it was during one of their many spa trips. My mom refused to do
it because she thought it might pee on her.”
“Did the squid pee on your dad?”
“He refuses to say. So yes, probably.”
They laughed at the idea, and it was so synchronized in volume and pitch, it was
difficult to distinguish whose joy was whose.
Saskia came running through the door. Seeing her, Pen’s stomach dropped.
Out of breath, clearly frightened, Saskia rushed to the table and said, “Pen! I’m so glad I
found you! You can’t go home!”
“What’s going on?”
Saskia couldn’t talk for a while. Every breath was a struggle.
“What’s wrong?” Pen said, more impatient than normal.
“Mom telecommuned an officer,” Saskia said, staring at the ground. “They want you to
confess everything you know about resurrectionists. They’re going to treat you like a suspect.
Mom actually said she suspected you.”
“The fuck!” Pen’s shout echoed. She glanced at the people in the other booths. Nobody
cared.
“Maybe you should sit down,” Beri said to Saskia, scooting to make room for her.
Saskia swooped onto the seat. Her feet hurt from the sustained run she endured.
“Does mom know about the circle meeting we went to?” Pen said.
“I don’t know,” Saskia said.

“If she tells the officer about it then the whole plan will be ruined. Right?” Pen’s
hyperventilation chopped up her words. “We would be the reason everything went bad!
Traimond and Iza might get their goddess friend to kill us!”

“Pen,” Beri said, in a grounded, calm tone.
“Gwim is going to kill us, Beri. It’s just like you said! She can’t be trusted! She might
release toxic spores in our rooms or something!”
“Y
 ou know I’m afraid of Gwim.” B
 eri said. “But let’s not worry about things we don’t
know for sure.”
“I don’t think mom knows,” Saskia said, building on Beri’s encouragement.
“You’re right. She probably doesn’t know. If she knew, she would turn me in. She
wouldn’t say she only suspected me of joining a circle. No! She would say I am one for sure and
I should be shot!” Pen didn’t try to soothe her panic. “I can’t believe this! She doesn’t care if
they kill me.”
“I think she wants you to confess,” Saskia said, doubtful, “because if you confess you
won’t be in trouble. That’s what they were talking about when I left.”
“Mom just let you leave?”  Pen was aghast, almost angry with Saskia for the freedom
she was granted.
“I interrupted her as if I didn’t care about the call she was making. I asked if I could go
out for a sec to buy you a present. She said that was fine and let me go.”
“Of course mom let you go so easy, just like that.” Pen said. “This is absurd. My mom
wants me to die. She actually wants me to die. And she lets you leave the apartment like it’s no
big deal.”

“I really don’t think she wants you to die. Honestly, Pen.” Saskia said, defensive, unable
to bear the idea their mom could be quite that cruel. “I think she was saying she had suspicions
about you after your ex-boyfriend died.”
“She’s still hung up on Roxwell! That was so long ago! I mean, I could die! They might
kill me! She must realize that if she’s thinking about Roxwell.”
“Pen!” Saskia was angry. “Mom isn’t trying to hurt you. She’s trying to offer you a way
out. She wants you to betray the circles. You shouldn’t even go back home. I’ll bring you your
stuff later, at least all you’re important stuff. You have a lot of junk honestly.”
“What are you talking about?” Pen said. “Where can I run away to? If I don’t face the
officers, that would be suspicious.”
“My mom basically ran away from home,” B
 eri shrugged, tricking herself into believing
she was over it. “People do leave their homes. Usually, it’s not because of a resurrection circle.”
“I’m not running away from home,” P
 en said. “I don’t care if it’s an option, it’s a bad one.
Nobody’s running away from home. I’ll just talk with the officer. I’ll pretend I don’t know
anything about resurrection.”
“Are you a good liar?” Beri said, a little ashamed she didn’t know. She felt like she
should know such things about her best friend.
Beri was worthlessly clumsy at dishonesty. Lips weren’t in her control. Prompted by
unconscious distress, she always smiled.
“I’m a decent liar,” Pen said.
“Not as good as me,” Saskia said. “I should go back and lie to them. It’s too dangerous
for you. You’re the one they suspect.”
“I can lie as well as you.” Pen said, aware this wasn’t true. “We’re both going back.”
“But Pen, what if the officer recognizes you? They might be looking for you.”

Pen’s face heated, embarrassed and angry. She should have thought of that.
“It’s a risk I’m going to take,” she said. “Let’s all go home and face this together.”
“Do you still want me to come over?” B
 eri said, humor in her voice.
“I’d like that.” Pen said. “But don’t feel like you need to. This might be dangerous.”
“Shouldn’t we have a plan?” Beri said.
“I’ll be the alibi for the night of Roxwell’s death,” Saskia said. “We’ll say we stayed
home, watching visions all night.”
“Good alibi,” B
 eri said.
“I’m not so sure you should be my alibi, P
 en said. “I don’t think you should lie to the
officers, not unless you really have to.”
“But we already established I’m a good liar,” S
 askia said. “Why not give me a chance to
use my talents?”
“You have so many other talents,” Pen said. “Focus on those. For tonight, no lying
unless you need to. I’ll tell the officers you were in bed, with your friend Robin, and I was in
bed as well, alone, watching visions. We’ll keep it simple. We’ll say it was just like any other
normal Alloday.”

The elevator ride lasted longer than normal. A sway possessed the vehicle. They tried
to act normal. Normal was the part they were expected to play at the pre-history museum. This
was their role in the heist. Acting normal, done right, required more practice than they
realized. It wasn’t the natural ability they thought it was. Repressing the need to show their
fear, their worries, their uncertainty, their bizarre temptation to laugh, keeping a calm face, was
an exhausting undertaking. Nailing a neutral expression is perhaps the greatest challenge of
the acting profession.

The walk through the blue posh hallways, like the elevator ride, lasted longer than
expected. Time stretched out in full relaxation mode, kicking up its cloggy feet, barely budging.
Unease settled into their stomachs.
Claudine greeted the group with polite disinterest. “Hello girls.” She didn’t reveal any
surprise. With decades of practice, she was a maestro at acting normal.
“And you must be Beri,” s he said to Beri. “Penelope said you might come. I’m pleased to
meet you. I hope you two won’t mind, but there’s an officer here who wishes to speak with my
daughter, and I think she might be interested in speaking with you too.”
“An officer?” P
 en said, flat affectation.
Saskia cringed: she knew she could feign mild surprise much more convincingly.
She delivered her line with more authenticity. “What’s going on?”
“This lovely officer came over because she’s investigating Roxwell’s death. She would
like to speak with you. Don’t worry. You’re not in trouble. At least, I don’t think you’re in
trouble.” She stared at Pen, knowingly, probing. “If you’ve been honest with me, then
everything’s fine.”
“Where is she?” Pen said, bravely staring back into Claudine’s eyes.
“In the kitchen.” Claudine said. “She’s waiting.”
Saskia remained by Pen’s side as she stepped toward the kitchen.
“You wait out here Saskia. The officer doesn’t wish to speak with you.” Claudine said.
“Maybe she’ll want to speak to me if she meets me,” Saskia said, with an accidental
defiance in her voice.
“Just wait in your room.”
Saskia winced, suddenly afraid for her sister’s life.

“Ok,” s he announced. She stared at Pen, fearful and longing to be by her side. “I’ll see
you later,” she said, almost weepy. Dreadful performance.
Claudine followed Pen and Beri into their interrogation.

The officer sat with the posture of a pre-college advisor. Advisors are always hunched
forward, disarming. They worked closely with students, organizing the proper class load for
each teen’s desired career. They need their students to be organically honest about themselves.
The officer mimicked such a welcoming stance, but it came across as intimidating. Laid on the
table, and within arms reach, the officer had a crossbow, loaded and ready for immediate use.
Set behind the weapon, a pitcher of iced tea, and two foggy glasses, spotted with daisy
illustrations.
The kitchen’s tinted windows subtly shone with orange, a special feature, timed
luminescence indicating the curfew countdown, a curly smear of neon lighting, hazy as a
galaxy, smattered over the night skyline. Overheads were set to ultra dim.
“Hello girls, please have a seat,” t he officer said, occupying the kitchen as if it were her
very own office. “And Mrs. laDemy, you may leave us for a while. I’ll let you know if I require
anything else from you.”
Claudine fully bowed. Pen side-eyed the unlikely spectacle of her mom’s subservience.
“Thank you,” Claudine said. She gracefully departed.
“Which one of you is Penelope?” The officer stated.
“I prefer Pen,” Pen said.
“Your mother still calls you Penelope, so let’s stick with that. Avoid confusion. And
who’s this you have with you?”
Beri waited for Pen to introduce her, and Pen waited for Beri to introduce herself.

“Sorry, my name is Beri.” Her voice was thin, studded with squeaks. “I’m just her
friend.”
“Nice to meet you, Beri. Were you with Penelope on the night of her boyfriend’s death?”
Beri shook her head.
“I must say I would be surprised if you were.” T
 he officer said. “We have reports of one
girl in the company of Mr. Jairden-Willowspring, not two girls.”
“Can we go then?” B
 eri hated the presence of a lethal weapon. It was like approaching a
feral animal. Hissy life might animate it at any moment. Any second, it might spring into an
attack.
“No, I must insist you stay.” T
 he officer’s voice hinted of a mean spirit. “You may know
more than you realize.” She shifted her gaze onto Pen. “But before I ask you anything, let me
tell you what we know. We know a girl was with Mr. Jairden-Willowspring. We know she was
arrested that night. We have her image on file. We know what she looks like. We know she
somehow escaped detention. And thanks to your mother, we know you were dating Mr.
Jairden-Willowspring at the time of his death. I think honesty would serve you best right now.
Penelope la Demy, were you with Mr. Jairden-Willowspring when he was found dead?”
A lie didn’t spring to mind with enough speed. Pen nodded. Like Beri, her sightline
drifted toward the crossbow.
“I’m glad you’ve decided to be honest,” the officer said. “Smart girl. So you must know,
too, that I could arrest you right now. But I’m happy to tell you that you’re not going to be
arrested for trespassing, goddess worship, and unlawful departure from detention. You’re safe
from those charges. Would you like to know why we won’t arrest you for these crimes?”
Pen nodded.

“Because we think it will be useful to allow your freedom. We think you, and maybe
your friend, can help us. But before we move on, would you like a glass of iced tea? Your
mother left out a pitcher for us.”
Pen was taken aback by the question. Her vision flitted between the pitcher and the
crossbow. “I’m not thirsty.”
“One sip couldn’t hurt. Might help you relax.” The officer said, on alert.
She slowly grabbed the pitcher. Patiently, she filled Pen’s glass. The officer’s face was
rapt, intent on an unknown scheme. She set before Pen the glass of iced tea.
Pen was, truthfully, thirsty. Staring at the arrow’s bladed point, she couldn’t stomach a
liquid.
“Please drink.” The officer said.
Pen didn’t move.
“I did not ask.” The officer said. She rested her hand on the crossbow’s hilt. “Please
drink now.”
Pen didn’t know why, but she flinched. She yanked the glass in a desperate grasp, and
she downed its contents in a massive gulp. Breath shuttered and brain froze. It was icy cold.
“Great job.” T
 he officer said. “You were thirsty, weren’t you?”
Pen sighed, afraid, strangely refreshed, and befuddled. “I was.”
“When was the last time you’ve eaten?”
“Beri and I were just eating samosas before we got here.”
“Beri,” the officer shifted, “do you see Pen eat often?”
Beri squinted. “I mean, yeah. She eats.”
“Why were you two getting samosas?”

Beri couldn’t believe it, but she was getting bored. It was suddenly like the weapon
wasn’t there at all.
“We’re celebrating Pen’s birthday.” Beri said.
“That’s right, Penelope, it’s your birthday.” The officer stared at Pen with a banal gleam
in her eyes. “Happy birthday. Should we sing you the song?”
“Sing me the song? What song?” P
 en’s voice broke. In a perplexed scramble of
emotions, she faced the most stately, composed person in the history, and pre-history, of the
world. Everything the officer said and did seemed carefully composed and perfectly practiced.
“Why the birthday song of course,” t he officer said, maintaining a well-studied
monotone. “Would you like us to all sing it together for you?”
“No thanks,” Pen said.
“Are you sure?” The officer finally took her hand off the crossbow. “Eighteen is a
significant year. Thankfully for your mother, it’s the year you are officially no longer her
responsibility. This may be your last chance to have somebody sing you the birthday song.
Don’t you want to hear it?”
“I think I just want to know what’s going on. Like, am I suspect in something or what?”
The officer smiled, warm and inviting. “Don’t worry. You’re being perfect. We’re almost
done with the test. I just need to check your pulse, which is more of a protocol thing than a
necessary thing. I know you’re alive.”
“Test? What test?” Beri interjected.
“What are you talking about?” Pen raised her voice, a whine creeping in.
“That’s good. Confusion is good. Confusion is normal. But try to relax now. You’ve
passed the test so far.”

“You haven’t told me what test though. How can I be taking a test and not know what
it’s about?”
“Hold out your arm please,” the officer said. “This will be the final part of the test.”
Pen complied. The officer grabbed her wrist and jabbed her thumb into its sensitive
middle.
“Good,” t he officer said. “You can feel me grabbing you, can’t you?”
“Yes! Of course!” Pen tried retracting her arm, but the officer held tight.
“I need to confirm a steady pulse is normal for a full minute. Hold still.”
Pen complied.
Beri couldn’t sit in silence while they waited for the officer to be satisfied.
“What’s this all about?” S
 he said.
“We need to verify Penelope is alive. She is suspected of seeking resurrection. So are
you. Would you like a glass of iced tea?”
Beri blinked. “Sure.”
Beri drank her tea and had her pulse checked without complaints or hesitations.
“I’m glad to verify you’re both alive,” the officer said. “But you shall remain suspects of
resurrection. We may give you this test anytime. No notice will be required. And I can assure
you we will be administering this test again. We have you in our records now. Is all this
understood?”
Pen sulked. “Yes.”
“Crystal clear.” Beri said.
“And one more question,” the officer said. “Can you tell us about any meetings among
the resurrection circles? Before you answer, keep this in mind. We will pay you enough credit
to live on your own. Penelope, you can begin your adult life on the right foot.”

“We don’t know anything,” Pen said. “I’m sorry.”
“Interesting.” T
 he officer said. “But I wouldn’t be sorry if I were you. If you did know
something, then that would indicate you must have gotten into some trouble. I’m glad to verify
you are alive, and I look forward to our next meeting.”
“Ok,” P
 en said.
There was silence.
“I’ll leave you for now,” the officer said. “It was a pleasure meeting you.”
They sat in still silence as the officer left the kitchen. They heard her deliberate,
plodding steps. They heard her voice go high and cheerful lilting, greeting Claudine.
“Your daughter is alive,” s he said.
“Thank the Lord,” C
 laudine said. “And thank you for coming over. Was she able to
help? Did she know anything useful?”
“Not yet. But we’ll see.”
“I hope she can be of more assistance in the future.”  C
 laudine’s spiked politeness faded
with every word. Tired, she fell onto the couch. “Good night.”
“Goodnight, Ms. laDemy.”
Pen and Beri heard the door open and close. Then they heard nothing.
Pen continued to hear nothing as she walked into the living room. Her ears felt clogged
with static.
“Why did you do this?” She said.
“You could have been dead,” C
 laudine’s eyes were closed. She wore the expression of a
headache. “I needed to know.”
“If I was dead they would have killed me,” Pen said.

“Think about what you’re saying,” Claudine said. “If you’re dead you’re dead, Penelope.
Don’t be absurd.”
Pen’s breath lost its rhythm, labored and stuttered. Face puffed, like the swell from an
injury. Eyes hot, but the warm tears didn’t fall. “You want me dead.”
“You’ve lied to me,” Claudine said, ignoring Pen’s comment. “Over and over you’ve been
nothing but a liar. I knew you were lying. I knew you must have been involved. Of course you
were. Some cute boy wants to learn resurrection and of course you need to follow him.”
“That’s why you think I’m into resurrection!” Pen tried to laugh, but it came out as a
broken hack. “I just want a cute boy, is that it?”
Claudine spoke over her, losing her cool, raising her voice. “You never want to come
with us on our trips. You want to stay here so you can flirt with boys and commit crimes.”   She
sneered toward Beri, who was nudging into the room. “You and your disgusting friends.”
Beri covered her mouth with the back of her hand, an automatic
gesture—self-conscious, for the first time, of her black lipstick. She expected Claudine to be
judgmental, maybe snooty, but she didn’t expect this vicious rudeness. She didn’t expect to be
outright labeled “disgusting.”
Pen talked over her mom talking over her. “You just don’t like me. I’m just not the
person you want me to be so you want me dead!”
“How dare you say that. I’ve given you everything! Every year we give you more and
more, just more and more crap. Then you get more and more money for more and more crap.
But do you care! Do you even bother to listen to us! No! You sneak around and disobey us!
You’re an ungrateful brat!”

Pen shook her head, as if her mom’s berating voice were in her brain, and she could
dislodge it with a swift motion. She charged forward, indifferent to the path. Ankle knocked
against the side of the flat glass table. She flew out the door.
Beri followed in a speed walk.
Claudine didn’t budge. “Fine, run,” s he screamed. “Just run! Just go!”
Crouched at the top of the carpeted stairs, Saskia listened to the entire scene, petrified
and sick to her stomach. She couldn’t make her body move. It was like trying to roll a boulder
while stonily trapped inside it. Help her, she thought. You need to go down and defend her. You
need to make them stop yelling. Pen will never come back if you don’t help her now. She’ll be gone.
The door slammed.
Gone, the word sunk through her mind. Not gone for a month or two, like she hoped,
but gone, from home, for good.
She heard Claudine’s focused quiet. She heard the resulting silence. Loosely slouching
her head, she saw a dust bunny nestled into the crevice of the top stair. Feeling small, like her
life could be defined by this single failure to bravely act, this single crucial absence of her
confrontational spunk, she stared.
She should have been down there.
Thick muck flooded her world. She was buried and barely breathing, underwater. Out of
sight, she retreated into her bedroom, exactly as her mother demanded.

The dark elevator was a cage. Pen paced, breathing like someone having an asthma
attack. Her body refused to release its tension.
She tore through the apartment complex lobby, bursting onto the rutilant sidewalk. She
barely dodged passersby.

Beri caught up with her.
“Wait! Pen!”
Pen waited. “I’m sorry.” She murmured.
“Why?” Beri’s voice seemed to drift from far away.
“I shouldn’t have asked you to come. That was intense.”
“I’m glad you asked,”  B
 eri said, approaching. “And I’m glad I was there. It might have
been worse if I wasn’t. I think we scared them.”
“What do you mean?” Pen’s despairing expression lifted into plain interest.
“They thought we might be dead.” Beri said. “That’s scary for them. If both of us were
dead, then they couldn’t take us out, at least not easily. We’d be numb to pain. We’d be
invincible!”
“It doesn’t feel so great to know my mom would arrange my execution if she knew I
was, by her standards, dead. Even if I would be invincible.”
“I’m sorry your mom is such a tool.” Beri gently touched her shoulder.
Pen momentarily forgot how to think. Usually, basic thought was a task she performed
automatically, like breathing. Currently, thought was like a machine she didn’t know how to
operate.
After a troubled beat of silence, Pen conceded, “I guess it would be nice to be invincible.”
They smiled.
Beri said, “We’ll be like that soon, girl. We’re so close.”
Pen said, “I feel like we’re close too. But it makes me scared. It feels so close because it
feels so dangerous. This won’t be the last time we’re threatened with a crossbow. I shouldn’t
think about this. I don’t want to think about this.” She took a breath. “Can I stay at your place
tonight?”

“For sure. There’s obviously nobody sleeping in my mom’s room.”
“She had her own room?” P
 en didn’t realize she spoke of Beri’s mom as if she were
deceased, a figure alive in the passive past tense.
“Yeah. My parents haven’t slept in the same bed since I was a little kid.”
“I always thought your parents seemed so happy with each other, they were kissy in
public and all that. My parents never kissed in front of us. Maybe they never kissed at all.” P
 en
paused. “Gross, now I’m thinking about my parents macking it. Anyway! Can I really stay with
you? Your dad won’t mind?”
“He’s hardly ever home.” Beri said. “He’s usually at the club or hanging out with some
friends of his.”
“Ok,” P
 en said. “Let’s go then. I don’t want to be out in public like this. I just want to
wrap myself in a blanket and cry forever.”
“Should we buy you a toothbrush and stuff?” Beri asked.
“Nah,” Pen said. “I’ll come back for my things tomorrow, after pre-college. My parents
won’t be home, but Saskia should be. I’ll say goodbye to her then.”
“Goodbye? Pen, I think you’ll see her again. She’ll be at pre-college with you almost
everyday.”
Pen didn’t know what she exactly meant by goodbye. Goodbye felt like a fitting word,
and its definition wasn’t considered. “I guess I don’t mean goodbye like I’m leaving, I mean
goodbye like I won’t live with her anymore.”
Regret arrived with a sinking ache. It appeared like a bruise unnoticed until laid upon.
She missed her sister. She hated abandoning her to the parents. She knew that this miss, this
guilt, would feel worse and worse, at least for a while, with every day that passes, then, with the
further passing days, the miss would dissipate, and it will feel, perhaps to her remaining shame,

better and better, despite the guilt and missing, until finally diminishing into the pure,
untroubled joy of being free, finally, of her home.

Pen’s quasi-goodbye with Saskia didn’t last long. There wasn’t much to say, and they
didn’t have much time. Saskia rushed Pen through her packing. She was afraid Claudine would
anticipate this plan. She might come home early, perhaps even with an officer.
“I promise I’ll write,” P
 en said. Her duffel bag hung slung over her shoulders.
Saskia nodded curtly. “Do you want the dream book back?”
“No,” Pen said. “You keep it. You’re better at reading it than I am.”
“Ok great.” Saskia said. “I’ve been making a lot of progress with it. Like last night, my
dream told me you would be here. I knew you were coming because I decoded my dream
correctly.”
“That’s spooky.” Pen said, with the trace of her familiar smirk. “Or maybe you just know
me too well. I might be easy to predict.”

Chapter 16

On the eve of the resurrectionist heist, sleep plunged Saskia into a whirling terror. First,
there was the fire, inside and out, and then the sinking. This time, as fire consumed, and she fell
into it, inside herself, she remembered the dream book’s warning, “Soon, you die!” A hole in the
fire swallowed the burning world. She swam against unfurling, flaming waves. Lightning
slithered across the sky. Clouds defined in electric bursts of red and purple. She fell as she
swam. Through an ocean of fire, she floated, or fell, it could have been either. Be it floating or
falling, it was making her nauseous.

“Soon, you die!” The words seemed to flex along her mind.
Red flashed, in a blink filling her sight. All she saw was red, and veins of light staining
purple over the red. A monotone ring, one loud obnoxious buzz, flossed her ear canals.
Combined with the buzz, the word “die” mutated into a harshly pronounced “dive.” “A
voice in her head recognized. Dive! I t said, as if it were a much sought-after solution.
She woke up in the bathroom, staring into a toilet bowl, positioned as if she were about
to vomit.
It wasn’t morning yet, but dawn would be soon. There was no sense in returning to
sleep. Saskia was too hyper for rest.

As planned, Saskia skipped pre-college. She got on a public tran. Everyone was waiting
for her—Beri, Pen, and Robin. They coordinated their timing to be on the same ride.
Saskia took the seat next to Robin.
“How’re you feeling?” Saskia said.
“Eh,” Robin said. “I’m very stressed and honestly completely panicked, but also I’m fine.
How’re you?”
“I feel great.” Saskia said, trying to convince herself. “This should be a sinch. All we
need to do is pretend we’re students. I’m a pro at pretending to be a student. It’s what I do all
day every day.”
“But what if we’re caught? Admit it, this is scary.”
Saskia sat up. “You’re right I don’t know what the fuck I was saying.” She thought
about her dream, the fall into a high-pitched red. “Actually maybe we shouldn’t go. I don’t feel
good about this at all honestly.”
Robin almost spat when she yelled, “No way! We can’t back out now!”

Saskia went bug-eyed. “But didn’t you just say you’re afraid? Why do you want to go so
bad if you’re so afraid?”
“B
 eing afraid has nothing to do with it.” Robin was aghast, even haunted. “I feel like we
need to go. We need to help them stop Bruin Heide from doing all these awful things.”
“I had a bad dream last night.” Saskia couldn’t look at Robin, embarrassed.
“So what?” Robin said, dismissive and indifferent.
Seated in front of them, in thoughtful, fretful silence, Pen overheard. “You had a bad
dream, Saskia?” Her voice indicated genuine concern.
“The dream is only as bad as its meaning. The book is saying I’m going to die soon.”
Next to Pen, Beri’s head slumped across her crooked arm that was rested on the
window, dipping into agitated sleep. Last night, she couldn’t relax, tossed and turned through
fitful slumber.
“That book isn’t clear about anything,” Pen said. She didn’t want to consider the
possibility that Saskia was right. Denying the idea protected her from its terror. “There’s no
way it said, in plain language, that you’ll die.”
“All it said was ‘soon, you die.’ Nothing unclear about it!”
“Maybe there’s more than one way to interpret “die”?”
“Woah,” Beri said, slowly blinking out the heaviness in her eyes. “Uh, what are we
talking about?”
Robin, angry with this discussion, answered Beri. “Saskia thinks we should maybe not
go today because of a dream she had.”
“Interpreting my dreams brought us this far,” S
 askia said, resentfully slouching. Pen
recognized this slouch. It signified Saskia had given up whatever point she was trying to make.
“Quitting isn’t an option anyways,” Pen said. “It’s too late now. Our stop is next.”

“We know,” Saskia said, cringing because she thought she sounded like a sarcastic little
kid.

In the Insider Theater, Traimond and Iza again took the stage. They reviewed the plan
and cautioned strict adherence to it. Their authoritative cordialness reminded Saskia of her
pre-college profs.
Traimond directed the group into the restored pre-college tran, which was stored in an
alley garage at the back of the bar. Iza was the driver. She mumbled good luck t o everyone as
they stepped inside. This unnerved the girls. They were also sick with all the transportation.
Travel time meant empty time to fuss over grim, worst-case scenarios.
Pen was the best at ignoring her anxieties. She looked out the window. The streets they
passed were both new and familiar. She knew these streets. To get to the museum, they
traveled through Mosswell’s upscale shopping district. Bright awnings and sleek neon signs
advertised expensive, formal fashions. One storefront window showcased a pyramid of men’s
dress shoes. Leather loafers arranged into a modest mountain. Most stores displayed giant,
fluorescent-lit posters of people in the finest styles, models sun dappled in the outdoors, or
brightly lit against a sparse studio. Some might find allurement or glee in the eyes of the
models. Pen saw hatred and exhaustion. She imagined they were hungry and tired. It must be
hard work. She herself hated standing still for a photograph. Hours of standing still would be a
personal torture for her.
She thought about going into one of these stores. She could shop for a wedding she
wasn’t having. Or she could buy a closet full of swank clothes. Mom would have been thrilled
to fund a makeover. This luxuriance was a readily available option. Yet such a possibility felt
impossible.

She imagined herself in a strider, like the officers use. Officers and their families are
known for exploiting their vehicles for recreation. She could zip around the city in her own
strider. She could fill it with soft, stylish dresses, delicately spread on the backseat, protectively
shelled in crinkly plastic bagging.
It was a hilarious idea. Ridiculous. No way could she ever be a fashionable rich woman.
Claudine had tried taking her to stores like these. She hated them. She hated their clothes.
Picturing existence inside this lifestyle was a source of bitter amusement.
It made her happy, even excited, to break the law.

Once they were in the Pre-History Museum, everyone’s mood improved. Somehow, it
became easier to forget that they were engaging in a daring illegal mission, the moment they
were physically going through with the actions. This was it. They were actively aiding the
robbery of highly valuable government property.
The museum’s vestibule was designed to inspire wonder. Cavernous high-ceilings with
epic window panes unleashed a flood of sunlight. Mosaic walls depicted grim vistas of blasted
landscapes. Obsidian stones represented ashy rubble, dead cities, charred nature, and a scorched
land.
Security organized everyone into lines. Most of the other visitors were academic classes
going on field trips. The girls truly fit in.
Near the front of the lines, security directed everyone, one by one, through large, arced
x-rays and heat readers. Imposing, black doorways. As they moved through, their insides were
displayed on both legs of the arc. Glowing skeletons, a gauzy haze of muscle, milky and cloudy
in appearance, like galaxies. Body temperature recorded in a red neon banner, checked by
security. This insured all visitors were, by society’s definition, alive. A recently deceased

resurrectionist, or one with substantial modifications, would set off an alarm for abnormally
low body heat and dense presences of foreign materials.
After passing the checkpoint, they entered the domed rotunda. Centering the massive
room, a patchwork skeleton of an elephantine beast, bipedal and armed like a person, but
snouted, and far too enormous, a creature deemed unnamable by standards of the Lord. It was a
rare specimen. The remains of a monster made extinct before the cycles began. Monster might
be too nice a word. According to some scientists, these beasts of the past should be classified as
abominations.
This creature wasn’t produced in the wilds, whatever it was. In a process deliberately
lost to history, this creature was assembled in the control of a science lab. During the mass
destruction of the divine wars, it was created to be a weapon, a pure force of fear.
The tour guide met them by the skeleton. He wore a navy blue button-up. Fairly
consistently, he fussed with the regulation enforced stiff collar. Hair oiled into a spiky high and
tight, also regulation. Every tour guide wore the same shirt and sported the same haircut. They
were mostly men. They could be easily confused with security workers. Security wore black,
but their haircuts and brisk walking style were exactly the same.
The tour guide’s voice boomed, syrupy sweet, obviously forcing the energy. He
welcomed the kids and fake kids to the museum, politely ignoring the fake teacher and fake
chaperones. Introduced himself as Philippe.
He explained the idea of pre-history and the method of dating items from points in time
before history.
Pre-historians have divided pre-history into three sections. Carbon-dating fossils found
near the artifact provided an approximate age for the ancient items. The Pre-Event phase was

the oldest possible era in the records. Event is a relatively short era, clocking in at a modest five
hundred years.
Event items generate the most public interest, according to the tour guide. These are
the items of destruction—sinister tools invented with the sole purpose of mass killing. Or at
least it was the remains of the killer devices. Shards of outlawed weapons strung up and
displayed like taxidermied corpses.
Post-Event items were the dullest by common consensus. This timeframe was the
awkward gap between the divine wars and resolution, the messy, unknown process of
reconstruction, what the girls knew was the time of the cryptics. The guide reassured everyone
this part of the museum was the shortest, and it was near the end. At the end of the tour, a gift
shop waited. He said gift shop like it was the name of the world’s most popular musician.
They strolled through the exhibits. Rows of dimly lit rusty metals nestled into beige
velvet beds. Metal pieces of unknown machines, small as skulls and shaped like rashes.
Pen presented authentic, youthful indifference with the battered weapons and
meaningless fractured materials, a real natural with her role of bored student. She didn’t notice
the transition between the Pre-Event exhibits and the Event exhibits. The tour guide spoke
with more unwelcome detail. A little braggy, he provided estimated kill tallies for the weapons
on exhibit, now reduced to pieces. Relishing the nasty detail, he pointed out that microscopic
evidence of melted skin has been detected, embedded in the excessively tough fibers of some of
the artifacts.
He reminded everyone to be grateful these weapons no longer existed.
The tour practically jogged past a cabinet of clay pots dated from the Post-Event era.
Red, yellow, and blue inscriptions circled the rims. Narrow pictographs spelt words no longer
spoken or known—there were a few possible translations, but no definitive meanings. The

guide, flagrantly unenthused, introduced this section like it was a friend he no longer liked.
More excited, he announced they would next visit an employees-only section of the building.
“This is an exclusive sneak peek we provide for educators and students.” He said. “This
is not a typical part of the tour.”
On level 5A, they unceremoniously entered the storage area for artifacts too precious or
fragile for public exhibits. It wasn’t much to see—only rows of brown filing cabinets.
Andre, the pseudo chaperone, politely asked for permission to use the bathroom.
The tour guide cheerfully granted permission. “Just be sure to be quick.” He said. “We
don’t want to lose you here. You can meet us at the other end of the cabinet stacks. We’ll wait if
we need to.”
Andre said “sure,” and he left the group, in a simple, natural gait that was, under these
circumstances, impressive.

He tautly strolled to the precise door in the hallway, sighing at what he saw. The knob
was much fancier than what Julien, their hacker and forger, prepared them for. It included a
keypad, boxing out with some kind of computing system. Soldiering on with the plan, Andre
unpocketed a small roll of duct tape. After glancing around to make sure he wasn’t watched, he
opened the door and crouched. Lowdown, he taped flat the gape that was the door’s lock, and
he let the door shut.
A whirr, sharp and brittle, like a single, barked chortle. Andre’s brow furrowed at the
sound. For a while, he wasn’t sure what he heard.
The lock detected the tape’s obstruction.
Andre tried opening it. No matter how hard he turned and pressed on the handle, it
wouldn’t budge.

Reille, playing the role of Professional Woman, was a pure old-timer among the
resurrection circles. The founder of Iza and Traimond’s circle, she was their original mentor.
She retired from her leadership position, settling into more relaxed duties. She didn’t like
attention. Nobody knew how old she was. It was rude to inquire into a resurrectionist’s age.
Their age might be shared among their circle, but to nobody else.
Reille strode down the stairs, overdoing the confidence a little. She walked like she
belonged. But it might have been too assured, too purposeful. She walked so seemingly carefree
that it was like she was in her very own home, not exactly a woman at work.
The grand performance was unnecessary. Nobody was watching in the stairwell. She
could have rushed down, hopping over entire flights at a time, moving forward in a nervous,
reckless panic. Here, fine acting didn’t matter.
She approached the door and grabbed the handle like it was no big deal. She nearly fell
over, slipping against the unexpected resistance. The door was evidently immovable.
“Shit,” she said.
“I’m sorry it kind of just auto-locked.” Andre whisper-wailed. “I don’t know what to
do.” His voice ran away with him, uncontrollably squeaky.
Reille slammed a palm against the wall. Andre shuddered, convinced this was his fault.
He should have shut the door with ginger finesse.
“Someone might come,” R
 eille said, evenly but shaken. “Quick, hurry back to the group.
You’ve been gone too long!”

The tour guide droned on about the professionals who organize these valuable items.
Everyone on the fake field trip itched with unease. Andre should have returned by now.
Something must have gone wrong.
What hurt the worst was hope. Hope is the thing that fetters. It prevented everyone
from thinking of new ideas. Most in the doomed group began to sense it was doomed. But they
choose to continue with the plan, lulled by the slim hope that it could all be going smoothly.
Saskia wasn’t hopeful, ruminating on her fatalistic dream.
Soon, you die!
Soon could be today. Soon could be in a few minutes. Soon was inevitable. She believed
the book. Its messages, skewed as they were, had so far proven correct.
Saskia thought of Pen’s reaction to her dream. She said nothing in the book had a
simple, single meaning.
In a flash, Saskia felt the wisdom of Pen’s words. Just because the book’s language bent
simple, doesn’t mean the central logic of the book should change.
Die means “sleep” in Sienanish. A random piece of language she knew from watching a
scary vision made in Sienan with “die” in its title. “Soon you sleep” didn’t sound so bad.
The tour guide’s radio cackled, a call for him. He excused himself to answer it. The
voice on the other end was a senseless muffle.
“Yes,” the guide said, after what seemed a long while. “Sounds good.”
He holstered his radio. Then he bragged about the value of the cabinet contents. Prices
listed off in a rolling wave of thick lecture. After he finished his recitation, his face seemed to
click into place. “This room has some of the museum’s most interesting items,” he said, his
voice changed a little, relaxed and less chipper. “But of course you all certainly know that.”
He expectantly looked at the fake teacher, a resurrectionist named Arlien.

“Oh yes, of course.” Hesitating before addressing her fake class, she said, “Everyone
remembers that part of our lesson, right?”
The tour guide relished Arlien’s discomfort. “You don’t need to keep up the act. I insist
you drop it. The gig is up.”
Arlien froze. She didn’t want to drop the act. Even if it was hopeless, the act felt safe.
She might prefer to fake it until the end.
“What do you mean?” She said, trying to pass as an ignorant.
“We have you and your group surrounded by officers. Museum staff checked into the
paperwork you provided. There were a few discrepancies. We found out this trip wasn’t
legitimate. We know the rumors that circulate among you people. We know what you think is
in here.”
“You don’t know what we’re looking for.” H
 er voice was shaking and thin. She still
wanted to pretend she was a teacher. Act like she can act her way out of this. “You have no
proof.”
“You don’t know what we have proven,” h
 e said. “But it doesn’t matter. None of you are
leaving this building alive.”

Reille leaned into the door, pressing the entirety of her weight against it.
An officer crept down the stairs behind her, crouching from the top of a flight. He
stepped forward with perfect quiet, and he shot an arrow into her back. She collapsed.
In sync with Reille’s pushes, Andre pulled. He heard her fall, and he was about to ask if
she was ok.

Creeping down the hall on Andre’s right, an officer shot an arrow through his throat.
Another officer shot an arrow into his back.

Die. Dine. Diet.
Saskia desperately, in a panic, cataloged words that sound like “die.” None of them
worked. She missed some crucial insight.

“We found your companions by the stairwell. It seemed they were struggling to open a
door? Anyway, they’ve been duly executed. And now the rest of you shall follow their example.
We know you’re all resurrectionists.”
The group stilled. Hope clawed for more. A frenzied voice contouring their minds, hope
refused to accept an early death.
Death, however, was sitting on their noses. They could already feel it thinning their
breath, paling their flesh. It could not be ignored.
They stood in icy terror.
The officers decided to show themselves. They approached from every direction among
the stacks, their crossbows aimed for the heart.
Acceptance pulled down on everyone’s faces. “Please, don’t kill the actual kids we have
with us. Just arrest them.” Arlien said.
“Kids,” P
 hilippe scoffed, amused. “You don’t have actual kids among you. None of you
resemble teenagers.” H
 e pointed to a very grown man, slouching to mask his height, cleanly
shaven but already stubbly. “That guy looks older than your teacher.”
“We’re kids for real!” Beri waved her arms. “And we’re barely involved with this plan!
We were recruited pretty much at the last second!”

“Yeah!” Robin said. “Please just arrest us.”
“Don’t bother begging.” P
 hilippe said. “In five seconds, I bet you’ll all raise your hands
and each and every one of you will try and claim you’re a teenager. Sorry. No survivors allowed
here.”
He stepped into Arlien’s’s space. She stepped back.
“You must be made examples of.” He said. “I hope that in your final moments, you will
reflect on why you went astray from society.”
“Others like us will remember us.” Arlien said, finding a small swell of bravery.
“Enough.”
“They’ll remember our courage.” Arlien said, more impassioned. “We’ll inspire others.”
“You’re being ridiculous.” H
 e looked away, passive, ready to move on with the next step
of this plain execution. “You will be forgotten. I assure you, your entire unnatural movement
will be forgotten.”
He accidently made eye contact with Pen. “Hello Penelope.”
“You know my name,” P
 en said, numb and matter-of-fact.
“We caught you this time.”
He wasn’t even an authentic tour guide. He was an officer all along.
Another officer waved. It must have been one of the officers who arrested her. Disgust
bloated Pen’s thoughts. She felt their sick pleasure. They were excited to kill her, specifically,
because she got away.
In a repulsed, clarifying, and thoughtless panic, she latched hands with Saskia and Beri.
There was no signal. No warning.
Arrows released, the air was filled with whistles.

Dive!
In a rush, Saskia remembered the word that woke her. She grabbed onto Robin.
Dramatically forceful, she dove down. Falling under the weight of her sister, Pen pulled on
Beri, bringing her down as well.
Ducking, knees bent, they managed to keep their footing.
An arrow grazed Beri’s head, slicing a few hairs.
The teenagers stumbled into a crouched run. Adrenaline bloomed.
They ran toward two officers. Vision bracingly crisp and dimensional, they saw the
officers raise their weapons. They reached the two killers before they could reload, a mechanical
process that took up an entire five seconds.
Pen and Beri pushed them aside. They weren’t ready for the impact, and they
desperately tottered in response.
Running along at the end of the group, Saskia whipped out the drawers full of dusty
artifacts. She screamed and made a disaster of a mess. She didn’t pause or slow. Energy inflated
her muscles.
An arrow hit one of the drawers Saskia flung out of its home.
Two officers ran in pursuit, reloading their crossbows.
The girls made it out of the room, which led them to the middle of another hall.
An exit sign directed them to the nearest stairwell entrance, where they met a group of
officers. The government employees were bagging up the corpse of Andre.
The girls almost froze, nearly immobilized by the sheer certainty they were trapped.
They ran ahead anyways. With surprise on their side, they zipped past the officers busy
with corpse removal. They flew through the propped-open door.

“Fugitives on the loose,” a pursuing officer shouted, frustrated with his preoccupied
comrades.
The girls bounded down the grey-colored flights. Echoes of their steps piled into a
single jarring, throbbing jangle, a horrible noise. Sometimes, as they landed on a level platform,
they slapped their palms against the sleek concrete wall, briefly balancing, then pushing
themselves off of it. They jumped and ran, reducing the separate actions into a single exercise.
It could have been liberating if they weren’t petrified for their lives. Never again would their
bodies feel this fluid and composed.
Security alarms spilled sirens throughout the museum, harsh keening. The girls didn’t
process the sound. They heard steps, either their echoes or the charging footfall of their
homicidal pursuers.
At the bottom of the stairs, they burst onto the checkered lamination grounding the
profound rotunda. In the center stood the imposing skeleton of the unnamed beast. Beyond this
landmark, there was the security checkpoint, the x-ray arches positioned like sentry, and
beyond that, a row of tall glass doors for entry and departure. When news of the fugitives
spread, a few security guards from the checkpoint shifted to cover the exit. However, they
lacked weapons. They needed the officers.
The presence of the criminals was announced with whistles, wincing notes, terribly
pitched. Officers arrived, pouring into the rotunda.
“Everybody down,” t hey ordered, voices booming. Normal visitors ducked, responsive
to the law.
The girls continued running, past the preserved remains of the mysterious pre-history
monstrosity. A few officers barged out of the stairs behind them. They positioned themselves to
shoot.

The girls, for a moment, forgot they were in a foyer. Open, exposed, it was like they
were on a prairie.
Arrows flew after the girls. Most of them hit the shiny floor with tiny clinks.
One fateful arrow, however, stabbed through Robin’s back, impaling her heart. She
didn’t have time to process it. She didn’t have time, at all, anymore.

Saskia heard the hitch in Robin’s breath. She looked back over her shoulder. She didn’t
see the lifeless blank that conquered Robin’s face, or the arrow in her back; all she saw was her
friend beginning to fall.
Oh no! She deliriously thought. Robin’s fainting.
She whipped around, prompting Pen, and later Beri, to halt. She threw out her hands
and caught Robin before she hit the ground. The dead weight was difficult to bear. It nearly
brought her to her knees.
Officers reloaded.
Pen joined Saskia. She linked her arms around Robin’s limp body. Beri helped too. She
pushed the dead weight along from behind.
Security cautiously stepped forward, closing in on the criminals.
The girls weren’t moving toward an exit, but they had to keep going.
Saskia felt death in Robin’s weight. She knew, in her body, in her blood, that she
couldn’t think, not ever again, not with her best friend gone. She knew, thoughtlessly, she
probably wouldn’t get a chance to mourn. Soon, she too would die.
Iza’s tran drove through the glass doors. Shatters flashed. Debris crackled and crashed.
Security guards dove out of the chaotic path of the vehicle. Indoors, the basic tran appeared

much more enormous than it did on a city street, a gargantuan that could have competed with
the manmade beast on display.
The tran turned into the rotunda, swerving to form a blockade between the girls and
the officers. Fired arrows bounced off its metal lining.
The open accordion entrance faced the girls.
Sitting calmly at the driver’s seat, Iza was all business. “Did anyone manage to get the
item?”
“No!” Pen was the only person with enough coherence to speak.
Saskia and Beri loaded Robin onto the tran. They draped her body on a seat, resting her
head against a window.
Iza turned the wheel with excessive force.
The tran circled the bone display. Officers ran for the glass doors, which had been
obliterated, reduced to diamond-like pieces.
Iza departed from the same hole she created. She barreled her vehicle onto the street,
recklessly entering the path of a public tran. It violently jerked to a stop, horn blaring.
Iza sped down the street, making no effort to drive like a typical academic tran. Officers,
in striders, were already close behind.
Saskia sat next to Robin. She tugged at the arrow, feeling the awful resistance of dead
tissue and flesh.
“Don’t touch it.” Iza said, stoic and focused on traffic. “Check her pulse. Make sure she’s
dead.”
Striders caught up with the tran. Two trailed along its sides and two hopped onto the
roof. Metallic feet thudded minor indentations in the ceiling.

Iza swung a tight left turn onto an empty street. “We need to get her to Little Dirt
Home. That’s where we keep our spare parts.”
“Spare parts?” Saskia said.
“That’s what I said.” She swerved left, avoiding another tran, halted at its stop. “We call
them parts in the circles. It’s how you come to think of them.”
Saskia brightened. “Of course you can bring Robin back. Of course! This must be like a
basic injury to you! No big deal!”
Iza jerked the vehicle into an empty alley, a precise, sudden turn. She sped down the
narrow road, where there were no sidewalks. Officers stalked.
“Death is not like a minor injury, it is very much like a death.” She chastised. “Your first
time is always traumatic. It’s awful enough going through it as an adult who’s had time to
prepare. I can’t imagine what it will be like for your friend.”
She hit the brakes. Officers, in response, brought their striders to a safe, controlled halt.
“Stay inside,” I za said, throwing over her shoulder a yellow corduroy pouch.
They all gawked at her, unsure if they should be terrified or not. She sauntered out to
meet the officers. She might be crazy, they thought. She might have decided to meet her doom
with a hysterical shrug.
“Officers, please, hold your fire! I’m just trying to bring these kids home.” Iza smirked,
but she wasn’t amused. This was the face she always made whenever she lied.
Halfway through her announcement, the officers fired arrows through her throat, into
her back twice, her stomach three times, four through the ribs, two for the arms, none for the
legs, and one special arrow got to skewer her kidney. Mortal injury inspired no reaction from
her. In their weaponry, the officers employed special multi-arrow crossbows, which were

classified for exclusively extreme situations. This meant they knew there would be an
upper-level resurrectionist.
Blood gradually leaked, in gradually growing buds. Iza had managed to keep speaking
even though her throat was hit. “I’m just trying to bring these kids home.”
“We got a cold body!” A
 n officer shouted.
Another said, banally: “The arrows didn’t work!”
Iza reached into her pouch. In a single motion, she brought out a handful of shiny steel
darts. After centuries of practice, her aim was almost perfect. Her first four throws found their
intended homes. Darts punctured officer necks. In response, they crumbled in on themselves,
slumping into the seats of their striders. First, she undid the officer to her right, the closest
encroacher, then she moved on to the pair on the roof of the tran, then the one further off to her
left. The final remaining officer, guarding the other side of the tran, retreated in fear.
After clearing the area, Iza scurried onto the top of her tran. Officers slumped in
buzzing, active mechanic beds. She unstrapped them from their droning vehicles and, with a
minimum effort exerted toward delicacy and consideration, dropped them from the roof of the
tran.
She hopped to the ground. She returned to the driver’s seat, as regally confident as a
queen on her throne. Until she tried to sit, she forgot about the arrows. She had to quickly
break off their ends. Once she was able to sit, she drove through the alley, looking sorrowful.
Pen didn’t care how sad Iza looked, and she didn’t care how impressive her skills were
(Beri, however, goggled starstruck).
Pen needed to know more about their ability to recover Robin. Robin simply couldn’t
die. She could see the freeze begin to develop in Saskia’s eyes, a creeping agony. “Where do you
get these body parts?” S
 he said demandingly.

“Cemeteries and hospitals,” I za said, a whistle shadowing her voice, made by the air
moving through the holes in her neck. “Corpses are considered trash in this city, in most cities
really. We have arms. We have livers. We have eyeballs, stomachs, you name it. We often like
to put together a body for fun, like a challenging puzzle.”
She talked like it was comforting to hear the sound of her own voice. Bodies recovering
from death, even when they’re accustomed to death, are prone to panics and insecurity over
their recovered existence.
“Will she be resurrected today?”
“Yes.”
“Are you going to go back for the others?” Pen asked.
“We’ll do everything we can for them, but the officers will almost certainly destroy their
bodies as soon as possible.” I za said.
“But you’ll tell us about the rescue plan later, right?” Pen was a legal adult and viciously
unwelcome in her own childhood home. She deserved knowledge.
“Pen, I need you to trust me,” Iza said. “I’m so sorry this is happening to you, but please
do not ask too many questions right now. Okay?”
Pen reserved her trust. She looked to Beri, healthy skepticism reflected in her friend’s
expression. “Ok,” she lied. “I trust you.”

Chapter 17

They wove through alleyways, eventually reaching the backdoor of the Jellyfish Bar.
Distinguished by its vibrant pink, the corrugated metal gate electronically lifted at the press of
a remote button Iza had sewn into her seat. After they were parked, Pen and Iza carried the
body that was quickly forgetting its former owner. Saskia was too dazed to help. She consoled
the lifeless form of Robin.
“You’ll be fine.” She said in a borderline singsong. “Fine, fine fine.”

Everything would be fine. Saskia didn’t lead her best friend into a death trap, not death
like a permanent death, because reckless death is permissible with resurrectionists. Robin will
be healed. Everything was fine, aside from the fact they utterly failed their mission, so this
entire ordeal served no useful purpose, and Robin was gone, she was right there, but she wasn’t,
so other than everything being awful, everything was fine.
Beri trailed after everyone else, tired, wishing she could curl into a bed and sleep for
days.
Robin was carried all the way down to the fungal home. In the parlor, Traimond waited
with a group of representatives from the other circles. In the crowd, Gwim’s uninhabited avatar
could easily be mistaken for a person. Alena’s pet chicken Fussbuss rested on the mushroom
cap lap of the goddess form. Alena kneeled before the empty Gwim, praying, begging. She
stopped at Iza’s return.
The resurrectionists didn’t need to ask if the robbery was a success. Robin’s corpse
brutally proclaimed a heinous failure. Everyone avoided looking at each other.
“Was she the only retrieved body?” T
 raimond said.
“So far, yes.” I za said. “As you can see, the other young ones survived.”
“Robin will survive too.” Saskia said, accusingly. Instead of sadness, she was mad. She
was edgy and ready to yell at the slightest irritation. “You know she’ll be fine.”
Robin’s death was too much to feel. It had to be cured. Someone had to make it better.

Traimond and Iza whisked away the corpse to the resurrection lab, located in a corner
room on the house’s second floor. Pen wanted to join them, but she knew it was forbidden.
Only those in the circle could know how they maintain resurrection. She had no choice but to

rest along with everyone else in the kitchen. Resurrectionists boiled tea and toasted bread.
Honey jars and butter plates occupied the table space.
“Help yourself,” Alena said to the morals, shallow and polite, placing a kettle back on
the stovetop. She looked between Beri and Pen. “I’m sorry.”
Pen recognized her as the funny, energetic assistant from the anatomy show. She didn’t
get as many jokes as Traimond and Iza, but hers were funnier. As an audience member, Pen
liked her. Here, in this moment, Pen appreciated her kind, sad eyes. Despite herself, she
relaxed.
“Thanks.” She said.
Beri vacantly nodded. She took a seat and, falling asleep, made her arms into a pillow.
Traimond returned from the lab. He positioned himself in the approximate center of the
kitchen, fidgeting with his collar. He surveyed the room, awkward and hesitant to speak. “Hello
everyone. I just want to announce something for the young ones here today.”
“Young ones?” Pen said, humorlessly sarcastic. “Do you even know how old we are?”
“I know you’re young,” Traimond said. “Are you the girl’s sister?”
“You don’t even know our names.”
“I haven’t had a need to remember your names,” he said, showing his annoyance with a
smile. “And there’s a lot on my mind right now so re-introductions will need to wait. I came
out here to tell you the girl won’t be able to see anyone for three months.”
“Three months!” S
 askia jutted in. “That’s too long. What will her parents say? You
know Robin’s just a kid right?”
“Robin? Oh of course! The dead girl!”
“Don’t call her that!”
Traimond was off-put by Saskia’s raw emotion. “You’re…Robin’s your friend, right?”

“I’m her best friend!” Saskia said accusingly.
“I’m sorry.” He said, chilly. “But don’t worry about Robin’s parents. We’ll deal with
them. All you can do is wait. After tonight, one of you can stay if you wish. Robin will require
having a familiar face around during her recovery.”

Saskia shuddered. She hated the reminder of the recovery period. Three months was
impossibly long to wait. She needed Robin breathing again, again alive right this instant. She
was too lost in scared frustration to process Traimond’s offer.
“Can I stay?” Pen said, after waiting for Saskia to say something.
“Wait, what?” Beri said, shooting out of her pillowing arms. “You want to stay here?”
“I can’t live in your place forever, Beri. What if your mom comes back?”
Traimond jutted in, “Be advised, we cannot guarantee you shelter after Robin’s
recovery. We might not even live here for much longer. If Bruin Heide wins the election, we
will have to flee the country as soon as possible.”
“Understood.” Pen said, a little pleased, despite the dire circumstances. She succeeded!
These people were the ones who could teach her resurrection: she knew they knew the secret.
She saw this man’s wife butterfly his chest. She saw him dead. She knew he was for real.
“I’m staying if Robin’s staying,” Saskia said, terrified, shaky, and bewildered.
“No, Saskia.” Pen said, gently. “Mom will wonder where you are. You need to go home
tonight. And you need to act like everything is fine. Just hang out in your room like you usually
do.”
Saskia didn’t possess enough vibrancy to argue. Truth weighted her sister’s response.
Home waited, patient, the inevitable.
“You’re right.” Saskia said through a yawn, uncharacteristically compliant. “I’m too
tired, Pen.”

Beri said, “I’ll take her home.” Tears welled in her eyes. It felt like Pen was abandoning
her, fleeing her dreary, empty apartment, where the air is stale with loneliness, her dad’s aloof
melancholy dominating the atmosphere.
“G
 lad you sorted it out. I’ll show you to the guest room later,” Traimond said to Pen,
beginning to hurriedly leave.
“Wait.” Saskia said. “Where will Robin sleep?”
Traimond reluctantly paused. “She’ll spend her time in a recovery room, but she won’t
sleep. She’ll pray to the goddesses for sleep, but none of the goddesses will care.” H
 e stopped
himself. “She’s in for an awful few months.” He paused, contemplative, but the name already
escaped him. “She won’t be herself for a very long time.”

Robin awoke embedded inside a sour coat of heavy rot. Underwater vision, blurred
lights melting into blobby rays and iridescent streaks. Numb to the tears resting on her
unblinking sight.
Iza applied a padded cloth to the reopened, unfeeling eyeballs. Surgical tools dribbled
purple blood onto a stainless steel tray, along with an imposing syringe, a single red dot of
blood hanging off its needle, vivid as a berry on a snowy branch. Stitches held together the hole
the arrow made. Robin’s dead body wouldn’t form a scar on its own accord, as it would while
she was alive.
Life, however, entered her unfeeling body with steady, incremental progress. Thoughts
half born. Little tingles of minor, imagined pain.
She didn’t know if she was awake, alive.
Iza’s face wasn’t a face. Robin didn’t think it looked like a real face. Plastic stiffness
defined its features: it must be an artificial person, clay or something, constructed by a person.

Except real people were difficult for her to imagine at the moment. She just knew this wasn’t it,
the thing in front of her.
She forgot what a real person was.
“It won’t help to be with anyone.” T
 he not-Iza said, a voice without the slightest note of
feeling, a voice unreal. “The very sight of people will disturb you. You won’t want us around
for a while. Remember this: I took care of your wounds, I returned you to life. There is no
reason for me to abandon you back into death. I know what you’re going through. I’ve been
through it before. I promise you: life will return.”
Robin tried to speak, but she couldn’t. She couldn’t so much as twitch. Paralysis
wrapped every barely active muscle in her sluggish flesh.
“When we’re newly resurrected, most of us think it’s soothing to watch a candle burn.
We’ll leave one out for you. At first, the candle will be as revolting as anything else. But you do
need to look at something, horrible as it is. As you’ll find out soon enough, there is no help I
can bestow.”
The lights dimmed, or maybe that was a darkening a shadow, spilling across the dark
room? Robin couldn’t tell.
“We’ll replicate the circadian rhythms in the lights, although you won’t be able to sleep
for weeks, mayver over a month. I’m sorry.”
Iza lifted Robin’s bed, propping her up. She faced a tall red candle, deep red, almost
black. She was almost relieved with the assumed exit of the artificial person, but the candle
horrified. A lump of buttery fat, topped with a drop-shaped flame.
She forgot she was positioned upright. She thought she was in bed, but on second
thought she wasn’t sure what bed was. She couldn’t picture it. The ghost of vertigo
disorientated. Trying to think of a bed, she imagined seas of muscle, fat, crimson and purple,

the compositional materials of the body. Resting on a bed of raw exposed nerve. Disorientation
worsened. Standing and resting dissolved into the same sensation.
A flake of dying skin endlessly twisting in on itself, where a real flame should be. It
wasn’t hot like a flame. Nothing was hot. Nothing was cold. Nothing was also neither not hot,
nor not cold.
She could nearly smell a putrid burn. The decay she wore was faintly processed. Senses
thinned and glitchy. Weakly, she absorbed the beginnings of a scent, awful and inescapable, the
smell of herself, dead skin and bugs.
Burning flesh, distinct odor, flesh must be burning because there it was before her,
burning. But it wasn’t. Nothing was burning because she didn’t know what it was to burn.
Fundamental concepts haunted, but she couldn’t articulate any.
She wanted to gag, but none of the muscles stirred. She couldn’t move in the slightest.
She tried to scream for help. Throat wouldn’t so much as throb.
After a few entire days passed without sleep, days no longer existed. With the slow
return of life, came a slow return of time. Robin lived through an infinity of repulsion,
unspeakable and isolated.

Part III
To The Ground

Chapter 18

C4/685, Cyndelle 1st, Premiday

“Block your mouth!” Claudine laDemy warned Saskia, her voice a little muffled, a silk
blouse already tented over her nose.
They approached the pre-college gymnasium where, every three years, Claudine votes.
Invisible toxic mist inhabited the air. Tears stung, sharp and painful. Everyone was coughing,
gagging, or both.
An impulsive officer had released chemical spray on a group of protestors. This spray
was a controversial weapon. Activists claimed it too closely resembled outlawed chemical

weapons, legendary devices from pre-history. Reserved for extreme conditions, the officers
shouldn’t have used spray at this election spot.
Nobody commented on it. Everyone acted like it was normal.
Saskia wasn’t sure if this was normal or not. Maybe poison air should be expected. This
was her first time witnessing an election site.
Inside the gym, the air cleared. Saskia wasn’t sure why her mom wanted her to see this,
it was just lines of adults, waiting for a turn to cast their vote in a curtained booth.
Claudine freed her mouth. “I wonder if your sister was among those protestors.”
Saskia thought this might be a test. Claudine hadn’t mentioned Pen in months. She
might analyze Saskia’s response for clues of Pen’s whereabouts.
“I don’t know if she likes protests,” Saskia said, surprised it was the truth. She really
didn’t know if Pen liked protests or not.
“This would be her first year voting if she wasn’t running away with, you know, those
people.” Claudine paused. “Have you talked with your sister at all recently?”
Saskia wasn’t expecting a direct question. It was almost a relief.
“No,” she said, again honestly. It felt like forever since they communicated.
Claudine nodded, content, brimming with simple trust. Lately, she showered Saskia with
ambiguous kindness. More devoted to her success, now that she was the only daughter.
Saskia hadn’t seen Pen and Robin since the night of the horrible, failed robbery. She
thought of them everyday, writing them letters that she planned on delivering in person. In
only two more days, she and Beri were allowed to visit with Robin and Pen at Little Dirt Home.
They received invitations spelled out in white mold on their dark bedroom ceilings, which,
thankfully, dissipated later in the night, a message delivered by Gwim. Beri spent the rest of
that night scrubbing the ceiling clean, unconvinced the mold completely disappeared, resentful

of the goddess’ method of communication. Saskia, in contrast, rested, blissful to receive the
news.
For the previous five months, Leigh was Saskia’s only confidant. He came over to her
apartment several times, no sleepovers of course.
He met Saskia’s parents on the night of her fifteenth birthday. Claudine was thrilled to
meet him, delighted and proud her daughter found a proper friend, a decent friend, a friend
from a fine family, who was at the start of an admirable career path. Ideal husband material.
Duarte approved of him too, vocally relieved to have a man around the house. He gleefully
proclaimed casual jokes and petty observations, showing off a diamond-studded compass he
recently acquired, a new contribution to his private exhibit of sailing miscellany, a glass case of
moldering sailor tools that replaced the coffee table in the parlor. Saskia liked it better when
Duarte ate in silence. She was embarrassed, even offended, with the tides of affection dumped
onto Leigh.
Feeling unwound, Duarte was more open with his opinions as well as his speech. For
the first time, Saskia heard him mention his support of Bruin Heide. He wished the
resurrectionists could have been wiped out before they got his oldest daughter. He wouldn’t say
her name.
“If the resurrection circles are getting thinned out, people wouldn’t be taken in by all
this nonsense,” dad lectured.
Leigh, non-committal, nodded, accustomed to feigning agreement with an older man’s
vicious opinions. Him and Saskia later complained about it in her room.
Polls predicted Bruin Heide would defeat his opponent, a traditional candidate, a rather
old career officer with a forgettable name and monotone voice, who offered nothing substantial

to counter Heide’s secret intel. Heide alone knew where to locate the last resurrection circles in
Livremark. His bland opponent seemed bound to lose.
Leigh lived in unearned, basic hope, assuming the best when there was no good reason
to do so. He believed the more merciful candidate would win. Saskia couldn’t live in this happy
assumption. Robin died, briefly, to try ensuring Bruin’s defeat. Saskia hated the idea her death
didn’t matter.
Death must have been scary. Every night, as Saskia rested into sleep, she imagined how
sleep deprivation must feel, remembering Traimond’s words: she won’t be able to sleep.
Robin must have suffered. She must be suffering still.
On some nights, Saskia sobbed to think of it.

Robin laughed, more carefree than she had ever felt before. She threw up her arms and
screamed, along with Alena and Pen. Seated on a blanketed bench at the end of Alena’s bed,
they watched Fussbuss, the plucky pecky chicken, tap with his beak an upright tambourine.
Alena had pegged the instrument to the wall toward this very purpose.
Earlier, they bet on the rhythm. Alena loved a senseless, fun gamble. Everyone else in
Little Dirt Home had long grown weary with her various, odd bets. Newcomers, Pen and Robin
were open to her games, even delighted. Robin had guessed a waltz, Pen a monotone steady
drone, and Alena a two-step dance.
When Alena asked Fussbuss if she wanted to play music, Fussbuss, as usual, pounced on
the opportunity, and the musically inclined chicken banged out a perfect two-step dance.
“How did you find out Fussbuss likes to play tambourine?” Pen said.
“She was always pecking out beats on the wall,” Alena said. “I swear there’s music in
that chicken’s heart. When I put up the tambourine, she decided she liked how that sounded,

and she started to seek it out. From there, I helped her learn a few beats, and the rest is
history.” She finished with mock solemnity.
Julien ran into the room. “The election coverage has started,” he said accusingly. He was
nervous with existence, and he wanted everyone to reflect his exhausting fear. “They’re
counting the votes. Don’t you want to watch with us?”
Alena couldn’t ignore her terrified friend. In the resurrection circles, friendship was a
sacred relationship. For guaranteed immortality, friends mattered more than anything else.
“We’re coming,” Alena said, her cheer vanishing.
Robin resented Julien for his woeful intrusion. Why did he insist on shoving the election
down their throats? She hated Election Day. Pen needed to leave after today, although she
wasn’t going far. A different resurrection circle had accepted her (she was Andre’s
replacement). Pen’s circle lived above the Jellyfish Bar, which was above the theater, which was
above Little Dirt Home. Both circles would migrate to Tiersias, together, if Bruin wins the
election.
Robin hated this possibility. While living in Little Dirt Home, she had never been
happier, which made her sad. Simple joy can’t last forever. Joy itself is mortal, destined for
death. Robin feared the end of her happiness. She often convinced herself she just completed her
final day in this bliss: tomorrow, it will expire. Tomorrow, Pen will decide she’s sick of spending
time with her, or Alena will decide she’s no fun. Her friends might change their minds about
her. They might shun.
Yet every morning, Robin ate breakfast with Pen, casual, pleasant, like sisters. They
read, sometimes together and sometimes alone. They solved puzzles and watched visions,
sometimes together and sometimes alone. They slept in beds on either side of the minimalist
guest room. They twined bright bracelets. Iza taught them how to sew.

Although they knew each other for years, their bond truly began three months ago, on
the night Robin was released from her recovery period. It was an exhilarating time. The circle
threw her a welcome back party. Julien expressed sincere, solemn admiration for her endurance,
which was echoed by Iza and Traimond. Alena merrily congratulated.
“Next time you die it won’t be so bad.” She said. “If you plan a death, there’s a lot more
options!”
“Options?”
“Alena, please.” Iza said. “I’m sure the last thing Robin wants to think about now is
another death.”
“That’s true.” Robin said. “I don’t think I ever want to die again.”
Pen was the sole familiar face. She was a little surprised Saskia wasn’t the one who
waited, but then she remembered that Pen was the one their mother had sacrificed to the
officers. Of course she stayed. She had nowhere else to go.
Feeling new in her body, Robin threw her arms around PEn, self-conscious anxieties
briefly abandoned. They hugged, Robin quietly weeping. Robin’s feelings didn’t stop at their
usual ends. Tidal and powerful, they claimed her mind. In a weepy torrent, she detailed the
traumas of a first death, which led to her detailing almost every trauma she held. Domestic
abuse she survived. Social cruelties she internalized.
Pen blinked tears. Robin noticed, grateful, melting.
Then, for a fleeting, awful moment, she dampened. The feelings of her early recovery,
murky and powerful, like a remembered nightmare, haunted. She thought there was something
unreal infecting Pen’s face. Like Iza’s face in those woozy moments after her resurrection, Pen’s
face became gross, droopy clay.
The effect faded quickly. Robin didn’t mention it, and her brief disgust wasn’t noticed.

Overall, Robin buzzed and her intelligence fired since her release. To her continuously
gleeful amazement, she found she had the divine-like ability to become detached from reality,
thanks to the fading numbness she would enjoy for another month. Iza warned Robin she
would be subject to empowering, vibrant mood swings. Resurrectionists sometimes nursed
addictions to death, but death wasn’t a great thing to do to one’s body and mind. Every death
left a mark.
Robin thought about Iza and Traimond’s anatomy theater. Iza and Traimond might be
death addicts. They seemed to perform it enough. She herself couldn’t fathom a desire for a
death redo.
For three lovely months beneath the city’s surface, she lived in a fungal home composed
by a mostly absent goddess. On some level, technically, Gwim, the benevolent, was present, but
it was a vacant inhabitation, a shell of her actual being. Her manifestation waited, impervious.
In her own way, Robin felt impervious too.
Pen nurtured a love for Robin. Robin represented her future and connected her with the
best parts of her already fading past. She missed her sister, and she missed her best friend, but
she didn’t honestly miss anything or anyone else. Independent life was the best. No more
repetitious classes. No more surveillance from parents who fundamentally dislike her, an
obvious distaste that was sometimes voiced, mostly unvoiced. Relief and joy grew on Pen’s face
with each day she was away from the dull, inarticulate shame of her past.
Robin saw Pen’s joy. She knew it for what it was, because she felt it too. Maybe I’m part of
that joy, like she’s a part of my joy, she thought, dearly hoping it was the truth.

Chapter 19

For the first time ever, Saskia watched the news in her room. Leigh sat in the armchair,
where he always sat, boxy and guarded. They watched her screen in fatalistic silence as the
grim results were broadcast. News anchors reported the numbers with neutral, disinterested
voices. Saskia wished they were frightened and apologetic. She wanted the anchors to say we
regret to inform you, Bruin Heide is the winner.
Shortly after the victory was announced, the feed cut to his acceptance speech.
This was when Leigh managed to speak. “This sucks.”

“What do you care?” Saskia’s bitterness recalled the beginning of pre-collage, when she
resented his friendship.
This is why they needed the cryptic cloud, the horrible mistake of pre-history that could
have erased Bruin’s memories.
At his broadcast gathering, he promised to finally eradicate the last of the resurrection
circles. He guaranteed the public his exclusive information would be promptly acted on when
he takes office in a few months.
“A glorious change begins in Livremark today,” he said. “We hope for and expect
cooperation as we work for the good of every citizen. We will have one unified Livremark. One
Livremark will embrace the future! One Livremark!”
The final calling for one Livremark sounded like a threat. Unison can only be coerced.

Robin and Pen’s respective resurrection circles watched the election results on the
screen in the Jellyfish Bar. The moment the winner was announced, Pen, teary, told Robin she
was leaving for bed, and quickly departed. She didn’t want to see the election speech.
Oppressive sadness dominated the room. She overheard Traimond weeping, and stared at him
to be sure the mourning was his. Depressed at the sight of it, she flinched and looked away.
In bed that night, Robin’s voice broke through the darkness. “Pen”
“Yeah?”
“What do you think will happen now?”
“We’re fleeing the country,” Pen said. “I asked Iza the other day and she said that’s the
plan.”

Robin knew that meant the two of them would need to leave too—that is, if they wished
to remain in their circles. The circumstances of their induction didn’t bode well for the offered
position. She didn’t feel safe with Iza and Traimound.
Robin’s parents believed she was in detention, held for possible resurrection. It was the
best way to explain her absence. Julien, the mostly adept forger, crafted a notification of arrest.
To mail it, he decorated an envelope with a replica of the distinctive officer seal. But the overall
quality of his work was tragically ambiguous. His forgeries didn’t pass with the pre-history
museum. One of his mistakes led to the execution of eighteen of his comrades.
Julien didn’t specify an internment period for Robin, which was a common occurrence in
actual arrests. But Robin knew she was never going home, in a sense her internment period
would be forever. She missed the way her body hummed before it experienced a demise. She
harbored death in her flesh, an illegal state of being. Her future yawned before her with
dizzying menace.

Late in the night, in secret, Pen trudged up the first of many flights of steps, soft thuds
louder somehow, in isolation. She woke up restless, compelled to sleep among her circle. Going
up, she first reached the theater. Dead flowers crowded the stage, indicating a caretaker’s
absence. Rielle arranged the floral display, arguably the most artistic, impressive aspect of the
entire production. She watered, trimmed, and fed them light, nurturing the plants. After an
officer killed her, nobody else took up the required gardening.
Pen thought about the man she was replacing, Andre. He managed the bar, but the bar
hadn’t wilted like the flowers. Alcohol remained in stock. It made Pen sad that blooms were
sacrified and not booze, but then she felt a little silly for feeling sad.

She didn’t hear the echoes of loud, swooping breaths, which got louder as she moved
upward. Lost in memories of the growing season she spent in the garden, attempting to lure a
goddess. Those months, in retrospect, were relatively innocent and lovely.
Soon enough, however, Pen started picking up on the strange, bellowing breathy
sounds. Once heard, it was impossible to ignore. Something was wrong upstairs in the bar. It
sounded like a device was malfunctioning in sporadic bursts of huffing. She ran up the dim
stairwell, concerned.
There was a shattering crash. Pen ran faster.
Reaching the door, she flung it open. Everything was hot. Everything was moving too
quickly. Ceiling, walls, the whole building, all folding into burning dust. Embers pulsed orange,
like studs of lava. The walls looked like paper in the flames. A screen over the bar played
election coverage for an empty room, flickering off into inactive disrepair. Smoke blocked her
lungs. Enflamed and crashing, the building’s structure collapsed.

Robin awoke, hot and itchy. She checked Pen’s bed, disappointed to discover Pen wasn’t
there. Sleep tempted. Her body felt sickened with the idea of motion.
Iza came in, rushed and sternly calm. “We need to leave. There are officers.”
Robin shot out of bed, jolted by a sharp memory. A small blade slipped through her ribs.
Officers meant she was around the people who killed her. They were back. She wasn’t ready for
the numb cold of death in her skin again. Small, creeping stings from tears that can’t be blinked
away. No movement. No space, in no time.
Wordless, she followed Iza into the parlor. It almost felt like death returned to her jaw.
She choked on a scream.

Pen was sprawled on the couch, covered in dust and bitty rubble. Ash drenched the
silver mushroom on which she rested.
“Robin,” Pen said. She sat up, holding out her arms. Robin ran into the embrace.
“Are you ok?”
Robin couldn’t believe Pen was the one asking if she was ok. And she couldn’t say if she
was ok or not. She blinked past it. “What happened?”
“Officers fire-bombed the building.” Iza said.
“But fire-bombs are illegal,” Robin said. “They can use bombs now?”
“Who’s going to stop them now that Bruin Heide is their leader?” I za said. “We need to
leave right now.”
Robin took in the rest of the room. On the other sofa, Alena gently rocked Fussbuss,
nestled in her lap’s crevice. Julien sat beside her, arms crossed, glaring at the corner. Centered
at the head of the room, kneeling, head bowed, Traimond implored an impassive Gwim avatar.
“Great all-seeing majesty,” h
 e murmured, over and over, begging for her help.
The empty manifestation of Gwim sat through the desperate prayers, unmoved.
Iza stepped toward Traimond, regretful and calm. “Our benevolent Gwim isn’t going to
help us. You know she can’t. She can’t protect us from direct assaults. She told us this.”
“I just want to be absolutely sure.” T
 raimond said. “There’s no other way out of this.”
“We’re trapped,” Pen said. “It’s all destroyed.” Above them, officers patrolled. Striders
searched the rubble for survivors. They surely will discover the burrow to the theater, and
from the theater they will surely find the burrow to Little Dirt Home.
It was a matter of time—maybe hours, maybe minutes—before the officers unearthed
them.

“How did they discover us?” Julien said out of nowhere, with some minor grunting.
“Actually nevermind I think I know how they found us. I made a mistake in the income report
for the bar’s landlord. Our landlord probably got suspicious and reported us because of my
shoddy work. I got us killed. First Rielle and now the rest of my circle, I killed an entire circle.”
His sobs stuttered, angry and reluctant. Alena shifted, prompting Fussbuss to amble off
her lap. She gripped Julien’s shoulder.
“I know you think you need to blame yourself.”
“It’s my fault!” Julien said.
“But I think you need to get over yourself,” A
 lena said, kindly. “You’re not so significant
as to cause all our problems. You might have made one very bad mistake, but it doesn’t mean
you get to make all of the mistakes. We have no idea how the officers found us. Maybe it was
something I did. Who knows?”
Julien gripped the hand that gripped him.
Gwim blinked, luxuriantly slow as she eased into a horrible existence inside this nasty
shell meant to replicate, as much as she could bear, what her human worshipers called a body.
Gwim hated that word. Planets had bodies, goddesses embodied, and people were nobodies,
dismal animals. People were random collections of simple organic waste. Waste aware of itself.
Waste reveling in many forms of waste.
“Gwim!” T
 raimond said, hinged on a hysterical laugh. “You bless us with your
presence!”
Iza bowed.
Gwim’s mushroom appendages pumped furiously, indicating displeasure. “I’m very
disappointed in you. I counseled you to avoid the pre-museum. I warned you it was a bad plan.

Even if you successfully obtained the cloud, your end would be swift and disastrous. Your plan
was a horrible blunder. And now Rielle, the best worshipper out of the lot of you, is dead.”
“If it pleases your wisdom, can you tell us why you came?” Iza spoke into the floor,
holding her submissive position, waiting for permission to sit.
Gwim sighed, barely parting her mold lips. “The officers have now discovered the stairs
to the theater. I detect them there. I can’t say how long it will take before they find the home.
Surely, it will be soon.”
“Is there no hope?” Asked Traimond.
“None,” G
 wim said. “My sister goddesses advised me to be merciful and terminate you
on the spot. You may cease your bowing.”
“Why don’t you kill us and get it over with then?” Iza said, fatalistically disinterested in
changing her position.
Traimond’s voice was an odd mix of cheerful and desperate. “Please have mercy,” he
said. “We have been loyal followers and we promise to continue our righteous path.”
Robin flinched. Another arrow entered the back of her memory, another piercing burn
of hollow, cold pain. “We’re going to die,” Robin said. She grabbed Pen’s arm. “We can’t die,
Pen. You don’t know what it feels like. You don’t know how awful and wrong it is.”
T
 he face of Gwim’s manifestation turned to Robin.
“You’re numb to pain in case you forgot,” spoke the goddess. “For all the whining you
humans do about death, it’s easy for you to forget you’re dead when you’re dead. Please
remember you’re a valuable asset when you die. Consider staying dead next time you get killed.
Decomposing is one of the few useful things you do for your ecosystem. And Traimond, I’m
surprised at you. Stop wasting your time praying to me and think of how you can utilize the

undead among your circle. I can only tell you what you already know. There is no way out but
up. Consider yourself lucky I haven’t killed you.”
“If I am permitted a question,” Traimond ventured, waiting for approval. The
manifestation’s frown stretched into a perfect “c” shape, and, slowly, she nodded.
“Will you build us another home if we get out of this alive?”
The manifestation’s head jerkily shook. “Y
 ou haven’t worshipped me enough for
another shelter at this time. You also declined to heed my advice, which, well, it makes me
wonder if you know who I am. It makes me wonder if you’re fit to worship me at all. So, I am
inclined to decline.”  Gwim further considered the idea. The more she thought about it, the
more she was insulted. “Like extra no! The nerve of you to ask! Seriously! Why should I
provide more bounty for fools like you? Rielle would have never bothered to ask. She was the
smartest of you all.”
“You’re leaving us,” Iza said, chilly, even bitterly amused. She stood.
“I am,” G
 wim said. “But I wouldn’t word it like that. You will be the ones leaving me.
None of the goddesses think you’ll live. But if you do survive,” s he couldn’t help but reveal a
trace of amusement with the absurdity of this idea, “I can’t see why I would manifest to you. Of
course you know it’s nothing personal.”
The image of the goddess melted into a fog of black spores. The facial replica caved in
on itself as it transformed into crumbling fungi.
“I’ll send a prayer to Adia.” Traimond said. “She might be accepting.”
“I’m getting sick of all the goddesses,” Iza said. She looked to Robin, unsettlingly
apologetic. “And I’m sorry to say she’s right. Robin, as numb bodies, you and I are the best
chance we have of escape.”
“But where will we escape to?” Pen asked.

Alena answered, but she was speaking to Iza more than anyone. “My brother’s
apartment, right?”
“That is our emergency backup location.” Iza confirmed.
A new worry entered Alena’s face. “I hope he’s around.”
Robin wasn’t listening to any of this: she imagined she was somewhere else. She wasn’t
standing dead center in front of the door, waiting for her killers. Iza wasn’t getting into a
crouch behind her, darts at the ready. She wasn’t about to keep her tense body relaxed and
motionless, a seemingly compliant target for their arrows. Iza assured her the officers won’t use
fire. They will be wary of igniting a deadly blaze. A numb body inflamed can become
formidably dangerous.
Waiting behind Robin and Iza, Traimond aimed an arrow. Pen, Alena, and Julien waited
in the kitchen. Nothing to be done but wait.
They waited in acute, wordless focus. The wait reminded Robin of death. Again, she
found herself in the tortures of the timeless immobile. At any second, officers might march in,
and the invasion will be welcome. Better to confront the monsters than ponder their arrival.
Eventually, they heard small, friendly voices, two men remarking on the extraordinary
stairs, speculating on the unknown purpose.
“They might be storing their recovery labs down here.” These were the first officer
words that could be distinctly heard. “They might be constructing dangerous mutants. Nothing
is too depraved.”
“Quiet,”  the other officer said.
Inside Little Dirt Home, everyone’s heart felt like it was folding in on itself, like
origami.
Two officers, arrows out, carefully stepped inside.

“There’s one!”
The officer shouted this as if he had been expecting Robin.
He shot an arrow into her numb gut, an organ barely functioning, disconnected from
her recovering pain nerves.
Iza, shielded by Robin, leaned over. The officers were too slow in their response. She
threw a dart into each officer’s neck, while Robin took another arrow. This one entered the arm
blocking Iza.
The officers slumped down.
“We don’t have much time,” Traimond said. “I’ll fetch the rest of our vital parts.”
He dashed away to the spare parts room. Just as Pen dashed in.
Iza pulled the arrow out of Robin, and Robin watched, merely interested. She was
accustomed to her numbness, but it was entrancing to watch an arrow slide free from her
stomach, smooth and cleanly.
“Are you ok?” Pen said.
“We’re fine,” Iza answered.
“I don’t feel it,” R
 obin said, calm at first, but quickly overwhelmed. She didn’t watch the
removal of the arrow in her arm. She hated reminders of her death, and she hated that she, for a
moment, forgot this hatred—for a second, she was transfixed by her deadness. Robin missed
pain. If she didn’t feel sensations like pain, she might not feel real feelings, like love. Maybe her
feelings were as dead as her unfeeling flesh.
She began to hate herself.
“I want to go home,” Robin said.
Iza didn’t pause. “We haven’t found our home yet. And you heard the goddess. The only
way out is up.”

Traimond returned in full sprint, holding coolers. Iza carried her vital anatomy and
repair equipment, and weapons, in her spectacular tool belt. Alena and Julien ran behind
Traimond, lugging more supplies in duffle bags.
“The only way out is up.” P
 en repeated it like it was a protective spell.
“We can’t think too much!” T
 raimond said. “We need to run now!”
Up they ran. They ran up past their abandoned backstage, up past their defunct theater,
their stage reduced to a den of rotting flowers, up past stairs they built with their own labor, up
into liquid arcs of flame, into ruins, their blazingly demolished world. Heat warmed their flesh,
except for Robin and Iza. Alena gripped Robin’s arm, leading her, steering her away from the
unfelt fires. Robin was susceptible to serious injury or permanent death, precisely because she
wouldn’t feel either. Pain, after all, provides our bodies with alert services. Numbness left Robin
vulnerable to prolonged damage.
The officers blew fire and shot arrows. The resurrectionists had all expected arrows
only. Towers of fire groped for them, adding to the fire the officers created to destroy the
Jellyfish Bar. Multichromatic fire, white and blue, orange and yellow, consumed their world.
They ran into the patchy darkness of the alleyway.

Chapter 20

In the public, a protest made itself heard. A low groan of screamed chants overpowered
the city’s static din. Resurrection apologists, opponents of the death penalty, and workers
rights groups made up a flock of benevolent walkers. They came in peace. Officers tolerated the
display. Public nuisance, maybe, but the parade wasn’t a threat to their dominance. They didn’t
care enough to quell this meager, messy uprising. And there were too many privileged rich
among the rabble. They watched from the edges of a blue sidewalk, taking in the scene, patient
and content.

The vehicle section of the road was inaccessible, with tentacles of buzzing wires lining a
deep furrow of electric track. Trans ran on time. They could not be deterred. The masses
claiming the sidewalks at worst encumbered the disembarking riders.
Saskia and Leigh were so close, they would have heard the approaching procession from
their window, but fancy apartments like hers flaunted soundproof insulation. Their first
glimpse of the protest was on the news. Helicopter footage showed the mass of people on the
sidewalks.
“I think that’s my block!” Saskia said. “Yeah, look, that’s my building!”
Leigh checked the window. “It’s actually there! There’s really a protest!” His surprise
was pitiably earnest, dazzled, as if he witnessed the arrival of a supernatural force working
some benevolent magic. “We should go!”
He sounded like he was talking about an amusement park, not an event of civic unrest.
“Ok,” Saskia said. “But we just can’t tell my parents we’re joining the protest.”
“Right.” Leigh said.
They found Saskia’s parents in the parlor, watching news footage in silent and grim
amusement, on their own separate, personal screens. Saskia said, “Leigh wants to go outside
and make fun of the protestors.”
Leigh was aghast. “I—”He realized his emotion was telling, and he censored it.
“Sounds like fun,” Claudine said, experiencing happiness to the extreme. “You two must
be so excited! This is a historic day.”
“Yeah,” Saskia said. “It’s really something. Well. See you later.”
They disembarked for the street.

“This doesn’t feel like a protest,” Leigh said. “It’s more like a party—a very angry party,
but still a party.”
“How would you know what a protest feels like? You’ve never been to one.” Saskia said.
They wandered onto the street, a little outside of their bodies in the surreal ranks of
vocal people, the neat lines of dissenters shuffling forward in orderly jaunts. The chant most
common: no Heide, no hate.
Leigh tried joining a chant, but he felt too self-conscious after a few half-hearted, creaky
shouts. He wasn’t a good screamer. No chops.
Saskia wondered if Pen and Robin were getting by well enough. The resurrectionists
would be vastly depressed with this result. People died to prevent this from happening. Little
Dirt Home must be a bleak place tonight.
Not too far behind Saskia, a drunk girl was banging on a glittery blue drum. Saskia
almost didn’t recognize Beri. Her hair had grown out at the back, a frizzy mass coalescing into
what could be called a mullet. Wearing a loose smile, her face was transformed, having shifted
from aloof goth to goofy rocker.
Leigh regarded the drunk with indignant disgust. He was about to voice his displeasure
to Saskia, but she turned around and left his side.
“Hi Beri!” She said, approaching.
Beri gaped at Saskia, blank and slack. In a blink, she remembered. “You’re Pen’s sister!”
She took Saskia into a sloppy embrace, her drum jutting into Saskia’s hips.
“Where did you get the drum?” Saskia asked.
“Someone just gave it to me right now! He was a really nice boy! He said I should make
a lot of noise with it!”

Marchers shoved past them. Leigh and Saskia stepped sideways, beneath a cafe awning.
Beri shouted at them from a distance. “Have you heard from Pen?”
Saskia shouted back, “No!”
Beri scrunched her brow, listening in vain. She joined them in the awning, saying,
“What did you say?”
Spit prickled Saskia’s face. Beri’s breath stuck inside her nose like cobwebs, a humid
odor of laundry steam and old fruit.
“I said I haven’t heard from her.” She said. “It’s too dangerous to communicate.
Remember?”
“I remember!” Beri's tone was both offended and amused. “I just thought maybe she
changed her mind about that or something?” She quickly became wistful. “I’m worried about
her.”
“We’ll see them soon.” Saskia said.
“W
 ait, you know where your sister is?” L
 eigh interjected.
Saskia, wrapt up with drunk Beri, had forgotten he was here. “Uh,” she said.
Beri ignored his comment. She ignored his entire presence. The world was a dewy haze
where his face was. “I’m still worried about Pen. I just worry a lot. It’s not that I’m her sister
like you are, or her girlfriend or anything. But I’m pretty sure I’m her best friend.”
“What do you mean Pen’s not your girlfriend?” Saskia asked, her curiosity poked.
“What?” Beri said, defensive and hiccoughing. “Pen’s not my girlfriend! But why did you
ask, though? Did she say something?”
“Say what?” Saskia said.
“Nothing!” Beri said, staring at the ground. Saskia’s expression was unbearably,
innocently tactless.

Two officers bore down the sidewalk in a strider, forcing the roll of protestors to part.
“Fuck these guys.” Beri said. She ran after the officers.
“Wait!” Saskia cried.
“She’s drunk.” Leigh said, sullen and fatalistic.
“I know!” Saskia said, annoyed. She ran after Beri, yelling over her shoulder. “We need
to stop her from doing something stupid!”
“I don’t even know this person.” Leigh muttered, to nobody. As he spoke, a friendly old
man poked his head out of the café door, checking on the progress of the passing protest as if it
were a storm blowing over.
Leigh ran after Saskia running after Beri, jostling past other protestors.
Beri rushed into the path of the strider, forcing the officers to halt. She threw out her
arms, waving.
“Hey! Be careful! Watch it! Slow down! It’s too crowded to be operating a vehicle like
that on these crowded sidewalks!”
One of the officers spoke into an electric loudspeaker.
“M’am, please step aside.”
“I will not stand down! I’m speaking on behalf of public safety!” She banged her drum
for emphasis. “You! Are! Un! Safe!”
“Officers please.” Saskia said, reaching Beri’s side. “She’s just drunk. Can’t you leave us
alone?”
Inside their strider, the officers exchanged irritated glances. Jokingly and cruel, one of
them voiced an accusation. “Are you out protesting tonight because you’re a resurrectionist?”
“M
 aybe she’s friends with a resurrectionist?” P
 osed the other officer.

“Regardless, I think her presence at this unlawful protest is enough reason to suspect
her of resurrection.” T
 he officer aimed his arrow and fired into Beri’s drum. She jumped in
place, more startled than frightened.
“She’s just drunk!” Saskia’s arms were high in surrender, but her face was all defiance.
“Bruin Heide is bad for a lot of people. How can anyone not drink themselves to death? Are you
guys seriously not drunk right now?”
Leigh finally caught up, after hesitating at a distance. “I’m sorry, but my dad is an
officer. I know the laws very well. I can assure you they’re innocent.” His voice went deeper,
more closely resembling his father’s baritone.
The officers stared at Leigh, ignoring the girls. “Be sure to keep them in line.”
They trudged away. Beri sneered as they passed, kicking up gravel. “That’s right just
walk away from us! You cowards! You’re still unsafe!” You’ll probably!” S
 he had to think for a
longish moment. “Step on someone’s leg and break it!”
She spat. Cheeks hot, mildly ashamed, she mumbled an apology, shrugging out of her
drum. She cast it down. The arrow in its base quivered when it hit the ground. “I can’t deal
with anyone right now. I should go home.”
Beri stumbled forward, her path going against the stream of people.
“Wait.” S
 askia said, too late. “Are you ok?”
Beri didn’t turn around, and she didn’t stop walking. In response to Saskia’s call, she
dramatically shrugged.
Taken by the current of the crowd, immediately lost, her reality as a worthless person
deeply felt, a disposable person in a pool of disposable creation, ugly sidewalks with a galling
glow, tacky stores and respectable diners. None of it mattered, none of it would last, and she

especially didn’t matter, not to her society nor the world. Existence whittled down to this, an
anonymous swell of life.
“I’ll see you tomorrow!” Saskia called to an already gone Beri, who didn’t hear.

Fire nightmare again. Saskia, accustomed to its terrors, thought closely as she fell. She
remembered the dream book’s passage. Inns are out. Sad resonances expressed with sparking
orange tears, she could feel them sparkling from her eyes.
They’ve lost their home. A voice sang through the burning flame.
Saskia rose, startling awake in her sunken bed.

The news broadcast confirmed what Saskia knew. Claudine and Duarte practically
danced through the kitchen, helping each other prepare a special feast. Saskia couldn’t stomach
it.
“Good morning, Saskia!” Duarte said. “We thought it would be nice to mark the special
occasion!”
“I can’t believe he wasn’t bluffing!” Claudine said. “And he made good on his promises!
The circles are already getting eliminated!”
“They are?” Saskia said, haunted by the burning sensation of her nightmare.
“Check the broadcast!” Duarte said.
Saskia returned to her room to watch the news in privacy. She couldn’t have her parents
witness her tears of relief when it was reported that six resurrectionists escaped from the
Jellyfish Bar ambush, considered on the loose and dangerous.

The next Premiday, Beri approached Saskia outside of pre-college.

“Hey Saskia?” She said, uncertain, hungover.
Saskia, drifting off the tran, looked at her with a blank expression. “Beri?”
Beri wore black jeans and a tank top, certainly not the uniform. Saskia almost
commented on it, but quickly understood Pen’s friend wasn’t here for classes. Beri didn’t plan
on ever returning to her academic life.
They moved aside, away from the flocking scholars.
Beri said, “I got a letter from Pen.”
Saskia melted with relief. “I knew they were ok.”
“Yes. Here. Take it. I’ve copied the important part. Read it in private.”
Saskia received the briskly passed letter, a folded wedge of paper.
“Goodbye.” Beri said, walking away, determined.
Saskia didn’t try to stop her. She brought the letter to a bathroom stall. It read, “Tell
Saskia everyone fine (Julien killed but resurrected). Meet us at 100 First St, apt 100, Beleine
25th. No letters. Sorry. Love you.”

Part IV
In Rayiy’s Mercy

Chapter 21

C4/864, Beeline 23rd, Cosmeday

Moody, tired, and technically dead, Julien was not enthused with his significant little
quest. He was preoccupied with numbers, the statistics that threatened, slim margins
representing their overall chances of survival. He suspected an attack. Officers will strike with
arrows and fire. Or they will face off with an unknown assailant—some nameless, vicious,
mortal criminal living out here in evasion of the law.

If he voiced his concerns, Alena would have been dismissive. Traveling in the outskirts
didn’t frighten her. There weren’t any people around. A mechanical chill dominated the still
environment. Green sidewalks indicated the area as a work zone, which were always restricted
from children and criminals.
If Alena feared anything, it was the future. It might be too late to flee Livremark. That
option may have dissolved. They should have left the country long ago when they had the
chance. They should have joined the mass exodus. Instead, they brazenly attempted to steal a
piece of ancient magic in a desperate bid to toss an election.
Their situation was dire. Alena blamed Iza and Traimond. They didn’t merely
jeopardize their own circle: many of Mosswell’s circles agreed to their plan, and were now
permanently dead as a result. Iza and Traimond convinced everyone to remain in Livremark,
promising a relatively easy way to ensure the election. They had been foolish and wishful.
Not that she blamed them entirely. Staying was her own choice. She convinced herself it
was better to remain home, in Mosswell, where the environment was familiar. A flight invited
too many unknown dangers. Officers could have bypassed the exodus in the mountains between
Livremark and its northern neighbor Tiersias. Or they might struggle to find a shelter. Or
Tiersias will permit Livremarkian officers to hunt down fugitives in their nation.
Most of all, she didn’t want to abandon the city where she lived her whole life. In truth,
an attachment to place prevented her from fleeing.
Now she found herself hoping for the desertion she refused for months. Worse of all,
their salvation, it seemed, would depend on divine whims. She and Julien met the goddess
Rayiy exactly as planned, at the banks of a river with a worse scent than the polluted ether. To
reach this secretive destination, they navigated the mazy corridors connecting the largest
refineries in Livremark. The transport lines here were for supply trucks: trans, officer vehicles,

and delivery vans did not travel through these streets, a toxic, noxious sprawl to be within.
Nastiness made it ideally secluded.
A few tents were pitched near the river—squatters evading the officers. Alena and
Julien didn’t want to wake them, but each of their steps made a painfully loud crunch against
frozen grass, announcing their presence.
At the water’s edge, they closed their eyes and controlled their breathing. This signaled
a readiness to begin communication with a divine one, a respectful gesture.
The goddess arrived. Rayiy, divine and kind ruler of the clouds and winds, was a
goddess who never manifested in a body. Absolutely detested inhabiting a corporeal mascot.
She manifested as traces in the air, the ghost of a human form, hazily shimmering. She floated a
few feet above the water.
It is rumored that during the pre-history wars, Rayiy was especially brutal. Alena and
Julien knew better than to credit such rumors, but they couldn’t help but worry.
She communicated with humans, mostly worshippers, in a sign language unique to the
goddess herself. Her ghostly hands moved with chipper quickness. “Hi there! I’m so pleased to
meet you two! Ok! You must be Alena!” S
 he pointed at Alena. “And you must be Julien! Look at
you two! You’re so cute! I love how you humans love each other. You’re like big darling
families with each other all the time! I’m pleased to know my message came through. Did
Gwim tell you everything?”
Alena was more adept at the goddess’ language than Julien. He didn’t understand half of
what Rayiy said. He sulked as Alena signed.
“Gwim didn’t say much. She just said when to meet you and where, but the mold
disappeared before we could finish reading it.”

“Classic Gwim!” Rayiy giggled, expressed as a breeze tickling the dead leaves on the
ground, clearly judgmental of her divine ally’s communication skills. “I am here on behalf of
Adia, and by allowance of Gwim. Adia wishes me to welcome Traimond into his next phase of
worship status. Iza has advanced with me as well. I shall now be willing to meet her. I can help
you! I can lead Iza and her circle back into Tiersias, ensuring some amount of safety as you
travel through the mountains. Aren’t you just so happy right now?”
“That’s fantastic!” Alena messaged. “Thank you so much, o blessed one! Can I ask a few
questions?”
“You may.” She signed.
“Why did you want to meet us out here?”
“To give you this!”
The sluggish river bubbled. Rayiy drew out the air, bubbled islands of her domain in the
aqueous ecosystem. A flurry of bubbles rose, crystal spheres, darting about like dragonflies.
Frothing water folded neatly, revealing the earth beneath the river.
“This is my gift to Iza and your circle.”
The wind picked up an obsidian compass, nestled in the river’s rocks. The compass
floated into Alena’s hands. The bubbles fell. The river settled into its usual flow.
“Long ago, a worshipper of mine threw this compass into the river. He was cornered by
officers, and tossing his compass was his final gesture. His dying wishes were a request. He
wished this tool could be gifted to future resurrecionists. As long as you have this compass, I
will consider your requests, no matter what your worship status is.”
“Wow, thanks! That’s very kind of you.” Alena said, admiring the sleek, black compass.
“When can we leave?”
“We will depart in one week.”

“I’m sorry,” signed Julien, interrupting. “I did not understand everything you said. The
talk is too fast. Did she say she would help us flee the country?”
“Yes!” Alena gave him a side hug. He patted her arm, a little less grouchy about his
inability to understand the full conversation. He released a sigh that stuttered into a laugh.
Alena refaced the manifestation of Rayiy. “Am I permitted another question?”
“You are.”
“Why do we need to wait a week?”
“Trust me, for my knowledge is vast and awesome. It is safest if we wait a week. There
will be less chance of your government detecting you. There is only so much protection I can
extend. If the officers find you, I will not intervene in their work.”
“I think I understand.” A
 lena replied.
Alena repressed her need to know more. Goddesses had a reputation for disliking too
many questions. Annoying this mighty being could secure her doom. She needed Rayiy to deem
her and her circle worth the aide. “Of course. Thank you for answering our prayers oh kind,
powerful soul of the tides!”
Rayiy’s spectral form did the motions of a hair toss, even though she didn’t have hair.
“You don’t need to thank me so much or call me such lovely names. I’m happy to help! Your
sincere adoration feeds me.”
Alena signed, “You’re not at all like Gwim.”
“You shouldn’t expect all the goddesses to be alike. We are more complex and unique
than people.”
“Of course.” Alena bowed. “Much apologies.”
Rayiy accepted her new worshipper’s display of humility. “Tell Traimond to bring
everyone here in a week, at dawn.”

“I will, and thank you again.”
Alena’s kind words were signed to a vanishing cloud. The temperature around her and
Julien warmed pleasantly, exactly equal to their body heat, a parting hug from the kind
goddess, a farewell promising goodwill and protection.

For five months, the circle lived with Alena’s brother, Girard, in his imposing
four-bedroom penthouse apartment. At seventy-five-years old, he claimed he didn’t remember
what it felt like to be a younger person. He wasn’t convinced he was ever young. According to
him, youth was invented in the memories of the old, a pure fiction, none of it reliably real,
especially childhood. Childhood, he mused, was lost to those aware of it. These are the ideas he
shared, in luscious detail, while he was high on his product, an expertly concocted pill filled
with special flowers.
For a while, it was unclear if they would ever be able to reach Tiersias. Uncertainty
started to feel more horrible than the threats preventing them from acting. Their collective
restlessness hit its apex a month ago. Before Gwim’s mold message, they were preparing for an
unprotected trek across the borderland’s mountains.
Returning from their crucial rendezvous with the divine, Alena and Julien were
dismayed to meet Girard’s unexpected company. He sat on a shiny leather couch with his
newest regular customer, Beri. The two on them played a fantastical telegame on his wall-sized
screen. Unicorn players explored underground caverns, collecting magic gems and battling
three-headed worms.
Walls were lit green, much like the sidewalks in the work zone. It was difficult to
clearly make out people’s faces in the mood lighting. The screen was the brightest thing.

“Girard!” Alena said, the authority of an older sister. “We told you no clients tonight!
We’re having an emergency circle meeting.”
Girard paused the game. He brushed long, thin wisps of silver hair off of his cheeks,
revealing more of his beard-buried face. “Sorry sis, but isn’t this girl a member of your circle?”
Beri leaned forward, turning this motion into a dance quite by accident. “I’m not just
some rando stranger. I’m Pen’s best friend.”
“She’s not a member of our circle.” J ulien said. He didn’t intend to come across as cold as
he did.
Beri shouted a single, resonant ha. “Don’t worry, I’m not going to spy on your meeting.
I don’t give a shit about your little circle rules or whatever. Pen and the rest of them are
waiting for you in the kitchen.” She paused, shifting in her seat, facing Girard. “Do they always
have their meetings in the kitchen?”
Girard gave the question some serious thought. “Yes.”
“Seems a little intrusive to me. The kitchen is personal space. Not to mention your
kitchen is the loveliest kitchen I’ve ever seen.”
“Thank you! I designed it myself!” Girard thought some more. “Maybe I should ask
them to have their meetings in a more boring room, like a bathroom or something.”
Thoroughly ignored, Julien and Alena walked past the intoxicated duo, leaving them to
continue their telegame in hyperactive peace.

The kitchen resembled a pub more than it did a kitchen. Purple lighting defined the
black cupboards and walls. Silver chairs reflected in a black floor. A black bar wrapped around a
crescent table and additional seating. Mini-fridges, out of sight and behind the bar, stored
mixers, alcohol, and the occasional bit of food.

The circle waited in silence for the arrival of their messengers. An empty kettle, pink
and decorated with roses, centered the green table. Empty cups rested on stained plates.
Everyone had consumed several cups of tea. Pen sat across from Robin, and Iza faced
Traimond. Simultaneously, as swift and unified as a practiced dance, the group turned to face
the returning duo.
“How did it go?” I za asked.
“It was fantastic! Rayiy is one of the nicest people I’ve ever met!” Alena sat at the head of
the table. Julien slouched beside her.
“She’s a goddess.” T
 raimond said. “They must not be confused with people. What did
she say?”
Alena, unaffected by Traimond’s warning, reached for the kettle. Disappointed to
discover its emptiness, she quickly set it back down. “She wants to help us get into Tiersias. We
are to meet her at the river at midnight next week. She gave us this compass as a token of her
goodwill. Anyone who holds it receives the consideration of a proper worshiper!”
She held it up, beaming, waiting for an enthusiastic response. “Isn’t it nice? Also
Traimond Adia has accepted you too, which means we can stay in her mountain in Tiersias?”
Traimond nodded.
“So that’s it then.” Pen said. “We’re really leaving.”
“Funnily enough, at this point a week feels rather long to wait.” Iza said, smiling despite
herself. “Not that your brother hasn’t been a truly gracious host.”
“All the more reason we need to go as soon as possible.” Julien said, contemplating bleak
prospects. “The longer we stay, the more we endanger him. Our presence endangers everyone
in this apartment building.”

Pen looked to Iza. “I agree with Julien. We shouldn’t stay here any longer. I don’t want
innocent people to die because of us. Why don’t we camp in the outskirts for the rest of the
week?”
In truth, Pen was restless. Five months trapped in a luxurious apartment with the same
group of people. She was exhausted from seeing the same faces. Her skin missed the enveloping
oxygen of the outdoors.
“That’s too dangerous.” Iza shook her head. “Here, our chances of detection are slim.
Girard is adept at keeping a low profile from the law.”
“Iza’s right.” Traimond said impatiently. He and Iza resented this topic of conversation.
They thought this matter had been settled.
Riled out of his melancholy, Julien remarked, “I never said we should camp in the
outskirts for a week. I wish I never had to return to that place. It freaks me out.”
“I agree with Pen.” Alena said. “I think we’ve already waited too long. I’ve been kind of
hoping my brother would have kicked us out by now. I don’t want to be the cause of his death.
It kills me that he chose to accept death in the first place.”
“At least he chose his death.” Pen said. “You offered resurrection and you said he
declined. I really think we need to consider the people who live here. They weren’t given any
choices.”
“And what choice do we have?” Traimond said.
“We can choose to leave for Tiersias right now and on our own, without the aide of the
goddesses. I don’t trust them.” Pen’s voice squeaked, agitated. She hated Gwim for refusing to
help them during the ambush. Beri was right. Goddesses were trouble. It wasn’t healthy to
worship these beings utterly indifferent with humanity.

Traimond’s face stiffened, as if he had just swallowed bile and, embarrassed, didn’t want
his disgust to be shown. “I’ve been worshipping Adia for over a hundred years. It is an
extraordinary gift she offers us. And she will likely be offended if I decline her charity.”
Iza sighed. “My devotion to Rayiy has a purity beyond years, but I will say it has been
longer than a hundred. But Pen might be right. The goddesses are unreliable. Perhaps we’ve
been relying too heavily upon them.”
“Excuse me,” Robin said. She waited this entire time for a chance to speak. Since it
didn’t seem like a break in the conversation was forthcoming anytime soon, she jumped in. “I’m
sorry this is off-topic, but now that we have a plan to leave the country, can I send a letter to
my family?”
Robin didn’t long for her family, not truly. Death altered her mind. Attachments to her
past life slipped. It was difficult to relate to people who haven’t yet died, people like Girard.
Vibrancy in their eyes, fresh faces, an untainted energy she could never recapture. Despite her
alientation, it seemed wrong to make her family believe she was trapped in detention
Robin won’t be allowed to divulge a single specific detail in her letter: there was a likely
probability any mail she sent would end up on the desk of an officer. Family loyalty couldn’t be
relied upon. Officers offered rewards for anyone with good information on a resurrection circle.
She would need to write basically and vaguely.
Hi everyone, it’s Robin. I wasn’t arrested, and I am very far away by now. I am safe, but it is best
if we don’t communicate. I’m sorry for any worry or pain I may have caused.
This was a stereotypical final note for a new resurrectionist to send their abandoned
loved ones. Visions depicted resurrection recruits, distorted and misguided, announcing their
corrupt status with a missive like the one that Robin drafted in her mind. In the visions,

mournful families read these letters with melodramatic woe. Robin hoped her mom didn’t cry
like one of the mothers in such an entertainment.
“Saskia will visit in two days.” R
 obin continued, afraid of the silence that greeted her
question. Clearly, her circle required further convincing. “I can give it to her to deliver on the
day after we leave. Shouldn’t that be safe enough?”
“That should be fine.” I za said. She looked to Traimond for a validation she didn’t
receive from his stony expression.
“And we’re definitely not camping in the outskirts before we leave? Right?” Asked
Julien, hopeful.
“Do you think we should wait here, Robin?” Iza asked. “Or do you agree with Pen and
Alena?”
Robin’s gaze shifted between Pen and Iza. “I don’t know.”
“Actually I changed my mind.” A
 lena said, a little less bitter. “Let’s wait and hope for
the best. I trust Rayiy.”
“I guess I think we should stay too.” Robin said, her heart skipping a beat and heavy,
looking at Pen with apologetic eyes.
“Then it’s settled.” T
 raimond said. “By majority rule, we stay.”
Girard and Beri knocked on the door, attempting, with painful futility, to organize their
knocks into some kind of witchy melody.
“Can we come in?” Beri asked.
“I think it’s best if we end our meeting early anyways.” T
 raimond said.
“I agree.” Iza said.
“You can come in!” A
 lena shouted.

Beri and Girard strutted into the room, a little dance to their steps. “Sis has always been
a kitchen hog!” Announced Girard.
Whenever they were in the same room, Pen couldn’t believe Alena and Girard were
siblings. Alena’s body hadn’t aged much past the year she was first resurrected: in appearance,
she passed for Girard’s daughter, not his sister. Resurrectionists did age, but once they hit
around 40 their aging slows dramatically.
“Don’t ask them to share their secret circle news!” B
 eri said, slurring. She turned to Pen.
“Or am I allowed to know if you’ll be fleeing the country?”
Pen blinked. She didn’t recognize her best friend in this carefree, hostile person. “You
can move with us to Tiersias if you want?”
Beri snorted. “No way. You know how much I hate to move.”
“But I think it will be safer in Tiersias.” Pen’s concern was the total opposite of Beri’s
jollity.
“Nowhere is safe.” B
 eri said, as if it was an amusing observation, her arms full of crisps.

Chapter 22

Saskia visited the hideout apartment a week after Beri, because she respected the circle’s
wishes. Besides, she couldn’t access Beri’s loophole. She wasn’t about to start a drug habit.
Although the complex was hiking distance from her home, it was not an easy trip to
make. She passed officers meandering about the sidewalk, wide stances. They held heat radars,
checking the passerby for a normal, living body temp. She rushed past their probing gazes.
Everyday, there was news of another potential resurrectionist dead. Bruin Heide
promised knowledge of the circle hideaways. He promised extermination, dignified and harsh

justice. In his mind, and in the mind of his followers, justice required cruelty. He delivered on
his promises. It elated his voters. Their vicious joy surrounded Saskia. Almost everyone in her
pre-college was pleased. Her parents were pleased. Random strangers on the sidewalks seemed
pleased. Their satisfaction sickened her.
Girard answered the door, and Saskia was unresponsive to his friendliness. He led her to
the kitchen, which was equally dark in the middle of the day as it was at night. Pen and Robin
waited at the table. Their reunion was tearful and full of joyful hugs.
The rest of their resurrection circle didn’t care about seeing Saskia. Strange to think
about, but the people Robin and Pen trusted to protect them for, ideally, a few eons, were
people who didn’t care enough about Saskia to say hi. Julien even doubted if they should allow
her visit.
Alena maintained a casual, affectionate, and remote contact with her brother, but most
resurrectionists don’t keep touch with their original families. Circles were family. After staying
alive for long enough, there would be no other family left.
Iza and Traimond, however, vetoed the idea of banning Saskia from a visit. They
appreciated the tender, relatively inexperienced feelings of their new additions. They almost
remembered what it was like to be deeply connected to the world of mortals, those stubborn
roots. Pen and Robin cared about Saskia, even though she hadn’t yet relinquished her mortal
habits. Unless Saskia chose to accompany them and meet the circles in Tiersias, she had no
immediate chance of learning resurrection. Certainly, resurrection cannot be learned in
Livremark.
Enrolled in her second year of pre-college, Saskia was prepared to remain in Livremark,
graduate, and harness her impressive degree for the resurrectionist forces, maybe even spy. She
could apply to college programs in Tiersias. Her parents couldn’t know, for sure, the reason she

will be moving. She could claim she craved the mountain views, the colder, more active winters.
She suspected her mom will suspect the truth, but these suspicions will be impossible to prove.
As Pen and Robin informed Saskia of their upcoming journey, Robin asked if Saskia
would join them.
Thanks and praise due to the goddesses they worshipped, they had a detailed escape
plan. Robin assumed these developments would convince Saskia to come. She never would have
predicted Saskia would be so willing to wait. Since when did she care about finishing
pre-college? The Saskia Robin knew best was passionately monomaniacal about resurrection:
all she cared about was learning how to access a taste of immortality.
Saskia said, “I still think I should finish pre-college before I leave. Two and a half more
years to go and I’m free..”
“I think that’s a smart idea.” Pen said, a little annoyed with Robin for that twinge of plea
in her question. “If you stay here, and everyone thinks you’re a normal girl who cares about her
career, then you should be safe.”
“I think it’s safer with us.” Robin mumbled. “You never know, an officer might
recognize you from the pre-history museum.”
Saskia wasn’t fazed by the mention of officers. “Robin, I’m registered for an Officer
Career Fair. They had to take my image and everything. If they were after me, I would be
arrested by now.”
“Wait! What Officer Career Fair? What are you talking about?”
“O
 h yeah.” Saskia looked to Robin, the suggestion of a shrug in her expression. “I guess
there’s no way you could have known about that.”
“I think it’s an excellent idea.” Pen said. “I’m glad you enrolled. That should throw off
suspicions.”

Robin stared between the two sisters. “I can’t believe it! You’re seriously going to an
Officer Career Fair? Why? How?”
“L
 eigh’s parents kind of insisted we do it.” Saskia said casually.
“It’s a great opportunity.” Pen validated.
“What do you mean opportunity?” Robin squinted. “You don’t mean becoming an officer
do you?”
“O
 f course not!” Saskia gawked in stupefied offense. “It’s a learning opportunity! Right
Pen?”
“Y
 eah. Right.” Pen stammered a little.
She wanted to both comfort Robin and defend Saskia from Robin’s vague, quasi-implied
accusations. She wanted all of them to enjoy their intimate time together for the next few
hours. It might be years until this togetherness can reoccur. She wanted, and fumbled for, the
magical, perfect thing to say.
“I can see why you’re upset, Robin.” She continued. “I wish Saskia was coming with us
too. I’m going to miss her, but she can learn a lot about the enemy if she stays.”
“No, you don’t understand.” Robin bristled, teary, but refusing a weepy demeanor. “I’m
jealous.”
“You’re jealous of me?” I t was Saskia’s turn to be surprised. “But you have everything.
You have a resurrection circle!”
Robin didn’t acknowledge this. She was focused on Pen. “Saskia gets so many choices.
She gets to choose between us and pre-college. She gets to choose between me and this boy
she’s friends with all of a sudden. She gets to choose like everything we do every sleepover!”
Robin regressed. Mentally transported to years in the past, she briefly believed another
sleepover was in the near future. “She almost always picks the scariest vision and sometimes I

don’t want scary! She always has so many choices, and it’s like she doesn’t realize that these
choices aren’t available to me.”
“Stop talking about me like I’m not here!” Saskia said. “I’m sorry! Ok? I’m sorry I’ve
always had more than you! I’m sorry I’m alive and you died!”
“W
 hat?” Robin’s voice sounded rusty.
“I’m sorry you died and can never return to the normal world.”
“I don’t care that I’m dead, Saskia.” Robin sneered. “I don’t ever want to go back to the
living world.”
“R
 eally? You don’t care that there’s a lot of people who think you’re an abomination
before the lord?”
Pen’s brow furrowed, indignant. “Well there’s nothing wrong with having died. Why
should she care about the opinions of ignorant people?”
“Yeah!” Robin emphasized.
“I know that.” Saskia closed her eyes and sighed. “But people are so wrong and it
bothers me, so I thought it might bother you too. I’m sorry I didn’t mean that it’s bad to be
dead. It’s just dangerous.”
Robin sighed too, a perfect echo. She clenched her teeth. She hated noticing how much
she copied others. “It’s fine. I’m sorry too.”
“Why are you sorry?”
She swallowed. “I don’t know.”
“You don’t know?” Saskia repeated, slightly challenging.
“I guess I’m sorry for getting angry, and I’m sorry everything is wrong.”
Pen repressed a stress laugh. She had to admit: it was funny when Robin yelled about
Saskia always picking the scariest vision. Robin’s was justifiably angry, but that detail was so

petty, and so characteristic of Saskia, that Pen wanted to laugh. She loved Saskia’s insistence on
frightening visions. There was delight in the jump scares, and a truth they were both comforted
to see acknowledged. Quiet moments are misleading. There’s something in the dark corners, in
the spaces outside of what’s seen, and it’s waiting to be noticed, it’s waiting to screech and
pounce.
The rest of the reunion passed with friendliness and compassion. Robin and Pen
unloaded a plethora of friendship bracelets they made for Saskia, a bag full of hundreds. Robin
recently got into painting. Using Girard’s supplies, she worked on portraits of Pen and Alena.
Even though she didn’t have Saskia for a model, Robin painted a portrait of her too. Receiving
it, Saskia cupped her mouth and squealed.
“I look so cool!” She said.
In the portrait, she stared at the viewer, stoic, wistful. It was a painting of the memory
of her, not her herself, and a memory always looks better than the real thing.

Chapter 23

Various departments of law enforcement set up identically designed informational
booths in a domed, drab conference center. Stationed in front of each booth, two tables, on
which were laid out, in tidy stacks, two piles of pamphlets—one blue colored, to apply for that
department’s exclusive newsletter, and the training program registrations for hopeful youth
cadets were red. Aspiring officers were required to attend the induction of this exclusive group
next Sensday. Recruits must complete the youth cadet’s mandatory, monthly training
programs, in addition to classwork.

Leigh’s invitation to the fair was guaranteed: his father was a venerable, decorated Chief
Officer. He wasn’t happy about wasting a Sensday at this tedious fair. Officers, he knew, were
frequently cagey, aggressive, forceful in ways both subtle and physical. Wannabe officers, he
also knew, could be the worst. They were insecure, eager to prove themselves, competitive.
They could be the most dangerous.
Walking past the rows of booths, he matched steps with Saskia, which was a challenge.
Her pace was unsteady, flittingly hesitant and sometimes jutting into quickness. Dire thoughts
obviously played through her mind.
He didn’t believe it when Saskia agreed to come with him. He knew she hated officers,
and there was no way she would ever consider becoming a government employee. He couldn’t
imagine what Saskia would do after pre-college, but it certainly wouldn’t be the same path as
his.
In a restless silence, they walked, aimless. There was an organized layout to the spread,
but they didn’t care about going anywhere in particular. The attractions blurred. In one booth,
a bisected strider revealed the machination hidden in the vehicle’s frame. Saskia could try to
understand the technology and relate its methods back to Pen and her circle, but her mind was
too tired for such work. In another booth, accountant officers proudly sat beside glossy charts
depicting budgetary excitements. They were chillingly gleeful whenever a young visitor asked
them a question about the numbers, the stats, the budgets. Combat and patrol officer booths
were the most crowded. Here, the possible recruits could engage in target practice with a
crossbow, practice physical combat on punching bags, learn about how to kill a person with
hands only. Those with impressive aim and forceful punches would be recorded in a special
book of stellar hopefuls.

After they completed a full loop of the stale, fluorescent arena, they paused, unsure what
to do or say, in the middle of the walkway. The attendance was necessarily sparse, a crowd
limited to those deemed worthy of the officer’s calling. They didn’t obstruct too much traffic.
Leigh finally spoke. “Thank you for coming with me to this thing. It’s literally the worst
place in the world.”
“Yeah, it really is. I didn’t know it would feel this uncomfortable honestly. Everyone
looks like they want to kill something.” S
 he wished there were more people attending this
event. Sparse walkways made her feel seen.
“Really? I’m surprised you weren’t expecting worse.” Leigh assumed Saskia’s
expectations were as foreboding as his own. She hated officer policies even more vehemently
than he did.
“I thought there would be more people. It feels so awkward. So many of the officers are
making eye contact with me.”
“Everyone expects us to talk with them. It’s supposed to be what we’re here for.”
“Is there any particular tent you need to visit?” S
 he avoided looking at Leigh. Lately she
hated looking at his face for too long. She was afraid of the vague expectancy in his brown eyes.
Leigh scanned the room. “I need to check in with the medic tent if I want my
recruitment credit. I think it was back there.” He gestured forwards, disinterested and
distracted. A new thought had suddenly occurred to him. “I don’t understand it. There’s barely
anyone here. How can the government be so selective about who gets to become an officer?
Shouldn’t there be more recruits?”
“What do you mean? The government is always bragging about how selective they are.”
She altered her voice into a silly posh baritone hush, and she quoted a notice that often played
over the broadcast news. “Our standards are impeccable, because we achieve the improbable.”

“It’s such bullshit.” Leigh said, soft and nervous. “They don’t have standards. It’s more
about connections and wealth.”
“It sure is! Didn’t it cost your parents thousands of marks to get us our tickets?”
“Yeah.”
“Seems like a scam to me.”
Leigh leaned closer, and whispered. “I’ve known officers all of my life. Officers retire all
the time. My mom and dad go to like a million retirement parties a year. Yet every year, at
least according to the government, they barely hire anybody.”
He lowered his already hush voice. This clearly wasn’t the place to discuss this. Saskia
tried to act normal. “The officers can’t be hiring people exclusively from their recruitments and
career fairs. There must be some who aren’t on payroll. Some of the officers we see on the
street are never officially hired. I think they hire out their worst, most brutal jobs.”
Saskia gasped. He almost shushed her, but, thankfully, he repressed the rude urge.
She whispered. “Do you think they force criminals to work for them and not even get
paid?”
“Maybe. Or there’s mercenaries not officially on payroll.” Saskia had to lean in to hear
him. “Let’s not talk about it here. Let’s check in with the medic tent and just get all this over
with. Then we can go grab a pretzel?”
“Sounds perfect. You don’t want to register for any of the training programs?”
“Not at the moment, no. I just want to leave here as soon as possible.”
They conspicuously reversed their walking direction.
At the medic tent, all they needed to do was briefly speak with a representative of the
medic division. This rep briskly asked for verification of their pre-college grades. Leigh and

Saskia, prepared, produced their most recent official assessment from Light Divine Lord’s
Pre-College. Their high evals were recorded with indifferent approval.
For Saskia, handing over her assessment felt like surrendering a piece of herself. She
didn’t like this growing accumulation of insincere displays, these small sacrifices of her
authenticity. If she had a real choice, she wouldn’t be here, feigning interest in a cruel
profession. But the career fair, the obedience to pre-college rules, and the excellent grades, all
of this was meant to keep her safe from suspicions. Sisters with a known resurrectionist, her
reputation couldn’t withstand any more suspicion.
As much as she disliked presenting a fake self to society, she didn’t feel ready to become
a fugitive, to live inside an unsure chase with Pen and Robin. She couldn’t willingly abandon
the warm routine of security.
What she sometimes wished for was a death. An illegal body to erase her inner conflicts,
removing the choices for which she knew she should be grateful. A single arrow stabs a vital
organ, and presto. Life’s options are reduced to the essential. Restlessness rendered impossible
by becoming a desperate, illegal body.
Saskia wished she didn’t have the option of timidity, the choice of sneaky compliance,
precisely because this was what she wanted, but also desperately didn’t want—she didn’t want
to want this life of repression and security.

Chapter 24

A jarring blare interrupted breakfast in the laDemy apartment. Claudine and Saskia
stared at each other, wondering if the other heard it. Unexpected callers never happened in
their apartment; that was why there was an intake desk. Mr. leDemy wasn’t present. His early
departure generally indicated he was treating himself to a classy morning feast with his friends.
The blare returned. It was clear what it was now: the rare instance of a receptionist
buzzing their apartment. There must be someone in the building requesting permission for an
unscheduled visit.

“I wonder who that could be.” Claudine said, with utter neutrality, assuming there was a
mistake.
Saskia, however, detected non-existent suspicion. She projected her fears. Officers were
here for her. One of them recognized her from the museum, and they have come for her arrest,
maybe her execution. Or maybe they’re here to force her to be an officer. They know she’s
smart: they might want to extract her specialized labor. Leigh’s mom was apparently always
saying she’d be a great medic. It wasn’t empty encouragement. Saskia was the second highest
scoring student in biology. The government would be foolish to waste her potential. Robin was
right; it was safer with a circle.
Claudine walked to the telecom as it blared a third time. “They really ought to lower the
volume on these things.” S
 he pressed the telecom’s talk button. “Yes?”
“Good morning Mrs. laDemy.” T
 he voice’s tone revealed a complex mood. The intake
receptionist was both annoyed with an intrusive situation and afraid of committing a mistake. “I
have a strange woman here, says her name is Vrinka Benne and she needs to speak with you or
your daughter.”
Claudine frowned, exaggerated and lordly. “But we don’t know a Vrinka Benne.”
Saskia braced her seat. Benne. That was someone’s last name. For an absurd moment,
she forgot. Brain misfired on her best friend’s last name.
“Shall I inform this woman you don’t wish to speak with her?”
“Please do.”
Saskia blurted, “Wait! I think that’s Robin’s mom!”
“Robin?” Claudine managed to fully forget about Robin’s existence. “Who’s—oh, you
mean your old friend?”
“She’s not my old friend. She’s my friend.”

“Well she hasn’t been here in ages.” Claudine squinted. “Have you been secretly seeing
her?”
“No!” Saskia briefly believed in her own lie. The lie felt true: she hadn’t been “seeing”
Robin the way her mom meant the word. Robin was no longer the friend she lazed through the
nights with. “I haven’t really hung out with Robin in a long time. But that’s all the more reason
we should see what her mom has to say? Right?”
Claudine couldn’t allow herself to say no, like she wanted. There might be interesting
information to acquire.
She buzzed the intake desk. “Excuse me. Is that woman still there? What was her name?
Vrinka?”
“Yes. I was just trying to get her to leave.”
“Actually, my daughter says she knows her daughter. May we speak with her?”
“Oh.” The intake receptionist sounded unsure. A forced evacuation was safer than this
allowance. What if this clearly impoverished individual attempted a robbery of some sort? Why
should this shabby stranger even possibly be permitted entrance into a building where
important people lived? Potential damages haunted the loyal employee’s ruined imagination.
However, she could not protest. She was forbidden from interacting with residents about their
personal lives.
She forced her voice to remain neutral. “Mrs. Benne. We apologize. There has
apparently been a mistake. Mrs. laDemy has agreed to speak with you.”
Vrinka cautiously approached the telecom. “Hello. Is this Saskia’s mother?”
“Yes. This is Claudine leDemy. You’re Robin’s mother?
“Yes. Is your daughter with you?”

“I’m here!” Saskia jutted into her mom’s space, trying to position herself closer to the
telecom’s open-faced speaker. “What’s going on?”
“Hi Saskia. I’m glad to finally meet you, sort of. I’ve heard so much about you from
Robin. Would you and your mother allow me into your apartment? I’m so sorry for this
imposition, but please. I have important and rather personal news to share.”
“Must this news be delivered in person?” C
 laudine asked. “Why not give us a
telecommune?”
“Because I do no longer own a telecommune, m’am.”
The receptionist stared at Vrinka with a mixture of pity and disbelief.
“I see.” Claudine glared at Saskia, as if this were all her fault. “You have permission to
enter.” She continued without a pause, raising her voice. “Receptionist, I have granted this
woman a brief visit.”
“I understand, ma’m.” A faint threat crisped her voice. If this unkempt visitor so much
as discomfited another resident, the laDemy family risked a cancelation of their lease. Rental
agreements included a widespread ban on undesirable guests.
Irritated with the risk of this woman’s basic presence, Claudine disliked her before their
introduction.

On her way up, Vrinka worried she’d get lost in the long dim hallways. The lighting
was pretty and moody, but it made it unnecessarily difficult to see. Already, her vision was
impaired. Glasses prescription required renewal. It’s been ages since she’s visited the eye doc.
This dark lighting mocked.

The inside of the laDemy apartment was equally displeasing. A spherical layout gave
Vrinka the disorientating illusion of being inside an egg. More dim lighting: these people are
like vampires, she thought. No direct sunlight admitted.
Claudine welcomed her with icy politeness. Assessing the cardigan hand-me-down and
fur-less boots, she frowned.
Deep in the throes of stress-paranoia, Saskia mirrored the distant unease of her mother.
Vrinka, misinterpreting Saskia’s mood, was disappointed. She wasn’t expecting Robin’s best
friend to have such pretentious airs.
Claudine and Saskia stood in front of a spacious parlor with plenty of seating. Their
blocking postures made for an anti-invitation. Vrinka wasn’t sure about where to stand. Her
arms suddenly hung loudly long, unsightly and gangly.
“Again, I’m sorry for the intrusion.”
“Mn.” Claudine clipped out a nod. “But why are you here?”
“I’d like to ask your daughter if she has heard from Robin since her detention.”
Saskia wore her terror on her face. “I haven’t heard from her in months.” She said,
realizing this news should elicit a major reaction. Robin’s detention should be a huge surprise
for her. “Oh my god! Wait! Did you say Robin’s been arrested! No way!”
Claudine’s smile became genuine. She was glad she wasn’t mistaken in inviting this
tatterdemalion into her home. There was clearly much to be learned about Saskia’s old best
friend, so quiet and decently composed, decent enough to make herself invisible. Never could
have imagined that girl breaking the law. Trusting to a fault, Claudine thought about herself.
Robin’s arrest should have been predictable, considering her background.
“Clearly, this is the first we’ve ever heard of it.” Claudine said, pretending to believe
Saskia’s performance. “ I’m so dreadfully sorry your daughter has done this to you.”

Vrinka thought you don’t look sorry. She regretted her decision to come here. She wished
she could think of a better way to reach her daughter. It was foolish to hope. Futility
overwhelmed her the moment she stepped into the apartment complex and received that intake
worker’s glare. This was needless humiliation. She should have known her daughter’s
friendship with Saskia was superficial. They were simply unformed kids attending the same
academy.
But Vrinka had hoped there was a spark of true connection between them. Robin
thought the world of Saskia and her sister Pen. She talked about them like they were rebellious
and intelligent.
Unsure what to say, Vrinka returned Claudine’s polite smile. “I’m fine. I’m not worried
about me.”
“But pray tell, why have you decided to visit our home so early in the morning? This is
an hour most decent people are getting prepared for their work day.”
Vrinka swallowed, and her spit was heavy with rage. “ I’m sorry for my intrusion, but I
need to talk with my daughter and I’m not sure how to reach her. The letters from the officers
say she is in isolation. They say I can’t even send her a message. But I thought maybe Saskia
was in contact with her. I know they were close and I thought Saskia was maybe, I don’t know,
in contact with her. I thought it might be easier for her to get through.”

Claudine’s eyes narrowed. “What do you mean by that? Why should it be easier for
Saskia to contact a criminal?”
Vrinka paused, but acquiesced to speaking the offensively obvious truth. “I thought with
your money and education, the officers might be willing to tell you more, if you had inquired.”
Claudine’s eyes narrowed offended. “I hope you are not suggesting that we would
inquire into the legal troubles of a criminal. Why has your daughter been detained?”

Vrinka hesitated. It hurt, revealing personal woes to an uncaring, hostile stranger.
“Resurrection, m’am.”
“Resurrection! Perhaps I should have known. If the girl isn’t allowed contact with her
family, the crime must be severe. Did you ever suspect?”
Vrinka shook her head, somehow both austere and ashamed. “There was much distance
between us, I’m afraid. She always did so well in classes, I never thought she was a
troublemaker.”
Claudine’s face softened. “I feel a little absurd saying this to a woman like you, but I
know what you’re going through. I cannot fault your parenting. My other daughter became a
resurrectionist. It is an awful thing. I am afraid we cannot help you.”
Compelled to remain, Vrinka asked, “Has your other daughter been captured?”
“She is gone.” Claudine sounded wounded. As embarrassing as it was for both her and
her visitor, she vied for Vrinka’s sympathy.
“Do you have no hope?” Vrinka asked, more curious than concerned.
“Don’t you watch the news? Resurrectionists are being exterminated, and good
riddance. They must be detaining your daughter because they’re trying to learn more from her.
Either way, I am sure she will soon be executed.”
Vrinka blinked tears. “I’m sorry to have intruded. Clearly, I have no business being
here.”
Claudine detected the accusation in her tone, and she was comforted. Antagonism was
healthy with women like this. Vrinka had no idea what it felt like to be her, and she, Claudine,
had no idea what it felt like to be Vrinka. This felt right and true to Claudine.
“May I see you out?” She said, all politeness.
“I’ll be fine.” Vrinka turned to leave, not bothering so much as a glance for Saskia.

“Wait!” S
 askia cried, mentally debating what she could say, how much she could reveal.
“What were you hoping I could tell Robin?”
“I have news for her.” Vrinka waited, but she didn’t face Saskia. “But I see it’s hopeless
to reach her.”
She resumed moving toward the door, eager to be free of this gross atmosphere.
Twitches swam through Saskia’s face. She spoke with reluctance. “Are you sure she’s
arrested?”
Vrinka, halted for good, turned around. “We have all these letters saying she’s
detained.”
“Those letters might be forgeries. I’ve heard about resurrection circles sending fake
detention notices to the families of their new members.” Saskia tried to ignore her mom’s
probing stare. Claudine regarded Saskia with a keen, fresh interest. Saskia knew this pleased
look: it meant her mom enjoyed an epiphany. Some new understanding warmed her mind.
“Where did you hear this from?” Asked Vrinka.
“I learned it in a pre-college course on law and ethics.” This wasn’t entirely a lie.
This semester, she had, in fact, been enrolled in such a course, and it did cover this subject
matter, which worried Saskia. The resurrection circles didn’t have many secrets, it seemed.
Months ago, officers even raided every resale shop and antique boutique in the city.
They discovered recruitment photos stashed in knickknacks, the evidence justifying their
enforcement of resale closures. They could sanction and screen new merchandise more easily
than the resold.
From their shelters to their recruitment tactics, the resurrectionists of Mosswell have
been wholly exposed. Their presence evaporated. The city was quickly becoming a strict land
of Lord-fearing mortals.

Vrinka stared at the fearful girl, and she began to re-evaluate Saskia. While she
previously came across as cold and remote, now her face was lit with earnest concern.
“How do I find out if the letter is a forgery?” Vrinka said.
“You would need to bring it to the closest officer station.”
Claudine feigned a convincing sense of urgency. “Then you must deliver that letter to
the officers right away!”
“I must?”
“Of course you must!” Claudine settled into a plush, white chair, a rest not offered to her
guest. “If your daughter is a resurrectionist, and you provide the proof, then the officers shall
give you a reward. A woman like you could use the extra money.”
Disgusted, Vrinka didn’t respond to the wretched suggestion that she betray her only
daughter. Instead, she regarded Saskia. “You do seem intelligent. I thought you would be. You
clearly know how the system works. If you can, will you give Robin this letter?” S
 he pulled an
envelope out of her tea-stained floral handbag.
Saskia snatched the paper as Claudine sat up in her chair, clearly tempted to bolt out of
her seat and intercept the message.
“I’ll see what I can do.” Saskia said.
Vrinka sighed. “Thank you. I’m sorry again for bothering you. Have a nice day.”
She scurried out, knees and feet aching after all that standing.
Before her mom could question her, Saskia ran into the bathroom, the nearest locked
door. Hunched over a golden sink, she intently read the letter Vrinka intended for her
daughter. Its contents didn’t distress her as much as it stressed her. Robin was supposed to be
leaving today, but this news from her mom might change all of that.

When she crept out of the bathroom, she found Claudine waiting, one hand resting on
her hip.
“Was it an interesting read?” She asked, conspiratorial and casual.
Saskia shook her head. “Just some family drama.”
“Saskia, you’ve always been smart. I don’t think it’s a secret that I have high hopes for
you. I hope you know you must never be involved with this girl or her relations ever again. We
cannot have a repeat of what just happened.”
“Of course.” Saskia managed to appear determined.
“And you know you must destroy that awful letter?”
“I know. I already did. I tore it up and left the pieces in the toilet. You can see for
yourself.”
Claudine speed-walked into the bathroom. She studied the fragments of paper until she
was sure it was the offensive missive.

Saskia told Leigh about the morning’s eventful visitor over their lunch at pre-college.
There wasn’t enough time for the full recital. Leigh posed numerous questions, kind and
attentive, and Saskia’s revelations led to further revelations. She shared the rest of her stories
after their classes, over tea and pretzels in a cozy, hazy café. She needed someone else to know.
She needed to detail a comprehensive catalog of her blasted feelings.
She told Leigh more of the truth than she ever intended. She confessed her involvement
with a resurrection circle, although she didn’t provide too many specifics (she didn’t tell him
about the cryptic cloud, for example, only that a failed heist resulted in Robin’s death and
resurrection). Broadly, she admitted to her crimes, and the crimes of Robin and Pen.

Leigh drew her out with his solemn, compassionate curiosity. She trusted him to be
non-judgmental, and he was.
When Saskia was finished speaking, he asked, “What did Vrinka’s letter say?”
Saskia had intentionally left out this information. Divulging the letter’s contents could
be an unacceptable invasion of Vrinka’s privacy.
But she also wanted Leigh to know the full extent of her predicament. Faced with the
direct question, she decided to spill the personal intel. Robin’s brother was arrested and
detained for selling drugs. Her husband.” Saskia stopped, catching herself before she said too
much. “He’s awful. Robin always said he was awful, but apparently her mom had been planning
to leave him for a year. She would have left sooner, but she had to save up enough money. She
was going to ask Robin to come with her.”
“Where’s she going?”
“Tide City. She’s not sure where she’ll live exactly or what she’ll do there.”
“Good lord.” He shook his head. “ It must be scary to move to a city all by yourself. I feel
sorry for her.”
“But Robin needs to know immediately, right?” Saskia said, voice clipped, anxious.
“Won’t Robin want to connect with her mom? Like isn’t this urgent news?”
“Yes. But didn’t you say she already left for Tiersias?”
“They’re leaving today.” She hesitated, struck with sudden doubt. What if she couldn’t
trust Leigh? What if she revealed too much? “Will you help me find her? They can’t be much
further than the very edges of the city.”
“Sure.” H
 e sounded unbelievably casual, as if he were agreeing to join her for a basic
dinner date. “As long as you promise me we won’t be on the streets during curfew. I don’t want
to break any laws. My parents would kill me.”

Saskia felt an urge to argue. Who cares about curfew! She’s broken laws a lot worse
than curfew! Robin’s mom is leaving Mosswell, her brother arrested, family disbanded, and
Robin has no idea! Surely, drastic action is necessary.
She looked into his eyes. His obvious fear activated her pity, to her immense
disappointment. “That’s fine.” She lied by omission, slight dishonesty simpler than a full
disclosure of her ambition. “We’ll catch them before they leave and be home before curfew.”
“You really think so?” He asked, hopeful.
“Yeah, I do.” Saskia said. “Let’s go by my home first though. I just need to grab
something really quick and make up a story for my mom.”

Chapter 25

Rayiy guided. Her ghostly avatar floated at the head of the migration, a cheerful and
supportive navigator. The routes they traveled were obscure, complex, and woody, twisting
through a compromised wilderness that sometimes bled into housing developments.
After hours of exhaustive walking, the divinity’s peppy encouragements began to feel
like taunts, cruel reminders of how tired they all were.
“Traimond!” She signed. “Please express my compliments to the young ones. They’re
keeping pace with us so well! Such youthful vigor!”

“Hey Pen and Robin.” Traimond said, breath thinning, cranky. “Rayiy says you’re doing
a great job at walking.” He sighed. “Again.”
Pen and Robin looked to the wispy outline of Rayiy’s hands in the wind. The
manifestation flashed an empathic double thumbs-up.
Trees surrounded them, towering. Robin and Pen couldn’t remember when they last
stood in a natural environment that daunted. They were accustomed to city trees, trees with
trunks thinner than their arms and branches not much thicker than hair—modest sidewalk
adornments. Easy to forget they were there. But in this forest, a mile or two from Mosswell’s
awful sprawl of noxious refineries, tall trees webbed the sky with a curvy network of thick
sticks. Their shapes made dark cracks against a black sky..
These unnamed woods, however, were too compromised to be safe from officer
detection. Suburbs and subdivisions leeched space away from the body of the forest. If they
stayed in one place for longer than a night, their trespass would likely be noticed.
Pen missed the city. She missed the busy blocks lined with cafes and stores, where
public transportation whisked her from place to place, convenient and high-speed, ideal mass
mobility. She missed beds. She missed distance from the rest of the circle. Julien was such a
mope. He sulked and uttered pointless complaints against the cold.
We know it’s cold, Julien. S
 he wanted to sneer. We’ve all been outside for the last several
hours.
While Alena quietly cried,positive she would never see home again. And likely, her
brother would die soon. It was goodbye to it all. She clutched the obsidian compass gifted by
Rayiy.
Even Alena’s tears irritated Pen. But the worst was how Iza kept glancing at her with
these apologetic, sorrowful faces.

I know you feel guilty and I don’t care, P
 en thought. I hate you for getting us into this mess. We
should have fled for Tiersias a long time ago. Livremark was never safe and you and Traimond should
have known better.
There was quite a lot Pen wanted to say, but didn’t.

They hiked into the night, until Rayiy said it was safe to rest, directing them to a safe,
hidden spot. They set up camp in the white light of their solar-powered lanterns, beneath a
moonless sky, gloomy pink clouds blocking the stars. Three measly tents in a thicket of pines,
bleak and peaceful: home for the night, and the final stage in a steady shelter devolution for the
circle: from goddess-assisted subterranean wonderhouse, to a sketchy penthouse belonging to
Alena’s biological brother, finally culminating, drastically and dramatically, in makeshift tents
exposed to the dire outdoors.
Exhausted, everyone silently agreed on retreating into sleep. Pen and Robin,
predictably, shared a tent. In the halogen lantern’s pale, clean light, Pen wrote out some of the
mean comments she repressed during their hike. It helped to fill the blank pages of her new
diary. Alena’s brother gave it to her, having noticed how often she wrote during the past few
months. Pen had filled three journals with diary entries, including a catalog of her dreams.
Eventually, Pen stopped writing complaints about her circle. On a fresh piece of paper,
she began composing a letter to Saskia, who she missed more than usual. Randomly, her mind
began producing worry-thoughts about Saskia. This morning, she almost remembered a dream
in which Saskia died, or she went away—Pen didn’t recall. All she knew was it was a sad dream,
and it haunted her throughout the ensuing day.
“What are you writing?” Robin asked. She was playing something on a portable
telegame, another gift from Girard.

“A letter for Saskia.” Pen answered, distracted.
Robin’s chest tightened from a bizarre blur of jealousy and longing. She pointedly
changed the subject. “What do you think Tiersias will be like? Traimond and Iza haven’t told
us much.”
Pen didn’t look up from her manuscript. “Traimond and Iza never tell us much.”
Robin shifted, resting an elbow on the rough, knotted ground. “Why are you so mad at
them?”
Pen set aside her writing. “Why aren’t you more mad at them? You were killed because
of their awful idea. They risked all of our lives for nothing.”
“But they didn’t force us to do anything! We risked our own lives to find a
resurrectionist, any resurrectionist.” R
 obin said, defensive and indignant. “Why are you
blaming everything on them?”
Pen took a slow deep inhale, long enough for it to melt into a sigh. “You’re right. I’m
blaming them too much. I think I’m lashing out because I miss home.”
Robin didn’t know what to say to that. Everything inside her tensed with the total
wrongness of this: she couldn’t be right where Pen was wrong. Pen was so much smarter than
her.
“I’m sorry, I don’t know why I was arguing.” Robin said. “I don’t like any of this either.
Traimond and Iza should have known better. Leaving the country like this doesn’t feel safe,
even with the goddess.”
“Especially with the goddess.” Pen said, disappointed with how quick Robin was to
agree with her.
They were quiet for a moment. Wind gusted, monotone moaning, steadily humming,
like a vehicle engine. Pines audibly shivered. The wood squeaked and the needles hissed.

Menaced by the sense of openness, Pen glanced at her hand, unsure where to look. A
dense layer of dirt coated her fingernails. She realized her hands have never been this dirty.
“Hey new girls!” Iza said, loud and clear through the nylon walls of the tent. She
sounded close, like she was crouching just beside them, right by their shelter’s zippered door,
but this was only the effect of her voice carrying. Iza was warm inside her own tent.
Pen yelped with surprise. So did Robin.
“Hey sorry, didn’t mean to startle you.” Iza said. “I just wanted to let you know we can
all hear you.”
Pen’s brow rose. “You can?”
“Yeah, we could hear every word. But don’t worry about it.”
“We know everyone’s disappointed in us.” T
 raimond joined in.
“We understand.” Iza continued. “But it’s safer if we’re quiet. Try to talk in whispers.”
“We should turn off our lights actually.” Traimond added. “It’s safer in the dark.”
“Ok. Sorry.” Pen said, hot with embarrassment. She felt extremely naïve and petty, an
impossibly immature mistake of a person. She hastily finished her letter to Saskia. Robin
deactivated the lantern as Pen signed her name.
Total darkness somehow amplified the low drone of the wind.

Leigh’s knees bounced while riding the eastbound tran with Saskia. She side-eyed his
discomfort with going east side in the nighttime. His uneasiness escalated into horror when
they dismounted the tran, and it became clear Saskia was bringing him to the green sidewalks
and burnt air of a work zone. He had asked for her promise on obeying curfew law, and she was
quick to comply. She never promised to obey the restriction laws applied to the refineries.

Besides, once they were outside the city's limits, past the labyrinthine sprawl of industrial
plants, the city’s curfew law won’t apply, because all of the city‘s laws would no longer apply.
Leigh protested, stammering and anxious. “We are so going to get caught!”
“We won't get caught.” Saskia’s chill dismissal, swiftly delivered, radiated confidence.
“You’re worse than Robin. Nobody will care about us if we look like we belong.” Saskia said.
“Trust me. Just walk as if you have a reason to be here.”
“But we obviously don’t belong.” Leigh said, scanning the deserted streets of harsh
metal structures. A delivery tran whoosed past them, but the driver didn’t care about nosy kids.
“I think we could pass for hard-working adults.” Saskia said. “I’m practically sixteen,
only two years away from legal adulthood.”
“You’re still fifteen though! I think we look like kids. And we haven’t worked a day in
our lives. All we’ve known is academics. I have no idea what it’s even like in a work zone. Isn’t
it dangerous?”
“Hey kids!” A
 n officer shouted from behind them. She was in a strider, rounding an alley
corner. “Come here.”
“Shit.” Saskia murmured.
“Oh no.” Leigh flapped his hands for a little, as if he were vigorously air-drying them, an
automatic, nervous gesture.
They approached the pair of officers, who waited in their idling vehicle.
“What are you doing in a work zone?” The officer’s tone was bored. Teenagers
commonly trespassed, for no purpose other than the basic thrill.
Leigh stammered with apologies, but Saskia talked over him.
“We’re officers in training, and we’re on the lookout for resurrectionists.”
The officers looked to each other, amused.

“Is that right? I trust you have some papers authorizing your investigation?”
Saskia couldn’t think of a response.
“Go home.” A
 n officer ordered. “Consider yourself lucky we’ll let you off with a
warning.”
Saskia wanted to defy them.
“Yes, officers.” L
 eigh said. “Thank you.”
He rushed past the strider, away from the work zone. Saskia, however, didn’t move.
“You too.” She was ordered.
But her body rebelled, wonderfully stubborn, refusing to budge, reluctant to admit
defeat. However, she eventually forced herself to comply. She followed Leigh, passing the
officers.
“If we see you two again, we won’t be so nice.” One of them said.
The other added, “We can tell you two are a couple of fine, upstanding young people.
You don’t want to be out here.”
“Yes, thank you.” Leigh said, agitated.
Saskia nodded acknowledgement. Stress tears pricked her eyes, but she didn’t let them
fall. They reached the edge of the green sidewalk.
“I’m sorry.” S
 he said, briefly squeezing Leigh’s arm. “But goodbye.”
Later, she would regret running. She would regret every inch of this night, every little
detail and facet of this night. Every action she performed, everything she thought, every chance
occurrence, she would regret.
But in the moment, she didn’t have much time for consideration. Two thoughts played,
simultaneously, in her mind: Robin needs to know and I can’t live like this anymore.

Saskia bolted, disappearing into the curling corridors of twisty steel buildings. She left
Leigh stunned and open-mouthed. The officers didn’t care enough for a chase. They stared at
Leigh, bemused.
“Is she your sister?” One of the officers asked.
His face jerked. “Who? Saskia?”
“Saskia’s the name of the girl you were with?”
“Yeah. But she’s not my sister.”
“She’s pretty.” The officer commented, charged with a ferocity Leigh found off-putting.
“You must consider yourself a very lucky young man.”
“She’s not my girlfriend. We’re friends.”
The officer leaned, a leer flashing across his features. “I recognize you. You’re Officer
Breckett’s Boy, aren’t you?”
“Yes.” Leigh mumbled.
“He’ll be very interested to know we found you in a restricted area.”
“Please don’t tell my dad!” Leigh hated the whine in his voice, but he couldn’t control it.
“Perhaps I won’t feel obliged to report anything, as long as you begin complying with
the law.”
Leighstared doubtfully, scared.
The officer continued, “Why don’t you tell us about your relationship with this girl
Saskia? And maybe you can tell us why she ran into a work zone with such enthusiasm?”
Leigh took a breath. “Can we talk in private?”
“Certainly.”
The strider’s backdoor opened.
“There’s room in the back. Hop in.”

Leigh climbed into the cramped backseat of the strider. After he settled in, a curve of
tinted window enclosed the vehicle. He found the privacy reassuring. Most people who ride
with officers are forcibly towed in the portable wagon, left to the elements, their warmth and
comfort withheld, a sorry spectacle for passerby to behold with scorn. He was thankful he was
spared this indignity. Grateful he remained within legality.
Yet, in his privileged seat, knees persisted with their bounce. Eyes refused to rest on
anything. After a few deep, slow breaths, his flickering heart steadied, but it wouldn’t return to
its basic beat. He ruminated grimly, unsure how much he should divulge.

Saskia was lost, in a night that began to feel timeless, suspended. Guided by the
diamond-studded compass she stole from her dad’s display cupboard and stashed in her purse,
she traveled northward, the direction the wind blew in. North, however, is a vast direction. She
knew there was no guarantee she would find the circle.
She made it out of the refinery sprawl easily enough, passing the fetid river where Alena
and Julien met Rayiy. In the dark woods, she tromped a thick, mossy layer of dead leaves, feet
unaccustomed to such soft, pliant support. But she soon learned other parts of the forest had
ground much tougher than the glowing sidewalks of her city.
Trees took up as much space as the sky. Saskia tried to walk in a straight line, simply
and truly northward, but she found it was difficult to walk straight without a path, any path. In
the night, in the woods, there is no such thing as a straight line.
She felt foolish for believing she could find Robin and Pen. She spent the entire night
walking through the dark woods searching for signs of light or human life, any indication that
the circle was near. She couldn’t believe how dark it was. She used to think of darkness as

emptiness, but tonight she saw solidity in the pitchblack. It pooled around her. She felt like she
was at the bottom of a lake, and sleepy.
This shadow world affected her thinking. Thoughts clouded, dissolved into fog. Robin’s
face, reprimanding, upset and scared, appeared, grey and indistinct, in the darkened gnarled
patterns of knotty trees. Sometimes it was Pen’s face. The two of them began to look the same
in Saskia’s woodsy hallucinations.
She regretted letting them go. She resolved to stick with them if she found them. This
idea seemed sensible. Pre-college, lonely, awkward dinners with her parents, a friendship with
an officer’s son, this life now felt impossible.
Rest began to nag at her. She tried to force her body to keep going, but her limited
energy required her to stop. She fell asleep, fitful, for a few hours, in the root pocket of an
oak. She awoke in an impenetrable nighttime, aching, uncomfortable. It was earlier than
she thought. Dawn was hours away. She stood up and shook off her grogginess like a dog
shaking herself dry. She checked her barely visible compass and continued her murky
journey north.

Chapter 26

Dawn culled silver mist from the dewy grasses, drawing it out into the empty, still air.
Pink sunlight, strikingly silky, spilled through gold-trimmed clouds. Birds squeaked and
beeped, slight melodies punctuating the wild silence. With a localized whirlwind, Rayiy awoke
Iza and Traimond, then Iza and Traimond awoke the rest of the circle. Rayiy, apologetic and
soothing, insisted that an early departure was crucial—her usual cheerfulness replaced with a
sense of urgency. Sleepy, the travelers deflated their tents, folding away the flexible poles and
stashing them in swishy, nylon bags.

Without delay, they unceremoniously continued their march through the forest. Rayiy
declined their request, voiced by Alena, to have a snack first.
“We must keep moving.” She signed. “In fact, let’s move a little faster today.”
She summoned a gust. A sweeping whoosh combed through the forest. Branches hissed.
Leaves tumbled and clicked together in breathy, soft clashes. For the travelers, every step
became easier, lighter. The goddess made it feel like a firm, gentle hand pressed against each of
their backs, wedged between their spines and their backpacks, a guiding hand that was nothing
substantial, nothing weighty, and yet fully a part of their physical reality. Hands made out of
warmth and wind.
Robin nearly tripped over her feet. It began to feel like she was being dragged. Pen had
to grab her by the elbow to help her stay afoot.
“Can’t we slow down?” She asked Alena.
Rayiy’s sign for no was obvious. Even though Robin didn’t speak her language, she
understood the curt, dismissive hand wave.
“This isn’t right.” Alena signed to the goddess. “You’re not acting like your usual self at
all.”
Traimond agreed. “Why are you rushing us along all of a sudden?”
Julien yawned. “And so early in the morning.” He added. “We need to save our energy.
Is something wrong?”
The blustery speed boost died. Wind leaked out of the air like air leaks out of a balloon.
Litterfall calmed.
Rayiy paused. Her form expressed hesitance, indecision. “I shouldn’t have done that. I
also shouldn’t be saying this, but there are officers close on your trail. But that shouldn’t be
happening either! I know their patterns, and they aren’t following their usual search routes.”

“A
 re you suggesting the officers know about us?” Traimond signed.
“They must suspect there’s someone out here.” The goddess said. “There’s no reason for
them to be here.”
“How long do we have before they catch up with us?” Iza asked.
“I cannot interfere with this any more than I already have.” Rayiy insisted. “You’ll see
my hands in the wind, pointing in the correct direction. As your guide, this is supposed to be
the extent of my help. I cannot aide you in combat with your enemies. But for as long as you
remain alive, I will point the way.”
The ghostly outline of her avatar faded into the pink tinted air.
Julien pressed his hands on the top of his head, shut his eyes, and controlled his shaky
breathing. Robin squeezed Pen’s hand. Traimond and Iza scanned the vicinity for advantages,
anything that could be utilized. Julien gradually knelt down and weakly yanked a large,
soil-wet stone that half-jutted from the ground. Blinking tears, Alena scrounged around for
large branches, possible weapons. Everyone except Pen and Robin abandoned their duffel bags,
including the vital parts.
“We need to be ready to fight.” Traimond said, for the benefit of Robin and Pen, who
stood frozen. “We can’t outrun them.”
Iza readied her pouch of darts. “They’ll have fire and arrows. And they’ll surround us.”
She patted Pen’s arm, glancing at Robin. “We all need to protect each other right now.”
Pen understood the expression on Iza’s face, imploring her to especially watch out for
Robin. Everyone needed to especially watch out for Robin. She was too young for this. Not
quite out of her numb year, she was in grave danger of fire.

Alena approached and placed into Pen’s hand a termite-infested branch, which was
loaded with smaller branches, tipped with the puckered shrivels of dead leaves, all of it highly
flammable.
She imposed another dead branch onto an extra numb Robin. “You can try and fend
them off. Pick a strider and charge it. Don’t be afraid of the arrows. Just pretend the arrows
aren’t there.”
“F
 lames?” Robin sounded muffled, underwater. “What if they use fire?”
Alena didn’t hear her.
Robin kept speaking, positive it wouldn’t be heard.
“We’re all going to die.” She said.
Pen heard, but she didn’t let it show, because she wanted to agree, say I know, and curl
into a ball, sobbing.
“I shouldn’t be here.” Robin said, nearing panic.
Pen didn’t have an appropriate response for that. She looked away, and saw Alena
approaching Julien.
“Get it together, Jules.” She said, facing him and rubbing his shoulders. “We’re not
completely dead yet.”
Julien wouldn’t open his fiercely squeezed eyes or tip his slouching head.
“I’m sure we’ll be fine.” He murmured, the words juxtaposed by his defeated demeanor.
Alena attributed his comment to hysterical fear. S
 he hugged, squeezing with desperate
affection and overwhelming anxiety. Clutching his stone, he hugged back.
Although nobody was speaking, Iza shushed.

Crunching noises echoed, rhythmic and faint. Splintering cracks and shattering wood,
snaps like bones cracking. Dispersed and organized, the noises were following a steady,
running beat, and coming closer.
“Get ready.” Traimond said. “Let’s spread out a little. Stay as hidden as possible. We’ll
be easier to target huddled together like this.”
He positioned himself in a runner’s stance, facing an old elm, ready to run straight into
it.
Iza positioned herself in a similar manner with a different tree. “No matter what
happens, don’t look up.” S
 he said. “They’ll want us to look up.”
Everyone spaced out, except Pen and Robin, who remained close together. Pen’s stance
shielded Robin, holding her branch like it was a sword, but she doubted her posture. Robin’s
branch hung slack against her side. A voice boomed through her body, demanding her to run.
Throw down her pathetic weapon and run.
She couldn’t run, stiffened afraid.
In the distance, and in sync with each resounding crunch, drizzles of tree particles fell to
the ground, ghostly shimmering in the soft, colorful light of earliest day. Whatever it was, it
continued coming closer until a brief rain of wood chips tickled their necks.
Pen and Robin scrunched their brows, confused, unable to imagine a strider hopping
from treetop to treetop. Government issued transports belonged in the city, on concrete and
bright, wired streets. Striders, they imagined, were too bulky for the delicate heights of organic
growth.
The officers above them had obviously reported their location, because they were
quickly encircled by a cacophony of treetops splintering.

There was a pause. They knew the officers had arrived, but they couldn’t look up to
verify. They sensed the officers waiting for them to look, studying their positions.
The seconds stretched. Pen glanced at Robin, hopeful, actually smiling, warm,
comforting and sure. Pen acted like this without thinking. Courage can happen in automatic
gestures. The subconscious can be the bravest, most noble part of our minds.
Before she realized it, Robin smiled back.
Four striders descended with ear-splitting screeches, twirling, released sprays of fire
twisting with the motion, creating swoops and curls of bright orange. This was meant to
distract their prey as they fell upon them.
They landed with thundering stomps: almost one strider for each target.
The next minute fragmented. Some moments flexed gradually, slow rotations, while
some moments flashed, vanishing quicker than a breath.
Traimond ignored the strider to his side, which immediately shot fire in his direction.
He ran, purposefully and focused. He dodged the stream of flame by hopping off the elm, onto
another nearby tree trunk, from which he continued to propel himself upward. Fire hugged the
trees, a singeing embrace, and, controlled by the officers, the spilling heat rose, total reverse of
a waterfall—a frothing, roiling mass of white-hot waves following his quick ascent. He fell,
gracefully, and he hit the ground running, escaping the range of their flame-thrower. The trees
behind him crackled, the fire sticking to their bodies like spider webs stick to flies. They
burned, and began to crumble inward, threatening to topple.
Iza, meanwhile, ran straight up a tree trunk for several feet, rising above another
strider's flames blazing in her wake, a seething pool over which she backflipped off of her
makeshift runway. She landed on the strider’s spherical windshield. Smattered cracks into it
with the metal hammerhead designed into the handle of her darts.

Pen and Robin ducked behind a tree, escaping the arrows shot from a strider.
Julien, however, quickly demanded the attention of all the officers. He ran into the fire
of the nearest strider.
“Go!” H
 e shouted to Alena. “Save yourselves! Run!”
His dead, unfeeling body didn’t let him know he wore a coat of flames. Fire glow blurred
his vision.
He hopped onto the strider and bashed the windshield with the stone. He smashed
against the glass until it shattered. He allowed his fire leak inside, flooding the terrified officers,
who squirmed and screamed in their seats. Heat nicked and bit their skin as Julien grabbed an
arrow out of their easy access supply. Close range, he stabbed their hearts. Spurts of blood
sprouted into his flames with tiny, hissing sizzles.
Alena screamed over the hoarse cries of dying officers. “Julien!”
He flung their bodies to the ground. Having hacked into an owner’s manual for officer
devices, he operated the controls mostly with ease. He immediately charged the strider
assaulting Pen and Robin, his imposing vehicle moving in wide leaps. The officers met his
fierce descent with a roaring blaze. In their panic, they forgot Julien was indifferent to fire,
indifferent to collision, if not impervious. Surely, he was going to die soon. His burns had
passed a stage of reasonable recovery: he would never heal enough for a sustainable
resurrection.
They crashed, awkward, not as noisy as it looked, a few pops and crunches,
anti-climatic. The officers died, but Julien, dead, barely conscious, plopped out of the wreck,
unclear, even to himself, if he intentionally escaped or not.
Ultimately, he didn’t get any extra time. His life ended right around when it should end,
according to the people murdering him. He did not make it past the average lifespan.

Crawling out of the wreckage, his elbows giving out, trembling, he was too sad and
tired to move with intention. Trees melted into a plasma-like texture, orange and wavering. He
sat. Fiery elbows rested on burning knees. He could faintly smell his burning flesh, but he
didn’t care. The gross odor hardly registered. Despairing, his head slackened. Death arrived
through a long, waiting slouch.
Alena ran to him. She reached for the fire, before retracting her hands, pained by the
aura of intense heat.
Iza came by in the strider she managed to occupy. “Get in.”
“We can’t leave him!”
“Alena! He’s gone! We need to go. You know that’s what he would want.”
Furiously sobbing, Alena climbed into the strider. The vehicle lumbered over to Pen
and Robin. Robin crouched, face buried in her arms, her measly weapon discarded. Pen cowered
behind her branch, looking more confused than frightened.
“There’s still a strider here!” Iza said. “We need to stay sharp!”
Mostly numb, Pen and Robin climbed into the hijacked strider, setting down their bags
at their feet. None of this felt real. Dawn shouldn’t be happening like normal. The day shouldn’t
be steadily creeping, going from pink to purple to clear blue, as if everything were normal.
They sat cramped in the backseat.
“There’s more coming.” Iza said, determined to sound calm, detached, and assured.
“There must be more.”
Pen and Robin looked to each other, swaying. Recognition slipped from their minds.
For a second, it was like they forgot the identity of the person staring back at them. Flittingly,
they forgot where they were. They forgot everything that happened in this long, unexpected
year.

“Look out!” Alena screamed, ending their trance.
Iza activated the machine’s top. The arced windshield swooped over and above them,
shielding them from a downfall of fire.
They charged through it.
Iza lowered their protective covering.
“No!” Robin said. “Shouldn’t we leave it up?”
“We’re not leaving Traimond.” Iza spoke through gritted teeth, sharply jerking the
vehicle to the left.
Five more striders arrived, descending from the treetops behind them. Swirling into
their landings, they chased after Iza’s strider, recognizing the resurrectionists inside. An arrow
bounced off the vehicle’s metal, inches from Robin. There wasn’t much space to duck, but she
did her best.
Pen, keeping her head low, leaned over the strider’s edge. She saw Traimond running
toward their safe vehicle. Looking behind her, she assessed the distance of the officers who were
gaining on them.
“We don’t have time to stop for him.” She said.
“No we don’t.” Iza glanced back at Pen, wearing the ghost of a proud smirk. Pen noticed
her subtle approval. “He needs our help.” She said, as if just now deciding that this was what
she wanted. She wanted to step up to the expectations of her resurrection circle. She liked
inspiring the pride in Iza’s eyes.
As they reached Traimond, Pen stretched outward, arm extended and shouting his
name. Traimond grabbed hold of her.
He settled his foot on the strider’s side, gaining some leverage to help Pen reel him in.
During this instant of exposure, an arrow flew into her heart. Instantly dying, she slackened,

remaining stiff long enough for Traimond to pull himself inside, just as she fell out, landing on
the ground, lifeless and crumpled.
Robin blinked. She didn’t recognize the Pen who sat back down beside her. She thought
she was Traimond, panting and grimacing.
Alena choked on a scream. “For fuck’s sake, stop the vehicle Iza!”
Iza’s face drooped. Wrists shook.
In the receding distance, two striders approached Pen’s corpse.
The other three striders gave chase.
Iza sped forward.
“We need to turn back!” Alena leaned, a little, into Iza’s sightline.
“You know we can’t.” Iza said, her calm voice wobbling. “We’re too outnumbered.”
“Wait! Where’s Pen?” Robin said, panicked. “Didn’t she fall out? Don’t we?” She
couldn’t go on speaking. Traimond buried his face in his hands. Alena glared at Iza, her face, in
the dawn light, brilliant with angry tears. Iza drove.
Ignored, alone, and unable to continue allowing herself denial, Robin stared at the trees
zooming past her sight. They were unbearably vivid, distinct, unmoved, unaffected by the
breakdown hotly amassing, like a storm cloud, in her chest.

Feet throbbing, breath short, and eyes heavy, Saskia witnessed the approach of dawn.
Hour by hour, she detected faint blurs of sunlight shading the night, smidges of blue in the
deep, uniform blackness.
Grayness settled into the night like syrup in a pancake. Pink light seeped through the
clouds. Birds breathed ebullient little melodies.

In those first traces of day, Saskia discovered what she was looking for. A clear
indication of another presence revealed itself to her. She smelt smoke.
A dreamy, befuddled smile claimed her face. The resurrection circle must have fixed up
a campfire! A sensible idea! They surely need a fire to stay warm. Pen and Robin must be
huddled near the warmth, perhaps roasting foil-wrapped breakfast samosas.
A little woozy from walking practically all night long, she laughed. Her dozed walk
perked into a clumsy run. She headed toward the smoke, and the closer she got, the more the
burning stench stung. It was putrid. Her nose attempted to curl in on itself like a snail shell.
She retched. This was worse than the work zone.
She couldn’t continue running. She bent over, resting on her knees, struggling to
breathe the rancid funk.
Rhythmic, a crunching noise approached. In sync with the sounds, leaves and broken
branch tips drizzled down to the ground, glittering, faintly, in the rosy grey morning.
“Hands up.” A creaky voice demanded from above.
She thought it must be a goddess. She obeyed. Thick patches of dirt caked off the side of
her hands.
“Keep your hands up!”
She dared to behold what she thought would be divinity. Instead, she saw a pair of
officers in their strider. The vehicle’s clawed feet gripped the bark of a massive oak.
“What’s going on?” She said, confused, too exhausted for fear.
“We’ll be the ones asking the questions, young lady. What are you doing out here?”
The strider whirred, joints bending. It hopped onto the forest floor, heavy and gentle,
hitting the ground with a padded, leafy thud.
Saskia glanced from side to side.

“You’re coming with us.” An officer said. The strider hopped forward. “If you run, we
are authorized to shoot.”
Last time an officer obscured her way, Saskia ran, and it worked. So she roused her
sleepy limbs and ran.
Shouting after her, the officers pursued in their vehicle, its mechanics somehow quiet.
They vaulted against the trees, jumping from trunk to trunk. They traveled a wide, swooping
path. Overtaking Saskia, they landed a few feet in front of her.
“We order you to stop!”
Delirious and faded, Saskia was convinced she could outrun them; she took off in the
opposite direction, running in a chaotic zigzag. She tried to lose the officers in the randomness
of her movements.
The vehicle pursued, easily following, swerving past the same trees Saskia swerved past,
occasionally ducking under low-hanging branches, and steadily gaining on her, maintaining a
safe, close distance.
“If you don’t stop, we’ll shoot!”
The other officer, less fierce, said, “We just want to ask you some questions!”
Saskia ignored their protests. She ignored the crisp pluck of the fired arrow. The blade
whizzed past. It twanged into the bark of a nearby pine.
Robin! S
 askia thought.
Arrows of memory slashed through her mind. Robin dead, the puffy slack in her face,
the blood smelling like meat.
I could die like Robin!
Saskia, running, looked over her shoulder, terrified and frenetic, hoping to see if the
officer was reloading his weapon.

But nobody to save me!
She tripped over a swell of buried root. Headfirst, she hit a bed of dewy stones.
Consciousness lost, darkness consumed, and her diamond compass was smashed.

Chapter 27

Saskia dissolved back into herself, out of the tightest darkness, a clingy abyss of deep
sleep. Waking light thin and dim. Fluorescent tubes crackled green, pulsating with flickers. A
fizzy noise, and she thought it was bees, a huddle of them curled in the ceiling. Bed too cold,
metallic and stiff. She coughed, resisting oxygen. Death and medicine infected each breath,
sharp and foul, the chemical smell of too much cleaning fluid. Reality and memory seeped in in
a slow drip: the woods, the dawn, the running. She tried to calculate the time of day it was. Or
night.

She blinked, several times, and with each slow blink she crept closer into sensibility.
She was in a sterile, poorly lit green room, small and windowless walls drenched in rust and
darkness, grime collecting on the ceiling. Rows of red metal slabs faced a grim red door, almost
impossible to see in the shadow. Four bodies rested on the slabs, slumped unceremoniously
onto their backs, naked beneath a white sheet. Saskia checked herself for a white sheet, but she
didn’t have one. And unlike the other bodies, she was clothed.
She sat up. The red slab supporting her was no bed for a living person.
She looked over her shoulder. There was a wall of corroded steel cabinets, floor to
ceiling in length. Clunky handles clean and oiled spotless, quite the pristine difference from the
corroded doors they were affixed onto.
Saskia dropped onto her feet. She first tried opening the red door, unsurprised it was
locked. Restless, she paced the room, eyeing the four other bodies, but reluctant to stare. Even
without their uniforms, she knew these bodies were officers. Bulky and austere, with
conservative haircuts, they had to be officers. Their dead expressions were not peaceful, nor
were they restive—deflated faces, sunken and obviously lifeless. If Saskia looked for too long,
she felt a chill of recognition, a preview of her fate. If she couldn’t escape her lawful captors, her
face would decompose. Thoughts would be lost to a sleep that wasn’t like sleep at all—a
dreamless void.
I’ve been arrested. S
 he thought. I’ve been arrested and they’ve put me in their morgue to torture
me, right? They just want to torture me before they kill me or something!
She quickened her jittery pace. Cracked her knuckles over and over again. The utter
silence of the room unnerved. She found a waste chute in the dark wall. Attempting to squeeze
in, her body was too big.
“I’m trapped.” She said.

In response to her woeful proclamation, a corpse opened its eyes. Saskia saw it out of the
corner of her sight. She choked on a gasp.
Pausing, she stared at the staring corpse, which was otherwise stone-faced. She
approached it, leaning in awe, assuming this was a mistake, a trick of the faint light. The
half-dead eyes remained fixated. They bore into her, commandingly real.
She couldn’t handle this. She darted back toward the door and pounded against the
metal with both fists.
“Let me out!” She screamed. “Please someone! Anyone! Please let me out!”
Nobody came to her assistance. She turned around, hoping that the corpse wouldn’t be
staring. She confronted two more dead, intent gazes. Their heads didn’t move, but their roving
pupils followed her pacing movements. Only a single body among them was completely lifeless,
as it ought to be.
Panicked, she ran across the room. Passing the corpses, she was terrified of a dead arm
springing into action, grabbing her by the arm. She tensed, expecting it to happen. She almost
felt the cold grip cuffing her wrist.
But the corpses didn’t budge. All they did was stare.
She reached the imposing cabinets. She tried knocking, feeling foolish. There was a
hollow echo, but nothing else. Hesitating, she grabbed the large, shiny handle. It was loose.
The door groaned. Heavy, she yanked hard.
Directly on the other side of the cabinet door, there was a screen configured into a
webby, colorful pattern. Its kaleidoscopic light traced Saskia’s horrified expression.
She faced a gaunt figure strapped into an upright bed, draped in a white sheet. It was a
body half-lifeless, like the corpses, except it could move its face. Crosswork stitches, a
patchwork face. It blinked, irregular, a strange fluttering gradualness. It mimicked Saskia’s

expression, reflecting her terror. Pained and raspy, it wailed, a loud, piercing hack from an
excessively dry throat, like the monotone croak of cicadas. Its mouth dropped into a perfect
circle as it screamed.
“Stop bothering Officer Zumas.” The reprimand came from behind her. A medic officer,
fully alive, stood in the doorway with a stainless steel pushcart. “Go ahead and close the
holding bed.”
Saskia obeyed, grateful for the company of the living. Shutting the cabinet silenced the
screaming half-dead person inside.
Saskia hoped for the possibility of being allowed out. She would do almost anything to
be let out. Dedicated to leave with the medic, she managed to forget she was in a room full of
the living dead. She ignored the corpses staring at them.
She swallowed all of her fear, because, really, she didn’t have a choice.
“Where am I?” She asked.
He shrugged, gesturing to his uniform. “You’re in the medic ward.” He said this like it
should be obvious.
“Yes but where is this medic ward? Am I in the suburbs or something?”
“No.” The medic officer huffed indifferently, accepting the obvious lunacy of this girl.
“You’re in Mosswell.”
To Saskia’s dismay, he strolled in with his pushcart, closing the door behind him. She
had pined for the hallway behind him—brightly lit, spacious, far away from these creatures in
their questionable state of existence.
“What’s going on? Why am I here?” She spoke while staring at the cart’s contents, its
top blotchy with caked blood. Slashes and splats of darkening red surrounded a mostly opaque

white plastic bag, vividly dotted with blood, filled with muddled remains. In front of the bag,
there was a syringe, meaty blood in its clear tube.
The medic didn’t regard her in the slightest. Her questions remained unanswered.
Focused on his task, he approached the last remaining corpse that was without a trace of life.
Saskia, with fierce, frightened annoyance, pressed him, “What’s that you’re doing?”
He lifted the syringe. It was filled with colorful gore, dark purple, mostly blood,
pearlescent textured by muscle. He relented to Saskia’s interrogation. “These are fresh revivals
surrounding us. I’m in the middle of reviving this squadron. They were killed by
resurrectionists in the woods.”
“Reviving?” Saskia’s brow scrunched. “You mean resurrection?”
The officer glared at her as he removed the plastic safety cover for his syringe’s
substantial needle. This wasn’t a syringe meant for any living creature. The needle was so long
and sharp it would kill anything it entered. “This is a revival. This is not a resurrection.”
“But you’re bringing him back to life!” Saskia protested.
He injected the needle into the dead officer’s neck, but he waited to complete the
treatment. He stared into Saskia’s eyes, a little scared. “You have to understand that a word
like ‘resurrection’ cannot be spoken here. If I were you, I wouldn’t feel comfortable asking
questions like these to anyone in an officer’s uniform. You’re here because my Chief Officer
wanted you to see this. I’ve been instructed to take you to him when I finish my revivals.”
Saskia hesitated. “Can I ask what’s in the syringe?”
“It’s a secret. You need a promotion before you can know what’s inside. I can tell you it’s
mostly human remains.”  The officer’s voice was curt, flatly annoyed. “Of course we use the
bodies of criminals.”

Saskia stared into the tube, transfixed by her nauseous terror. “What’s in the bag?” She
asked.
The officer pressed onto the syringe. The mixture shifted. Oily patterns in the blood
flexed as they were pressed into the deceased officer’s spinal cord.
“The bag is a biohazard I shall dispose of momentarily.”
The corpse opened its eyes, and the medic immediately, gently closed them. Saskia
shuddered to see a living hand roughly touch the vacant eyes.
The uncaring officer continued his work. He unplugged the shot from the flesh, and he
cleaned its wound. He then proceeded to dispose of the refuse in the white bag.
He brought his tray to the chute. “This leads to an incinerator.” He explained, as if
Saskia asked.
As he tossed the bag, Saskia watched, and gasped. Someone was looking at her from
inside the semi-opaque white plastic. Eyes impossibly violet, the eyes she would recognize
anywhere, eyes that stared at her with more love than any others, and they were severed from
their head, pressed against the bag’s sagging bottom.
Saskia’s knees buckled, even as she denied what she saw. Sobs drowned her eyes, but
tears didn’t fall. Her entire face hurt.
“Come with me.” The medic removed his latex gloves and tossed them down the chute
as well. “You’ve caused enough disturbance for my patients.”
Saskia shook her head. “ Was there an attack?”
“What did I say about all the questions?” He strode toward her, his anger a little
paternal, like he expected better from her. “ Follow me, or I’ll call in assistance. Please. Make
this easier on yourself.”
He held out his hand, staring off into the middle distance.

With effort, Saskia controlled her breathing. Tears blinked, she was able to stand. And
she was able to match steps with the officer. She followed him out of the morgue.

The hallways were much like the hallways in her pre-college, waxy white tiles,
squeaking shoes, fluorescents, and spotless plaster ceilings. There was a seamless transition
from the medic ward into the street officer station. Their layouts were designed to be
interchangeable.
The medic didn’t say goodbye when they reached the appointed office: he rapped his
knuckles against the closed door and unceremoniously marched away. Saskia didn’t watch him
depart.
“Yes?” A gruff voice called. “Come in.”
Saskia entered, and looked up to the scowling, expectant face of Chief Officer Myrtle
Breckett. “Good. It’s you.” H
 is face relaxed, seemingly oblivious to the weepy puffs beneath
Saskia’s red, leaking eyes. “Leigh and I have been expecting you. He’s been so worried.”

Leigh was slumped in a low leather chair inside his dad’s office. Golden plaques lined
the walls, commemorating the Fifteen Tenants of the Lord, casting slightly warped reflections.
Saskia didn’t detect the concern and sadness in Leigh’s eyes. Exhausted, she plopped
onto the puffy leather chair beside him. She looked forward, emptily, feeling entirely scraped
out, hollow, inside a slight shell of an existence. Closed into a new despair. Islanded from her
feelings.
Leigh’s dad regally seated himself behind a lacquered, red wood desk, curvaceous and
mottled as coral reef, uniquely designed for high-status officers. He occasionally reviewed the
processor inlaid in the desk’s curling concavity. “So Mrs. Saskia laDemy.” M
 yrtle addressed her

with a surprising amount of respect, not like she was a child at all. “Do you understand why I
permitted you to see what happens in our morgues?”
She shook her head, a faint gesture.
“I saw it too.” L
 eigh said, pining for Saskia to look at him, wishing he could console.
Receiving nothing from Saskia, he glared at his father. “What happens in that room is illegal.
And it’s against our religion.”
“It’s not illegal when we do it.” Myrtle said, irritated, but obviously repressing his most
wrathful spite. “Don’t you lecture me on our religion. Go ahead and review the wall behind me.
You’ll find that the Lord frowns upon senseless resurrection. We are not greedy mortals
seeking a gift that was never meant for us. There is no promise of immortality here. Everyone
retires once they have met their quota.”
Leigh sat up, daring to raise his voice, more for Saskia’s attention than his dad’s. “If
you’re so confident this is acceptable then why the secrecy? Why not go public?”
“We cannot allow the resurrection circles to know everything about our tactics.”
“Why?” S
 askia croaked. It was all she could think of saying.
Myrtle regarded her with unpitying curiosity. “Why what?”
Saskia’s lips trembled. She broke into more tears, “You were going to tell me why I’m
here?”
“That’s right. I allowed you to see our morgue because I thought you deserved to know
what we are capable of. You deserve to know the potential you have with us.”
“Why did you kill Pen?” Downcast, Saskia’s voice broke into ribbons.
“What?” L
 eigh said, seething. “Dad, what’s she talking about?”
Myrtle sighed, as if this were a trivial annoyance. “I did not kill your sister.”
“Dad, what is she talking about?” Leigh said again, louder.

Myrtle went on with his planned explanation. “Our officers investigated the unusual
disturbance you caused in the work zone. We had your sister in our records as a likely
resurrectionist. We knew you were likely heading for her.” He reviewed his processor screen.
“Some officers interrogated the drifters camped out in the borderland. For a reward, the drifters
told them about the travelers. They said there was a party of people who came through earlier
that day. Allow me to offer my condolences. Your sister was young. It is unfortunate she got
involved with such unscrupulous people. But in the end, she made her choice.”
Saskia’s stomach turned. She didn’t have the energy, but a loud, passionate rebuke
floated in her throat. “Was anyone else killed?” She asked, voice so thin it was almost a whisper.
“A resurrectionist we identified as a man of indeterminate age. Sadly, his body was
destroyed. The rest of them got away.”
Myrtle sat back in his chair. “You’re a very lucky girl, Saskia. If my son hadn’t gotten
his sights on you—”
“Dad.” Leigh interrupted, disgusted.
“If my son hadn’t befriended you,” Myrtle corrected himself. “And if you haven’t shown
such promise in your studies, then I assure you this: you would not be receiving restricted
information. In fact, you would be arrested. You would be put on trial and I can confidently say
you would be convicted of seeking resurrection, from which point you would have been
executed. And instead I am giving you a choice.”
“This is awful.” Leigh said, grim and soft, under his breath.
“Enough!” M
 yrtle barked at his son, spittle dusting the air in front of him. “Not another
outburst from you! Do you hear me?”
Leigh’s face crumpled, but then quickly, wincingly straightened. “Yes sir.”

Myrtle settled back in his chair, making a show of his calm. “I’m graciously offering you
another chance. You can join our youth cadets, pledge your allegiance to our laws, submit to
our surveillance, and obey our protocols throughout a very long and prosperous life. Or, you
can face immediate arrest for seeking resurrection.” He glared at Leigh. “This choice applies to
both of you.

Shoulders stooped, feet dragging, Saskia walked out of the station in a youth cadet’s
medic uniform, turquoise slacks, creased, and a black, high-shoulder top, emblazoned on its side
with the medic symbol, an owl with outstretched wings stitched in red. Dazed to see the city’s
life proceeding as normal, casual pedestrians, formally clothed, heading home from work in the
shaded sundown of evening. Leigh trudged along with her, dressed in the same uniform. They
went to the nearest tran stop, a privacy allowed because Leigh insisted on it. He said Saskia
shouldn’t endure a ride home in an officer transport, not after the day she’s had. His father
agreed, although he seemed suspicious, as if these rebellious kids might attempt some kind of
escape if left on their own. A growl in his tone, he ordered them to go directly home.
Alone in their separate sad thoughts, they stood beneath the heat lamp installed in the
tran stop shelter. The silence began to itch at Leigh.
He apologized, mostly to hear the sound of his own voice.
“Why are you sorry?” Saskia clearly wasn’t interested, voice flatlining.
Leigh almost didn’t say anything, conscious of the profound grief jarring his friend. “I’m
sorry about everything I guess. I can only imagine what you’re going through.”
“You can’t imagine.” She spat, chin mottled. Saskia herself could not imagine what she
was going through: she didn’t accept it. Maybe it wasn’t Pen’s eyes she saw. In the bracing
moment of seeing those divorced parts of her sister, Saskia froze with the certainty of

recognition, but that moment of icy certainty flattened into memory. Belief, jerky and
desperate, stirred within her otherwise numb being, grasping for the impossible chance of Pen’s
survival. No, those weren’t Pen’s eyes, and Officer Breckkett lied, a ruse to coerce her
cooperation. It’s just like an officer to be cruel and sneaky like that!
Lost in her thoughts, she resented Leigh for his banal condolences. His sympathy
served as an unwanted reminder of the dire truth.
“I’m sorry.” H
 e said, rubbing the back of his neck. After a tense silence, he asked, “Do
you know what you’re going to do? Like are you actually going to come to the first day of
medic cadet training?”
“No.” She watched the street, looking for the scheduled tran. It was late, which rarely
happened. “Could you leave me alone actually?”
Leigh held back a selfish sob, keenly aware of his selfishness. “Sure.”
He rushed off in a random direction, ashamed and frustrated. With each charging,
aimless step, he cursed himself, cursed his family, cursed the officers, and cursed the world he
was born into, and felt cornered into, upholding.

Chapter 28

Gushing parents bombastically welcomed the return of their good daughter. Earlier in
the evening, Leigh’s mom had gleefully telecommuned, relaying the good news of Saskia’s
rather rapid acceptance into the prestigious youth cadets.
Saskia wasn’t surprised they already knew. She couldn’t care enough to be surprised.
Proud, parental arms outreached, open and loving, for an embrace unfelt. Delighted by her
outfit, fawning, fussing with her collar, they recorded images of this auspicious moment. It has

been many years since they recorded pictures of their offspring—not since her and Pen were
toddlers. Saskia blinked through it all, smiling when she was told to smile, frowning the rest of
the time, listening to the bloodstream static inside her ears. Her heart was loud. It wasn’t a
solid drumbeat ba-bum ba-bum; it was a soft plunk and its softer echo, fragile and meaty. She
tuned out the shallow, admiring cries from her parents. They didn’t notice her aloof misery.
After the fifth flash of the recorder, Saskia asked to be excused for her room.
“Of course.” Claudine said. “You’ve had such a busy day. You deserve a long rest.”
I deserve to die. Saskia thought. Death seemed proper for the uniformed, unformed person
she pretended to be, the failure, the impulsive fool wandering the woods all night long, the
coward enrolled in pre-college while everyone she loved defied society and joined in with the
resurrectionists, even if it meant death.
I deserve to die. She thought again, repeating it like a mantra.
Fully clothed, Saskia curled into her large plush bed, sobbing and muttering
half-formed thoughts. “It wasn’t her, not all of her so it wasn’t her. They wouldn’t let it happen,
it’s just there’s no way. I’m sorry I’m so sorry.”
Suddenly, there was a warp in the wind. A pop resounded, sounding like the release of a
suction cup
Robin, red-eyed, appeared at the foot of the bed, folded through empty space by the
grace of Rayiy. Dirty with sweat, hiccoughing sobs, one hand gripped Rayiy’s gift, the obsidian
compass, and her other hand held a pink claspbook. “Saskia.” She said.
Saskia shot up in her bed. “Pen!” She heard her own pathetic desperation. “No. Robin?
Robin!”

Voice shattering, she rose from her heavy, floofy duvet. Robin rushed forward to the
bedside, where she set down the compass and notebook. Saskia stood to meet her. They
hugged.
“How?” Pen said, cheeks scratching against the side of Robin’s haircut.
“Rayiy transported me like Heira did. Her presence is with us. I’ll need to leave soon.”
She signed a phrase Alena taught her, saying, “We bless her charity.”
As she signed, she continued talking with Saskia. “You know what happened don’t you?”
Saskia twitched a pained nod. She knew more than Robin, the full truth of what
happened to Pen. The syringe and incinerator chute, the body reduced to base, magic materials,
and the rest of her disposed. She needed to alter the subject.
“How do you know?” Robin asked.
Saskia shook her head. “They told me.” She caught herself withholding information.
They didn’t just tell her; they showed her. A voice in her head reprimanded. Robin deserved to
know the hypocritical practice of the officers. Any resurrectionist deserved to know. Yet Saskia
moved on with her story, leaving this gap. “I was captured by the officers in the woods. I must
have been close to your camp. I came out last night because I need to tell you something.”
She remembered the message from Robin’s mom. She was about to deliver it, when
Robin noticed her clothes: slacks, high-shoulder top, and owl badge.
“What’s going on? Why are you in a youth cadet’s uniform?”
“They want me to join. I registered for the medic-training program because they’ll
arrest me if I don’t. But that doesn’t matter.”
“You need to come with me. Rayiy can take us back together. The circle will gladly
accept you.”

Hope teased. Here it was, the escape she sought, but it was undercut by a nagging
bitterness. “How did it happen? How did Pen get left behind?”
Robin tensed. “Iza wouldn’t go back. There were officers everywhere and everything
was going so fast.” Her breath hitched.
Saskia shook her head. “I don’t know.”
Robin’s remorse flexed into raging disappointment. “You can’t stay here.” Her left eye
throbbed. “I’m sorry. I don’t know what your plan is. You need to do whatever you think is
best.” She forced the pink claspbook into Saskia’s hand. “Here. Take this. Pen said she was
writing you a letter the night before we were attacked.”
“What’s it say?”
“I didn’t read it.” Robin’s voice was defensive. “She wrote it for you.”
“Can you wait while I read it?”
“Sure.” Robin looked around the room, otherworldly in its familiarity: the big screen,
the kitchen items,, and the large cushy chair. An entire childhood claimed in someone else’s
isolated finery. She couldn’t wait to leave. She hoped to forget she ever lived comfortably in this
enormous lie.
Saskia sat on her bed. Delicately, as if it were in danger of dissolving, she opened the
journal. The text on the page brought tears to her eyes—Pen’s handwriting. Distinct flourishes
of cursive, those curly swishes decorating the ends of her letters. It was her sister, talking as if
she were alive, oblivious to the anti-future waiting to swallow the rest of her maturing
thoughts. Saskia flipped through the pages until she found the letter intended for her.

Dear Saskia,

You’re the only one I can tell this to. I regret everything that has led me to where I am. I don’t
think I’m cut out for this criminal life. It’s cold and dirty. Is eternal existence worth it if it means existing
in constant danger?
I’ve never been sure of myself, but until now I didn’t realize just how unsure I was. Whenever I
discouraged you from joining me, I wanted to protect you. Why wasn’t I protecting myself? It’s weird
how much easier it is to look out for the person you care most about. But you don’t need my protection. If
anything, I need you more than you need me.
I was desperate for inclusion in a resurrection circle, before I even knew what it would be like. I
don’t know if I can commit to an eternity living with Iza and Traimond. I don’t know if I trust them.
I’m pretty sure I don’t even like them.
Saskia, I don’t belong here.
I belong in Mosswell with you.
Besides, why am I so worried about finding a cure for death when I have my whole life ahead of
me?
Now that I found what I was looking for, it all seems so pointless, so not worth it, and just so
wrong.
I should have waited. I could have lived my life like a normal person, just like you. I already told
you you’re smarter than me, but you’re also the better imposter.
I’ll add to this letter later. Robin wants my attention. Honestly, I love your friend, but she’s a
little needy. She’s not at all confident. She’s really not at all like you. Maybe that’s why you (usually) get
along.
I miss you sis.

Saskia roughly flipped pages, looking for more. There must be more. Eventually, she
forced herself to close the book and cast it aside.
“I’m not coming with you.” She said, looking away from Robin, who stood in front of
her, alarmingly similar to the domineering stance of an officer.
Robin stepped forward with aggressive determination. “Why not? What was in that
letter that was so bad?”

“It’s not for you to know.”
Robin’s shoulders rotated. “I know she had doubts about Iza and Traimond. I had
doubts too. But we were working through it. And what happened, it wasn’t their fault, not
really, it was just like a warzone.” Robin’s voice cracked with painfully obvious uncertainty.
“But you left her.” Saskia murmured.
“So you’re going to stay here and become an officer? Is that it? Reform the system from
the inside like your new best friend Leigh? You know how stupid that sounds, right?”
Saskia snapped up to her feet. “And fleeing to Tiersias is a smart idea? What if people
like Bruin Heide get control there too? Or what if Bruin Heide sends his officers to find you?
What then? Think about it, Robin! In a single year, how many times have Iza and Traimond
led you into a death trap?”
“Iza and Traimond are the only family I have left!”
“They got you killed!”
“No! Officers killed me! They’re the ones to blame! And they murdered your sister you
pathetic brat!” She shoved Saskia, who, unresisting, landed on her bed. “You’re just too scared
to join us! You’re a coward! Pen really thought you were so smart, but if she really knew you,
she’d be ashamed to call you her sister.”
“You don’t know her like I do.” Saskia rested her head on its side, weakly speaking into
the bump she impressed in her duvet.
A soft rapping on the door interrupted. “Saskia?” Claudine called. “Are you ok?”
Robin didn’t know if she wanted to apologize or scream more insults.
She did neither. She snatched the obsidian compass. Shaking and fast, she signed for
Rayiy to arrange her departure. A semi-opaque helix coiled around her body. She shrunk,
creasing into ruptured space.

Claudine gently nudged open the door.
“What’s going on? I heard yelling.”
“Nothing.” S
 askia said, voice shaking. “I was just watching a vision.”
“Your screen’s turned off.” C
 laudine commented dryly.
“I turned it off because it got too sad.” S
 askia’s dishonestly thoroughly convinced.
Clearly, something had made her miserable. Her voice was racked with sobs.

Beri and Girard played their telegame, living adventures through their digital unicorn
avatars. They completed the second-to-last level, which was a doozy. The boss was a troll,
gnarled as an old oak tree, larger than an elephant, and wolf-faced, guarding a green spell book.
After hours of trying, they adapted to the attacking maneuvers of their computerized,
pre-programmed foe. They defeated it.
“Yes!” Girard threw up his hands, indifferent to the harsh landing of his thrown
controller.
Beri cheered. “We did it!”
They laughed, a little proud of their success, then amused by their pride. “That was a lot
harder than I thought it would be.” Girard said. His brow creased, wrinkles sinking into fatter
wrinkles. “I thought this game was for children?”
Beri relaxed, surprisingly tired. “Maybe it’s actually easier for the kids. Kids are good at
games.”
Girard chuckled. “You say that like you’re not a kid.”

“You know I’m eighteen.” B
 eri gently shouldered his arm. She coolly popped one of his
pills. “You’re always bragging about not selling to minors.”
Guilt stiffened the old man’s face. “You’re pretty much a kid.”
The screen offered the next level. Beri considered activating the “continue” option. She
stayed her hand, then set aside the controller. She was getting tired of this telegame, and she
was getting tired of hanging out with this drug dealer. She was even getting tired of the drugs.
Body acclimated, the highs weren’t exciting anymore: the intoxication became a new standard,
just another bundle of sensations.
“Can I ask you a random question?” She said.
Girard smirked. “You just did.”
Beri rolled her eyes. “Ok well here’s another random question. How come you don’t
want resurrection?”
“Oh that.” Girard shrugged. “I’m excited for the death trip.”
“You’re excited to die?” Beri squinted, feeling far too high for the conversation she
initiated.
“I’m excited for the death trip.”  G
 irard reiterated. “When you die, your brain releases a
bunch of chemicals, the same drugs it releases when you dream. That’s why near-death
survivors always say their lives flash before their eyes. It’s one big wild hallucination. What a
way to go. I imagine I won’t want to come back.”
“Oh.” B
 eri said, disappointed. She expected a wise acceptance of mortality, a comforting
philosophical insight. “So you don’t care that your life will end?”
Girard blinked. “What’s so great about life?”
Ripples coalesced in the wind. With a pop, Robin appeared in front of the telegame.
“What the!” Girard shouted, covering his face with an open palm

“Robin?” B
 eri said, too stoned to be shocked. She couldn’t read the mix of dour emotions
on Robin’s face, but she saw it wasn’t a kid’s face. It was an inscrutable, aged face. “Damn girl.
Where did you come from?”
“Rayiy transported me.”  R
 obin’s chin quivered. Sobs rippled through her. She knelt at
Beri’s lap, dropping the obsidian compass. “It’s Pen! Her tears soaked into the crumb-starred
carpet.
Beri soaked in the scene until she understood, and she leaned forward, fighting back her
own sobs. She rested a hand on Robin’s shoulder, and it was like this had happened before: she
could have sworn this was a gesture they previously shared, because her loving reach happened
so intuitively, so free of a stranger’s hesitation.
“Robin.” She said.
“I’m sorry, but what about my sister?” Girard asked.
“They killed Pen and Julien.” R
 obin said, and it wasn’t clear if she intentionally
addressed Girard’s question. She glanced up toward Beri, so skittish it could have been
misconstrued as fearfully subservient, like a worshipper before her mighty goddess. “The rest
of us barely got away. They ambushed us.”
“Are you safe now?” Beri asked, blinking tears.
“Yes. We’re safe at the moment. But who knows how long that will last?” R
 obin’s
breath stuttered. She waited until she regained respiratory steadiness, her hand resting on the
compass. “Will you come with me? Rayiy can take both of us. Please? I don’t want to be alone. I
already asked Saskia and she’s-, she’s just not coming.”
Beri, taken aback, thoughtlessly turned to Girard. “You should go.” H
 e softly said.
She didn’t need to think twice. “Okay.”

And with that quick consent, Beri felt the space around her contract and vacuum in on
itself. In an instant, with Robin by her side, she found herself in the backseat of a stolen strider,
moving through a new wild, a life she hadn’t realized was waiting. Although she was too high
to fully appreciate the awe, and grief, of this unexpected transition.

It was exactly like waking up for a day of pre-college, except Claudine prepared a
special breakfast—strawberry crepes, a childhood favorite. Saskia vacantly chewed on the wet,
sweet pastry. Like any other morning, she rode the tran to the pre-college, where the gym had
been outfitted into an obstacle course for the day. The youth cadets congregated near the
double door entrance. Large orange coolers served juice and water into flimsy paper cups.
Saskia found Leigh in the check-in line. She joined the queue.
“Hello.” She said, formal and disconsolate.
“Hi.” He said, formal as well, nervous he would, yet again, say the wrong thing, but
hopeful, too, that he might get it right this time. He might be the right person for her sorrow.
“I feel sick.” Saskia confessed. “I don’t know if I can do this.”
Leigh studied her sadness. He tried to let it seep into his mind. “We won’t be like the
rest of them.” H
 e whispered conspiratorially.
“We won’t kill anyone.” Saskia said.
“Never.” Leigh asserted, no longer whispering. “They’ll never turn us into killers. We’ll
be healers. Medics.”
Ears perked on the boy waiting in front of them, followed by an appraising glance
backwards, noting, with distaste, the squeamish.
Leigh leaned closer. This felt familiar. “We can change things.” He said.

At the front of the line, there was a table where a waiting officer asked for a name to
verify against a sign-in sheet. Recruits confirming their identity would proclaim their name and
enthusiastically follow it up with “reporting for duty!”
Nobody knew, for sure, if this was what was supposed to be said. Maybe one recruit
said, “reporting for duty,” and the people behind in line, overhearing, copied the phrasing.
Leigh went before Saskia.
Asked for his name, like the boy in front of them, he said, “Leigh Breckett, reporting for
duty.”
Saskia came next.
“And you?” An officer prompted. “Name?”
Saskia took a breath, almost laughing. “Saskia laDemy.” She said, disassociating.
“Reporting for duty?”
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